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ICSI Convocation 2020
Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu
Hon’ble Vice President of India being felicitated by CS Ashish
Garg, President, ICSI on the ICSI Convocation 2020 held at
Hyderabad on 18th January, 2021
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Congratulations
ICSI Congratulates Shri Anurag Singh Thakur,
Hon’ble Minister of State for Finance and Corporate
Affairs on being conferred upon with ICSI Honorary
Fellow Membership in the presence of Chief Guest of
the day, Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha, on
the 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries,
at Indore.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

AZwJ¥[hVmo@pñ_& ^dV…H¥$nmnmÌmo@pñ_& YÝ`mopñ_& H¥$Vkmo@pñ_
Dear Professional Colleagues,

P

enning down address for the January edition of this
Journal would indeed be a hard task for a person
who has spent a year at the helm of affairs of such an
institution which not only commands respect in India and
abroad but is more than committed towards its own motto,
vision, mission and goals. The rhythm of emotions within
himself are not in harmony as one feels swings inside
something beyond what words can begin to justify. For
one, the celebratory mode of the New Year is still on and
so are new hopes, new aspirations, new opportunities and
needless to say endless possibilities. And yet it is time to
bid adieu to the Chair and be grateful to the Lord Almighty
for all the successes and also to all those who have lent
generous hands and brave hearts in making possible the
impossibilities.
If I were to look back, the year 2020 could have easily
been written off just like any of its predecessors and yet
it turned out to be different. The year 2020 became a
year of never-seen-before challenges, a year of unique
opportunities, a year of deep introspection, and a year of
self actualization. And before I share, with all gratitude and
exhilaration, my journey of self-actualization alongside the
tremendous achievements of the Institute in the past year;
the events of the past month are what I would like to begin
with.

Riveting, Enchanting, Exhilarating: The
month gone by
Opportunities don’t happen, you create them.
Although these three words of emotion stand nowhere
close to putting across the euphoria and delight that might
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have been felt on each of the varied occasions of the days
gone by; yet they are the perfectly illustrative of the fact as
to how exalting an ICSI event can be.
The month of December might have marked the onset of
the winter season for most part of the nation; but it is in
this month that the heat in the Institute had gone a few
notches higher. The 48th National Convention of Company
Secretaries held in hybrid mode in the heart of Madhya
Pradesh, Indore; the largest and most awaited event of the
year became the front runner for a host of other events to
follow suit.
If I were to pinpoint a single instance or reason for my
ecstasy, I am afraid I will be termed judgmental. For it is
each and every moment, each second, and each minute
of the three day event that lent it its special place in the
hearts of all those present, both physically and virtually.
The guests, the panelists and the participants in all their
togetherness rendered the last event of the year 2020 an
exceptional grandeur and an inimitable gaiety. It is for all
these reasons and more that the 48th National Convention
shall always hold a special place in the history of the ICSI
for it will be a portrayal of the fact that the Institute and its
members shall always find a torch to alight no matter how
dark the scenarios might seem.
What followed was not just the beginning of a new year
2021, but a series of events, all planned, scheduled,
hosted and accomplished within the span of just one
week. The 21st National Conference of Student Company
Secretaries: Yuvotsav, the 20th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance, the 21st National
Conference for Practising Company Secretaries and
CHARTERED SECRETARY

While I may go on and on to thank profusely each of the
ICSI members but then again these events and their
success would have been a dream sans reality had it
not been for the presence of our esteemed guests and
dignitaries at each of these events and ceremonies.
Beginning with our own Honorary Member, Shri Arjun
Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs, Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises, Shri
Piyush Goyal, Hon’ble Union Minister for Railways,
Commerce & Industry, Consumer Affairs and Food & Public
Distribution, Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha,
Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon’ble MoS for Finance and
Corporate Affairs, Smt. Tamilisai Soundararajan, Hon’ble
Governor of Telangana and Shri G. Kishan Reddy, Hon’ble
Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Shankar Lalwani,
Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha, Shri Kumar
Mangalam Birla, Chairman, Aditya Birla Group and above
all Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Vice President of India;
each of the dignitary with their luminary presence and
words rendered the events their splendor, magnificence
and opulence.

New Members to the ICSI Family: A warm,
warm welcome
As the President of this Institute, I have always introduced
myself as the representative of the 65000 members and
300000 students of the Institute of Company Secretaries
of India. To me these numbers are not just statistics but
a strong portrayal of our combined knowledge, strength,
power and our position in the Indian Diaspora. And it is
for the roles played by each one of us cumulatively that
we are proud to call ourselves Governance Professionals.
While taking care of the governance scenarios, attempting
to strengthen governance frameworks and initiating
actions to further our vision, mission and motto is what
is expected of us, many around us in their respective
designations and out of their own accord have been
supporting our cause wholeheartedly. And it is for this
evocation of togetherness in our endeavours that the
ICSI confers upon persons of eminence and leaders the
Honorary Fellow Membership of the Institute of Company
Secretaries of India.
It fills my heart with gladness and gratification to share that
the ICSI has conferred its Honorary Fellow Membership
upon Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon’ble Minister of
State for Finance and Corporate Affairs and Shri Kumar
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Mangalam Birla, Chairman, Aditya Birla Group. May the
Institute and the profession achieve much greater heights
in their illuminating presence and enlightening guidance.

Expanding infrastructural capabilities
`Wm øoHo$Z MH«o$U Z aWñ` J[V^©doV²&
Ed§ néfH$maoU [dZm X¡d§ Z [gÕç[V&&
(Just like a Chariot cannot Move with one Wheel,
We cannot attain our Destiny without Hard
work or Effort.)
This shloka nearly summarizes the intent behind all the
initiatives undertaken by the Institute and have witnessed
their achievement and accomplishment. When the ball for
the Centre of Excellence was set rolling in the month of
January 2020, little would have any of us imagined that
in the very same month of the next year, we would be
invoking the Gods for their blessings to commence the
construction in the New Town of Kolkata.
As Shri Debashis Sen, CMD, WBHIDCO Limited & Addl.
Chief Secretary, Government of West Bengal graced the
occasion as the Chief Guest while Shri Chandra Shekhar
Ghosh, Managing Director & CEO, Bandhan Bank Limited
presided over as the Guest of Honour at the ceremony;
the memorable event was lent much more essence, kernel
and significance. A first of its kind in the Eastern Region,
the ICSI CoE is being developed with the aim of bringing
professional excellence through learning, research, and
training in the region.
Apart from this, continuing the legacy and commitment
to conserve and protect natural resources and to make a
paradigm shift towards renewable and natural resources,
installations of solar panels in the ICSI owned buildings
were made at four new locations. The renovated Premises
of Bhopal Chapter of ICSI were also inaugurated by
Shri Vishvas Kailash Sarang, Hon’ble Minister, Medical
Education, Bhopal Gas Tragedy Relief & Rehabilitation.

The Year Gone By: Trying, Testing and yet
fulfilling
\y$cmo§ go OJ AmgmZ Zht hmoVm h¡
éH$Zo go nJ J[VdmZ Zht hmoVm h¡
AdamoY Zht Vmo g§^d Zht àJ[V ^r
h¡ Zme Ohm§ [Z_m©U dht hmoVm h¡
The year 2020 for our generation and those to follow
shall be earmarked in the history of the world, as an year
of eccentricities, an year of challenges and an year of
trials and turbulences. None of us had been witness to
a situation such as this one, wherein not just a city, state
or nation; but almost the entire world was on a lockdown.
The times tested our patience, our grit, our perseverance
and most importantly our professionalism.

JANUARY 2021 |
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

the ICSI Convocation for the year 2020. Each event
with a different theme, a different stakeholder group
and a different mindset; and yet with same fervor, same
enthusiasm, passion and commitment; commitment to
achieve and commitment to deliver without any dearth in
participants at any given moment.

FROM THE PRESIDENT

It was in these times that as professionals individually and
as an Institute cohesively that all of us sailed through and
came out with greater enlightenment, better knowledge,
enhanced strength and a renewed zeal to march forward
towards the achievement of our vision and mission.
What flagged off initially with representations for
relaxations to the various Regulatory Authorities was
followed up by a series of Webinars on topics ranging
from Life Skills, motivation, personal health and well being
and other capacity building topics. And what was more
intriguing and yet humbling than everything else was the
affirmations received and the presence made by some of
the biggest names in the political, corporate and spiritual
world to address these Webinars. More than half a century
of Webinars, and a much higher number of dignitaries, all
in all a record breaking achievement in itself.
While for many the lockdown might have been a deterrent
in the normal course of activities, we at ICSI made sure
that Life, Growth, Development and Achievement never
halted, not even for a split moment. The ICSI Flagship
events, be it PCS Day or GST Day, Capital Markets Week
or the Foundation Day, all were celebrated online but with
unprecedented zeal, fervor and enthusiasm.
Given the fact that our primary focus has always been on
our future Governance Professionals, plenty of relaxations
were made and initiatives were put across for the students
of the ICSI. Be it Webinars and Online Crash Courses or
the scheduling of the novel CSEET (Company Secretary
Executive Entrance Test) in Remote Proctored Mode or
the relaxations in Training or the merging of the June 2020
Examinations with December 2020; all of these were an
attempt to handhold the beginners in their journey of
achieving true professionalism and playing their roles in
attaining pinnacles of good governance for the nation.
On one hand where an International Conference ‘Synergy
2020’ was organized for the students of ICSI, it is for
the purpose of creating synergies nationwide that MoUs
covering various ICSI schemes under one umbrella were
signed to establish a connect between ICSI and various
Universities and institutions of national repute to strive
together towards learning and development of students,
academicians and professionals.
Our combined efforts, wholehearted participation and a
never say die attitude was our reply to the challenges and
it is for the same that I can proudly say on behalf of all of
us that,

_¢ Vyµ\$mZmo§ _o McZo H$m AmXr hy§
Vw_ _V _oar _§[Oc AmgmZ H$amo..
8
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A`§ ~ÝYwa`§Zo[V JUZm cKwMoVgm_²
CXmaM[aVmZm§ Vw dgwY¡d Hw$Qw>å~H$_² &&
It is indeed not the first time that this shloka has been
cited in the pages of this Journal. Even so, I am neither
the first nor the last to do the same; for it is the glory of
this shloka and its enantiomorphism with the vision of the
Institute that these words shall time and again be quoted
and shared across. If I were to share our achievements
on the global front, to me they shall be nothing more than
a step forward towards the realization of this vision and
mission of the Institute.
Having elected as the President of the Corporate
Secretaries International Association, while is truly
humbling in its own unique way, the responsibilities that
entail along as a representative of an entire nation on a
global forum command a diverse and more global outlook,
in a more holistic, institutional and worldly level.
With two new Overseas Centres inaugurated at London
and Singapore, as the total tally moves to four; we are
assured that the bond developed with our international
counterparts shall create new networks of strengthening
governance frameworks globally.
For as the slogan of this year has been…
Together we can. Together we will.

To each one of you: Thank you doesn’t
suffice
The four words with which I had begun this address of
mine can in no way suffice the contentment, delight and
gratitude that I hold in my heart for the love, affection,
guidance, and support received from each one of you.
If anything, this past one year has taught me well that the
election to the Chair of the President of the ICSI is the
beginning of a journey which cannot be travelled alone.
You may begin alone, but the further steps cannot be
taken alone. And it is this togetherness that made this
journey all the more beautiful, all the more satisfying.
Although sounding poetic, I would quote the following
verses of a great author:

_¢ AHo$cm hr Mcm Wm Om[Z~-E-_§µO[c _Ja
cmoJ gmW AmVo JE Am¡a H$madm± ~ZVm J`m
Given the fact that “The achievements of an organization
are the results of the combined effort of each individual”,
my first vote of thanks goes to those who have been
my immediate go-to persons. I feel extremely fortunate
to have some of the greatest minds from the profession
as my Council Colleagues as well as those coming from
the government side as nominees who have dedicated
their time and effort in each and every endeavour of the
Institute with complete commitment.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Being an educational institution, the ICSI has been
bestowed with a far greater responsibility of developing
individuals who go on to serve the nation in their own way;
a task which requires the untiring efforts of not just a single
person but an entire army of employees. I feel privileged,
humbled and thoroughly motivated for having served this
Institute with one of the most diverse and yet unified team,
Team– ICSI.

While the decisions of the Council are bound to be eclectic,
it is the Committees and Task Forces, the Core Groups
which go on to play go on to deal with matters much
more explicit. I extend my sincere appreciation towards
the members of the Appellate Authority, Disciplinary
Committee, Board of Discipline, Auditing Standards Board
(ASB), Secretarial Standards Board (SSB), Peer Review
Board (PRB) and Quality Review Board (QRB) and all
other Committees, sub-committees, Task Forces, Core
Groups and Expert Groups, as well as the Governing
Boards of our subsidiary entities.

(Remembering the small amount of water which it
was given in its early age, the coconut trees carry
nectar like water on their head throughout their life.
In the same manner good and noble people do not
forget a favour done to them.)

With the thought and intent that “the branches of a Banyan,
howsoever high gain strength from the roots only”,
the Institute had celebrated the World Senior Citizens’
Day this year. And it is for this hidden strength and the
source of guidance that I exalt all our past presidents,
councils, secretaries, past Regional Councils and Chapter
Management Committees along with their Chairpersons
in the same breath for their perpetual and everlasting
allegiance with this Institution.
I extend my heartfelt gratitude towards the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs headed by Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman,
Hon’ble Union Minister for Finance and Corporate
Affairs and Shri Anurag Thakur, Hon’ble Minister of
State for Finance and Corporate Affairs along with Shri
Rajesh Verma, Secretary, MCA and all the Officials of
the Ministry, for it is your unflinching support and the
acknowledgements received that the Institute has been
able to serve its stakeholders in the best possible manner.
The initiatives undertaken towards spreading Investor
Awareness in consonance with the IEPF are a reiteration
of our commitment towards this cause and we shall
continue to do the same in the times to follow.
Along with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, what humbles
me to the core is the support extended by various other
ministries and Regulatory Authorities. I extend my
thankfulness to all the honourable Ministers, Secretaries
and coveted officials of the various Ministries and their
Directorates and Departments; members of SEBI, NSE,
BSE, NSDL, CDSL, NCLT, RBI, IBBI, Gas Exchange, IAI
etc. for being our guide, partner and pillar of support in our
varied endeavours.

CHARTERED SECRETARY

àW_d`[g XÎm§ Vmo`_ën§ ñ_aÝV…
[ea[g [Z[hV^mam Zm[aHo$cm ZamUm_² &
g[cc__¥VH$ën§ XÚwamOrdZmÝV§
Z [h H¥$V_wnH$ma§ gmYdmo [dñ_apÝV &&

With immense gratitude in my heart and an undying
commitment to serve the Institute and this nation, I thank
all of you for the support, love and guidance extended
to me during the year and for making the tenure as the
President, ICSI enriching and fulfilling and a memorable
one.

Let’s march ahead together with glory
Having accomplished various feats and yet having dreamt
dreams aplenty not only for the profession, the Institute
but the entire nation, I believe that the road ahead marked
by spectral vision is one where nothing short of dedicated
thought and unified action shall lead us on the path of
glory, accomplishment and achievement. Needless to say
that we might hit a few road blocks on the way, stumbling
too may follow, but then history and the future in making
demand nothing short of that.

Hw$N H$aZm h¡, Vmo S>Q>H$a Mc,
WmoµSm> Xw[Z`m§ go hQ>H$a Mc&
crH$ na Vmo g^r Mc coVo h¡,
H$^r B[Vhmg H$mo ncQ>H$a Mc&
Extending my wholehearted wishes for the upcoming
New Year, I would part with you with these words:

gy`© g§doXZm nwîno:, Xr[á H$méÊ`J§YZo|
cãÜdm ew^_² Zddfo©Apñ_Z² Hw$`m©Ëgd©ñ` _§Jc_||
([Og Vah gy`© àH$me XoVm h¡, g§doXZm H$éUm H$mo OÝ_ XoVr h¡,
nwîn gX¡d _hH$Vm ahVm h¡, Cgr Vah `h `h ZyVZ df© AmnHo$ [cE ha [XZ,
ha nc Ho$ [cE _§Jc_` hmo&
Yours Sincerely

CS Ashish Garg
President, ICSI
JANUARY 2021 |
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As an Institute boasting of Pan-India presence, the
success of this presence, the expansion of this presence
relies on the commitment and ardor of those at the ground
level. It is the Regional Chairmen and members of the
Regional Councils, the Chapter Chairmen and members
of Chapter Management Committees who are the real
brand ambassadors of the Institute in their respective
areas. Given the fact that the year gone by has tried us
in more ways than one, I extend my heartfelt thanks to
each one of them for their continuous support in extending
support and undertaking the initiatives of the ICSI with
enthusiasm, keenness and complete gusto.

RECENT INITIATIVES TAKEN BY ICSI

INITIATIVES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE
MONTH OF DECEMBER, 2020
INITIATIVES FOR MEMBERS

LEADERSHIP ROLE IN CSIA

MEETINGS WITH DIGNITARIES

CS Ashish Garg, President, ICSI has been unanimously
elected as the President of CSIA for the year 2021.

During the month of December, 2020, meetings were held with:

INAUGURATION OF RENOVATED
PREMISES OF BHOPAL CHAPTER



Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha



Dr. Narottam Mishra, Cabinet Minister for Home, Jail,
Parliamentary Affairs & Law Dept., Government of
Madhya Pradesh



Shri Rajnath Singh, Hon’ble Defence Minister,
Government of India

REPRESENTATIONS SUBMITTED DURING
NOVEMBER, 2020
During the month of December, 2020, the following
suggestions, views and representations were submitted to
various Regulatory Authorities:


Request to authorise the Company Secretary in
Practice to verify and certify documents under FPO
Scheme submitted to Shri Narendra Singh Tomar,
Hon’ble Minister of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare on
December 1, 2020.



Request to authorize Company Secretary in Practice
to issue Net worth Certificate for overseas applicants
for registration as Investment Adviser operating in
International Financial Services Centre submitted
to Shri Injeti Srinivas, Chairperson, International
Financial Services Centres Authority (IFSCA) on
December 1, 2020.



Suggestions of ICSI on the draft Code on Social
Security (Central) Rules 2020 submitted to the
Ministry of Labour & Employment on December 27,
2020.

INAUGURATION OF ICSI OVERSEAS
CENTRE, SINGAPORE
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) inaugurated
its Overseas Centre at Singapore, on 19th December 2020, at
the 48thNational Convention of Company Secretaries in the
benign presence of Shri Om Birla Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha
and Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon’ble Minister of State for
Finance and Corporate Affairs, Government of India.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE MINISTRY OF
DEFENCE
ICSI delegation led by CS Ashish Garg met Shri Rajnath
Singh, Hon’ble Defence Minister to present the cheque for
Rs.5,00,000 under Shaheed Ki Beti initiative of ICSI & to
invite him to preside over as Chief Guest for the upcoming
CG Awards. The Hon’ble Minister also appreciated the ICSI’s
efforts made towards enhancing national governance by
translating the Model Codes in different languages.

10
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Renovated Premises of Bhopal Chapter of ICSI were
inaugurated by Shri Vishvas Kailash Sarang, Hon’ble Minister,
Medical Education, Bhopal Gas Tragedy Relief & Rehabilitation
in the presence of CS Ashish Garg, President ICSI and other
members of WIRC and Management Committee-Bhopal
Chapter on 15th December, 2020.

48TH NATIONAL CONVENTION OF
COMPANY SECRETARIES
The 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries, of
ICSI was organised from 17th - 19th December 2020 at Amber
Convention Centre Indore, on the theme Governance: From
Grassroots to Global. The Convention was inaugurated in the
august presence of Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs and Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises, Government
of India, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal as the Chief Guest and
Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha, Shri Shankar
Lalwani as the Guest of Honour.
During the 3 day event, Directors of IIMs, IAS Officers and
Industry/Opinion Leaders of the country would be addressing
the participants on the following sub themes:

Building Smarter Workforces: The altering dynamics
and needs of India Inc.

Rewriting the Rules of Good Governance

Evolving Governance Framework – A global
perspective

Panchayats: At the cusp of new phase of governance

Atmanirbhar Bharat: Parliamentary Discipline in
building self-reliant India
ICSI signed four MoUs under its academic collaboration
initiative with DAVV, Indore, IIM Amritsar, IIM Nagpur and Pune
University on this special occasion.
The ICSI conferred the Honorary CS Degree onto Hon’ble
Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Anurag
Singh Thakur in the virtual presence of Chief Guest of the day,
Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha, on the third day
of the 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries, at
Indore. ICSI also virtually inaugurated its Fourth Overseas
Centre at Singapore at the hands of Shri Anurag Singh Thakur.

RELEASES AT THE 48TH NATIONAL
CONVENTION


MCQs Valuation of Securities or Financial Assets



Handbook on the Code of Wages, 2019
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Ancient Scriptures – The New Age Guide to
Governance Maxims
Parliament Governance – An insight into best
practices
Code for Charity Governance in 12 regional
languages
Model Code for Meetings of Gram Panchayats in 12
regional languages
Accloud PLC: Business tools for PCS
Webtel Electrosoft: Business tools for PCS
MOU with MPSTDC
MoU with HDFC

GO-GREEN INITIATIVE – SOLAR PANELS
To conserve and protect natural resources for future
generations and to protect human health, the ICSI as an
initiative in this regard has intended to contribute to reducing
global warming by installing solar panels at its various buildings.
The inaugurations for the same was held at ICSI NIRO, New
Delhi, ICSI Noida, and Faridabad in the month of December.

INAUGURATION OF RENOVATED
PREMISES OF BHOPAL CHAPTER AND
LIBRARY OF FARIDABAD CHAPTER
Renovated Premises of Bhopal Chapter of ICSI were inaugurated
by Shri Vishvas Kailash Sarang, Hon’ble Minister, Medical
Education, Bhopal Gas Tragedy Relief & Rehabilitation in the
presence of CS Ashish Garg, President ICSI and other members
of WIRC and Management Committee-Bhopal Chapter.
Along with this a library facility was also inaugurated at
Faridabad Chapter.

LAUNCH OF REPOSITORY FOR
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS (EXCLUSIVELY
FOR COMPANY SECRETARIES)
The Board of Directors of a Company play pivotal role in
providing directions to the management in formulating
strategies and ensuring Good Corporate Governance, and the
presence of Independent Directors on the Board of a Company
is the sine quo non for a strong governance system.
To facilitate demand and supply side of Independent Directors,
ICSI has developed a “Repository of Company Secretaries
for Independent Directors”. The Repository for Independent
Directors was launched on 17th December, 2020 during 48th
National Convention of Company Secretaries held at Indore.

RELEASE OF GUIDANCE NOTES ON ICSI
AUDITING STANDARDS
The Institute has so far issued its first four Auditing Standards
viz Auditing Standard on (i) Audit Engagement (CSAS- 1); (ii)
Audit Process and Documentation (CSAS- 2); (iii) Forming
an Opinion (CSAS- 3) and (iv) Secretarial Audit (CSAS-4).
Guidance Notes on first three Auditing Standards (CSAS-1 to
CSAS-3) was issued in January, 2020.
At the 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries, a
compendium of Guidance Notes on all four Auditing Standards
(CSAS-1 to CSAS-4) has been released by the Institute.
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These guidance notes set out the explanations, procedures and
practical aspects in respect of the various provisions contained
in the Auditing Standards. The same can be accessible at
https://www.icsi.edu/media/webmodules/Guidance_Notes_
on_Auditing_Standards_CSAS1_to_CSAS4.pdf

ICSI ONLINE CRASH COURSES
In the month of December, 2020, the ICSI launched following
new online Crash Courses:



Crash Course on Court Craft, Pleading & Appearances
Crash Course on Business Responsibility Reporting

Total 90 candidates in crash course on Court Craft, Pleading &
Appearances and 79 candidates registered in crash course on
Business Responsibility. Online sessions of both the courses
have completed and online examination will be held in January,
2021. Candidates who qualify the online exam will be awarded
Certificate of completion & credit of 10 CPE hours.

ONLINE TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR
EMPANELMENT OF PEER REVIEWERS
An Online training programme for empanelment of Peer
Reviewers (3rd in the series) was organised on Saturday, the
5th December, 2020. Around 50 members participated in the
training programme. The participants will be empanelled as
Peer Reviewer subject to the fulfilment of criteria mentioned
in the Guidelines for Peer Review of Attestation and Audit
Services by Company Secretaries in Practice.

ICSI ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS
WITH UNIVERSITIES AND ACADEMIC
INSTITUTIONS
ICSI “Academic Collaborations with Universities and Academic
Institutions” initiative is aimed to establish a connect between
ICSI and various Universities and institutions of national repute,
through a memorandum of understanding (MoU) covering a
number of schemes under one umbrella towards learning and
development of students, academicians and professionals.
MoUs were signed with the following universities and academic
Institutions during the month of December, 2020 under the
Academic Collaborations with Universities and Academic
Institutions initiative of ICSI:

Himalayan University, Arunachal Pradesh

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

Andhra University, Andhra Pradesh

Rabindranath Tagore University, Bhopal

Devi Ahilya Vishwavidalaya, Indore, Madhya Pradesh

Swarnim
Startup
&
Innovation
University,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat

Gokul Global University, Gujarat

Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat

Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth (Deemedto-be University), Udaipur, Rajasthan

Pacific Academy of Higher Education and Research
University (PAHERU), Udaipur, Rajasthan

Desh Bhagat University, Punjab

Invertis University, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh

Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law, Patiala, Punjab
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RECENT INITIATIVES TAKEN BY ICSI



RECENT INITIATIVES TAKEN BY ICSI

ICSI INSTITUTE OF INSOLVENCY
PROFESSIONALS
Roundtable Discussion on IBBI Discussion paper on
‘Voluntary Liquidation Process’
On 11th December 2020, a virtual round table discussion was
organised to deliberate and invite inputs from the imminent
Insolvency Professionals on the IBBI discussion paper on
Voluntary Liquidation Process. Mr. Ashish Makhija, Advocate
was the speaker in the workshop.
Workshop-cum-Interactive Meet on ‘Issues related to IP’s
fees under IBC’
A workshop-cum-interactive meet was organised on 17th
December, 2020 to discuss issues pertaining to IP’s fees
under IBC. Mr. K R Sajji Kumar, Executive Director, IBBI was
the one amongst the speakers of the workshop.
Workshop on ‘Practical approach on Insolvency in Real
Estate Sector’
On 19th December, 2020, a full day workshop was organised
to discuss the Practical Approach on Insolvency in Real Estate
Sector. Dr. M S Sahoo, Chairperson IBBI gave introductory
remarks. Adv. Suman Batra and CS S Prabhakar, IP have
been the experts during the workshop.

Those who qualified the Prelims conducted on 2nd November,
2020, appeared in Semi Final Round of All India Current Affairs
& GK Quiz 2020 held on 17th November, 2020. The final round
was held on 10th December, 2020 and the winners in each
Category will be rewarded with cash prizes.
Apart from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd prize worth Rs. 50000, Rs. 25000
and Rs.10000 respectively, special appreciation award of Rs.
5000/- and also 10 consolation prizes of Rs. 1000 each in both
categories will be given.

STUDENT COMPANY SECRETARY, CS
FOUNDATION E-BULLETIN AND CSEET
E-BULLETIN
The Student Company Secretary e-journal for Executive/
Professional programme students of ICSI, CS Foundation
course e-journal for Foundation programme students of ICSI
and CSEET e-bulletin covering the latest update on the subject
on the CSEET have been released for the month of December,
2020. The journals are available on the Academic corner of the
Institute’s website at the link: https://www.icsi.edu/e-journals/

OTHER INITIATIVES


Workshop on ‘Personal Guarantors to Corporate DebtorsThink before you guarantee’
On 29th December, 2020, a full day workshop was organised
to discuss the practical aspects of personal guarantors to
corporate debtors. Mr. Sushanta Kumar Das, DGM, IBBI
gave introductory remarks. Mr. Vinod Kothari, and Mr. Anirudh
Wadhwa, were the experts during the workshop.
Round-table discussion on IBBI Discussion Paper on
‘Engagement of professionals in CIRP’
A virtual round table discussion on 30th December 2020 was
organised to have deliberation and invite inputs from the
imminent Insolvency Professionals on the IBBI discussion
paper on Engagement of professionals in CIRP process.

INITIATIVES FOR STUDENTS
REPRESENTATION TO UGC
With the aim of seeking recognition of Company Secretary
(CS) Qualification equivalent to Post Graduate Degree
for appointment of Assistant Professor in Universities and
Colleges, the Directorate of Academics prepared / compiled
a detailed document under the guidance of covering various
academic, research and professional development initiatives
of ICSI and submitted to UGC.

ALL ONLINE QUIZ ON CURRENT AFFAIRS
AND GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
The Institute, through a novel initiative, for creating awareness
about the profession has is organizing Online Quiz on Current
Affairs & General Knowledge. There is no participation fee and
the students can register in two different categories:
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Category 1 - students pursuing 11&12 class of any stream



Category 2 - Students passed 12th/pursuing
Graduation/Post Graduation, in any stream
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Info Capsules: A Daily update for members and
students, covering latest amendment on various
laws for the benefits of our members and students.
The same is available at https://www.icsi.edu/
infocapsule/
Info Capsule Series-3 (51-75) & Series-4 (76-100)
have been published online. The same may be
accessed at:

https://www.icsi.edu/media/webmodules/infocapsule/Info_Capsule_
Series3.pdf
https://www.icsi.edu/media/webmodules/infocapsule/Info_Capsule_
Series4.pdf.pdf

EXTENSION IN THE PROVISION OF
MAKING E-MSOP ACCESSIBLE TO ELIGIBLE
STUDENTS BY RELAXING THE CRITERION
OF TWO YEARS’ TIME BAR UP TO 31.03.2021
Institute vide Circular ICSI/TRG/12/2020 dated 19.06.2020
has further relaxed the eligibility criteria for taking admission
in e-MSOP by temporarily removing the two years’ time bar
between professional pass and e-MSOP registration till
31.03.2021.

LAST DATE FOR SUBMITTING TRAINING
QUARTERLY REPORTS (4TH QUARTER)
EXTENDED TO 31.03.2021
In continuation to circular no. 06/2020 dated 07.10.2020 wherein
the last date of submitting date of submitting 02nd Quarterly report
(April-June) and 03rd Quarterly report (July-September) of the
trainees were extended upto 31.12.2020. Keeping in view the
current situation in the country due to COVID- 19 pandemic, the
Institute further extends the last date of submitting 4th Quarterly
reports (October-December) of trainees upto 31.03.2021.

ICSI INITIATIVES TOWARDS GST
Initiated from April, 2017, 41 issues of the GST Newsletter
have been published in so far, with December, 2020 issue
being the latest.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Looking Beyond

Recent Amendments in CA,2013:Ushering in a
new era of Corporate Growth
liquidity and solvency of companies as also leveraging
the strength of IT for holding Board meetings, EGMs
&AGMs. The Companies Fresh Start Scheme (CFSS)
and LLP Settlement Scheme were also rolled out to
allow law abiding Corporates to make a new beginning
by becoming fully compliant.

3. What are the various schemes launched
by the Ministry in order to benefit the
stakeholders and how effective have they
been?

Shri Rajesh Verma
Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Govt. of India

1. How do you think that the amendments
brought in by the Companies (Amendment)
Act, 2020 would facilitate the Corporate
India?
The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020 can be referred
to as the second phase of decriminalization of offences.
In furtherance to the initiatives of the Government of
India towards the Ease of Doing Business, through the
Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020, 65 sections have
been amended. Besides, a new chapter related to
Producer Companies is being introduced in the Companies
Act, 2013 (‘the Act’). 44 of these amendments were
commenced on 21st December, 2020. The basic intent
is to provide a conduce framework wherein law abiding
corporates are incentivized and conduct their business
without fear of criminal penalties for minor regressions.
As we are coming out of Covid -19 pandemic, which has
affected the world economy adversely, the effort is to
reduce the burden of penalties on Producer Companies
and start-ups also in line with similar provisions for small
companies and one person companies and provide
incentives to all types of companies, whether by way of
decriminalisation or providing other Ease of Living and
Doing Business related measures.

2. Indian corporate sector has been adversely
affected by the current crisis, in light of this
how Ministry of Corporate Affairs has been
able to facilitate the Corporates?
The Ministry of Corporate Affairs reacted proactively to
the onset of the Pandemic and has taken a number of
measures to enable Corporates and their stakeholders
to fight the Pandemic, whether in terms of reducing the
compliance burden during the trying times or preserving
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The Companies Fresh Start Scheme was launched
from 1st April, 2020 offering a onetime opportunity to
the defaulting companies to complete all their pending
compliances.The scheme was further extended till
31st December, 2020 and we have received overwhelming
response from the stakeholders. The scheme was a
great success with approximately 4.74 lakh companies
availing the CFSS, 2020.
Similarly, the LLP Settlement Scheme, 2020, which
was initially rolled out from 16th March, 2020 for certain
firms, was extended to include all firms thereby providing
a one-time condonation of delay in filing statutorily
required documents with the Registrar. The scheme
aimed at providing one-time relaxation in additional fees
to the defaulting LLPs to make good their default by filing
pending documents. The scheme was further extended
till 31st December, 2020 and approximately 1.06 lakh
LLPs availed the benefit of the Scheme.
Similarly, the Scheme for relaxation of time for filing forms
related to creation or modification of charges was made
effective from 17th June, 2020, relaxing timelines related
to filing of certain charge related forms. The scheme was
later extended till 31st December, 2020.
The schemes largely catered to the requirement of the
stakeholders and have been very successful.

4. What are the major reforms and initiatives
of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (‘MCA’)
towards ease of doing business?
The Government has been proactive in taking various
measures for greater ease of doing business in the
country. MCA has been a front runner insimplifying
procedures and speeding up decision-making for ease of
doing business, in order to usher a healthy environment
for investment and corporate growth. During the last
5 years, the Companies Act, 2013 has been amended
four times and most of the amendments have been
targeted towards greater Ease of Doing Business for
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Corporates. We have simplified forms and procedures
and have substituted affidavits with simple declarations.
We have reduced the fees payable by small companies
for various services. We have approved amendments in
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 to facilitate
the insolvency resolution process.

5. What are the major amendments in the
Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020 relating
to ‘Ease of living for corporates’?
The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020 has introduced
significant changes to provide greater ease of living to
corporates. Some of the key areasare:

(d) Exclusion from definition of Listed Company:
Central Government is empowered to exclude,
in consultation with the Securities and Exchange
Board of India, certain class of companies from the
definition of “listed company”, mainly for listing of
debt securities;
(e) Producer Companies: A new Chapter XXIA in the
Act relating to Producer Companies has been
introduced, which was earlier part of the Companies
Act, 1956;

(a) Decriminalisation of offences: Certain offences under
the Act the defaults of which can be determined
objectively and which otherwise lack any element of
fraud or do not involve larger public interest, have
been decriminalised.

(f)

(b) Direct listing by Indian companies: Permitting
direct listing of securities by Indian companies in
permissible foreign jurisdictions as per rules to be
prescribed.

(g) Lesser Penalties: Applicability of section 446B of the
Act, relating to lesser penalties for small companies
and one person companies, to all provisions of the
Act which attract monetary penalties extended to
Producer Companies and start-ups;

(c) Corporate Social Responsibility: The companies
which have Corporate Social Responsibility
spending obligation up to fifty lakh rupees shall
not be required to constitute the Corporate Social
Responsibility Committee and eligible companies
are allowed to set off any amount spent in excess
of their Corporate Social Responsibility spending

14

obligation in a particular financial year towards such
obligation in subsequent financial year;
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Remuneration to non-executive directors: Allowing
payment of adequate remuneration to nonexecutive
directors in case of inadequacy of profits, by aligning
the same with the provisions for remuneration to
executive directors in such cases;

(h) Beneficial interest in shares: Empowering the
Central Government to exclude any class of persons
from complying with the requirements of section
89 relating to declaration of beneficial interest in
shares;

CHARTERED SECRETARY

(i)

Right Issue: Reduction in timelines for applying for
rights issues so as to speed up such issues under
section 62 of the Act;

(j)

Filing of Resolutions: Providing exemptions to
certain classes of non-banking financial companies
and housing finance companies from filing certain
resolutions under section 117 of the Act;

(k) National Company Law Appellate Tribunal:
Provision has been made for setting up Benches of
the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal;
(l)

Filing annual returns and financial statements:
Reduction in the amount of penalties for delay in
filing the Annual Return;

(m) Jurisdiction of trial court: The imprisonment of
officer or employee of the company for wrongful
withholding of property shall not be ordered by the
court, if the court is satisfied that such officer or
employee has not received certain statutory dues
from the company

6. How will decriminalization of compoundable
offences under the Companies Act, 2013
help in ease of doing business?
The MCA has constantly worked towards accelerating
the reforms for ease of doing business. Decriminalization
of compoundable offences under the Companies
Act, 2013 is one such measure in this direction. The
prime objectives behind decriminalisation of certain
compoundable offences which involve minor technical
& procedural violations, which do not have any element
of fraud, deceit and injury to public interest is to enable
corporates to conduct their business operations without
fear, declog courts & unburden NCLT. Now a number
of such violations will be handled through Internal
Adjudication mechanism.
Imposition of penalties by the Adjudicating Officer does
not require them to establish the element of mensrea,
making the process of imposition of penalties faster
than a criminal prosecution. This move also helps
direct the NCLT’s focus and resources only on defaults
involving grave offences affecting public interest. At the
same time, the company or officer in default involved is
not subject to a criminal proceeding for a technical or
procedural lapse. It also makes India more a attractive
destination for potential investors.

7. What is your take on the emerging role
of Company Secretaries in improving
governance structure and making boards
more effective in the new normal?
The role of Company Secretaries which began with the
Companies Act, 1956 today is well elaborated in the
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Company Secretaries have been bestowed
with roles and responsibilities with the
aim and goal of enhancing transparency,
accountability and ultimately a very strong
and resilient governance framework in the
Indian Corporate Scenario.
Companies Act, 2013; the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 and
a host of other laws as well. Company Secretaries
have been bestowed with roles and responsibilities
with the aim and goal of enhancing transparency,
accountability and ultimately a very strong and resilient
governance framework in the Indian Corporate Scenario.
So, a crutial responsibility is on the shoulders of
Company Secretaries for ensuring a healthy corporate
eco-system.
The Company Secretaries in practice in their roles as
Secretarial Auditors and through the various certifications
ranging from shareholding pattern, net worth certificate,
Annual Secretarial Compliance Report, corporate
governance certificate, pre certification of e-Forms etc.
have to function as convenience keepers. With the new
roles like of Registered Valuer, Insolvency Professional,
Internal Auditor and Arbitrator in force; the profession of
Company Secretaries is coming of age and gaining new
grounds.
Coming to the change in their roles in the times of pandemic
and more importantly the emerging role hereafter, it falls
on the shoulders of the Company Secretaries to ensure
that the compliances are undertaken in the most apt
manner, and the Corporate Governance framework
enshrined in the Companies Act is followed in letter
and spirit. As Company Secretaries being Governance
Professionals, the onus is on them to maintain, conduct,
and pursue their roles and responsibilities in a manner
befitting the magnanimity of both the Institute and the
profession.

8. How do you see the role of Institute of
Company Secretaries of India in supporting
the MCA in its various initiatives?
The initiatives of the Government and the MCA especially
in promoting entrepreneurship require the constant
support of not just the India Inc. but professional bodies
such as the Institute of Company Secretaries of India
(‘ICSI’).The Institute and its members can play a role
in advocating the measures taken by the Government
so that a true picture of the various reforms carried
out by the Government is appropriately projected
to the World.
It is quite commendable that ICSI is always more than
willing to extend support whenever the same is sought
by the MCA.
JANUARY 2021 |
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ICSI CONVOCATION 2020 HELD ON
18TH JANUARY, 2021 AT HYDERABAD
Chief Guest
Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Vice President of India
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48 NATIONAL CONVENTION OF COMPANY
SECRETARIES (DECEMBER 17-19, 2020)
HELD AT INDORE

48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

TH

INAUGURAL SESSION
Addressed By:
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs and Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises,
Government of India, Shri Shankar Lalwani, Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

FIRST TECHNICAL SESSION
BUILDING SMARTER WORKFORCES: THE ALTERING DYNAMICS AND NEEDS OF INDIA INC.

Addressed By:
Shri Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD & CEO, BSE Limited
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

MOTIVATIONAL SESSION
Addressed By:
Mr Divya Prakash Dubey
Renowned Hindi Author and Best Seller author of “Terms & Conditions Apply” and “Masala Chai”

CLEAN BHARAT MISSION/ PLANTATION DRIVE
Chief Guest:
Mrs. Malini Laxmansingh Gaur
Hon’ble Member of Legislative Assembly, Madhya Pradesh, Ex Mayor, Indore
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

SECOND TECHNICAL SESSION
REWRITING THE RULES OF GOOD GOVERNANCE
Addressed By:
Ms. Smita Bharadwaj, IAS, Managing Director, M P Financial Corporation, Ms. Aditi Garg, IAS, CEO, Indore
Smart City Development Limited, Mr. Rohan Saxena, Executive Director, MPIDC, Mr. Suresh Arora
IPS (Retd.), Chief Information Commissioner, Punjab, Mr. Manish Shanker Sharma, IPS, Addl. Director General of
Police, Madhya Pradesh, CS Sonal Goyal, IAS, Administrator HSVP & Additional CEO FMDA, Faridabad
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

LAUNCH OF MOBILE APP “CS CONNECT”
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

THIRD TECHNICAL SESSION
INTERNATIONAL SESSION: EVOLVING GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK – A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Addressed By:
Mr. Manoj Pandey, IRS, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India and Council Member
(Govt. Nominee), ICSI, Mr. Sapan Gupta, Vice President, ArcelorMittal S A, Luxemberg, Ms. Victoria Penrice
President, Chartered Governance Institute, UKRIAT, Mr. Vinay M Tonse Managing Director & Chief Executive
Officer, SBI Funds Management Private Limited, CS Preeti Malhotra, Past President, ICSI & Chairperson, Smart
Group, Mr. Waweru G. Mathenge, Chairman, The Institute of Certified Secretaries of Kenya,
Mr.S Santhanakrishnan, Council Member (Govt. Nominee)
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

FOURTH TECHNICAL SESSION
PANCHAYAT: AT THE CUSP OF NEW PHASE OF GOVERNANCE
Addressed By:
CA Gopal Krishna Agarwal, Former Council Member (Govt. Nominee), ICSI, Mr. Amitabh Soni, Founder,
ABHEDYA, Ms. Bhakti Sharma, Sarpanch Barkhedi, Bhopal, Mr. Ishu Tayal, Senior Manager,
National Securities Depositories Ltd., CS(Dr.) Shyam Agrawal, Past President, ICSI
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

SPECIAL SESSION
EXPLORING INDIAN ANCIENT SCRIPTURES: GOVERNANCE LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE
Addressed By:
CS K Suresh, CFO, Skylark Mansion Pvt. Ltd. & Vedic Scholar, Pt. Vijayshankar Mehta, Editor In-Charge
(Dharma Peeth), Dainik Bhaskar & Spiritual Speaker, Dr. Radhakrishnan Pillai, Motivational Speaker & Author of
Corporate Chanakya, 7 Secrets of Leadership and Chanakya in Daily Life
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

INTERACTIVE SESSION
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

SPECIAL SESSION
Governance from Grassroots to Global
Addressed By:
Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha, Shri Anurag Singh Thakur
Hon’ble Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

FIFTH TECHNICAL SESSION
ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT: PARLIAMENTARY DISCIPLINE IN BUILDING SELF-RELIANT INDIA
Addressed By:
Shri Suresh Prabhu, Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha & Former Minister of Railways, Commerce &
Industry and Civil Aviation, Shri Kumar Ketkar, Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha
Shri Anil Gupta, Council Member (Govt. Nominee), ICSI
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

VALEDICTORY SESSION
Addressed By:
Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Hon’ble Minister for Petroleum & Natural Gas and Steel, Government of India
Swami Ramanujacharya, Shri Vishnuprapancharyaji Maharaj, Shri Keki Mistry, CEO and Vice Chairman,
HDFC Limited
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION
32
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

PRESS CLIPPING
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

AWARD CEREMONY

CHIEF GUEST
SHRI TULSI RAM SILAWAT, HON’BLE MEMBER OF THE MADHYA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

BEST REGIONAL COUNCIL OF THE INSTITUTE
WESTERN INDIA REGIONAL COUNCIL

NATIONAL BEST CHAPTER OF THE INSTITUTE
PUNE CHAPTER OF WIRC OF ICSI

BEST GRADE “A+”
CHAPTER OF THE
INSTITUTE
PUNE CHAPTER OF
WIRC OF ICSI
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BEST GRADE “A” CHAPTER OF THE INSTITUTE
INDORE CHAPTER OF WIRC OF ICSI

BEST GRADE “B” CHAPTER OF THE INSTITUTE
KOCHI CHAPTER OF SIRC OF ICSI

BEST GRADE “C” CHAPTER OF THE INSTITUTE
BHUBANESWAR CHAPTER OF EIRC OF ICSI

BEST GRADE “D” CHAPTER OF THE INSTITUTE
SALEM CHAPTER OF SIRC OF ICSI

BEST STUDY CENTRE OF THE INSTITUTE
RUKMINI SHETTY MEMORIAL SUDLTAKAR
SHETTY COLLEGE DHARWAD

EMERGING CHAPTER OF THE INSTITUTE
GORAKHPUR CHAPTER OF NIRC OF ICSI
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48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

AWARD CEREMONY

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 48 NATIONAL
CONVENTION OF COMPANY SECRETARIES
(DECEMBER 17-19, 2020) HELD AT INDORE

48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

th

T

he Institute organised the 48th National Convention of
Company Secretaries at Amber Convention Centre, Indore
during December 17-18-19, 2020 on the theme “Governance:
From Grassroots to Global”. For the first time, the Convention
was organised by the Institute in hybrid mode, i.e., physical
as well as virtual mode. The presence of more than 4000
delegates present both physically and virtually from different
parts of the country, professionals from abroad, distinguished
guests and invitees have made the Convention a grand
success.

OPENING PLENARY
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister of State for
Parliamentary Affairs and Heavy Industries and Public
Enterprises, Government of India was the Chief Guest and
Shri Shankar Lalwani, Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Lok
Sabha was the Guest of Honour at the Opening Plenary.
CS B Narasimhan, Council Member, ICSI & Chairman, 48th
National Convention Organizing Sub-committee delivered
the welcome address. CS Ashish Garg, President, ICSI
delivered the Presidential Address, CS Nagendra D. Rao,
Vice President, ICSI introduced the theme of the Convention
“Governance: From Grassroots to Global”, CS Rahul
Sahasrabuddhe, Chairman, WIRC and Programme- Coordinator, introduced the dignitaries and CS Asish Mohan,
Secretary, ICSI proposed a hearty Vote of Thanks.
Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal while delivering his inaugural
address appreciated the various initiatives taken by the
Institute viz. adoption of the Motto by ICSI, Presentation of
planter, Angavastram and Shaheed Ki Beti Certificate in place
of memento etc. He appreciated the efforts of the Institute
in developing the Model Governance Code for Meetings of
Gram Panchayat and Charity Governance in line with the
vision of the Government of India.
Connecting the roots of Good Governance from the era of
Mother Ahilya, Shri Meghwal praised Mother Ahilya Bai for
her two great achievements, firstly for being the Queen during
those tough times and secondly promoting good governance
for the well-being of her subjects.

Shri Lalwani emphasised that good governance is required
in every field and apprised about the initiatives of the
Government of India in this direction. He informed that
International Logistics Hub for five clusters will be developed
at Indore. He urged upon everyone to work for Vocal for
Local, Local to Global and Aatmanirbhar Bharat for steady
and faster growth of India.
CS Ashish Garg, President, ICSI in his presidential address
stated that though Indore not being a metropolitan city
but holds a significant position in India. He expressed that
National Conventions hold a significant place in the journey
of ICSI. Expressing pride, he added that its importance
could be understood from the fact that the first convention
held during the year 1972 was inaugurated at the august
hands of Shri V V Giri, the then Hon’ble President of India.
Given the changing circumstances, ongoing times, altering
dynamics, and the thought of making an Aatmanirbhar
Bharat, the need of the hour has been felt to expand our
focus, broaden our base, and enhance our responsibilities
not just as professionals individually but as an Institute
collectively and cohesively. The ICSI and its members have
the knack of transforming challenges into opportunities. He
further apprised the initiatives of the Institute in the form of
online classes, webinars, refresher courses, exams, etc. for
the students and members during this COVID-19 period. He
while deliberating on the theme of the Convention emphasised
that adoption of the principles of Governance in all the facets
including Panchayats, Parliament, Corporate and other forms
of entities. He stated that governance is like a Banyan tree
also known for its strong roots which along with its branches
provide shadow and protection.
CS Nagendra D. Rao, Vice President, ICSI while introducing
the theme of the Convention said that in governance not
only Government but non-government characters play an
important role. He emphasised upon the role of the nine
pillars of the governance. He further stated that technology
like Artificial Intelligence and Big data will be important in
shaping the future of India.

He further added that while the government is reiterating
its commitment towards providing transparent, effective
and accountable governance to the people of this country,
ICSI embarks on its mission of developing high calibre
professionals facilitating good governance by organising
such congregation.

CS Amrish Chourasia, Chairman, Indore Chapter &
Programme Facilitator and CS Pranay Patel, Chairman,
Bhopal Chapter & Co-Programme Facilitator along with the
other dignitaries on the dais released the publications on
MCQs on Valuation of Securities or Financial Assets and
Handbook on the Code on Wages, 2019. A flyer relating to
Memorandum of Understanding with M/s Accloud Plc. for
providing software to the members of the Institute was also
released during the session.

The Guest of Honour, Shri Shankar Lalwani congratulated
and appreciated the Institute for organising the 48th National
Convention at Indore, the city of Devi Ahilya, who was a
symbol of good governance. On the occasion Shri Lalwani
said that “Company Secretaries play a seminal role in
strengthening the Indian Economy which will act as the base
of building Atmanirbhar Bharat”.

CS Asish Mohan, Secretary, ICSI while proposing the vote
of thanks expressed his sincere thanks and gratitude to the
Hon’ble Chief Guest and Guest of Honour for gracing the
occasion and conveyed heartfelt thanks to other dignitaries on
the dais for their enthusiastic, energetic and inspiring words.
He also thanked the dignitaries, invitees and delegates for
gracing the Opening Plenary.
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Building Smarter Workforces: The altering dynamics and
needs of India Inc.
The first Technical Session was on “Building Smarter
Workforces: The altering dynamics and needs of India Inc.” CS
Devendra V Deshpande, Council Member, ICSI moderated
the first technical session followed by introduction and formal
welcome of the esteemed panellists from the Academia.
Shri Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD & CEO, BSE Limited
connected virtually and delivered opening remarks.
Dr. Bhimaraya Metri, Director, Indian Institute of Management
Nagpur, Prof. R. Nagarajan, Director, Indian Institute of
Management Amritsar, Prof. Nageshwar Rao, Vice Chancellor,
IGNOU, Prof. Nitin R. Karmalkar, Vice Chancellor, Savitribai
Phule University, Pune, and Dr.Renu Jain, Vice Chancellor,
Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyala, Indore were the panellists present
in person at the session.
The other panellists viz., Dr. Madhu Vij, Professor in Finance,
Faculty of Management Studies, Delhi & Council Member
(Govt. Nominee), ICSI, Dr. Shailendra Singh, Director, Indian
Institute of Management, Ranchi, Dr. B. S. Sahay, Director,
Indian Institute of Management, Jammu, Prof. Mahadeo
Jaiswal, Director, Indian Institute of Management Sambhalpur
connected virtually.
Sharing his views Dr. Bhimaraya Metri stated that learning
goals in the modern context have shifted to skills required
at workplace. In today’s arena, teaching and content shall
be based upon the requirement of corporate sector to meet
needs of India Inc. Learning Departments are coming up in
the corporate to focus on learning to learn. He emphasised
that Leadership roles have to change in modern corporate as
the future workforce is agile and fluid. He further reiterated
that Skilling/ Upskilling and Re-skilling of the workforce is the
need of the hour.
Dr. Madhu Vij deliberated that digitalisation is to be adopted
to cater to diversity in the workforce and for productivity
and efficiency. She also stated that flexi working will be the
new norm in the future. She discussed various dimensions
required for the future work force such as solution based
approach, skills such as innovation and creativity, information
and data handling abilities. She emphasized that Institutions
should understand corporate need and try to collaborate with
industry to bridge the gap.
Prof. R. Nagarajan remarked that working culture of
companies have changed in last 30-40 years. He stated that
corporate sector is changing and what is relevant for the
corporate sector in the present scenario will not be relevant
after 5 years. He elucidated that data and information is very
vital and identifying important data is crucial for decision
making and will have a big role in the future. He also pointed
out that Virtual Reality and collaborative technologies for
working at global level in cross-cultural set-up will have a
significant bearing in the future.
Dr. Shailendra Singh’s address revolved around the role
played by the technology. He pointed that anywhere working
will be the new norm in the future so there is need to focus
CHARTERED SECRETARY

on ICT literacy. He also touched upon the concept of Human
Machine and importance of cognitive and emotional skills,
critical thinking and problem solving in future. He said that
Soft skills have to be developed in the workforce as it will be
useful for service delivery.
Prof. Nageshwar Rao in his address applauded ICSI for
leading in the area of governance in past 52 years. Prof. Rao
said that ICSI has to address national aspirations of future
workforce to help India achieve the goal of US $5 trillion
economy. He spoke about National Education Policy, 2020.
He emphasised that Swayam Portal provides the flexibility
of learning and about 2 crore learners are enrolled in it and
ICSI may take part in promotion of courses which may be
relevant for professionals. He also pointed on strengthening
E-resources as an alternative source for learning.
Prof. Nitin R. Karmalkar deliberated on technologies for
conducting proctored online examinations and emphasized that
National Education Policy recommends ‘knowledge of many
arts’ or what in modern times is often called the ‘liberal arts’,
as it is the kind of education that will be required for the 21st
century. He urged that institutions shall come together to share
knowledge and resources to create a workforce for the future.
Dr. B. S. Sahay in his address mentioned that technology
penetration is immense in last 8-9 months. He reiterated that
People, Process and Technology require to adapt in changing
times. He shared his experience regarding conducting
interviews online.
Dr. Renu Jain appreciated the role played by ICSI, being the
only statutory body in the promotion of Corporate Governance.
She touched upon the importance of new age technology to
form smarter workforces. She mentioned that modern work
force require professionals who are innovating and updating
skills constantly. She also highlighted that National Education
Policy, 2020 postulates transformational reforms including
social, emotional and ethical dispositions and high quality
education for all.
Prof. Mahadeo Jaiswal initiated his speech with observation
on disruptions in many spheres and collaboration being
the need of the hour, which has become easier by use of
technology.
The First Technical Session concluded with signing and
exchange of MoUs for academic collaborations by CS Ashish
Garg, President, ICSI with the following dignitaries:
•

Dr.Renu Jain, Vice
Vishwavidyala, Indore

Chancellor,

Devi

Ahilya

•

Prof. R. Nagarajan, Director, Indian Institute of
Management, Amritsar

•

Dr. Bhimaraya Metri, Director, Indian Institute of
Management, Nagpur

•

Prof. Nitin R. Karmalkar, Vice Chancellor, Savitribai
Phule University, Pune

CS Devendra V Deshpande, Council Member, ICSI proposed
the vote of thanks at the conclusion of the first technical
session.
JANUARY 2021 |
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FIRST TECHNICAL SESSION

48th NATIONAL CONVENTION

MOTIVATIONAL SESSION
A motivational session was addressed by Mr Divya Prakash
Dubey, Renowned Hindi Author and author of Best Seller,
‘Terms & Conditions Apply’ and ‘Masala Chai’. CS Manish
Gupta, Council Member, ICSI formally welcomed the guest
speaker and proposed the vote of thanks.
Thereafter, the day ended with a cultural evening and award
ceremony. Shri Tulsi Ram Silawat, Hon’ble Minister of Water
Resources, Government of Madhya Pradesh presented the
Best Regional Council and Chapter Awards to the Chairman
of Regions and Chapters.
Day – 2 of the National Convention began with a Plantation
Drive. Smt. Malini Laxmansingh Gaur, Mayor Indore and
Member of Legislative Assembly, Madhya Pradesh was the
esteemed guest at the session. During her address, she
emphasised on the importance of cleanliness and hygiene
and apprised about the initiatives of the local administration
in making Indore the cleanest city in India for the fourth
consecutive year.

book but good governance is a very dynamic concept, for
every circumstance there would be a solution which might be
unique to that environment and situation.
Mr. Manish Shanker Sharma commended that the theme
chosen by the ICSI for the Convention, i.e., Governance:
From Grassroots to Global the need of the day. The postings
across the globe have brought along the realisation that all
the developed societies place a great emphasis on good
governance and the time has come that good governance
takes centre stage in our country also.
Mr. Suresh Arora stated that it is difficult to administer a
nation with such diversities. Further, transparency and
accountability will lead to ensuring good governance in the
government sector.
A mobile app ‘CS Connect’ was also launched during the
session.
CS Praveen Soni, Council Member, ICSI proposed the vote
of thanks to the panellists.

SECOND TECHNICAL SESSION

THIRD TECHNICAL SESSION

Rewriting the Rules of Good Governance

International Session: Evolving Governance Framework
– A global perspective

CS Praveen Soni, Council Member, ICSI moderated the
second technical session. Ms. Smita Bharadwaj, IAS,
Managing Director, M P Financial Corporation, Ms. Aditi
Garg, IAS, CEO, Indore Smart City and Mr. Rohan Saxena,
Executive Director, MPIDC addressed the participants at the
session in-person.
CS Suresh Arora, IPS (Retd.), Chief Information Commissioner,
Punjab, Mr. Manish Shanker Sharma, IPS, Addl. Director
General of Police, Madhya Pradesh and CS Sonal Goyal, IAS
– 2008 Batch connected through virtual mode.
The panellists shared their real life anecdotes and experiences
in bringing about a dynamic change in the governance culture
and the challenges faced by them during the course and the
actions and initiatives undertaken.
Ms. Smita Bhardwaj discussed upon the gender aspect
and the dilemmas faced by those entrusted with the task of
implementing the law in true letter and spirit and considered
as the principles of good governance.
Ms. Aditi Garg said that governance challenges are a part and
parcel of all persons holding similar positions. She mentioned
that good governance is a series of decisions of having the
courage and the ability to make experiments knowing the
chances of failure as well. The most difficult decisions have
turned out to be the most welcomed ones because people
had the foresight and the willingness to look at long-term
benefits.
CS Sonal Goyal emphasized upon the role of Company
Secretaries in ushering an era of good governance by being
a pillar of support especially in mega companies and those
mandated by the law.
Mr. Rohan Saxena shared that there are no specified rules
of good governance, even though they may be stated in the
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CS Ranjeet Pandey, Immediate Past President, ICSI
moderated the third technical session.
Mr. Manoj Pandey, IRS, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Corporate
Affairs, Government of India and Council Member (Govt.
Nominee), ICSI, CS Preeti Malhotra, Past President, ICSI
& Chairperson, Smart Group, Mr. Waweru G. Mathenge,
Chairman, The Institute of Certified Secretaries of Kenya, Mr.
Vinay M Tonse, Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer,
SBI Funds Management Private Limited, Ms. Victoria Penrice,
President, Chartered Governance Institute, UKRIAT, Mr.
Sapan Gupta, Vice President, ArcelorMittal S A, Luxemberg,
Mr.S Santhanakrishnan, Council Member (Govt. Nominee),
ICSI were the panellists connected virtually.
Shri Manoj Pandey in his special address, emphasized that
evolution in governance models has evolved because of the
socio economic context in which countries have evolved.
The American, British, Canadian models as well as the
continental German model, the entire basis of governance
framework of the corporates all over the world including India
should have trust of shareholders as well as all stakeholders.
He further added that deliberations are required to be made
on aspects like whether corporates are giving back to the
society, contributing to a better society, contributing to
humanity and hence the concept of CSR. Good corporate
governance would mean corporate governance with social
responsibility.
CS Preeti Malhotra during her address stated that though
corporate governance framework promotes transparent
and fair markets and make it consistent with the rule of law
and support effective supervision and enforcement, but
Governance is beyond the realm of law, because its more of
ethics and mind set of the management. She further added
that investors are keen to see global governance trends in
the corporates.
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Quoting the Companies Act, Ms. Victoria Penrice spoke
about ESG (Environment, Sustainability and Governance)
which has now became an essential parameter for Investors
all across the world. She emphasized the role of Governance
Professionals in promoting ethical conduct by assisting the
companies in decision making in these areas. She further
explained the role to be played by the professionals in
changing the dynamics of Corporate Governance across the
world.
Mr. S. Santhanakrishnan’s address revolved around
Company Secretaries and good governance. He emphasised
that the Company Secretaries are the bridge between the
management and the Board of Directors, will have to use
technology in a big way to know what is happening around
and what needs to be highlighted. His deliberations were
focused on Technology which he said, has to be governed
and technology governance is equally important as corporate
governance. Company Secretaries should always keep their
eyes and ears open in the media arena.
Mr. Waweru G. Mathenge shared his recent stint on
collaboration or alliance between international bodies.
Bringing to the table the Kenya perspective, he spoke on
Standard Code of Corporate Governance for issuers of
securities to the public issuance issued by the Capital Market
Authorities. The Code has mandatory provisions or guidelines
of best practices based on the ‘comply or explain’ principle.
He mentioned that different countries have different contexts in
which they have developed. Their cultural contexts, practices,
rules and regulations are all different. With the societies
becoming dynamic and now more than ever connectivity
across the countries has enhanced leading to the impact of
the happenings in one country to impact the other. The same
applies to principles of Corporate Governance and in such
scenarios, the role of entities like CSIA will be enhanced.
Mr. Sapan Gupta said that, if someone take a step back on
governance, it is basically a balance between ethics, morality
and law. In the COVID 19 situation, these 3 aspects are very
material because a lot of decisions were taken based on
ethics. He further explained that from governance perspective,
these three factors will start taking a centre stage in addition
to other subjects discussed like diversity etc.
Thereafter, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed
between the ICSI and HDFC Ltd. offering concessions to the
members of the Institute in Housing Loan and a publication
titled ‘Mastering Global Corporate Governance’ was released.
CS Ranjeet Pandey summed up the discussions by bringing
the focus on global governance and proposed vote of thanks
to all the panellists.
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FOURTH TECHNICAL SESSION
Panchayat: At the cusp of new phase of governance
CS Hitender Mehta, Council Member, ICSI formally welcomed
the guest speakers at the fourth technical session and
introduced the sub-theme of the session.
CA Gopal Krishna Agarwal, Former Council Member (Govt.
Nominee), ICSI, Mr. Amitabh Soni, Founder, ABHEDYA, Ms.
Bhakti Sharma, Sarpanch Barkhedi, CS(Dr.) Shyam Agrawal,
Past President, ICSI and Mr. Ishu Tayal, Senior Manager,
National Securities Depositories Ltd. were the panellists at
the session.
CA Gopal Krishna Agarwal while chairing the session
extended a warm welcome to all the panellists and appreciated
the efforts of ICSI team in organizing this hybrid programme
even in the pandemic situation. He explained the structure of
panchayati raj and its importance in the current scenario. He
expressed his gratitude to ICSI for taking forward the concept
of Gram Panchayat. He deliberated that decentralization of
power is an important aspect of Panchayat Governance. The
participation of local residents in decision making, women
empowerment, policy making & resource utilization is very
important. He also mentioned that political democracy is not
attained till economic democracy is received.
Ms. Bhakti Sharma deliberated upon the importance of
election in our country. She said that women participation in
gram panchayat has increased to 2/3rd of total strength and
emphasized that the grass roots of governance start from
Sarpanch. She apprised about the Barkhedi panchayat which
has been awarded several awards for zero tolerance towards
malnutrition and crime against women, better infrastructure
development etc.
Mr. Amitabh Soni opined that governance is just a tool,
whereas ultimate goal is attaining justice. If the collective
consciousness is right, then only good governance can be
achieved. He mentioned that social enterprise is not a project
it is a mission as it has no end date. He further suggested
to adopt Chanakya’s Arthashastra, without which one cannot
run a social enterprise.
Mr. Ishu Tayal deliberated upon the concept mooted by
Mahatma Gandhi on governance. The problem whether
it is political, social or economic should be resolved at
the same level from where it is originated, leading to
concept of decentralization of power. He further said
that NSDL has played an important role in digitalizing
India.
CS (Dr.) Shyam Agrawal emphasized that the concept
of Panchayat Governance should be taken seriously. He
requested all the members of the Institute to focus on three
levels of governance, i.e., Panchayat Governance, National
Governance and Global Governance. He further added that
Panchayat Governance is very large area for exploration by
the Company Secretaries. He urged to focus on the concept
of One Nation, One Panchayat Raj System as it will bring
revolution in India and Company Secretaries can be the
founding father of it. He further added that Institute was the
first professional Institute to bring Anti Bribery Code along
JANUARY 2021 |
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Mr. Vinay Tonse’s deliberations revolved around the trajectory
of Investor activism in the Indian scenario. Mr. Tonse said
that Investor activism has come out strongly in the modern
times. Even five decades ago, the nation had only 3-4
stock exchanges operating with strong listing, trading and
settlement norms. From there if we trace back to the then
Companies Act, 1956, tenets were already built in investor
protection. He mentioned that significant phase came with
the opening up of the economy in 1991 and the setting up of
SEBI in 1992.
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with code on Panchayti Raj system and Corporate Social
Responsibility.
The publication titled ‘Guidance Note on Auditing Standards’
was released during the session and a flyer for providing
software by Webtel Electrosoft Pvt. Ltd. to practicing company
secretaries was also released.
The session concluded with vote of thanks by CS Hitender
Mehta.

SPECIAL SESSION
Exploring Indian Ancient
Lessons for the Future        

Scriptures:

Governance

CS Nesar Ahmed, Past President, ICSI moderated the
special session.
CS K Suresh, CFO, Skylark Mansion Pvt. Ltd. & Vedic Scholar,
Pt. Vijayshankar Mehta, Editor In-Charge (Dharma Peeth),
Dainik Bhaskar & Spiritual Speaker, Dr. Radhakrishnan Pillai,
Motivational Speaker & Author of Corporate Chanakya, 7
Secrets of Leadership and Chanakya in Daily Life, were the
guest speakers at the session.
CS K Suresh emphasized on exploring ancient scriptures as
a means of exploring cosmos. He explained the structure of
Ram Rajya and its importance in adopting Good Governance.
He further advised that in our present society, importance
was given to rights rather than duties which does not lead to
path of Good Governance. One should refrain from greed,
criticism & remove difficulties, he added. Good governance
leads to maximization of satisfaction of stakeholders in terms
of assets, profit and growth. He spoke about various mantras
of Vedas which are helpful in attaining self-governance and
law of righteous.
Pt. Vijayshankar Mehta shared that why peace does
not come from degree, it has to be achieved by inner
self. He explained the concept of good corporate
governance through learning’s from Ram Rajya and
Bhisma.
Dr. Radhakrishnan Pillai laid emphasis on the concept of
good governance, which is eternal. He further deliberated that
there are three pillars of good governance, i.e., Leadership,
Board and process of System. He explained good corporate
governance through success mantras of Kautilya’s Arthshatra.
CS Nesar Ahmed shared take ways and proposed a vote of
thanks at the end of the session.
Day – 3 of the National Convention began with an Interactive
Session for the members. CS Ashish Garg, President, ICSI
apprised about the initiatives of the Institute and answered
the queries from the members.

SPECIAL SESSION
GOVERNANCE FROM GRASSROOTS TO
GLOBAL
Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha, was the
Guest of Honour at the special session and addressed the
participants through the virtual mode.
During the special session, the Honorary CS Membership
was conferred upon Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon’ble
Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs.
CS Ashish Garg, President, ICSI, in his opening remarks
stated the achievements of Shri Om Birla are inspiration
for future generations. He further appreciated Shri Anurag
Singh Thakur for being a youth icon and his dedicated
efforts towards promoting Corporate Governance in the
country.
CS Nagendra D. Rao, Vice President, ICSI, in his
address expressed gratitude to the Government of India
for providing relaxations during COVID19 for ease of
Doing Business and Compliance. He apprised about the
initiatives of ICSI, i.e., online webinars, capacity building
programmes, contribution made towards PM CARES Fund
etc.
Addressing the audience virtually, Shri Om Birla
mentioned that ICSI has made a significant contribution
in ensuring ethical & fair administration in the corporate
Sector. Company Secretaries are responsible for legal
administration of Companies and for transferring benefit
of growth to society. He further added that Company
Secretaries work assiduously to strengthen governance
and ensure ethical & legal compliance. Both ICSI and its
members are playing a vital role in ushering transparency
and integrity in the economy for building a hi-tech compliant
society & eliminating shell companies. He also apprised
about the efforts and initiatives of the Government of India
in promoting good governance in India.
Delighted with conferment of the honorary degree,
Shri Anurag Singh Thakur expressed his gratitude to
the Institute for giving him this privilege of joining a list
which also includes Late Shri Arun Jaitley as one of the
recipients. He acknowledged Shri Arun Jaitley as a Mentor
and a Visionary to him in many ways.
Shri Thakur stated that when the year 2020 will be recalled
as the Pandemic Year by the whole world, India Inc. will
look back at it as a year of historic reforms, a year of
tectonic transformation and intent in Government Policy, a
year of opportunity in the wake of adversity.

SIGNING OF MoU

The session concluded with a vote of thanks by CS Asish
Mohan, Secretary ICSI.

The Institute exchanged MoUs with the Indian Institute of
Management, Sirmaur and Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad in virtual mode.

During the session, the Fourth Overseas Centre at
Singapore was inaugurated virtually at the hands of Shri
Anurag Singh Thakur.
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FIFTH TECHNICAL SESSION
Atmanirbhar Bharat: Parliamentary
building self-reliant India

Discipline

in

CS Manish Gupta, Council Member, ICSI welcomed the
esteemed panelists. He while introducing the theme of the
session stated that quality of self-reliance has been there
since time immemorial. He urged that Professionals should
support all endeavours of the Government to make India
Aatamnirbhar.
Shri Kumar Ketkar, Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Rajya
Sabha and Shri Anil Gupta, Council Member (Govt.
Nominee), ICSI were the guest panellists physically
present at the session.
The video message of Shri Suresh Prabhu, Hon’ble
Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha & Former Minister
of Railways, Commerce & Industry and Civil Aviation was
played during the session. He in his opening remarks stated
that Company Secretaries play an important role in running
corporate sector, which in turn run the economy and create
jobs for millions. He further appreciated that Company
Secretaries ensure due compliance of law and promotes
good corporate governance. He reiterated that Company
Secretary has an important role in nation building.
He further added that Prime Minister has given a clarion
call of Aatamnirbhar Bharat in these changing times to
step further when the world is moving inwards by imposing
tariffs, duties, etc. He also emphasized that infrastructure
is a key factor along with local skills for Aatamnirbhar
Bharat. He concluded with remarks that India will be a
self-reliant power by working globally and acting locally.
He expected that corporate world would come forward to
make India Aatamnirbhar.
Shri Kumar Ketkar expressed that Aatamnirbhar Bharat has
three facets, i.e., its Philosophy, Politics and Economics.
He said philosophy was started by Shri Lokmanya Tilak in
1905 when he launched Swadeshi, which was furthered
by Gandhi ji to make people self-reliant. He also said that
professionals and bureaucrats are ruling class, who play
an important role in governance.
He also highlighted that number of meetings of
Parliamentary Standing Committees has been reduced to
half over the years and sittings of Rajya Sabha have been
reduced to 60-70 days a year as against 100-110 days a
year earlier. He said that all these aspects reflect upon
Parliamentary discipline.
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He also remarked that disagreement and walk-outs by
Parliamentarians is a common phenomenon worldwide.
Democracy means participation in nation building.
Discipline will come from bottom-up and third pillar, i.e.,
community must be strengthened.
Shri Anil Gupta initiated his address stating that Shri
Lokmanya Tilak reminded of Aatamnirbharta, but
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj, even during Mughal period,
has proved that India is Aatamnirbhar.
He said that country can be Aatamnirbhar when each
person in every district is Aatamnirbhar. He cited examples
of Amul, Ahujasons and Ruma Devi (an Indian traditional
handicraft artisan from Barmer, Rajasthan) who have
all helped make local people Aatamnirbhar by their
participation and efforts. He said that Amul a federation of
36 lakh farmers in 18,000 villages and Ahujasons utlising
services of 1,000 villagers and artisans of Kashmir valley to
empower people and that Ruma Devi has played a key role
in empowerment of women and symbolizes Aatamnirbhar
Bharat.
He also mentioned about LAMP organization which
acts as a bridge between Parliamentarians and law and
management students, who help in interpreting Acts, rules,
etc. He said that ICSI is having all India and global presence
and it can help in ensuring that benefit of government
schemes reaches each district.
A publication titled ‘Ancient Scriptures the New Age Guide
to Governance Maxims’ was released during the session.
The session ended with a vote of thanks by CS Praveen
Soni, Council Member, The ICSI.

CLOSING PLENARY
Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Hon’ble Minister for Petroleum
& Natural Gas and Steel, Government of India was the
Special Guest and Swami Shri Vishnuprapancharyaji
Maharaj was the Guest of Honour at the Closing Plenary.
Shri Keki Mistry, CEO and Vice Chairman, HDFC Limited
delivered the Keynote address while connected virtually.
CS B Narasimhan, Council Member, ICSI & Chairman,
48th National Convention Organising Sub-committee
delivered the welcome address. Shri Ashish Garg,
President, ICSI delivered the Presidential Address. CS
Nagendra D Rao, Vice President, ICSI addressed during
the session. CS Rahul Sahasrabuddhe, Chairman,
WIRC and Programme Co-ordinator, introduced the
dignitaries.
Shri Keki Mistry in his keynote address stated the
perspective of Corporate Governance in India. He
explained that Corporate Governance is an indicator to
gauge the quality of a company. He gave an overview on
the recent trends of Corporate Governance in India. He said
that Company Secretaries are one of the crucial guardians
of Corporate Governance of their respective company.
A Company Secretary is the only person who provides
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The ICSI publications titled ‘Code for Charity GovernanceA Compendium of 12 Languages’, ‘Model Governance
Code for Meetings of Gram Panchayats- A Compendium
of 12 Languages’, ‘Parliament Governance - an insight
into best practices’, ICSI journal “ICSI Global Connect”,
ICSI Vision 2030 flyer and a flyer on Corporate Secretary’s
Toolkit Training Programme on Governance, Risk &
Compliances- International Practices & Role of CS were
also released.
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guidance about Corporate Governance to Management,
Shareholders and Investors.
Hon’ble Minister Shri Dharmendra Pradhan through his
recorded message appreciated the contribution of ICSI
towards nation building. He further reiterated about the
Clarion Call given by our Hon’ble PM Narendra Modi for
an Atmanirmbhar Bharat. He spoke about the five pillars
of Atmanirbhar Bharat, i.e., Economy, Infrastructure,
System, Demography and Demand. He mentioned that
the theme of the National Convention is indeed relevant
in line with the objective of the Government towards
Atmanirbhar Bharat.
Swami Shri Vishnuprapancharyaji Maharaj said that
Good Governance means established principles and
policies. He further explained that people are of the view
that Good Governance shall be the way it was during
Ramrajya when Lord Rama was the king. There was no
constitution or election process at the time, but everyone
was free to do what they wish for. He emphasised that all
this was possible in that time because people followed
the path of truth, and emphasised everyone to follow the
path of truth.
CS Ashish Garg while giving his presidential address said
that the theme of the National Convention was a mission, as
a President he wanted to do something which can continue
and give a new direction to the Profession of Company
Secretaries. So the theme was kept as Governance: From
Grassroots to Global. He spoke about the role Company
Secretary can play in future, when Panchayats will be
connected online through a digital platform across the
country. While focusing on the ICSI overseas centre, he
reiterated that Company Secretaries should have requisite
knowledge about the laws of the foreign countries, if he/
she wishes to work abroad. He concluded that Company
Secretaries are the Governance Professional of the nation
and they have to keep up the goal towards National
Governance.
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CS Nagendra D Rao in his valedictory address said that
a Company Secretary being a Governance Professional
needs to set high standards of excellence to be followed
by others. The advice of Company Secretary whether right
or wrong has an impact on the Corporate Governance
of the company and in order to create that impact we
need to follow Satyam Vada Dharmam Chara. He further
stated the initiatives taken by the Institute during the
Pandemic COVID 19 for the purpose of development of
the profession for enriching the knowledge of the members
and students. He further mentioned that the deliberations
and discussions during the last three days would be of
immense benefit for the members, students and other
stakeholders.
CS Amrish Chourasia, Chairman, Indore Chapter &
Programme Facilitator and CS Pranay Patel, Chairman,
Bhopal Chapter & Co-Programme Facilitator were also
present on the dais at the session.
During
the
session
the
updated
version
of
Placement Portal of ICSI including new features like
international job search and resume making etc.
was also released.
CS Asish Mohan while proposing the vote of thanks
stated that only a Company Secretary ensures the best
management principles are applied to corporate world
which leads to maximisation of stakeholder’s wealth. He
further emphasized that the Company Secretaries should
move beyond this and partner with the Government
for nation building in implementing the Governance
standards.
Thereafter, the National Convention concluded with
announcements regarding forthcoming events of ICSI
viz., 21st National Conference of Practicing Company
Secretaries, e-Convocation, Yuvotsava, Presentation
Ceremony for ICSI National Awards 2020.
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GLIMPSES OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARDS FOR
EXCELLENCE IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
2020 HELD ON JANUARY 13, 2021
Guest of Honour

Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Sikri

Chief Guest

Former Judge Supreme Court of India, and International Judge,
Singapore International Commercial Court

Shri Piyush Goyal

Hon’ble Minister of Railways, Commerce & Industry, Consumer
Affairs and Food & Public Disstribution, Government of India

Special Guest

Shri Kumar Mangalam Birla
Chairman, Aditya Birla Group

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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HONORARY FELLOW MEMBERSHIP OF ICSI CONFERRED UPON SHRI KUMAR MANGALAM BIRLA
Recognising the significant contribution made in promoting good Corporate Governance practices in general,
impactful leadership, cohesive governance, and flair for service through dedicated social responsibility and in
development & growth of the profession of Company Secretaries

ICSI LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR TRANSLATING EXCELLENCE IN CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE INTO REALITY DR. CYRUS S. POONAWALLA, CHAIRMAN, GROUP POONAWALLA

BEST GOVERNED COMPANY IN LISTED
SEGMENT (LARGE CATEGORY) - ITC LIMITED
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BEST GOVERNED COMPANY IN LISTED SEGMENT
(MEDIUM CATEGORY) - TATA METALIKS LTD.
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BEST GOVERNED COMPANY IN
LISTED SEGMENT (EMERGING
CATEGORY) - VAIBHAV GLOBAL
LIMITED

BEST GOVERNED COMPANY IN
UNLISTED SEGMENT (LARGE
CATEGORY) NUMALIGARH
REFINERY LIMITED

BEST GOVERNED COMPANY IN
UNLISTED SEGMENT (MEDIUM
CATEGORY) - TALWANDI SABO
POWER LIMITED

BEST GOVERNED COMPANY
IN UNLISTED SEGMENT
(EMERGING CATEGORY) AROHAN FINANCIAL SERVICES
LIMITED

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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5TH ICSI CSR EXCELLENCE AWARDS: BEST
CORPORATE (LARGE CATEGORY) - RELIANCE
INDUSTRIES LIMITED

5TH ICSI CSR EXCELLENCE AWARDS BEST
CORPORATE (MEDIUM CATEGORY)- NATCO
PHARMA LIMITED

5TH ICSI CSR EXCELLENCE AWARDS BEST
CORPORATE (EMERGING CATEGORY) - MINDA
INDUSTRIES LIMITED

2ND ICSI BEST SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT
AWARD - CS MAKARAND JOSHI AS SECRETARIAL
AUDITOR OF MAHINDRA LOGISTICS LIMITED
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21st National Conference of Practicing
Company Secretaries held on January
15-16, 2021 at Udaipur
THEME: ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE THROUGH DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
INAUGURAL SESSION
Chief Guest
Shri Arjul Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs and Heavy Industries and Public
Enterprises, Government of India

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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FIRST TECHNICAL SESSION ON STRATEGIC OPTIONS IN THE NEW DECADE

SECOND TECHNICAL SESSION ON CREATIVITY & INNOVATION

48
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INTERACTIVE SESSION

THIRD TECHNICAL SESSION ON ENHANCING QUALITY & GOVERNANCE
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FOURTH TECHNICAL SESSION ON EMBRACING WINNING STRATEGIES

VALEDICTORY SESSION
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IMAGES

1

2

3

4

5

6

1. CS Ashish Garg and CS Manish Gupta met Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha.
2. ICSI delegation led by CS Ashish Garg met Shri Rajnath Singh, Hon’ble Minister of Defence to present the cheque for
Rs.5,00,000 under Shaheed Ki Beti initiative.
3. CS Ashish Garg and CS Nagendra D. Rao met Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon’ble Union Minister for Health & Family Welfare to
congratulate the Ministry on the development of vaccine and to deliberate upon the possible ways in which ICSI can extend its
support towards the same.
4. CS Ashish Garg and CS (Dr.) Shyam Agrawal met Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs,
Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises .
5. ICSI delegation led by CS Ashish Garg, met Dr. Narottam Mishra, Cabinet Minister for Home, Jail, Parliamentary Affairs & Law
Department, Government of Madhya Pradesh.
6. ICSI delegation led by CS Ashish Garg met Professor D P Singh, Chairman, UGC to make representation seeking recognition
for CS qualification to render it equivalent to PG Degree for appearing in UGC National Eligibility Test (NET).
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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GLOBAL CONNECT

Glimpses of ICSI Webinars
WEBINAR ON

WEBINAR ON
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FIRST YEAR CELEBRATION OF ICSI MIDDLE EAST
(DIFC) NPIO ON 12TH DECEMBER, 2020

INAUGURATION OF ICSI OVERSEAS CENTRE, SINGAPORE
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GLIMPSES OF INAUGURATION OF SOLAR PANEL
SYSTEM AT ICSI PREMISES

Inauguration of Roof Top Solar Project at
ICSI Noida office

Inauguration of Roof Top Solar Project at
ICSI NIRO

Inauguration of Roof Top Solar Project at
ICSI Faridabad Chapter

Inauguration of Solar Project at ICSI Udaipur Chapter

CHARTERED SECRETARY

Inauguration of Library cum Reading Room
at ICSI Faridabad Chapter
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ICSI YUVOTSAV : 21ST NATIONAL CONFERENCE
OF STUDENT COMPANY SECRETARIES HELD AT
HYDERABAD ON 12TH JANUARY 2021
Chief Guest (Through virtual Mode)

Guest of Honour (Through virtual Mode)

Hon’ble Governor of Telangana

The Hon’ble Minister of State for Home Affairs, Govt. of India

Dr. (Smt.) Tamilisai Soundararajan
Guest of Honour

Prof. S.M. Rahmatullah

I/C Vice Chancellor, Maulana Azad National Urdu
University Hyderabad
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Shri G Kishan Reddy
Special Guest

Shri N Ramchander Rao

Member of Telangana Legislative Council (MLC)
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INAUGURATION OF RENOVATED PREMISES OF BHOPAL
CHAPTER OF ICSI ON 15TH DECEMBER, 2020
Chief Guest

Shri Vishvas Kailash Sarang

Hon’ble Minister, Medical Education, Bhopal Gas Tragedy Relief & Rehabilitation
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GLIMPSES OF ICSI COE - KOLKATA COMMENCEMENT
OF CONSTRUCTION ON 10TH JANUARY 2021
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2020 Year Roundup…
INITIATIVES FOR MEMBERS
RECOGNITION UNDER PETROLEUM
AND NATURAL GAS REGULATORY
BOARD (GAS EXCHANGE)
REGULATIONS, 2020
The Institute submitted its suggestions on the draft Petroleum
and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Gas Exchange)
Regulations, 2020 requesting for securing recognition for
Company Secretaries. These draft regulations have been
approved and the following recognitions have been accorded
to the Company Secretaries:

Taking forward our pursuit for exploring opportunities for
the profession and also for joint participation in flagship
government initiatives, meetings with the following dignitaries
were organised (in alphabetical order):
•

Shri Ajay Tyagi, Chairman, SEBI

•

Ms. Anjali Bhawra, Additional Secretary, MCA

•

Shri Anoop Kumar Mendiratta,
Department of Legal Affairs

•

Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon’ble MoS, Ministry
Finance and Corporate Affairs

•

Shri Apurva Chandra, Secretary, Ministry of Labour and
Employment, Government of India

Secretary

Law,

•

 ppointment of a Company Secretary as ‘Compliance
A
Officer’ in every Gas Exchange or Clearing Corporation.

•

•

CS to certify the shareholding pattern of a Gas
P
Exchange.

Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister of State for
Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises

•

•

 CS to certify the shareholding pattern of a Clearing
P
Corporation.

Shri Bhartruhari Mahtab, Member, Lok Sabha &
Chairperson, Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Labour

•

Shri Dinesh Sarraf, Chairperson, Petroleum and Natural
Gas Regulatory Board

•

Shri Gyaneshwar Kumar Singh, Joint Secretary, MCA

•

Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Hon’ble Union Minister for Health
and Family Welfare

•

Shri HeeralalSamariya, Secretary, Ministry of Labour &
Employment

•

Ms.Hemambika R. Priya, Principal Commissioner, GST
& Central Excise Delhi Zone (North)

•

Shri Injeti Srinivas, Secretary, MCA

•

Shri Kamal Nath, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Madhya
Pradesh

•

Shri K.V.R. Murty, Joint Secretary, MCA

•

Shri Lalji Tandon, Hon’ble Governor of MP

•

Shri Manoj Pandey, Joint Secretary, MCA and Council
Member (Govt. Nominee), ICSI

•

Shri Manish Shanker Sharma, Additional Director
General of Police, Bhopal, MP

•

Shri Manish Sisodia, Hon’ble Deputy Chief Minister, New
Delhi

•

Dr. Narottam Mishra, Cabinet Minister for Home, Jail,
Parliamentary Affairs & Law Dept., Government of
Madhya Pradesh

•

Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha

•

Shri Rajesh Verma, Secretary, Ministry of Corporate
Affairs

•

Shri Rajnath Singh,
Government of India

•

Shri Ravi Varanasi, Chief Business Development Officer,
NSE

RELAXATION IN ADMISSION CRITERIA
INSTITUTE OF ACTUARIES OF INDIA
The ICSI in furtherance of its endeavours to provide
continuous learning and capacity building opportunities to
its members has been engaging in tie-ups with various other
educational institutions to gain recognitions and relaxations in
pursuing their courses.
In one such endeavour, the ICSI has received relaxation in
the condition of entry to actuarial profession for the qualified
members of the Institute from the Institute of Actuaries of
India (IAI) - A Statutory body established under an Act of
Parliament.

MEETING WITH DIGNITARIES
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Defence

Minister,
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•

Shri Santosh Gangwar, Minister of State with independent
charge in the Ministry of Labour and Employment

•

Shri S K Rahman, Joint Secretary, GST Council
Secretariat, New Delhi

•

Shri Tulsi Ram Silawat, Health Minister of MP

•

Shri Yogendra Garg, Principal Commissioner, GST
Policy Wing, CBIC

WEBINARS CONDUCTED DURING THE
YEAR 2020

In order to provide members with opportunities for continuous
learning and simultaneously gain Programme Credit Hours,
the ICSI conducted Webinars on the following topics during
the year:

•

Determination and Disclosure of UPSI – Case Studies

•

Yoga: Way to Manage Stress

•

Impact of COVID19 on Global Economy: Role of
Professionals & Way Forward

•

Transforming Challenges Into Opportunities

•

Aatmanirbhar Bharat: The dawn of a new India

•

Social Media & its Role in Nation Building

•

SEBI LODR – A Journey So Far

•

Role of IEPFA in Investor Education & Protection

•

Crisis Management:
professionalism

•

International Webinar Economic Substance Regulation
(Organized by ICSI Middle East (DIFC) NPIO, Dubai

•

Fitness: A way of life

•

World Environment Day: Time for Nature

•

MSMEs: The New Age Catalyst for Indian Economy

•

Youth for Nation Building

•

Cyber Security Threats & Challenges

•

Ordinary Faces, Extra Ordinary Work: Making difference
in people’s life

•

IT Empowerment for Corporate Leader

•

International Day of Yoga: Wellness & Immunity

•

Governance from Grassroot to Global

•

Life Skills for Success

•

International Webinar on Digitalising
Governance in a COVID-19 Age by CSIA

•

International Webinar on Empowerment of the Company
Secretary: International View

The

new

age

strategic

•

Databank of Independent Directors

•

Simplified Proforma for Incorporating
Electronically Plus (SPICe+)

•

FEMA – FDI &ODI (Contravention and Compounding)

•

Webinar on Companies Fresh Start Scheme, 2020

•

Webinar on Related Party Transactions

•

Webinar on Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2020

•

Webinar on ‘CSR : The Practical Way’

•

•

Webinar on Relaxations in holding Board Meetings and
EGMs under Companies Act, 2013 during COVID-19

Relaxations by SEBI during COVID -19 and
SEBI(Alternative Investment Funds) Regulations, 2012

•

Regulatory Regime for Nidhi Companies

•

Webinar on Recent Amendments under the Companies
Act, 2013

•

Ease of Doing Business

•

•

Webinar on Secretarial Audit – Audit & Reporting during
Lockdown

VC & OAVM Meetings: Law, Technology and People

•

Investor Education and Awareness

•

Webinar on Positivity & Power of Thoughts

•

•

Webinar on Recent Changes and Open Issues in GST

Investors Protection, Education and Awareness with
ASSOCHAM

•

•

Webinar on Balancing the Mind, Body and Soul

International Virtual Summit on “India
Governance Stewardship with ASSOCHAM

•

Webinar on Healthy living, Happy living

•

Intricacies in filing of e-form PAS-6

•

NCLT amidst Pandemic

•

Investment Opportunities and challenges 2020

•

Mastering The Art of Work Life Balance

•

•

Dream, Dare, Deliver

Meditate for Peace on UN International Day of Peace
with Heartfulness Institute

•

Impact of COVID -19 on the Indian Economy:
Opportunities & Threats

•

New Education Policy

•

52nd Foundation Day: Governance: From Grassroots to
Global
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•

Financial Decision Making during COVID-19 crisis:
unleashing the importance of investor education

•

Certificate Award Ceremony

•

Business Ethics and Spirituality
Sustainability jointly with SAFIM

•

11 Financial Markets Summit jointly with CII

•

Economic Revival through Capital Markets Post COVID
– 19

•

Annual Directors’ Conclave jointly with IOD

•

Investors’ Knowledge Session jointly with NSE

for

Corporate

•

Request for formulation of Third Party Certification/
Audit Scheme in the State of Madhya Pradesh and to
authorise Company Secretaries in Practice submitted
to Shri Kamalnath, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Madhya
Pradesh on February 10, 2020.

•

Request to authorize Company Secretary to conduct
Audit under section 35(5) & Special Audit under section
66 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
submitted to Shri Kamalnath, Hon’ble Chief Minister,
Madhya Pradesh on February 10, 2020.

•

Request to authorize Company Secretary to conduct
Audit & Special Audit under the Central Goods and
Services Tax Act, 2017 submitted to Shri Yogendra
Garg, Principal Commissioner (GST) on February 12,
2020.

•

To authorise Company Secretaries to act as Authorised
Collection Centre (ACC) for e-stamping submitted
to Principal Secretary (Revenue)-cum-Divisional
Commissioner, Govt. of NCT of Delhi on March 2,
2020and also letters were sent to twenty-one States and
UTs where e-stamping is in use on March 5, 2020.

•

To consider Company Secretary in Practice to ‘conduct
internal audit of Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Limited
(GUVNL) at par with other professionals’ submitted to
GUVNL on March 13, 2020.

•

For Amendment in CSR provisions to introduce CSR
Compliance Certificate submitted to Shri Rajesh Verma,
Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs on August 26,
2020.

•

Request for amendment in Rule 9 of the Companies
(Appointment and Remuneration of Managerial
Personnel) Rules, 2014 for enhancing scope of
Secretarial Auditsubmitted to Shri Rajesh Verma,
Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs on August 26,
2020.

•

For seeking recognitions for the profession under the
Labour Laws to Shri Heeralal Samariya, Secretary,
Ministry of Labour & Employment on September 15,
2020.

th

REPRESENTATIONS SUBMITTED FOR
GAINING RECOGNITIONS UNDER
VARIOUS LAWS:
With a view to explore professional opportunities for our
esteemed members, the Institute submitted its representations
as mentioned below:
•

Request for further amendment in Rule 8A of the
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration of
Managerial Personnel), 2014submitted to Shri Injeti
Srinivas, Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs on
February 3, 2020.

•

To authorize Company Secretary in Practice to Issue
the Networth Certificate under Operating Guidelines for
Investment Advisers in International Financial Services
Centre and Guidelines for Portfolio Managers-Submitted
to SEBI on September 25, 2020.

•

Request to consider Company Secretaries in Practice for
empanelment as expert for conducting Third Party Audit
and Certification under Section 37 of the proposed ‘The
Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions
Code, 2019’submitted to Shri Santosh Kumar Gangwar ,
Minister of State for Labour & Employment on February
6, 2020.

•

Representation regarding authorization of the Company
Secretary for conducting audit under Section 35(5) and
special audit under Section 66 of the CGST Act, 2017Submitted to Dr. Sasmit Patra, Member of Parliament
(Rajya Sabha) on September 30, 2020.

•

Request for recognition to Company Secretary in
Practice under Regulations 16 and 31 of the Petroleum
and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Gas Exchange)
Regulations, 2020 submitted to Chairperson, Petroleum
and Natural Gas Regulatory Board on October 12, 2020.

•

Suggestions on the “Formats for Business Responsibility
and Sustainability Reporting” including seeking
recognition for Company Secretary in Practice-submitted
to SEBI on October 15, 2020.

•
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Request to consider Company Secretaries in Practice for
empanelment as expert for conducting Third Party Audit
and Certification under Section 37 of the proposed ‘The
Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions
Code, 2019’ submitted to Shri Bhartruhari Mahtab,
Hon’ble Chairperson, Standing Committee on Labour on
February 11, 2020.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Request for recognitions to Company Secretaries
submitted to Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister
of State for Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises on
October 20, 2020.
Request to consider Company Secretaries in Practice for
empanelment as expert for conducting Third Party Audit
and Certification under Section 37 of the Occupational
Safety, Health and Working Conditions Code, 2020
submitted to Shri Apoorva Chandra, Secretary, Ministry
of Labour and Employment on October22, 2020.
Consolidated Representation to Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman, Hon’ble Minister of Finance and Corporate
Affairs, seeking recognitions for Company Secretaries
to be appointed as Independent Directors in Banks and
Financial Institutions, to conduct Secretarial Audit for
bigger companies, etc. on November 2, 2020.
Request to consider Company Secretaries in Practice for
empanelment as expert for conducting Third Party Audit
and Certification under Section 37 of the Occupational
Safety, Health and Working Conditions Code, 2020 sent
to the Chief Secretaries/Advisors to Administrator of all
States and UTs on November 4-5, 2020.
Representation under Arbitration and Conciliation
Act, 1996 submitted to Shri Anoop Kumar Mendiratta,
Secretary Law, Department of Legal Affairs on November
27, 2020.
To authorise the Company Secretary in Practice to verify
and certify documents under FPO Scheme submitted
to Shri Narendra Singh Tomar, Hon’ble Minister of
Agriculture & Farmers Welfare on December 1, 2020.
To authorize Company Secretary in Practice to issue Net
worth Certificate for overseas applicants for registration
as Investment Adviser operating in International
Financial Services Centre submitted to Shri InjetiSrinivas,
Chairperson, International Financial Services Centres
Authority (IFSCA) on December 1, 2020.

•

To authorise the PCS for certification of maintenance of
hundred percent asset cover under Regulation 56(1)(d)
of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015-submitted to SEBI on
January 5, 2021.

•

For recognition to Company Secretary in Practice under
the Rajasthan Investment Promotion Scheme-2019
submitted to Principal Secretary (Finance), Govt. of
Rajasthan on January 11, 2021.

REPRESENTATIONS SUBMITTED
SEEKING RELAXATIONS UNDER
VARIOUS LAWS DUE TO COVID-19:
•

Request for relaxations in the provisions of the
Companies Act, 2013 – Submitted to MCA on April 30,
2020

•

Request for relaxation from compliance with the
provisions of Regulation 76 of the SEBI (Depositories
and Participants) Regulations, 2018 submitted to NSDL
& CDSL on March 31, 2020.

•

Request for relaxation from compliance with the
provisions of Regulation 76 of the SEBI (Depositories
CHARTERED SECRETARY

and Participants) Regulations, 2018 submitted to SEBI
on April 10, 2020
•

Request for relaxation from compliance with provisions
of Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (FEMA)
submitted to Reserve Bank of India on April 16, 2020.

•

Request for amendment in GST Law submitted to
Chairperson, Goods and Service Tax Council on May
18, 2020.

•

Request for bringing a scheme for filing of MGT-14 in
line with the scheme for relaxation of time for filing forms
related to creation or modification of charges under the
Companies Act, 2013.

•

Request for relaxation from compliance with the
Regulation 24A read with circular No CIR/CFD/
CMD1/27/2019 dated February 8, 2019 submitted to
SEBI on June 24, 2020.

•

Representation given to SEBI in connection with issuing
clarification regarding the use of digital signatures w.r.t.
authentication/certification of any filing/submission made
to stock exchanges under the SEBI(Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 due to
the COVID–19 pandemicon July 29, 2020.

•

Request for extension of timelines – Submitted to MCA
on September 19, 2020.

VIEWS AND SUGGESTIONS OF ICSI
SUBMITTED DURING THE YEAR
•

Suggestions on the Draft Consumer Protection
(Consumer Commission Procedure) Regulations, 2020
submitted to Ministry of Consumer Affairs on January 28,
2020.

•

Suggestions under draft Industrial Relations Code, 2020
submitted to Ministry of labour and Employment on
January 31, 2020.

•

Views and suggestions on the Competition (Amendment)
Bill 2020 submitted to Ministry of Corporate
Affairssubmitted on March 12, 2020.

•

Comments on the SEBI Report of the Working Group on
Related Party Transactions submitted to Securities and
Exchange Board of IndiaFebruary 28, 2020

•

Suggestions on the SEBI Consultation Paper on ‘Review
of the Regulatory Framework for Corporate bonds and
Debenture Trustees’ submitted to SEBIon March 17,
2020.

•

Comments on the draft Companies (Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy) Amendment Rules, 2020 submitted
to the Ministry of Corporate Affairs

•

Comments on the ‘SEBI Consultative Paper with respect
to guarantees provided by a listed company’ submitted
to SEBI on May 7, 2020.

•

Comments on the SEBI Consultation Paper on “Pricing
of Preferential Issues and exemption from open offer
for acquisitions in Companies having Stressed Assets”
submitted to SEBI on May 26, 2020.
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•

Views and suggestions on the Draft Valuers Bill, 2020
submitted to MCA on May 28, 2020.

•

Suggestions for the Budget 2021-22 submitted to
Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance at
Mygov platform of Government of India on November 28,
2020.

•

Views and suggestions on Draft Electricity (Amendment)
Bill, 2020 have been submitted to Ministry of Power
on June 4, 2020 including the suggestion to recognize
Company Secretaries in the relevant clauses of the Bill.

•

Views and suggestions on the RBI Discussion Paper on
Governance in Commercial Banks in India submitted to
Reserve Bank of India on July 15, 2020.

Suggestions on the draft ‘Industrial Relation (Central)
Rules, 2020’ submitted to Ministry of Labour &
Employment on November 30, 2020.

•

Views and suggestions on the Draft Pension Fund
(Foreign Investment) Rules, 2020 submitted to
Department of Financial Services, Ministry of Finance on
July 18, 2020.

Suggestions of ICSI on the draft Code on Social Security
(Central) Rules 2020 submitted to the Ministry of Labour
& Employment on December 27, 2020.

•

Suggestions on the draft Occupational Safety, Health
and Working Conditions (Central) Rules, 2021 submitted
to Ministry of Labour & Employment on January 3, 2021.

•

Suggestions on the report of the Working Group on
“Social Stock Exchange” submitted on July 31, 2020.

•

•

Views and suggestions on the Draft Petroleum and
Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Gas Exchange)
Regulations, 2020 - Submitted to Secretary, Petroleum
& Natural Gas Regulatory Board on August 10, 2020.

Suggestions on the Report of the Internal Working
Group (IWG) to Review Extant Ownership Guidelines
and Corporate Structure for Indian Private Sector Banks
submitted to RBI on January 15, 2021.

•

•

•

Views and suggestions on the Draft Central Electricity
Regulatory Commission (Power Market) Regulations,
2020 - Submitted to Secretary, Central Electricity
Regulatory Commission on August 14, 2020.

•

Views and suggestions on the Draft Code on Wages
(Central) Rules, 2020 - Submitted to Ministry of Labour
and Employment on August 24, 2020.

•

Suggestions on Decriminalization of certain offences
under GST Law - Submitted to Director General Goods
and Service Tax on September 7, 2020.

•

Suggestions on the Draft framework for recognition of a
Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO) for Payment System
Operators – Submitted to RBI on September 15, 2020

•

Suggestions on the Consultation paper on Recalibration
of threshold for Minimum Public Shareholding norms in
-Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP) cases
– Submitted to SEBI on September 18, 2020.

•

Suggestions of the ICSI on the SEBI Consultation
paper on “Proposed amendments to Chapters I – IV, XII
and the corresponding schedules of the SEBI (LODR)
Regulations” submitted to SEBI on October 10, 2020.

•

Suggestions
on
Business
Responsibility
and
Sustainability Reporting submitted to SEBI on October
15, 2020.

•

Suggestions
on the Draft ‘Insurance Regulatory
and Development Authority of India (Insurance
Advertisements and Disclosure) Regulations, 2020’
submitted to Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority of India on November 10, 2020.

•

Pre-Budget Memorandum for the Union Budget 2021-22
containing suggestions of ICSI on Direct Taxes and other
areas submitted to the Ministry of Finance on November
13, 2020.

•

Suggestions for systemic improvements in Central
Government Organisations submitted at Mygov platform
of Government of India on November 13, 2020.
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REPRESENTATION OF ICSI ON
EXTERNAL COMMITTEES
•

4th Meeting for Ease of Doing Business was held under
the Chairmanship of Secretary, MCA on 27th February,
2020 to deliberate upon the need to initiate proactive
campaigns for informing professionals about the reforms
undertaken by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs.

•

Meeting with the Central Ministries and other nominating
organisations on National Corporate Social Responsibility
Awards 2020 and National Action Plan on Business and
Human rights (NAP) was held on 27th February, 2020
to review the status of nominations received and that
of the awareness created through Regional Awareness
Workshops among companies undertaking CSR to file
nominations for NCSRA, 2020.

•

President, ICSI along with officials from Secretariat
attended the First & Second Meeting of the High Level
Committee constituted by the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs (MCA) for preparation of investigation manual for
SFIO held under the Chairmanship of Secretary, MCA
held in March, 2020 and May 26-27, 2020.

•

CS Ranjeet Pandey, Immediate Past President
& Council Member, ICSI along with officials from
Secretariat attended the First Meeting of the Committee
on the Corporate Governance Guidelines for Insurers
in India by Insurance Development and Regulatory
Authority of India (IRDAI) held on May 28, 2020 via video
conferencing.

•

Accounting and Finance Services Sectional Committee
of Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS).

TASK FORCE ON BANKING AND
FINANCE
The ICSI has constituted a Task Force on Banking and
Finance to explore and identify the areas where Company
Secretaries can render services to the banking and finance
industry under Chairmanship of Shri D K Mittal, Former
Secretary, Department of Financial Services, Ministry of
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Finance to deliberate upon the views to be submitted by the
Institute to Reserve Bank of India on the ‘Discussion paper on
Governance in Commercial Banks in India’.

is has partnered with Accloud PLC for providing
assistance in digitising operations including everyday
accounting and tax compliance. Its key features include
professionally managing invoicing/ reminders, full GST
compliance, transparent and simplified production of
Accounts and comprehensive Financial Dashboards

ICSI UDIN AMNESTY SCHEME, 2020
The PCS Committee of the Council of ICSI considered that
being the first year of the applicability and thereafter due to
global pandemic COVID-19 followed by subsequent lockdown
situation and reasons beyond control like cyclone / floods /
rains or any other natural calamity leading to power failure or
loss of stable internet connectivity there have been genuine
cases where default has happened and the defaulting PCS
are willing to rectify the default and disclose the details and
hence a UDIN Amnesty Scheme was introduced wherein a
PCS may:
•

Generate the UDINs missed earlier,

•

Rectify the UDIN details recorded at the time of
generation,

•

Revoke the UDINs not used.

MOU FOR AVAILING FINANCIAL
BENEFITS:
•

The Institute has entered into a MoU with Poonawalla
Finance Pvt. Ltd. (PFPL) to bring in a specially designed
term loan scheme for members. At a time when many
members are facing severe liquidity crunch as a result
of the pandemic, the availability of such a loan facility
could be helpful to our members in meeting their working
capital and varied other essential financial requirements.
•

ICSI eCSin AMNESTY SCHEME

•

Generate the eCSin, if not yet generated;

•

Rectify the eCSin details recorded at the time of
generation for appointment;

•

Update information in the eCSin generated ;

•

Revoke eCSin if employment already ceased;

All active eCSin generated from the effective date of the
eCSin Guidelines i.e. 1st October, 2019 upto the validity of
the scheme i.e. 31st December, 2020.

MOUs FOR SOFTWARES:
•

Complinity: Compliance Software for PCS
The ICSI entered into an MoU at the Webinar organized
for celebrating the 74th Independence Day to arrange
a Compliance Software for Practising Company
Secretaries. The said software has been made available
for free for the next 3 years to all PCS. Complinity is
an integrated cloud-based Compliance Management
Software for Practising Company Secretaries to help
them manage their practice operations and manage their
clients efficiently.

•

BOB Financial Solutions Ltd.:
The Institute has entered into a MoU with BFSL (BOB
Financial Solutions Ltd., formerly known as Bobcards
Ltd.) for launching the ICSI–BOB Co-branded Credit
Card for its members with unique features on relatively
easy terms. The availability of such credit facility could
be helpful for our members in times of severe financial
constraints faced by many due to the pandemic.

The last date for online request window which was opened on
1st September, 2020 being 30th September, 2020 was further
extended to 31st October, 2020.

Being the first year of the applicability of eCSin and thereafter
due to global pandemic COVID-19 there have been genuine
cases where default has happened and the defaulting
members are willing to rectify the default and disclose the
details and hence an eCSin Amnesty Scheme has been
introduced wherein members may:

Poonawalla Finance Pvt. Ltd. (PFPL):

•

Madhya Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation:
The Institute has entered into a MoU with Madhya
Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation for offering
discount(s) on their lodging and boarding services to the
members / employees / students of ICSI (availing the
said services).

•

HDFC Ltd.
ICSI has entered into an MoU with HDFC Ltd. whereby
ICSI Members and Employees can take home loans @
6.90% onwards with a 50% discount on processing fees.

ICSI ONLINE EXAMINATION FOR
AWARD OF PCH
In an attempt to assist our members in fulfilling the necessary
requirement of obtaining Programme Credit Hours, the block
period 2017-20 was extended upto 30th June, 2020, and the
Institute rolled out a unique initiative under the aegis of ICSI
Online Examination for Award of PCH on 16th March, 2020.
Under the initiative, members have an option to undertake
online Examination in any of the six modules as provided
under theprogramme and obtain 10 PCH for each module
qualified.

ICSI PMQ COURSES
Following Post Membership Qualification Courses have been
launched by the Institute:
•

PMQ Course on Internal Audit

Accloud PLC: Business toolsfor PCS

•

PMQ Course on Arbitration

Understanding the need for a dedicated Software for the
PCS to manage their practice operations and serve their
clients efficiently with the help of Information Technology

Further, the PMQ Course in Corporate Governance has been
completely revamped and is being offered as per the revised
modalities applicable to all PMQ Courses.

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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ICSI CERTIFICATE COURSES
Continuing Professional Development is the holistic
commitment of your institute towards professionals for
enhancement of personal skills and proficiency throughout
their careers, allowing professionals to continually up skill
or re-skill themselves, the following certificate courses have
been conducted by the ICSI:
•

Certificate Course on Goods and Service Tax

•

Certificate Course on Forensic Audit

•

Certificate Course for Women Directors

•

Certificate Course on Startups

•

Certificate Course on Certified CSR Professional

•

Certificate Course on PoSH(The Sexual Harassment
of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and
Redressal) Act, 2013

•

Certificate Course on Foreign Exchange Management
Act

•

Certificate Course on Commercial Contract Management

•

Certificate Course on Real Estate Regulation Act

•

Certificate Course on Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises

•

Certificate Course on Independent Director

•

Certificate Course on Cyber Security

•

Certificate Course on Corporate Restructuring

•

Certificate Course on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)

•

Certificate Course on Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code,
2016

•

Certificate Course on Securities Laws

These courses are delivered through interactive webinars
and video based lectures followed by online assessment
and project report submission. ICSI awards certificate
to candidates on successful completion of the certificate
courses.

ICSI ONLINE CRASH COURSES
•

Compliances of Securities Laws

•

Intellectual Property Rights

•

Laws related to Arbitration

•

IT Tools for professionals

•

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code

•

National Company Law Tribunal

•

Corporate Meetings

•

Audits, Reports & Certifications

•

Corporate Restructuring
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•

Offences & Penal Provisions under Companies Act,
2013

•

Company Formation and Compliances

•

Labour Laws

•

Court Craft, Pleading and Appearances

•

Business Responsibility Reporting

Over 2000 candidates registered cumulatively in these crash
courses during the year.

CERTIFICATE AWARD CEREMONY OF
ICSI ONLINE CERTIFICATE/CRASH
COURSES
Online Certificate Award Ceremony was conducted on
13thOctober, 2020 for distribution of passing certificates to
candidates of following courses completed by the ICSI:
•

Certificate Course on Certified CSR Professionals (Batch
3 & 4)

•

Certificate Course on Startups

•

Crash Course on Offences & Penal Provisions under
Companies Act, 2013

•

Crash Course on Corporate Restructuring

Shri Ashishkumar Chauhan, MD & CEO, BSE Ltd. graced the
occasion as the Chief Guest.
More than 900 candidates were awarded the certificate of
completion cumulatively.

LAUNCH OF REPOSITORY FOR
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
(EXCLUSIVELY FOR COMPANY
SECRETARIES)
The Board of Directors of a Company play pivotal role in
providing directions to the management in formulating
strategies and ensuring Good Corporate Governance, and
the presence of Independent Directors on the Board of a
Company is the sine quo non for a strong governance system.
To facilitate demand and supply side of Independent Directors,
ICSI has developed a “Repository of Company Secretaries
for Independent Directors”. The Repository for Independent
Directors was launched on 17th December, 2020 during 48th
National Convention of Company Secretaries held at Indore.

AUDITING STANDARDS AND GUIDANCE
NOTES
•

Revised effective date for applicability of ICSI Auditing
Standards

In view of the developments arising due to the spread of
Covid-19 pandemic, the mandatory applicability of ICSI
Auditing Standards CSAS-1 to CSAS-4 i.e., (i) Auditing
Standard on Audit Engagement (CSAS-1);(ii) Auditing
Standard on Audit Process and Documentation (CSAS-2);(iii)
Auditing Standard on Forming of Opinion (CSAS-3) and (iv)
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Auditing Standard on Secretarial Audit (CSAS-4) has been
hereby extended for Audit Engagements accepted by the
Auditor on or after 1st April, 2021.
•

Guidance Notes on ICSI Auditing Standards (CSAS-1 to
CSAS-4)

The Institute has also issued Guidance Notes on all four
Auditing Standards viz Auditing Standard on (i) Audit
Engagement (CSAS 1); (ii) Audit Process and Documentation
(CSAS 2); (iii) Forming an Opinion (CSAS 3) and (iv)
Secretarial Audit (CSAS 4).The guidance notes set out the
explanations, procedures and practical aspects in respect of
the various provisions contained in the Auditing Standards.

SECRETARIAL STANDARDS AND
GUIDANCE NOTES
•

Guidance on applicability of Secretarial Standards

Consequent to the relaxations granted by the MCA due to
COVID-19 outbreak and lockdown situation in the Country,
queries of the members on the compliance of Secretarial
Standard on Meetings of the Board of Directors (SS-1) and
Secretarial Standard on General Meetings (SS-2) were
suitably addressed by issuing necessary guidance thereon
during the year 2020.
The guidance provided by the ICSI was voluntary in nature
and was in line with the relaxations given by the MCA and
made applicable only for the period of relaxation so extended
by the MCA. The said guidance on SS-1 and SS-2 were
circulated to all the members of ICSI and were also made
available on the website of ICSI to facilitate compliance of
Secretarial Standards by all stakeholders.
•

21stNational Conference of Practicing Company Secretaries
held on 15th&16th January, 2021 at Udaipur (Rajasthan).

PEER REVIEW BOARD
•

Training Programme to empanel Peer Reviewers

During the year a physical training programme for
empanelment of Peer Reviewers conducted at Indore on
7th March, 2020. Thereafter consequent to the lockdown
announced by Government and other Guidelines issued,
three online training programmes conducted on 17th May,
2020, 22nd August, 2020 and 5th December, 2020. Around 350
members participated in these online training programmes
and more than 100 members have beenempanelled as peer
reviewers during the year 2020.
During the year 2020, more than 400 Peer Reviews conducted
and certificate issued to the Practice Units. Total 904 Practice
Units as on 10th January, 2021are Peer Reviewed Units.
•

Revised effective date for applicability of only Peer
Reviewed Units for Issue of Diligence Report for Banks

In view of the current situation, the requirement to issue
Diligence Report for Banks in case of Consortium Lending /
Multiple Banking Arrangements by Peer Reviewed Units only
shall be effective from 1st July, 2020 instead of 1st April, 2020.

QUALITY REVIEW BOARD
•

Re-constitution of Quality Review Board
The Ministry vide Gazette Notification Nos. G.S.R. 33(E)
and G.S.R. 339(E) dated 14th January, 2020 and 1st
June, 2020 respectively appointed following members
on the Quality Review Board.

Guidance Note on Independent Directors

A comprehensive Guidance Note on Independent Directors
was released by the ICSI on its 52nd Foundation Day
celebrated on 4th October, 2020. Besides covering the
issues and challenges faced by Independent Directors, the
Guidance Note includes statutory and regulatory provisions,
code of conduct and compliances pertaining to independent
directors.

o

Ms. Nishi Singh, Ex-Member, CBDT Chairperson

o

Shri Devendra Kumar, Advisor (Cost), Ministry of
Corporate Affairs Member

o

Shri Manish Gupta, Council Member, Institute of
Company Secretaries of India. Member

The broad coverage of the Guidance Note includes evolution
of the concept of Independent Directors; expectations
of stakeholders; legal requirements; appointment of
Independent Directors; databank of Independent Directors;
role, duties and liabilities of Independent Directors; important
provisions of Secretarial Standards on Meetings of the Board
of Directors (SS-1) and General Meetings (SS-2), etc.

o

Shri Pramod Kumar Rai,
Secretary, Nestle India Ltd.

o

Ms. Ritika Bhatia, Principal Director (Commercial)II, Office of the C&AG

•

Revised Guidance Notes on Meetings of the Board of
Directors and General Meetings

To align the Guidance Noteson Meetings of the Board of
Directors and General Meetings with the legal amendments
brought in by the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2017 and to
specify the relaxations given by MCA due to COVID-19, these
have been revised by the ICSI on the basis of the relevant
provisions of the Act and the rules, circulars, clarifications etc.
issued by the MCA until 31st December, 2020.
The Revised Guidance Note on Meetings of the Board
of Directors and General Meetings were released at the
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•

Deputy

Company

Release of Short Video on Quality Review
With a view to create awareness among members and
other stakeholders regarding the various aspects and
significance of Quality Review an illustrative flyer and a
short video was released at the hands of the Chairperson
and other members of the Quality Review Board.

SOPs FOR ORGANISING WEBINARS
In view of the continuing social distancing norms in light of
the ongoing pandemic, the Regional and Chapter Offices
have been permitted to conduct learning programmes in
compliance with the SOPs for conducting webinars till 31st
January, 2020.
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MANDATORY CPE CREDITS FOR THE
YEAR 2020-21
Continuous Professional Education (CPE) is important
for further capacity building and constant upskilling of the
members by keeping them abreast with latest developments
in profession.Accordingly, the Council of the Institute issued
the ICSI (Continuous Professional Education) Guidelines,
2019 which came into effect from 1st April 2020. Under the
present Guidelines, every member is required to obtain the
CPE Credits as under:
Member’s age

CPE Credits in a year
(1st April – 31st March)
Employment Practice

Below 60 years

20

20

Above 60 years(If member is in
gainful employment/ holding CoP)

10

10

The maximum number of CPE Credits that may be obtained
by a member through web-based learning activities such as
webinars is capped at 8 in a year with the overall limit of 12
CPE Credits under unstructured category.
No set-off of excess CPE Credits obtained under unstructured
category is permitted against the CPE Credits to be obtained
under structured category. Neither is any carry forward of the
excess CPE Credits allowed under the Guidelines.

RELAXATION IN GUIDELINES
FOR COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE
OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES FOR THE BLOCK
2017-20
In view of the advisory issued by the Government of India
regarding COVID-19 and the lockdown imposed Pan-India,
the time period for obtaining the mandatory PCH for the
current block of 2017-20 was extended to30thJune, 2020.
Further, with a view to facilitate the members in obtaining
the mandatory PCH (for the current block of 2017-20) the
following measures were taken:
•

Ceiling of maximum 8(eight) PCH through webinars
relaxed.

•

60 PCH may be obtained by qualifying the online
assessment modules.

•

Members may also obtain 10 PCH for every PMQ/
Certificate Course at the time of enrolment.

•

Such members are allowed to make payment of annual
membership fee, starting w.e.f. 1st April, 2020, on
furnishing a declaration that they undertake to complete
the shortfall in PCH requirement by 30th June, 2020.

PUBLICATIONS RELEASED DURING THE
YEAR
•

COVID-19-Regulatory Updates

•

Stress Management in Turbulent Times.
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•

Gyan Ganga: Corporate Governance through Ancient
Indian Scriptures

•

Referencer on Boards’ Report

•

Guide to Board Evaluation

•

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016

•

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (Rules and
Regulations)

•

Final Word on IBC

•

IBC Learning Curves

•

Limited Insolvency Examination: Preparation Guide

•

Compilation of 25 Info Capsules (5 Series till date)

•

Case Digest Series 3

•

Referencer on E-Form PAS-6

•

The Impact Analysis of Turbulent Times on Company
Secretaries

•

FAQs on Virtual Meetings

•

MCQs Valuation of Securities or Financial Assets

•

Handbook on the Code of Wages, 2019

•

Mastering Global Corporate Governance

•

Ancient Scriptures – The New Age Guide to Governance
Maxims

•

Parliament Governance – An insight into best practices

•

Code for Charity Governance in 12 regional languages

•

Model Code for Meetings of Gram Panchayats in 12
regional languages

•

Company Secretary in Practice – Ready Reckoner (Third
Edition)

DOCUMENTS DOWNLOADABLE FROM
THE DIGILOCKER PLATFORM
In the wake of digitization and in an attempt to issue
documents to all the members in a standard format and make
them electronically available on real-time basis, the Institute
of Company Secretaries of India had connected itself with the
DigiLocker platform of the Government of India. In addition
to their identity cards and Associate certificates, members
can also now access and download their Fellow certificates
and Certificates of Practice from the Digilocker anytime,
anywhere.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

ENHANCED BENEFITS UNDER
COMPANY SECRETARY BENEVOLENT
FUND
The Company Secretaries Benevolent Fund (CSBF) provides
safety net to the Company Secretaries who are members
of the Fund and their families in the times of distress. The
benefits accorded to the members have been enhanced as
follows:

through various platforms and in order to provide student/
curriculum friendly and knowledge enriching inputs, the
monthly e-journal for students, Student Company Secretary
has been revamped. The additional features include theme
based journal with theme article and articles on recent
developments, Subject specific Case studies, Subject wise
Regulatory Updates, etc.

ICSI SIGNATURE AWARD SCHEME
The Institute launched the ICSI Signature Award Scheme
under which top rank holders in B.Com. Final Examinations
in reputed universities and also specialised programmes/
papers of IITs / IIMs are awarded a Gold Medal and a
Certificate. During the year, MOUs were signed with:

•

Annual income limit for deserving cases raised from Rs. 5
lakh to Rs. 7.5 lakh.

•

Medical reimbursement limit for members raised
from Rs. 60,000 to Rs. 75,000.

•

Education allowance for children raised from Rs. 40,000
to Rs. 50,000.

Sl.
No

•

Financial assistance to dependents in case of death
under non-member category raised from Rs. 50,000
to Rs. 75,000.

1.

Meghalaya

IIM Shillong

21.02.2020

2.

Jharkhand

IIM Ranchi

27.02.2020

Medical reimbursement under non-member category
raised from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 50,000.

3.

Jammu

IIM Jammu

11.08.2020

4.

Punjab

Panjabi University

23.09.2020

5.

Odisha

21.10.2020

6.

Chhattisgarh

7.

Madhya Pradesh

National Law
University
Hamchand Yadav
University
Vikram University

8.

Maharashtra

19.11.2020

9.

New Delhi

Maharashtra
National Law
University
GGSIP University

19.11.2020

•

INITIATIVES FOR STUDENTS
CAREER AWARENESS PROGRAMMES
Region

CAPs

Outstation CAPs

Career Fairs

EIRC

93

16

4

NIRC

146

10

3

SIRC

463

60

10

WIRC

220

35

5

State

University/ College/
Institute

Date of
MoU

02.11.2020
04.11.2020

23.10.2020

PLACEMENT DRIVE FOR
PROFESSIONAL AND EXECUTIVE
PASSED STUDENTS

10. New Delhi
11. Gujarat

Indira Gandhi
National Open
University
IIM Ahmedabad

The Institute with an objective to provide a common platform
to CS Trainees and Trainers organized an exclusive CS
Trainee Drive on 5th March, 2020 at ICSI House, Noida.
Applications were invited through online registration facility.
A similar online registration facility was also developed for
the organizations who were interested in hiring the trainees.

12. Himachal Pradesh

IIM Sirmaur

19.12.2020

13. Punjab

IIM Amritsar

19.12.2020

14. Maharashtra

IIM Nagpur

19.12.2020

15. Madhya Pradesh

DAAV, Indore

19.12.2020

16. Jammu & Kashmir

University of Jammu 29.12.2020

17. Telangana

Maulana Azad
National Urdu
University
Govt of Jammu
& Kashmir
Higher Education
Department

The event was successfully organized in terms of bridging
the gap between Corporates/Firms and aspiring students as
the drive witnessed an overwhelming response from many
organizations. Corporate Houses such HT Media Group,
Apollo Tyres Ltd, BSES, DMIC, etc. apart from eminent
Practicing Company Secretary Firms, participated in the
CS Trainee Drive. The aspiring trainees were given multiple
opportunities to face interviews with different companies.

18. Jammu & Kashmir

19.12.2020

12.01.2021
18.01.2021

A total of 21 Companies and PCS firms participated in the
Drive and shortlisted 70 trainees out of 101 students.

Further Gold medals were awarded to the toppers of following
universities during their convocation ceremonies:

STUDENT COMPANY SECRETARY
E-JOURNAL – REVAMPED

•

Pondicherry University – Gold Medal awarded to topper
by Shri Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Vice President of India
on 26th February, 2020

In our endeavor to update the students continuously
with the developments relating to their course curriculum

•

Mangalore University – Gold Medal was awarded to the
topper at Convocation held on 27th February, 2020

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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COMPANY SECRETARY EXECUTIVE
ENTRANCE TEST (CSEET)
To test the aptitude of the candidates required for the
profession of Company Secretaries, Company Secretary
Executive Entrance Test (CSEET) has been introduced as
the qualifying test for registration to Executive Programme
through the Company Secretaries (Amendment) Regulations,
2020. Various initiatives were taken for the CSEET students:
•

CSEET conducted on 29th August, 2020 through Remote
Proctored Mode
Taking cognizance of the ongoing situations, the ICSI
conducted the first CSEET on Saturday, 29thAugust, 2020
through Remote Proctored Mode instead of conducting
the same from Test Centres. All eligible candidates were
allowed to appear for the test through laptop/desktop
from home/any such other convenient place.

the date of registration and the date of examination from an
earlier period of 9 months to 6 months for appearing in all
modules and from 6 months to 4 months for appearing in any
one module of Executive/Professional programme.

RELAXATIONS PROVIDED TO
STUDENTS:
•

Extension of Last Date for Online Submission of
examination form for June, 2020 session

•

Extension of Last Date for submission of online requests
for change of centre/ medium/ module for June, 2020
session of CS examinations

•

Postponement of CS Examinations, June-2020 session

•

Postponement of Company
Entrance Test (CSEET)

Secretary

Executive

•

Carry Forward of CSEET fees paid for August, 2020
Session to November, 2020 Sessionin view of requests
received from students on account of lack of internet
connectivity and other technical issues, and to facilitate
such candidates.

•

Temporary Relaxation for complying with the requirement
of Pre-Examination Test and One Day Orientation
Programme

•

Allowing students one more attempt under Old Syllabus

•

Free Online CSEET classes for CS aspirants:

•

Carrying Forward of Exam Fee from June 2020 Exam
Session to December 2020 exam session

•

Relaxation in submitting Quarterly Report of trainees in
the Institute’s record during the period of lock down

ICSI is not only providing virtual classes for its students but
for the students who aspire to be Company Secretaries
and are registered for CSEET (CS Executive Entrance
test). ICSI is rolling out free CSEET online classes for all
students registered for CSEET. Online classes are taken
by renowned faculties with enriched experience.
•

Mock Test on CSEET:
Mock Test CSEET has been enabled on the ICSI
website for practice purposes to provide mock test
platform especially to the first batch of candidates, as it
would give fair idea about the style of examination, types
of questions that may be asked, time management etc.

•

CSEET e-bulletin:
Dedicated CSEET e-bulletin covering the latest updates
on the subjects is placed on the ICSI Website.

•

Suggested Reading Material for CSEET uploaded
Suggested Reading Material for all CSEET subjects
have been uploaded in the website of ICSI

•

Free Online Refresher/Doubt Clearing Classes
ICSI organized free online Refresher/Doubt clearing
classes for the students appeared in CSEET which was
held on 29th August 2020.

•

Technical Session for CSEET Students on ‘Requirements,
Process, Dos and Don’ts’ held on 29th August 2020.

•

Webinar held on 17th November, 2020 on “Technical
Session on how to appear for 2NDCSEET through remote
proctored mode”

REDUCING TIME GAP BETWEEN
REGISTRATION & EXAMINATION
With an objective of speeding up the completion cycle
of Company Secretaryship Course, the Amendment
Regulations have also reduced the minimum gap between
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INTERACTION OF PRESIDENT, VP,
THE ICSI WITH STUDENTS THROUGH
WEBCAST
President, The ICSI interacted with the students of the
Institute through “Webcast”organized on 4th April 2020 to
guide and motivate the young students pursuing CS Course.
Further, Vice President and representatives from Directorate
of Students Services, Academics and others also joined to
clarify doubts on varied topics relating to CS Course and
examination.

E- VIDHYA VAHINI - FREE ONLINE
CRASH COURSE FOR STUDENTS
ICSI started an online crash course e-VidhyaVahini for the
students of the Institute in line with the initiatives taken
by Government of India in the field of education during
widespread pandemic. The prime objective of conducting
online crash course was to prepare the students of the
Institute for the examinations. The sessions were taken by the
renowned faculties with an enriched experience in education.
Besides online crash course, ICSI also planned special online
doubt clearing sessions for the students of the Institute which
will further help them in preparing for the examination.

WEBINARS FOR STUDENTS OF ICSI
ICSI conducted various dedicated webcasts for the students
of the Institute during the course of the lockdown. The
Webcasts were focused mainly on examination. The topics
of the webinars were Tips for cracking the exam, Latest
Amendment in the Company Law and Exam Approach, life
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skills etc. The YouTube links of the webinars conducted have
been uploaded on the website of the Institute for the benefit
of students at large.

FREE ONLINE CLASSES FOR CLASS
ROOM TEACHING STUDENTS OF ICSI
ICSI introduced online free classes for the students who are
undergoing classes at Class Room Teaching Centres of ICSI.
To provide best and quality education to its students, the
Institute of Company Secretaries of India introduced virtual
classes for the students. The virtual classes of ICSI are
equipped with multiple communication and file-sharing tools
that allow both instructors and participants to interact, engage,
and exchange ideas in real-time. Most of the Regional and
Chapter offices of the Institute are conducting these online
classes. Students can get in touch with the nearest Region/
Chapter office to join these classes.

ONLINE DOUBT CLEARING CLASSES
FOR STUDENTS APPEARING IN
DECEMBER 2020 EXAM
ICSI conducted online doubt clearing classes in September
for students appearing in December 2020 examination.
Interested students could join these classes by remitting
nominal fee.

PUBLICATIONS FOR STUDENTS
•
Case Digest Series:The Institute has started case
digest series consisting of case snippets from Company
law, Insolvency law, Competition Laws, Securities Laws,
Consumer Law, Corporate Fraud, Money Laundering,
General Laws, Labour Laws, Direct Tax Laws, Goods
and Services Tax Laws, Banking Laws and recent case
studies on different subjects. Case Digest Series – Issue II
was circulated to students and members and placed on ICSI
Website.
•

GST Practice manual for students

•

Chapter-wise update for students

•

Subject-wise monthly updates

•

Covid 19 Regulatory Update covering the initiatives of
Judiciary, Ministries and various Regulators during the
course of this pandemic.

•

Practice Manual of Advance Tax Law Subject for
students of Professional level

•

Info Capsules: A Daily update for members and students,
covering latest amendment on various laws for the
benefits of our members and students.

•

Supplements of all Papers of Executive and Professional
Programmes of New Syllabus.

PARTICIPATION OF ICSI IN VIRTUAL
EDUCATION EXPO
ICSI participated in virtual Education Expo organised by
Times of India from 11th June to 19th June 2020.The main
objective of participation was to create awareness amongst
CHARTERED SECRETARY

the students about the Institute and to sensitise students
regarding the recent changes like introduction of CSEET,
etc. ICSI also participated in one more virtual Education Expo
organised by Hindustan Times from 22nd June to 6th July 2020.

E-MSOP FOR ALL ELIGIBLE STUDENTS
BY RELAXING CRITERION OF TWO
YEARS’ TIME BAR AFTER PASSING
PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS
The Institute vide circular dated 31.03.2020 had relaxed
the eligibility criteria for taking admission in e-MSOP by
temporarily removing the two years’ time bar between
professional pass and e-MSOP registration, so that all
professional pass students irrespective of their year of
passing in professional examination may avail the facility
of e-MSOP subject to fulfillment of other conditions as
mentioned in the guidelines till 30th June, 2020. However, this
timeline was further extended to 30th September, 2020 and
later to 31st December, 2020 facilitate the students to apply
for membership without waiting for the classroom based
MSOP in regions and chapters.

15 DAYS E- ACADEMIC PROGRAMME
INCLUDING 08 DAYS E-EDP (3 DAYS
E-GOVERNANCE AND 05 DAYS SKILL
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME)
In order to provide the best possible services to the students
during the period of lock down, the Directorate of Training
had organized 1st Batch of 15 days e-Academic Programme
including 08 days e-EDP (3 Days e- Governance and 05 days
Skill Development Programme) from 17th April, 2020 to 19th
May, 2020. Further, the 2nd batch of 15 days e- Academic
Programme was organised from 25thJune, 2020 to 31st July,
2020.

05 DAYS ONLINE PROFESSIONAL SKILL
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING (PSDT) FOR
CS TRAINEES AND ASPIRANTS
In order to build confidence among trainees by enhancing
their skill set, and also to develop their functional competency
in core and emerging areas, the Institute had conducted 05
days online PSDT for the CS trainees from 2nd June to 6th
June 2020. The objective of such training was the capacity
building of CS trainees, enhancing their soft skills, IT Skills
and drafting skills etc.Total 710 students had successfully
participated in the programme in the first batch. The Institute
organized the second batch of PSDT from 11th July to 15th
July, 2020 in which 248 students had participated.

FIRST BATCH OF 15 DAYS ONLINE
EDP UNDER THE NEW TRAINING
STRUCTURE AS PER CS AMENDMENT
REGULATIONS, 2020
 tudents under the Company Secretaries (Amendment)
S
Regulations, 2020 are allowed to commence their 21
months Practical training after completion of 15 days EDP
in online mode instead of One Month EDP as prescribed in
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regulation 46 BB of the Company Secretaries (Amendment)
Regulations, 2020. However, they shall be required to
complete the remaining 15 days of EDP in classroom mode
within six months of commencement of their Practical
training. The Institute in order to facilitate CS students, who
wishes to switchover to new training structure, announced
the first batch of online 15 days EDP from 1st September till
15th September, 2020.

RELAXATION FROM UNDERGOING
15 DAYS CLASS ROOM EDP AS
MENTIONED IN REGULATION 46BB
OF CS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS
2020
The Company Secretaries (Amendment) Regulations 2020,
has been made effective from 3rd February 2020. Under
the Regulations, students (those who have enrolled prior to
the commencement of this Regulation) have been given an
option to switchover and complete their training requirements
under new training structure.
Students under new training structure are required to
complete 15 days EDP in classroom mode and another 15
days through online mode. However, the students who have
already completed their 15 days Academic programme under
previous training structure or have been granted exemption
therefrom and switching over to new training structure are
exempted to undergo 15 days classroom EDP under new
training structure.

EXTENSION IN THE PERIOD OF
COMPULSORY SWITCHOVER FROM OLD
TO NEW TRAINING STRUCTURE
As per the recommendations of the Council and subsequent
approval of the Ministry of Corporate affairs, temporary
relaxations have been granted under Regulation 46BA and
46BB of the Company Secretaries (Amendment) Regulations,
2020. Now theperiod of compulsory switchover of training
as prescribed under Regulation 46BA of the Amendment
Regulations has been extended for another period of six
months i.e., upto 2nd February, 2021.
Also, since students cannot start their practical training of 21
months without completion of 1 months EDP, in view of the
ongoing situations they shall be allowed to complete 15 days
EDP in online mode and the remaining 15 days of EDP in
classroom mode within 6 months of starting their long term
training.

Around 18275 students took registration. The Preliminary
Round of All India Company Law Quiz 2020 was held on 16th
October 2020.
The Semi-Final round of the competition was organised on
6th November 2020. 48 Finalists (16 Finalists for each Stage)
were allowed to participate in Final round. Details of Final
round shall be announced separately.The winners of Final
Round of the Quiz were honoured with three cash awards
and commendation certificates.

ONLINE QUIZ ON CURRENT AFFAIRS
AND GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
The Institute, through a novel initiative, for creating awareness
about the profession organized an Online Quiz on Current
Affairs & General Knowledge. There was no participation fee
and the students could register in two different categories:
•

•
Category 2- Students passed 12th/pursuing Graduation/
Post Graduation, in any stream
Those who qualified the Prelims conducted on 2nd November,
2020,appeared inSemi Final Round held on 17thNovember,
2020. Thefinal round was held on 10th December, 2020 and
the winners in each Category were rewarded with cash prizes.
Apart from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd prize worth Rs. 50000, Rs. 25000
and Rs.10000 respectively, special appreciation award of Rs.
5000 and also 10 consolation prizes of Rs. 1000 each in both
categories were given.

DECLARATION OF RESULT OF POWER
POINT COMPETITION FOR STUDENTS
HELD DURING THE STUDENT MONTH
A power point competition was conducted for the students
of the Institute located across the country during the Student
Month. Students in large numbers participated in the event
and submitted Power point presentations using contemporary
tools.

STUDENT OUTREACH PROGRAMMES
•

President, ICSI motivated
the students of New Delhi
Institute of Management
(NDIM) on 17th October,
2020 during their Founders
day Programme in the
presence of Shri Ankur
Bansal, Vice Chairman,
NDIM.
The
students,
delegates from across the globe attended the webinar
wherein Mr.Binny Bansal, Co-founder, Flipkart, Madhur
Bajaj – Non-Executive Director, Bajaj Auto Ltd. and other
top notch business tycoons were the speakers.

•

President, ICSI addressed the students of the Institute
of Commerce, Nirma University (ICNU), Ahmedabad,
Gujarat presided over by Dr.Anup K. Singh, DirectorGeneral, Nirma University through webinar regarding the
various career options and CS as a career option.

ALL INDIA COMPANY LAW QUIZ 2020
All India Company Law Quiz 2020 was organized for the
existing students of ICSI. The idea is to enhance their
visibility, level of knowledge and understanding in Company
Law & allied areas and to generate interest among the
students for in-depth study of the subject including greater
conceptual clarity.
The registration for Company Law Quiz was opened on 15th
September 2020 till 30th September 2020 for all students of
the Institute having a valid registration number. There was no
participation fee.
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ONLINE PROCESSING FOR
LICENTIATESHIP
All process of Licentiate has been automated and made
online. Professional pass students desirous of applying or
renewal for Licentiateship can now apply and make payment
of fee online. There is no paperwork involved now.

TRAINING CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
(TCC) FOR APPLYING FOR ASSOCIATE
MEMBERSHIP W.E F. 1ST NOVEMBER 2020
In order to simplify the process of applying for Associate
Membership of the Institute, the students are required to obtain
a Training Clearance Certificate (TCC) from the Directorate of
Training stating the duration and place of training completion
as applicable to them. Hence, the students instead of giving
different short term/long term practical training completion
certificates at various point of time, are required to submit a
single Training Clearance Certificate (TCC) stating the entire
history of training completed by the students. The student
can auto generate their training Clearance certificate from
the stimulate portal once it is approved from the directorate of
Training, ICSI and will submit along with their ACS application.

MoUs were signed with the following universities and
academic Institutions during the lockdown period under the
Academic Collaborations with Universities and Academic
Institutions initiative of ICSI:
LIST OF IIMs
•

IIM Ahmedabad, Gujarat

•

IIM Amritsar, Punjab

•

IIM Bodhgaya, Bihar

•

IIM Jammu

•

IIM Nagpur, Maharashtra

•

IIM Sirmaur, Himachal Pradesh

Collaborations with other Academic Institutions:
1.

Amity University, Gurgaon

2.

Amity University, Raipur

3.

Andhra University, Junction, AU North Campus, Andhra
University North Campus, Visakhapatnam, Andhra
Pradesh

4.

Apex Professional University, Pasighat, Arunachal
Pradesh

5.

Arka Jain University, Jamshedpur

6.

Assam Don Bosco University , Guwahati, Assam

7.

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu

8.

Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli, Tamil Nadu

PARTICIPATION AT THE DAV UNITED
CULTURAL FESTIVAL

9.

Birla Global University, Bhubaneswar

ICSI participated in DAV United Cultural Festival held from 31st
January to 2nd February 2020 at Indira Gandhi Stadium, New
Delhi wherein around 400 schools and colleges participated.
The event was visited by more than 1 Lakh students Teachers
and Alumni’s of various schools and colleges .The purpose of
participation was to create awareness amongst the students
regarding CS Course. ICSI also participated in the Panel
discussions at the festival.

11. Central University of Kashmir Srinagar, Jammu and
Kashmir

ICSI ORGANISED TWO DAYS
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
“SYNERGY 2020”
The Institute as a part of knowledge initiative and urge to reach
the students aspiring to be Company Secretaries across the
country organises various programs. Taking this further,
the Institute organised two days International Conference
“Synergy 2020” in association with Seshadripuram Commerce
College on 4th & 5th November 2020 through Audio Visual
Mode at Bengaluru.

ICSI ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS
WITH UNIVERSITIES AND ACADEMIC
INSTITUTIONS
ICSI “Academic Collaborations with Universities and
Academic Institutions” initiative is aimed to establish a connect
between ICSI and various Universities and institutions of
national repute, through a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) covering a number of schemes under one umbrella
towards learning and development of students, academicians
and professionals.

CHARTERED SECRETARY

10. BIT, Raipur

12. CT University, Ludhiana, Punjab
13. DAAV, Indore, Madhya Pradesh
14. DamodaramSanjivayya
Vishakhapatnam

National

Law

University,

15. DeshBhagat University, Punjab
16. Devi AhilyaVishwavidalaya, Nalanda Campus, Indore,
Madhya Pradesh
17. Dwivedi Paradise English High School, Jaunpur
18. Gandhi Institute of Engineering & Technology University,
Gunupur, Odisha
19. GGSIP University, Dwarka, Delhi
20. GNA University, Sri Hargobindgarh, Phagwara, Punjab
21. Gokul Global University, Gujarat
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22. Govt College, Daman

57. University of Technology, Jaipur

23. Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad, Gujarat

58. Vikram University, Ujjain, Madh`a Pradesh

24. HamchandYadav University, Durg, Chhattisgarh

59. Xavier University, Bhubaneswar

25. Himalayan University, Arunachal Pradesh
26. Indira Gandhi National Open University, New Delhi
27. Invertis University, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh
28. JanardanRai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth (Deemed-tobe University), Udaipur
29. KBS Commerce &Nataraj Professional Science College,
Vapi

ICSI STUDY CENTRES

32. Maharashtra National Law University, Mumbai

The Study Centre Scheme of the Institute intends to break
the distance barrier for the students belonging to cities /
locations in which the representative offices of the Institute
are not in existence. With the aim to provide better facilities
to the students, the Institute of Company Secretaries of India
has opened 32 Study Centres across the Country during the
year.

33. Manipur University, Imphal, Manipur

ICSI EVENTS

34. Maulana Azad National Urdu University, Hyderabad

2ND LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

30. KrantiguruShyamji Krishna VermaKachchh University,
Bhuj, Gujarat
31. Lords University, Alwar

35. National Law University, Cuttack, Odisha
36. Navjeevan Arts & Commerce College, Dahod
37. Nehru Gram Bharati(Deemed
Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh

to

be

University),

38. NetajiSubhashUniversity,Jamshedpur
39. New Angels Senior Secondary School, Pratapgarh
40. Om Sterling Global University, Hisar, Haryana
41. Oriental University, Indore, Madhya Pradesh
42. Pacific Academy of Higher Education and Research
University (PAHERU), Udaipur, Rajasthan
43. Punjabi University, Patiala

The 2nd Leadership Summit of ICSI Sankalp – 2020 was held
during 6th to 8th February, 2020 at Manesar, Haryana with the
objectives of gathering innovative ideas from within the Team
ICSI, enhancing motivation and networking and aligning the
nationwide leaders of ICSI and setting mutual goals.
The three day event was marked by presentations by Team
ICSI designated at various levels soliciting suggestions
for improving the functioning of the Institute. Meeting of
all HoDs was organised to deliberate upon the strategy
and new initiatives for the Institute during the year 2020.
Chairmen of the respective Regional Councils made detailed
presentations on their proposed action plan for the year 2020.
Also, the Chairmen of Regional Councils had meetings with
the Chairmen of the Chapters falling within their jurisdictions.

44. Rabindranath Tagore University, Bhopal
45. Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law, Patiala
46. RK. University Rajkot, Gujarat
47. Royal Global University, Guwahati, Assam
48. SavitribaiPhule Pune University, Pune, Maharashtra
49. Shree DharmasthalaManjunatheshwara College of Arts,
Science, Commerce, Business Administration, B.C.A
and P. G. Studies, Honnavar, Karnataka
50. Sikkim Manipal University, Gangtok, Sikkim
51. Silver Oak University, Ahmedabad
52. Sri Sri University, Cuttack, Odisha
53. SwarnimStartup& Innovation University , Gandhinagar,
Gujarat

INVESTOR AWARENESS PROGRAMME
BY NORTH EASTERN CHAPTER
The North Eastern Chapter of EIRO of ICSI hosted three
Investor Awareness Programmes in Assam on behalf of
Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority, Ministry of
Corporate Affairs, Government of India as follows:
•

KC Das Commerce College, Guwahati on 11th February
2020

55. University of Jammu, Jammu and Kashmir

•

Tezpur University, Tezpur on 13th February 2020.

56. University Of Technology, Deepshikha College Of
Technical Education, Jaipur, Rajasthan

•

Dhing College, Dhing, Nagaon on 14th February 2020

•

Don Bosco University, Guwahati on 18th February 2020

54. The ICFAI University, Gangtok, Sikkim
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CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY
The ICSI celebrated womanhood on the 8th March, 2020
wherein a Full day Seminar on International Women’s Day
was organised by Indore Chapter. The event was graced by
Ms.AryamaSanyal, Airport Director who presided over as the
Chief Guest at the event and under whose leadership the
Indore Airport, Devi AhilyabaiHolkar Airport was bestowed
with the award of best airport in Asia Pacific region by
prestigious Airport Council International (ACI). The day was
celebrated with much fanfare at various other ICSI Chapters
and Regional Councils.

3 DAYS ONLINE WORKSHOP ON
SECURITIES LAWS & CAPITAL
MARKETS
The Institute organized a 3 Days Online Workshop on
Securities Laws & Capital Markets during June 5-7, 2020.
Hon’ble Mr. Justice Jog Singh, Former Judicial Member,
SAT was the Chief Guest at the Inaugural Session. Aspects
pertaining to Capital Markets, SEBI (LODR) Regulations,
SEBI Act, 1992, Governance challenges, Insider Trading,
etc. were deliberated.

ICSI PCS DAY-2020
The celebrations of ICSI PCS Day were conducted through
day-long deliberations with dignitaries from the Government
and India Inc. on June 15, 2020. The Inaugural Ceremony
was presided over by Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon’ble
Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs and his
address instilled amongst the members a new zeal to serve
the nation.

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA, 2020

Yoga Trainer, CS Sudhir Jain in the presence of Shri Gopal
Krishna Agrawal, Former Council Member (Govt. Nominee),
ICSI, Shri Anil Gupta, Council Member (Govt. Nominee),
ICSI, and Prof. (Dr.) Tanuja Manoj Nesari, Director, The All
India Institute of Ayurveda.

PROGRAMME FOR FAMILIARIZATION OF
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
The MCA & IICA launched the Independent Directors databank
under the Companies Act, 2013 with an aim to strengthen the
institution of Independent Directors. Keeping in view the role
of Independent Directors in strengthening the governance
structure of India Inc., the ICSI in joint collaboration with IICA
conducted a Programme for Familiarization of Independent
Directors. The 3 hour Online Couse was held on 20th June,
2020 covering aspects pertaining to the Due Diligence
entailing in Becoming and Independent Director and Code of
Conduct and Liabilities for Independent Directors.

GST DAY: 3 YEARS OF GOOD AND
SIMPLE TAX
To commemorate the third anniversary of the introduction
of the Goods and Services Tax, a mega programme was
organised on 1st July 2020 through live webinar mode. Shri
Piyush Goyal, Hon’ble Minister of Railways and Commerce
and Industry presided over as the Chief Guest at the
Inaugural Session. A special interactive session with Shri
Sushil Kumar Modi, Hon’ble Deputy Chief Minister of Bihar
along with President, Vice-President and other Council
Members, ICSI was also organised on the occasion. A video
on “ICSI unlocking the opportunities in the Lockdown” was
also released during the Inaugural Session along with the
GST Newsletter and Info Capsule.

The celebration of the International Day of Yoga, 2020 was
held on 21st June, 2020 in the presence of both national
and international guests. Bifurcated into two segments;
Dr. Pamela Smith from USA, Dr.Shabnam Das Kar and
Dr.NamrataBagaria from Canada deliberated upon the
various aspects of Wellness & Immunity in the first hour,
followed by live Yoga session administered by renowned
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CELEBRATION OF STUDENT MONTH
July being the Student Month was filled with activities aimed at
not just connecting with the future professionals or generate
a feeling of oneness amongst them with the Institute but to
share dedicated moments with them. From Quiz contests and
Launch of special initiatives for students like online Mock tests,
Crash Course, Revision classes, Special classes for noncommerce students, Classes of specific subjects, etc. from
online Soft skills development Programmes, from ‘Samadhan
Diwas’’- Zero Grievance Day to Celebration of online Career
Awareness Week, from World Nature Conservation Day to
Kargil Vijay Diwas the month had it all. Due to widespread
Corona virus pandemic, all activities were organised through
electronic mode.

THREE DAYS ONLINE CERTIFICATE
PROGRAM ON COMMERCIAL
ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION
With the objective to enhance the knowledge & skillsets
of members in the area of Arbitration & Conciliation, ICSI
COE, Hyderabad successfully organized a three days
online Certificate Program on Commercial Arbitration and
Conciliation from 31st July to 2nd August 2020. More than
60 participants from across India participated in this online
program. Prof. (Dr) Kesava Rao, Vurrakula, Vice-Chancellor
National University of Study and Research in Law, Ranchi
during his keynote address appreciated the unique efforts
taken by ICSI in training professionals and spoke on the need
of inserting Arbitration Clauses in Commercial Contracts and
their impact on Arbitral Proceedings. The sessions were made
interactive with the application of case based discussions by
the esteemed faculty members.

CELEBRATION OF WORLD SENIOR
CITIZEN’S DAY
The
World
Senior
Citizen’s
Day
was
celebrated
on
21st
August, 2020 with a host
of activities. The Institute
reached out to all its
current members above
the age of 80 years over
phone to know about
their well-being and
whether they required
any specific assistance. All the Regional Offices and Chapters
were involved in the process. CS Ashish Garg, President,
ICSI personally connected with several senior members
through video calling.
A webpage was created on the Institute website for the
occasion to recognize and acknowledge the contribution of
the senior and active members over the years to the growth
and development of the profession, to appreciate their
accomplishments and achievements. Most of the senior
members thanked the Institute profusely for this initiative and
were overwhelmed.
A webinar was also organized wherein CS D.C. Jain, Past
President-ICSI presided over as the chief speaker.
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ICSI TEACHERS’ WEEK – TEACHERS’
CONFERENCE
The Institute as a part of its knowledge initiative and urge
to reach the masses across the country and leveraging its
resources to build up the capacities in our education system
organises various programs. Taking this further, the Institute
celebrated the week from 5th September, 2020 to 11th
September, 2020 as Teachers’ Week.
As part of the initiative, the Institute organised Teachers’
Conferences for the faculties of various Colleges and
Universities at 67 Chapters and 4 Regional Office locations.
Due to the overwhelming response from the teaching
fraternity from across the country, the celebrations were
further extended till the end of September, 2020. Given the
circumstances, Regional Councils/Chapters conducted the
teacher’s conference in online mode. Prominent personalities
were invited as Guests and speakers who imparted
knowledge to the teachers for empowering the educators.
Large number of Teachers all over the country participated in
the conferences. Certificate of participation was also given to
the teachers who attended the programme.
A webinar was also conducted on “National Education Policy”
on 24th September 2020 wherein Directors of IIMRaipur,
IIM Jammu, IIM Tiruchirapalli, IIM Ranchi, IIM Shillong, IIM
Sambalpur, and Dr.MadhuVij, Central Council member (Govt.
Nominee), The ICSI were the speakers.

52ND FOUNDATION DAY OF ICSI –
GOVERNANCE: FROM GRASSROOTS TO
GLOBAL
With the thought of strengthening the existing frameworks of
national governance and in alignment with our futuristic goals
of expanding the scope of good governance globally the
celebrations of the 52nd Foundation Day of ICSI were made
with the theme Governance: From Grassroots to Global.With
a view of creating awareness about the ICSI Codes across
the real stakeholders, week-long programmeswereorganized
at PAN India level under the aegis of Sprawling Governance
in Grassroots.
Ensuring that the pandemic does not dampen the spirits of
the celebration as well as our commitment towards the Fit
India Movement, the ICSI organised a Pan India Webinar
Zumbathon to keep intact the motto of ‘Fit India – Fit ICSI’
for this year’s celebrations of its 52nd Foundation Day as well.
On 4th October, 2020, a Webinar was conducted marking the
celebrations in the presence of esteemed dignitaries, seeking
blessings of Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Honorary Member of
ICSI and Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs
and Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises, Government
of India. Various following publications and Courses were
released at the Webinar.

INVESTORS’ KNOWLEDGE QUEST
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) jointly
with the National Stock Exchange (NSE) organised the NSEICSI Investors Knowledge Quest – IKQ on 31st October,
2020. A joint initiative towards Investor Awareness, the IKQ
was aimed at providing all professionals & investors, an
avenue to know & evaluate knowledge on basic concepts
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of capital markets. All registered members/students of ICSI
were eligible to participate in IKQ. Post-IKQ, interesting
Investors Knowledge Session was also organized to disclose
answers and give some insights on questions asked in IKQ.
25 Winners were declared during Knowledge Session.

1ST ALUMINI MEET (VIRTUAL)
The Institute organised 1st Alumini Meet (Virtual) for newly
inducted members of both NIRC and WIRC MSOP batches
of 2019. The Virtual event was organised over a span of
two days for NIRC participants on 6-7 November, 2020 and
one day for WIRC members on November 21, 2020. Panel
discussion was conducted on the topic Emerging role of
Company Secretaries in Corporate by eminent professionals
from Corporates where expectations from Company
Secretaries and role of Company Secretary in Corporate
Sector were discussed. The other part of the panel discussion
saw eminent practising Company Secretaries who discussed
Challenges in CS Practice for new COP holders and how to
establish their own practice.

44TH CSBF DAY OF ICSI
CSBF Day was celebrated for the first time on the foundation
day of CSBF in the form of a webinar on 17th November,
2020. Company Secretaries who were yet to subscribe were
requested to join along with your family members and friends
such that their families became equally aware of approaching
the CSBF fund in times of need.

•

Rewriting the Rules of Good Governance

•

Evolving Governance Framework – A global perspective

•

Panchayats: At the cusp of new phase of governance

•

Atmanirbhar Bharat: Parliamentary Discipline in building
self-reliant India

ICSI signed four MoUs under its academic collaboration
initiative with DAVV, Indore, IIM Amritsar, IIM Nagpur and
Pune University on this special occasion.
The ICSI conferred the Honorary CS Degree onto Hon’ble
Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri
Anurag Singh Thakur in the virtual presence of Chief Guest
of the day, Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha, on
the third day of the 48th National Convention of Company
Secretaries, at Indore. ICSI also virtually inaugurated its
Fourth Overseas Centre at Singapore at the hands of Shri
Anurag Singh Thakur.

20TH ICSI NATIONAL AWARDS
FOR EXCELLENCE IN CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE, 2020

President-ICSI conveyed his sincere appreciation to CSBF
for playing a phenomenal benevolence role all throughout
these years. All the speakers spoke of the importance and
necessity for company secretaries to subscribe to CSBF so
that their dependents have the wherewithal to cope with the
crisis in the event of unforeseen demise of the member.

48TH NATIONAL CONVENTION OF
COMPANY SECRETARIES

The 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries, of
ICSI was organised from 17th - 19th December 2020 at Amber
Convention Centre Indore, on the theme Governance: From
Grassroots to Global. The Convention was inaugurated in the
august presence of Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs and Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises,
Government of India, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, as the Chief
Guest and Hon’ble Member of Parliament, LokSabha, Shri
Shankar Lalwani, as the Guest of Honour.
During the 3 day event, Directors of IIMs, IAS Officers and
Industry/Opinion Leaders of the country would be addressing
the participants on the following sub themes:
•

Building Smarter Workforces: The altering dynamics and
needs of India Inc.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Instituted for inculcating and conducing a pervasive
consciousness of the need for good governance in India
Inc., the ICSI National Awards for Excellence in Corporate
Governance recognise the impeccable performances by
Corporates and Professionals in the Corporate Governance
arena.
Shri Piyush Goyal, Hon’ble Union Minister for Railways,
Commerce & Industry, Consumer Affairs and Food & Public
Distribution, graced the occasion as the Chief Guest while
Hon’bleMr. Justice A.K. Sikri Former Judge, Supreme Court
of India and International Judge, Singapore International
Commercial Court, was the Chairman of the Jury for the
Awards.
During the Award Ceremony held at Radisson Blu, Noida
on 13th January, 2021, honorary degree of the ICSI was
conferred upon Shri Kumar Mangalam Birla, Chairman,
Aditya Birla Group.
The ICSI Lifetime Achievement Award for translating
Excellence in Corporate Governance into reality was conferred
on Dr. Cyrus S. Poonawalla, Chairman, GroupPoonawalla.
The 20th ICSI National Award for Excellence in Corporate
Governance for Best Governed Large Medium and Emerging
Company in Listed and Unlisted Category, was presented to
the following Companies:
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•

ITC Limited (Listed Company: Large Category)

•

TATA Metaliks Limited (Listed Company: Medium
Category)

•

Vaibhav Global Limited (Listed Company: Emerging
Category)

•

Numaligarh Refinery Limited (Unlisted Company: Large
Category)

•

Talwandi Sabo Power Limited (Unlisted Company:
Medium Category)

•

Arohan Financial Services Limited (Unlisted Company:
Emerging Category)

To acknowledge the commitment of business houses in
integrating social and environmental concerns with their
business operations, the Institute presented the 5th ICSI CSR
Excellence Awards to:
•

Reliance Industries Limited (Large Category)

•

NatcoPharma Limited (Medium Category)

•

Minda Industries Limited (Emerging Category)

Director, IIM-Bodhgaya in the benign presence of Hon’ble
Minister.

ICSI CONVOCATION
The mega event on Convocation of the Institute for Associate/
Fellow members who received membership during the period
from 01.10.2019 to 30.09.2020 was organised, in e-mode
as well as in physical mode in parallel at the Institute’s
four regional centres with the inaugural event taking place
at Hyderabad where Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Vice
President of India presided over as the Chief Guest to deliver
the convocation address. The inaugural event was streamed
online. Thereafter, the regional centres and chapters
continued with their own programme.

Aimed at recognising the importance of the Secretarial
Audit Report, ICSI instituted Best Secretarial Audit Report
Award last year. This year the award was presented to CS
Makarand Joshi, for Secretarial Audit Report of Mahindra
Logistics Limited.

YUVOTSAV 2021: 21ST NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF STUDENT COMPANY
SECRETARIES

INFRASTRUCTURAL CAPABILITIES
ICSI CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE: MEGA
FACILITY OF KNOWLEDGE AND
RESEARCH AT KOLKATA
To accelerate the drive of Corporate Governance, The
Institute of Company Secretaries of India, commenced the
construction of its Centre of Excellence (CoE) on 10th January,
2021 at New Town, the new corporate hub in Kolkata.

The 21stNational Conference of Student Company
Secretaries was held at Hyderabad on 12th January, 2020 to
mark the 158th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda in
the presence of TamilisaiSoundararajan, Hon’ble Governor
of Telangana and Shri G. Kishan Reddy, Hon’ble Minister of
State for Home Affairs. ICSI Students participated through
both physical and virtual mode.

21ST NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
PRACTISING COMPANY SECRETARIES

Shri DebashisSen, CMD, WBHIDCO Limited & Addl. Chief
Secretary, Government of West Bengal graced the occasion
as the Chief Guest while Shri Chandra Shekhar Ghosh,
Managing Director & CEO, Bandhan Bank Limited was the
Guest of Honour at the ceremony.
The ICSI CoE is a first of its kind in the Eastern Region and
is aimed at bringing professional excellence through learning,
research, and training.

The ICSI organised the 21stNational Conference of Practising
Company Secretaries on 15-16 January, 2021 at Udaipur,
Rajasthan on the theme ‘Achieving Excellence through Digital
Transformation’.Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs and Heavy Industries &Public Enterprises,
Government of India, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwalpresided over
as the Chief Guest.The Institute also signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with IIM-Bodhgaya on the occasion under
the ICSI Academic Collaboration with Dr. Vinita S. Sahay,
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GO-GREEN INITIATIVE – SOLAR PANELS
To conserve and protect natural resources for future
generations and to protect human health, the ICSI as an
initiative in this regard has intended to contribute to reducing
global warming by installing solar panels at its various
buildings. The inaugurations for the same was held at ICSI
NIRO, New Delhi, ICSI Noida, Faridabad and Udaipur.

INAUGURATION OF RENOVATED
PREMISES OF BHOPAL CHAPTER
Renovated Premises of Bhopal Chapter of ICSI were
inaugurated by Shri Vishvas Kailash Sarang, Hon’ble
Minister, Medical Education, Bhopal GasTragedy Relief &
Rehabilitation in the presence of CS Ashish Garg, President
ICSI and other members of WIRC and Management
Committee-Bhopal Chapter.

ENHANCING BRAND EQUITY
ICSI’s brand building initiatives to promote ICSI and the CS
profession has generated awareness among the students,
corporates, regulators, government and general public at
large. The Institute has enhanced its brand equity using
advertising campaigns and promotional strategies. Various
image building initiatives were taken to create greater
acceptability of the CS course and the profession.
Particulars
Press Coverage of ICSI events, announcements

Social Media Portals

Followers
(till 18th January 2021)

Facebook

1,29,890

Twitter

54,929

LinkedIn (Page started from
6th June, 2020)

11,965

Instagram

42,300

YouTube

68,900

COLLABORATIONS WITH NEWSPAPERS
ICSI initiated the idea of
providing
special
e-newspapers
to
CS
members
during
the
COVID-19
Lockdown
period. Tie-up proposal for
providing e-papers were
finalised
with
Indian
Express, Financial Express,
Free Press Journal, Chhapte Chhapte & Dainik Vishwamitra
on Free of Cost basis for the members. The Newspapers are
compiled in a single mail and is being sent to all members on
daily basis.

VIRTUAL PLATFORM DESIGN &
BRANDING OF 48TH NATIONAL
CONVENTION OF COMPANY
SECRETARIES

Number
850

Press Conferences

6

Exclusive Interview and Write ups of ICSI
Spokesperson in Print media

15

Coverage on Electronic Media

24

Number of Videos Created for Brand Promotion

15

Half hour special episodes / Interview on
Electronic Media (News18 MP&CG, DD National
Network, Rajya Sabha TV, Zee MP&CG, AIR,
Red FM)

6
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE:

A first of its kind, the 48th National Convention of Company
Secretaries (17th– 19thDecember, 2020 @Indore) was
organized in Hybrid Mode. The 3D layouts of the entire
convention were designed to give real time experience to
the delegates attending the convention virtually. The special
sessions at the convention were also made available on ICSI
social media platforms for better reach.

ICSI SOCIAL RESPONSIVENESS
CONTRIBUTION TO PM CARES FUND
Understanding the need to support the efforts of the
government in scaling up the public healthcare infrastructure,
the Institute contributed a total sum of Five crore twenty
five lakh rupees to the PM CARES Fund with the primary
objective of dealing with this unprecedented challenge posed
by the spread of COVID-19 pandemic, and to provide relief
to those affected. The contribution comprises contribution
from the Corpus of ICSI, voluntary contribution made by
the members of ICSI and Voluntary contribution of one-day
salary by ICSI employees Pan-India.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE MINISTRY OF
DEFENCE

INAUGURATION OF ICSI OVERSEAS
CENTRE, UNITED KINGDOM (UK)

ICSI delegation led by CS Ashish Garg met Shri Rajnath
Singh, Hon’ble Defence Minister to present the cheque for
Rs.5,00,000 under Shaheed Ki Beti initiative of ICSI & to
invite him to preside over as Chief Guest for the upcoming
CG Awards. The Hon’ble Minister also appreciated the ICSI’s
efforts made towards enhancing national governance by
translating the Model Codes in different languages.

The ICSI inaugurated the ICSI Overseas Centre, United
Kingdom on 24th August, 2020, in the benign presence of Ms.
Smriti Zubin Irani, Hon’ble Union Minister for Women & Child
Development and Textiles. The objective of setting up ICSI
Overseas Centre, UK is to strengthen the global outreach of
the profession. The ICSI Overseas Centers would augment
professional opportunities for ICSI members and students
internationally.

INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE
LEADERSHIP ROLE IN CSIA
CS
Ashish
Garg,
President, ICSI has been
unanimously elected as
the President of CSIA for
the year 2021.

MACS
SECRETARIAL
PRACTICE
GUIDE (MSPG 2)
ON MEETINGS
OF MEMBERS
OF PRIVATE
COMPANIES
Malaysian
Association
of Company Secretaries
(MACS) completed the second MACS Secretarial Practice
Guide (MSPG 2) on meetings of members of private
companies. MSPG 2 adopted the ICSI Secretarial Standard
(SS-2) on General Meetings as its benchmark.
The Practice Guide aims to assist the Practising Company
Secretaries in conducting meetings of members of private
companies.

ONLINE ENDORSEMENT OF MEMBER
VERIFICATION UNDER ICSI-ICSA MOU
For smooth and speedy processing of the ICSI member
verification form under ICSI-ICSA MoU, the ICSI developed
an online platform which was launched during the webinar
“Empowerment of the Company Secretary ProfessionInternational View” held on 24th July, 2020.
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INAUGURATION OF ICSI OVERSEAS
CENTRE, SINGAPORE
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI)
inaugurated its Overseas Centre at Singapore, on 19th
December 2020, at the 48th National Convention of Company
Secretaries in the benign presence of Shri Om Birla Hon’ble
Speaker, LokSabha and Shri Anurag Singh Thakur,
Hon’ble Minister of State for Finance and Corporate Affairs,
Government of India.

CORPORATE SECRETARY’S TOOL
KIT TRAINING PROGRAMME ON
GOVERNANCE, RISK & COMPLIANCES
( GRC) - INTERNATIONAL PRACTICES
AND ROLE OF CS (SECTION- 1)
The Corporate Secretary’s Tool Kit Training Programme
is being organised by ICSI in association with Corporate
Secretaries International Association (CSIA) and International
Finance Corporation (IFC). The programme is aimed at
developing skill sets of the new age governance professionals
and emphasises on their role in developing good corporate
governance practices. The programme was launched at the
48th National Convention of Company Secretaries.

ICSI GLOBAL CONNECT
(INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER FOR
GOVERNANCE PROFESSIONALS)
The Institute launched an exclusive e-newsletter “ICSI
Global Connect” for its overseas members and students at
the 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries. The
e-newsletter covers all the latest international developments
related to the profession, regulatory changes, upcoming
opportunities, events etc.
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INTERNATIONAL SESSION AT 48TH
NATIONAL CONVENTION OF COMPANY
SECRETARIES

ICSI RVO

A special International session ‘Evolving Governance
Framework – A global perspective’ was organized at the
48th National Convention. The session was addressed by
international experts from across the global.

INTERNATIONAL WEBINARS
Glimpses of ICSI Webinars

GLOBAL CONNECT

WEBINAR ON

INTERNATIONAL WEBINAR ON IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON
GLOBAL ECONOMY: ROLE OF PROFESSIONALS AND WAY
FORWARD ON 15th MAY, 2020
SPEAKERS

11
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In furtherance of its vision
“to be a global leader in
promoting good corporate
governance” ICSI has been
organising
International
Webinars for its members
to provide them with the
right acumen to deal with
the ever changing global
scenario. The webinars
had professional experts
from across the globe
addressing the participants
and providing them with
suitable guidance on facts
of the law along with
promoting global footprints
of the ICSI.

WEBINAR ON

First RVO among 12 RVOs registered under IBBI to start
online batches of 50 Hours Educational course during
lockdown.

•

Conducted 9 successful batches of Online 50 Hours
of educational courses on Valuation of Securities or
Financial Assets since April, 2020.

•

Revised the Educational Material as per the revised
syllabus of IBBI.

•

Released a book with MCQs on asset class SFA.

•

Conducted physical class room batches of 50 hours of
Educational courses at Bengaluru, Agra, Ludhiana and
Mumbai during the months from January, 2020 to March,
2020.

•

Conducted five physical batches of Certificate of Practice
(CoP) training at Delhi.

•

Distributed Digital Certificates to all the successful
participants of Educational Courses upon completion of
courses.

•

Conducted 14 online batches of CoP Training by
facilitating Certificate of Practice to Registered valuers.

•

The valuer membership (enrolled and trained 50 Hours of
educational courses) of the Company has now crossed
1100 members with participants hailing from CS, CA,
CMA& MBA (Finance) disciplines.

•

Electronic copy of Educational Material made available
to all participants and also to all members of ICSI.

•

Course fee of ICSI RVO has been discounted. In spite
of a 50% discount in course fee, the company has still
able to generate surplus revenue of Rs. 92 lakh after
deducting expenses of rupees 9 lakh.

•

The company is in process of announcing tenth batch of
online 50 Hours educational course and CEP credit hour
programmes in this month.

Glimpses of ICSI Webinars
WEBINAR ON

“INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL SUMMIT INDIA CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE STEWARDSHIP” HELD ON 10TH SEPTEMBER, 2020

CONVERGENCE & DIVERGENCE OF THE ROLE OF A CORPORATE
SECRETARY IN VARIOUS JURISDICTIONS HELD ON
6TH NOVEMBER, 2020

SPEAKERS

GLOBAL CONNECT

GLOBAL CONNECT

Glimpses of ICSI Webinars

•

COE-ICSI
28 | OCTOBER 2020
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•

Impact of COVID19 on Global Economy: Role of
Professionals & Way Forward (15th May, 2020)

•

Economic Substance Regulations (ESR) (28th May,
2020)

•

Digitalising Corporate Governance in a Covid-19 Age
(23rd July, 2020)

•

Empowerment of the Company Secretary Profession:
International View (24th July, 2020)

•

Evolving Role of Company Secretaries- UK Perspective
(24th August, 2020)

•

Convergence & Divergence of the Role of a Corporate
Secretary in various Jurisdictions (6th November, 2020)
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•

4th Residential MSOP from 29th February 2020 to 15th
March 2020.

•

3 days Residential Training Programs on ‘National
Company Law Tribunal’ (Gearing up for opportunities)’
from 21st to 23rd February 2020.

•

“Bahumukhi” Specialised Learning Program Series

•

One Day Orientation-Executive Program- 25-02-2020

•

Madhyastha Ek Vikalp” a 3 days Advanced Online
Simulation Training Program on Commercial Arbitration
and Conciliation held from 5th to 7th June, 2020; 31st
July to 2nd August, 2020 and 27th November to 29th
November, 2020.

•

ICSI Online Training of Trainers (ToT) program held from
12th September to 13thSeptember, 2020.

21
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Articles

P - 85

Evolution of Corporate Governance in 86
Anglo-European Jurisdictions - An overview
Dr. O. N. Ravi

T

he United States of America came out with the first Code
on Corporate Governance way back in 1978 which was
followed by Hongkong in 1989 and Ireland in 1991. However,
only after implementation of Code on Governance arising out
of the Cadbury Committee, that model became benchmark
for other jurisdictions to implement Corporate Governance
Codes suited to their respective jurisdictions. The article while
analyzing the developments that took place in the AngloAmerican and European jurisdictions to bring about reforms
in the corporate world, draws a comparison between “Soft
Law”, which prescribes the “comply or explain” regime and
the ”Hard Law”, which gives the specific prescriptions. The
article concludes that the culture of compliance and levels of
ethical standards practised by a Corporate and the individuals
who are at the helm of affairs in a jurisdiction would determine
the Code to be a “soft law or hard law” to make it
efficacious.

Corporate Governance – New Age
Perspective and Global Trends

90

Joel Evans

T

he Corporate World across the globe is becoming more
and more sensitive and aware about the interlinked
relationships between the corporate actions and the
stakeholders affected by those actions. The legal framework
is also gearing up to match this unfolding requirement to have
more transparent and accountable governance requirements
in the corporate sector. The governance structure across
the world is evolving to be more holistic and is emphasizing
to have a corporate outlook for a sustainable future and
sustainable planet. The sole motive of profit is now giving
way to the concept of welfare for all the stakeholders
and the regulatory regime is capturing the spirit of
this inclusivity.

The Highs and Hiccups of Corporate
Governance – Global Perspective

94

Shivangi Praful Rajpopat

G

overnance and misgovernance are antonyms in the
English dictionary. However, in real life, both are separated
by a thin line of difference, the line of the perpetrator’s
character. Globally, governance has evolved almost in similar
character, with learnings from frauds and failures, gradually
embedded into the governance philosophy and thereafter,
in the systems. The Article evaluates global evaluation of
governance philosophy, core principles and the highs and
hiccups of the planet’s journey to excellence in corporate
governance.
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Corporate Governance: Tapping
technology and wisdom

99

Subramaniam Vutha and Sivaram Nair

T

echnology advances are rapidly presenting new business
options, like outsourcing from low cost countries. This is
extending the business enterprise to global proportions as
supply chains straddle several continents. Technology is also
enabling new business model options like Ola, Uber, Oyo
and the like. In such circumstances, the goals of corporate
governance may have to be relentlessly pursued with
varying approaches, even as technology advances open up
new options for companies and their managements. Thus
accelerating changes in society will continue to present fresh
governance challenges. Perhaps, our approach should be to
harness technology to address such challenges. At the same
time, we could also tap wisdom, both contemporary and
ancient. A combination of wisdom and advancing technology
is what is needed to fulfill the goals of corporate governance;
and that is what this article seeks to explore.

Spice routes of Corporate Governance 103
Bijoy P. Pulipra

T

he history of governance is as old as history of mankind.
The evolution of the mankind from the primitive huntergatherers to the board room stalwarts had taken an
immeasurable and innumerable time period. But something
was perpetual from the time immemorial to till date and that
perpetuity encompasses the story of the governance. All
the civilisations, whether it is ancient, classical or modern,
tend to trade with each other. Trade built business, business
necessitates a solid corporate structure, corporates need
money to expand and for getting that money, investors are
inevitable. For investors to invest, they need confidence in
the system. A transparent and accountable environment
shall boost the investor’s confidence and the Corporate
Governance is the way, means and the end to reach that goal.

Internal Audit, GRC and
Company Secretary

106

Nayana P. Savala

T

he role of contemporary internal audit function has
considerably outgrown from its erstwhile traditional role in
the wake of globalization arising out of regulatory importance
to Corporate Governance. The changing dynamics have
shifted the focus of Internal Audit. This is where the GRC
framework comes in as a response to the dynamically changing
business and regulatory environment. GRC encompasses
activities such as Corporate Governance, Enterprise Risk
management (ERM) and Corporate Compliance. Internal
Audit has a significant role in providing an integrated review
of the GRC Processes with a view to provide assurance to
the Audit Committee and the Board that the system of GRC is
live, performing and effective. The article concludes that a CS,
whether in employment or in practice by virtue of the intricate
knowledge gained being a CS and depending upon his / her
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Corporate Governance lessons
from ancient Indian wisdom

112

Subhrendu Gangopadhyay

T

he test of ethics must be applicable to business practices
namely “fairness and truth” and it follows that business
does not enjoy immunity from ethics. In today’s corporate
paradigm, the aforesaid ancient Indian wisdom needs to be
assimilated, so that our corporate culture is sanitized from
the ugly infection of human frailties. It makes businessmen
with strong ethical framework stand out from the rest who
may try to fulfil their selfish objective of personal gain.
Ethical values find manifestation in the context of interaction
between human beings in a society. Ethics, therefore, is
inseparable from the social context and hence, from the
context of business and its governance. The article explains
that Ethics is called as “DHARMA” by the sages in the past in
the aspect of “abhyudaya” or the social welfare, and the other
aspect being its trans-social spiritual dimension, “nihsreyasa”
or spiritual liberation. The article concludes that corporate
leaders of today must learn the universal message of the Gita
and the other sacred scriptures and temper their governance
technique with such knowledge in order to build a new India
- “Atmanirbhar Bharat”.

Overview of Corporate Governance
Framework in India

117

Shailashri Bhaskar

T

he Corporate Governance Framework in India is enshrined
in the Companies Act, 2013 and in the SEBI (Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirement) Regulations, 2015
(LODR Regulations). The Indian Accounting Standards issued
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India as well as
the Secretarial Standards issued by the Institute of Company
Secretaries of India are the other two pillars of Corporate
Governance. The article provides a comparative table of
the Corporate Governance requirements as per the LODR
Regulations vis a vis the requirements under the Companies
Act, 2013 and concludes that the regulatory authorities have
sought to usher in a robust corporate governance framework
in India, which is comparable to the best in the world.

Dividend’s Tryst with Taxation

123

Pramod Achuthan

T

he policy for taxation of dividends in India has witnessed
many changes over the years. Recently, the Finance Act
2020 has introduced a landmark amendment by abolishing
Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) in the hands of the Indian
distributing company and switching over to the classical
system of taxation of dividend income in the hands of the
shareholder at the applicable tax rates. The article captures the
changes in taxation of dividend under the new regime, delves
CHARTERED SECRETARY

on the consequential issues arising from abolition of DDT and
the key considerations for the Indian company distributing the
dividend as well as the resident and non-resident shareholders
receiving the dividend. The article also covers key controversy
around interplay of DDT rate and Double Taxation Avoidance
Agreement which has been the subject matter of intense
litigation and the alternative approaches that companies could
consider to claim refund of excess DDT paid in past years
where DDT liability has been discharged without considering
tax treaty entitlement of its shareholders.

RBI Working Group recommends
changes to Banking Guidelines

128

Abdullah Fakih

T

he banking sector in India has, in recent times, had its fair
share of upheavals with quite a few skeletons coming out
of the closet involving some of the bigger players. At the same
time, with the move towards a digital economy, there exists a
strong need for taking banking services to the poorest of the
poor and enabling them to be a part of the new ‘Digital India’.
It is in this backdrop that the RBI had constituted an Internal
Working Group (IWG) on 12 June 2020 to review the extant
ownership guidelines and corporate structure for Indian
private sector banks. The terms of reference of the IWG inter
alia included review of the eligibility criteria for individuals /
entities to apply for banking license; examination of preferred
corporate structure for banks, harmonization of banking
regulations; and, review of norms for long-term shareholding
in banks by the promoters and other shareholders. The IWG
has recently submitted its Report with quite a few radical
recommendations as regards the eligibility of promoting new
banks, shareholding by promoters and others. In this Article,
the author takes a closer look at the IWG recommendations
and their possible impact on the private banking sector when
enacted as law.

CSR funds for better value creation

133

Sanchit Vijay

T

he Companies Act, 2013 for the first time included the
concept of Corporate Social Responsibility. It is an
important and progressive concept for socio-economic
development and already deeply ingrained in Indian ethos
with all religions and communities having strong traditions of
charity and spending for public good. The new provision in
the Act has been subject to intensive debate and discussion
and has already undergone three amendments in 2017, 2019
and 2020 within just over half a decade of its implementation.
There have also been several changes over time in the
Companies (Corporate Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014.
Schedule VII which indicates the activities to be undertaken
by a company has also been altered several times. All these
developments show the importance of the concept. Looking
at the published data, it is seen that there has been some
success but it is also clear that there is a long way to go
to achieve fully the objectives of CSR. There is a need to
sensitise the companies to take CSR spend more seriously
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practical experience can definitely bring to the table significant
value to an Internal Audit assignment, which for delivering
meaningful value, has to be necessarily multi-disciplinary.

AT A GLANCE

by scaling CSR activities level as part of the MD or CEO’s job
responsibility so that the huge pool of proficiency, knowledge
and talent available with the company is effectively utilized in
undertaking activities for the common good of the society and
the communities in which the corporates operate. Further,
there is a need to revisit Schedule VII aligning it with broader
principles of holistic development, instead of an activitybased prescriptive approach. Also a mechanism needs to
be developed to assess quality and efficacy of CSR spend
besides bringing uniformity in tax treatment to incentivise
companies for promoting and spending their CSR funds more
judiciously.

Reporting in Secretarial Audit –
A Transformational Perspective

138

Abhinav Kumar K P

I

ndian Corporates have to comply with a plethora of laws and
regulations with the Companies Act, 2013 being the most
important legislation. To endorse the sanctity of the financial
performance of the corporates, they are subjected to various
kinds of audits like statutory audit, internal audit, etc. In this
context, the Companies Act, 2013 introduced the requirement
of Secretarial Audit for a select class of companies as defined
in the rules. The Secretarial Audit is mainly oriented towards
audit of compliance by the Corporates with applicable laws
and regulations. In any corporate set up, compliance with
laws and regulations is the fulcrum, as it sets the tone for its
governance model. Secretarial Audit is relatively of recent
origin as compared to the other audits which are mandated
by the Companies Act, 2013 and various other statutes. The
audit approach of Secretarial Audit is more so of a traditional
nature comprising ascertainment and reporting of compliance
with applicable laws and regulations. It is oriented towards
reporting of factual matters of compliance or otherwise, which
leaves a room for much desirable reporting, which could have
been audited and reported. The scope of Secretarial Audit
can be enhanced to include various qualitative aspects of a
corporate’s functioning including the corporate governance
framework, governance model and host of other parameters
which gives meaning and insightful information about the
Company, similar to the financial audit or statutory audit. The
article opines that the scope to determine the applicability of
the Secretarial audit or at least mandate a similar reporting so
that the safety net of compliance reporting, is spread across a
larger corporate base.

Scope of Valuation as a Profession to 142
Company Secretaries
Dr. Prasant Sarangi

Valuation profession, which provides authentic valuations
to serve as reference for evaluation of choices and decision
making, is an important profession of a market economy. The
valuation profession in India has been primarily driven by
the users of valuations services. The users have generally
mandated what needs to be valued, who can render valuation
services and the manner of such valuation. The Valuation
Rules is the first centralised framework for development and
regulation of the valuation profession in India. An individual
having specified qualification and experience can become
a Registered valuer. Corporate world require professionals
who have specialized knowledge on multi-disciplinary
aspects. Company Secretaries as the only Governance
professionals with specialized knowledge in company related
laws need to expedite themselves at the earliest to grasp
the emerging opportunities in the field of valuation. If the
opportunities are capitalized positively without any delay and
at the earliest, then it may pave better carrier opportunities
for both Company Secretaries who are in employment as well
as in practice.

Legal World

n LMJ 01: 01: 2021 Interest on the principal debt due is
included in the term ‘debt’. [SC]
n LW 01: 01: 2021 We are of the considered view that
the petitioner herein will come within the definition of
the expression “party” appearing in the 5th proviso
to Clause (c) of Subsection (1) of Section 434 of
the Companies Act, 2013 and that the petitioner is
entitled to seek a transfer of the pending winding
up proceedings against the first respondent, to the
NCLT. [SC]
n

LW 02: 01: 2021
The further direction issued by
the Tribunal, to the Appellant ‘not to levy any fee /
penalty’ to the Company because Company is in
‘Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process’ is legally
untenable, especially in the absence of any express
provision under the Companies Act, 2013.[NCLAT]

n

LW 03: 01: 2021
Once the Appellant is out of the
fray, it has neither locus to call in question any action
of any of the stakeholders qua implementation of the
approved Resolution Plan. [NCLAT]

n

LW 04: 01: 2021
The Tribunal, in our view, was
correct in coming to the conclusion that since the
investigation was pending since 2017 and information
had been supplied, there was no urgency for passing
an ex-parte interim order of the nature that was issued
by the Whole Time Member. [SC]

n

LW 05: 01: 2021
The petitioners have not shown
any reason for not availing the remedy of appeal

T

he last decade demand for valuation services has grown
dramatically. Capital and trade border relaxations and
business introduction on the stock exchanges occurs not
only on local stock markets but also internationally. Trading
in stock exchanges, business acquisition and mergers have
become a common phenomenon. A market economy needs
valuations of assets to facilitate a variety of transactions.
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n

n

n

LW 06: 01: 2021
Supreme
Court
issues
directions for the working of Tribunals and Appellate
Tribunals, under the “Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and
other Authorities [Qualification, Experience and Other
Conditions of Service of Members] Rules, 2020”.
LW 07: 01: 2021
The provisions of the EPF
Act are applicable to a private security agency
engaged in the expert service of providing personnel
to its client, if it meets the requirement of the EPF Act.
[SC]
LW 08: 01: 2021 We would only clarify that any form
of sexual approach or behaviour that is unwelcome will
come under the definition of ‘sexual harassment’ and
it is not confined to any of the sub clauses mentioned
in Section 2(n), which of course will depend upon the
materials placed on record and on a case to case
basis. [Ker]

From The Government
n

P-199

Clarification on passing of ordinary and special
resolutions by companies under the Companies
Act,2013 read with rules made thereunder on
account of COVID-19- Extension of time

n

Procedural Guidelines for Proxy Advisors

n

Circular on Mutual Funds

n

Relaxation in timelines
regulatory requirements

n

Creation of Security in issuance of listed debt
securities and ‘due diligence’ by debenture
trustee(s) - Extension of timeline for implementation

n

Master Circular on (i) Scheme of Arrangement by
Listed Entities and (ii) Relaxation under Sub-rule (7)
of rule 19 of the Securities Contracts (Regulation)
Rules, 1957

n

Core Settlement Guarantee Fund, Default Waterfall
and Stress Test for Limited Purpose Clearing
Corporation (LPCC)

n

Review of inclusion of Historical Scenarios in Stress
Testing in Commodity Derivatives Segment

n

Framework for issue of Depository Receipts Clarifications

n

Additional Payment Mechanism (i.e. ASBA, etc.) for
Payment of Balance Money in Calls for partly paid
specified securities issued by the listed entity

n

Operational
guidelines
for
Transfer
and
Dematerialization of re-lodged physical shares

n

Relaxation in timelines
regulatory requirements

for

Other Highlights

n

Companies (Share Capital and Debentures) Second
Amendment Rules, 2020

n

Companies (Incorporation)
Rules, 2020

n

Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020

v ETHICS IN PROFESSION

n

Companies (Auditor’s Report) Second Amendment
Order, 2020

v STARTUP INDIA

n

Companies (Compromises, Arrangement and
Amalgamations) Second Amendment Rules, 2020

n

Companies (Appointment and Qualification of
Directors) Fifth Amendment Rules, 2020

n

Relaxation of additional fees and extension of last
date of filing of CRA-4 (form for filing of cost audit
report) for FY 2019-20 under the Companies Act,
2013
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with

e-Voting Facility Provided by Listed Entities

Companies (Meeting of Board and its Powers)
Fourth Amendment Rules, 2020

Amendment

compliance

n

n

Third

for

compliance

with

P-217

v NEWS FROM THE INSTITUTE
v MISCELLANEOUS CORNER
v CG CORNER
v GST CORNER

REMINISCING GOLDEN YEAR - 2001-2020

153

179

ICSI NATIONAL AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

ICSI SIGNED MOUS FOR ACADEMIC
COLLABORATIONS WITH UNIVERSITIES AND
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AT A GLANCE

against the order impugned in this original petition.
In such circumstances, this Court is not inclined to
interfere with the impugned order by invoking the
power under Article 227 of the Constitution of India.
[SC]
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Evolution of Corporate Governance in AngloEuropean Jurisdictions - An overview
The concept of Corporate Governance and its tools of implementation through their various principles have
been at the forefront of policy makers’ activities across the jurisdictions and voluminous scholarly literature
on the subject have been generated over the past three decades. However, this subject has been drawing an
increased and focused attention of the scholars and regulators with every passing event of a financial scam
or a corporate collapse on account of a variety of reasons such as failure of internal systems, fraud, lack of
prudential norms etc. In the process, each corporate failure has further contributed to the increasing body of
literature on best governance standards either through regulatory prescriptions in the form of “hard law” or
self-disciplinary code on Governance as “soft law” as are found in most of the countries. The increasing level
of globalisation and financial and technological innovations have neutralized the geographical boundaries
resulting in a large volume of free trades amongst the corporate entities across the borders. Hence, there is
a compelling need to have a very robust Corporate Governance structure across the jurisdictions in order to
infuse abiding confidence in the investors and lasting trust by other stakeholders in the Corporate bodies in
which they invest or with which they enter into commercial transactions.
The failure of the Barings Bank, England’s oldest and wellknown bank in 1995 highlighted lack of adequate internal
controls without any effective supervision over the activities
of an individual.

Dr. O. N. Ravi*, ACS
Executive Vice President
The Clearing Corporation of India Limited
Mumbai
onravi@ccilindia.co.in

1.

Failure of Enron in USA in 2000, one of the Fortune
top ten companies, highlighted the compelling need
to have probity and integrity in the business affairs: the
directors need to act with honesty and the importance of
independence of external auditors.

2.

The failure of Parmalat in 2003, an Italian company,
exposed the weaknesses of family run firm dominating the
board without any independent member on the board and
opaqueness in operations.

3.

The failure of Satyam computer Services, in 2009, India’s
fourth largest information technology group then, brought
into sharp focus the risk concentrated in a single individual
without adequate disclosures by controlling shareholders
to the detriment of minority shareholders.

4.

The failure of Royal Bank of Scotland in 2008 in the
United Kingdom (UK) which was caught up along with
other large UK Banks in the ‘asset scandal’ that destroyed
the mortgage backed securities, brought to the fore the
danger of not assessing business risks appropriately and
not limiting the role of a powerful CEO. It also emphasized
the need to put in place suitable checks and balances
while structuring the performance-based bonuses of top
executives.

5.

The problems faced at Securancy, subsidiary of Reserve
Bank of Australia, highlighted lack of ethical behavior by
some of the key directors.

6.

The scam at China Forestry, a Chinese company managing
forests and harvesting and sales of timber logs exposed
the risks of dishonesty in dealings and manipulation.
It also highlighted the need to have adequate internal
controls in the company2.

BACKGROUND

T

he United States of America (USA) came out with the
first Code on Corporate Governance way back in 1978
which was followed by Hongkong in 1989 and Ireland in
1991. However, only after the implementation of Code on
Governance arising out of the Cadbury Committee, that
model became the benchmark for other jurisdictions to
implement Corporate Governance Codes suited to their
respective jurisdictions1.

CORPORATE FAILURES AND LEARNINGS
Corporate failures took place world over despite apparently
well-structured balance sheets and annual reports. The
accounts and reports of some of these failed entities such
as Enron appeared to have tantalized the unsuspecting
shareholders and other stakeholders and anasthetised them
into a false sense of illusory satisfaction on the real state of
affairs of those entities.
Cross-country analysis of Corporate Governance Codes in the European Union, by
Kubicek, A., Stamfestova (2016) Economics and Sociology, Vol.9, No.2pp.319-337.
1

Corporate Governance, by Christine A. Mallin, fourth edition, Oxford University Press,
Fourth edition
2

*The views expressed are the personal views of the author.
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7.

Prior to the Global Financial Crisis 2008, in most of the
countries, the banking and financial systems suffered
from insuperable weaknesses arising mainly on account
of a lack of robust prudential framework which had led
to excessive lending of funds without adequate capital or
unsupported by necessary liquidity arrangements to back
such lending activities. Unbridled risk-taking measures by
financial entities led to a situation of funding of long-term
exposures with short term resources.

Similarly, before the onset of Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in
2008, the Over the Counter financial markets were ridden with
opaqueness and lacked any transparency. Resultantly, this
provided ample scope for the unscrupulous operators in the
markets to build a huge pile of derivatives transactions, often
within the cluster of related entities without any underlying,
leading to a misleading positive picture of robust growth of
the financial markets.

DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNANCE
CODES
The above corporate failures or collapses repeatedly highlight
the need to have a very robust Corporate Governance Code
aptly defined by Organisation of Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) as that ‘which will build an environment
of trust, transparency and accountability necessary for
fostering long-term investment, financial stability and
business integrity, thereby supporting stronger growth and
more inclusive societies. Similarly, Sir Adrian Cadbury (1999)
said that “Corporate Governance is concerned with holding
the balance between economic and social goals and between
individual and communal goals.... the aim is to align as nearly
as possible the interests of individuals, corporations and
society.”
In the aftermath of failures and crises, lots of development
took place in the Anglo-American and European jurisdictions
to bring about reforms in the corporate world. Introduction of
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 2002 after the Enron failure, Emergency
Economic Stabilisation Act, 2008 and Dodd Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, 2010 after the Global
Financial Crisis 2008 were some of the important steps that
the USA initiated , as part of the “hard laws” to bring in a
stronger regulatory regime.
In the UK, Company Law 2006 brought about significant
structural changes in the “hard law”. By way of soft law, a
huge body of literature was built into the already existing
Codes of Corporate Governance Structures in AngloAmerican and European jurisdictions, some of which were
the Principles of Corporate Governance by OECD, Statement
on Global Governance Principles by International Corporate
Governance Network (ICGN), Guidelines by Commonwealth
Association for Corporate Governance, Winter Report of
Corporate Governance in European Union and the Basle
Committee guidelines of Corporate Governance for banks.
The development of Corporate Governance in the UK,
especially in the aftermath of crises and collapses of
corporates, had a very strong influence on most of the
Corporate Governance Codes world over. Hence, it would
be relevant to analyse its development over a period of time
from which it has reached the current shape and form as ‘The
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UK Corporate Governance Code, 2018’. Cadbury Report
(1992) set the tone for the code by recommending a number
of significant reforms relating to the functioning of board,
directors, disclosures etc. The Report also recommended
a Code of Practice with which all listed companies in UK
should comply. It also came out with a unique mechanism
named “comply or explain”. In terms of this mechanism,
companies are required to comply with the Code and if for
some valid reasons they are not able to or cannot comply
with any part of it, they are required to set out the reasons for
such non-disclosures. This disclosure enables the investor to
understand the extent of non-compliance with any part of the
Code and to take an informed view about the justification of
such non-compliance.
The Greenbury Committee set up in 1995 dealt with
issues relating to remuneration to directors and the levels
of disclosure in the Annual Reports of the company. Two
important recommendations of this Committee were (i) that
Remuneration Committee consisting of independent directors
would annually report to shareholders on the remuneration
policy as also the key components of remuneration paid
to individual directors and (ii) Measures linking rewards to
performance of the company and individual directors.
The Hampel Committee in 1998 formed to review the
earlier Committees emphasised on the importance of
considering the interests of other stakeholders other than
shareholders such as employees, suppliers, customers,
providers of credit, community etc. It also stressed on the
need for the Institutional Investors to play a significant role
in the affairs of the company where they have ownership
and their need to have regular dialogues with the
company.
The Combined Code in 1998 brought about integration of
all the recommendations of the earlier reports. It also casts
responsibility on the directors to ensure that a sound internal
control system is maintained to safeguard the company’s
assets and conduct a review of all controls such as financial,
operational, compliance and risk management and report on
the same to the shareholders. The Turnbull Report in 1999
gave guidance notes to carry out this review.
The Myners Report in 2001 and 2008 was concerned with
the role of Institutional Investors and the legal requirement
for trustees in order to promote greater investor activism.
The Report of 2008 underlined the role of trustees in taking
responsibilities of reporting their own compliances.
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The recommendations of Higgs and Smith Reviews were
included in the Combined Code in 2003. The Combined Code
was again revised in 2006, 2008 and 2009 and again it was
revised in 2010 as well. In the same year, UK Stewardship
Code dealing with Institutional Investors was introduced as
complement to the Combined Code to enhance the quality
of engagement between the Institutional Investors and the
companies. This Code is to be applied on “comply or explain”
basis.
The Walker Review in 2009 dealt with the review of
governance issues in banks and financial institutions in the
aftermath of Global Financial Crisis in 2008. It came out with
39 recommendations relating to board size, composition and
qualification, functioning of the boards and the evaluation
of their performance, role of institutional investors and
their engagement with the company, governance of risk
management including the role of risk management
committee, remuneration of executives and the connected
disclosures.
Davies Report (2011, 2012) dealt with the women
representation on the Board. It emphasized on the need to
draw up a voluntary code for addressing the gender diversity.
The combined recommendations of all the previous reports
following detailed consultations by UK FRC in 2012, have
culminated in the Governance Code of 2018.

SALIENT FEATURES OF CODE OF
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, UK
PERTAINING TO BOARD AND ITS
FUNCTIONING
While the principles set out in the UK Governance Code
cover a wide array of issues relating to the best practices
to be followed by a company, it is those pertaining to the
functioning of the Board which have been looked at with
interest by research scholars and policy makers. It seeks
to enhance the role of Non- Executive Directors and also
splits the role of Chairman and Chief Executive. Prescription
of one half of the board to be independent, stipulation of
parameters to determine the independence, no individual
or group of individuals to control the decision making of the
board, qualification of directors, the transparency of their
selection, ensuring gender diversity, annual re-election of
all the Directors of FTSE 350 to increase the accountability,

The Hampel Committee in 1998 formed to
review the earlier Committees emphasised
on the importance of considering the
interests of other stakeholders other
than shareholders such as employees,
suppliers, customers, providers of credit,
community etc. It also stressed on the
need for the Institutional Investors to
play a significant role in the affairs of the
company where they have ownership and
their need to have regular dialogues with
the company.
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only Non- Executive Directors (NEDs) can be members
of Remuneration and Audit Committees and NEDs to be
majority members in Nomination Committee, Chairman
to have channels of communication with shareholders,
Chairman to meet NEDs without executives and once a year
NEDs to meet without Chair to assess his performance, a
senior independent director to act as a sounding board for
the chair, his availability for interaction with other directors
and acting as an one point contact for shareholders to share
or discuss any information which cannot be discussed with
the CEO or management, NEDs to have outside professional
advice wherever felt appropriate, are some of the significant
governance principles which have set the benchmark for
other jurisdictions to follow.
Some of the other important features set out in the 2018
Code are disclosure requirements by the board on matters
relating to the assessment of the Company’s value over
long term basis, the sustainability of business model against
the backdrop of opportunities and risks, realization of goals
through governance, engagement with other stakeholders
and how their interests have been addressed in the board
discussions and decisions, engagement with the workforce
through one of the three models, namely, a) workers’
nominee on the board or b) an advisory panel for workers
or c) a designated non executive director to look into their
concerns and which method has been adopted, putting in
place a whistle blower mechanism to raise their concerns in
confidence or anonymously.
The Code stipulates that the non-executive directors should
play a significant role both in setting the strategy and
supervise its implementation. The supervision role played
by the NEDs as prescribed in the Code has the effect of
creating roles of both management and supervision functions
that are normally found in the two tier board structures
prevalent in other European jurisdictions except that in the
single tier system, the NEDs are in any case involved in
the formulation of company strategy3. There is a view that if
NEDs are permitted to be involved in the operations which
are part of the management role, it could lead to capture
by NEDs despite the fact that such a mechanism provides
them with all the information3. Ultimately, the functions
performed by single tier or two tier board structure may be
the same.

SOFT LAW OR HARD LAW
The Corporate Governance Code of UK, like the Codes in
EU and American jurisdictions is considered as a “soft law”
as it gives a greater flexibility to the companies to fully comply
or in the event of non-compliance with the Code to give
disclosures of such non-compliances in their Annual Reports
and the reasons therefor. . However, it appears that the Code
also contains elements of “hard law” as there is a requirement
in the Listing Rules that both UK registered companies and
companies registered outside the jurisdiction of UK, having
Premium Listing in the UK, are required to disclose in their
annual reports their status of compliance with the Code
and deviations or non-compliances, if any. The scope for
imposition of penalties for non-compliance of the Code on
both companies and directors are quite wide and daunting
Board structure in the United Kingdom and Germany: Convergence or Continuing
Divergence (2000), P. Davies
3
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enough not to comply. While this appears to be the case in
respect of the large listed companies, other large companies
not listed would continue to treat it as a “soft law”. Interestingly,
the original recommendation of the Cadbury Committee was
to extend the Code to all companies. However, its application
only to the listed companies seems to have arisen on account
of the fact that Listing Rules provide easier mechanism of
enforcement. In any case, the Code neither applies to
companies with Standard Listed Securities nor to companies
which trade on the Alternative Investment Market4. This
distinction has brought about a dichotomous application of
the Code and thus prescribed best standards may not be
equally applicable to all companies.
Similar view emerges even in countries in the European
Union. There are legitimate doubts about the efficacy of the
“comply or explain” concept that is part of Codes in most of
the EU jurisdictions, giving it the colour of “soft law”. According
to Risk Metrics Group Study (2009), more than 75 percent of
the investors across the European jurisdictions support this
concept as it gives the company flexibility in their operations
and so long as they give sufficient justifications for the
deviations. However, the study done by Risk Metrics Group
(2009) on behalf of the European Commission has come out
with the finding that most of the companies not complying
with the Code give only a general or broad explanation at
4

Principles of Modern Company Law, Gower, tenth edition
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times rendering the Code itself otiose5. While this concept
of “comply or explain” may be efficacious in jurisdictions
where there is a heightened investor activism through
Institutional Investors, Mutual Funds or Pension Funds, it
will be a failed concept in jurisdictions where the investor or
shareholder activism is weak or where there is an inadequate
enforcement of legal and regulatory rules. In that case, there
will be no effective mechanism to assess the performances
of the companies, their adherence to Governance standards
or internal controls.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is to be stated that the best of Governance
standards that have emerged in the UK and in most of the
European jurisdictions have brought about a sea change in
the way, the business affairs are conducted by the corporates
While almost all the countries have Codes on Corporate
Governance, either as part of their soft law or hard law, the
successful implementation of the same will be dependent
on the levels of ethical values adopted by the corporates
governed under those Codes. The culture of compliance
and levels of ethical standards practised by corporates will
ultimately determine the efficacy of Code irrespective of
whether it is “soft law” or “hard law”.
CS

Cross-country analysis of Corporate Governance Codes in the European Union, by
Kubicek, A., Stamfestova (2016) Economics and Sociology, Vol.9, No.2pp.319-337.
5
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Corporate Governance – New Age
Perspective and Global Trends
The Corporate Governance is emerging as a corner stone of corporate capitalism in the new world order. In a
world that is challenged by unprecedented crisis and challenges, the business enterprises can not escape their
responsibility and accountability. They have to recognize that their every action has an impact on the
community, economy and the environment. The legislative, regulatory and judicial forums across the countries
have recognized the exigencies of responsible corporate governance. The time is ripe that the Corporate Board
Rooms must should the conscious responsibility and accountability for the decisions they make and the
actions they take. The global trends that are emerging on the corporate governance front clearly give an
indication that for a sustainable future, we need a responsible and accountable corporate governance
structures. The businesses can not be permitted to inflict indiscriminate scars on the society, on the
community and on the environment.
landscape. There are many definitions of Corporate
Governance, but the central element of all these definitions
revolve around the roles, responsibilities and the accountability
of the decision makers who steer the corporations. As the
world wakes up to the urgent and most critical challenge of our
times – Climate Crisis – a third pillar to these two traditional
angle of the Corporate Governance is added and that pillar is
Sustainability.
Figure 1

Joel Evans, FCS
Company Secretary
Gujarat Mineral Development Corporation Ltd.
Ahmedabad
cosec@gmdcltd.com

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE : A CORNER
STONE FOR THE NEW AGE INVESTMENT
PHILOSOPHY

T

he following opening paragraph taken from the annual
letter to the CEO, written by the Chairman of BlackRock,
one of the leading global asset management firm, Mr Larry
Fink, highlights the changing nature and need of corporate
governance and its future trends:
“As an asset manager, BlackRock invests on behalf of others,
and I am writing to you as an advisor and fiduciary to these
clients. The money we manage is not our own. It belongs
to people in dozens of countries trying to finance long-term
goals like retirement. And we have a deep responsibility to
these institutions and individuals – who are shareholders in
your company and thousands of others – to promote long-term
value.”

THREE PILLARS OF CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
Corporate Governance does not happen in a vacuum.
Corporate Governance is shaped by the economic, historical,
legal and cultural legacies of a country and its corporate
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Responsibility of the decision makers and the business
enterprises



Accountability towards the stakeholders



Sustainability impact of the decisions that the decision
makers take

The above triune is aptly captured in the Message of the
Secretary to the Government of India, Ministry of Corporate
Affairs, as a prelude to the Report of the Committee on the
Business Responsibility Reporting, “The current and emerging
challenges facing humanity –COVID-19, climate change,
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risks, growing inequality, etc., business leaders have been
compelled, and have also found it to be in their interest, to
reimagine the role of businesses in the society and not view
them merely as economic units for generating wealth.”

These three parameters are increasingly becoming extremely
imperative as the regulatory frameworks across the globe also
recognizes the validity and importance of them. Whether it is
the field of corporate legislation or environmental legislation,
the decisions and actions of the business enterprises are
viewed with these three pronged lenses.

Thus, the future global outlook of the business enterprise is set
for a realignment. From merely an economic unit generating
wealth for the promoters and the shareholders, to a unit
generating wealth, responsibly and sustainably.

It is a universal fact that a private business enterprise, whether
big or small, operates with the sole motive of profitability. But in
the governance age that is unfolding, the sole profitability angle
will not survive. The gains of the profit will have to match with
losses or the impacts the profit makes on the stakeholders.
These impacts could be both positive and negative.
Positively, higher profits surely increase the investors’ wealth.
Negatively, in a race to generate higher profits, the decision
makers may tend to overlook the legal framework governing
such actions and leave a permanent or long lasting impact,
both economical and environmental.
Here where the role of the corporate governance framework
comes into the picture. The overall corporate governance
standards set the benchmark for the corporates to strategize
their actions for wealth creation. No doubt, these standards
and benchmarks, eventually will bring about sustainable
economic development and also enhance the overall
performance of the companies. As a result, their accessibility
to the capital markets also improves.

RESPONSIBILITY
Mr Fink clearly points out that their relationship with their
clients is fiduciary. Similarly, the relationship of corporate
decision makers vis a vis a corporate entity, is also fiduciary.
A corporate entity commands its own existence. Juristic
existence. The real owners are the shareholders. The decision
makers, which is the Board of Directors, drives the bus in a
fiduciary capacity. It is their prime responsibility to drive the bus
in the proper lane.
Recognizing the significance of conducting business in
responsible manner, the Securities and Exchange Board of
India(SEBI) in the year 2012, required publication of Business
Responsibility Report for the top 100 listed companies based
on their market capitalization, and the scope and coverage
was gradually increased to the top 1000 listed entities.
In line with the MCA Report on Business Responsibility Report,
the market regulator, SEBI also invited public comments on the
same in the month of August, 2020. The following objective, as
narrated in the consultative paper of SEBI, highlights the future
trends of responsible governance :
“The philosophy of responsible business is based on the
principle of business being accountable to all its stakeholders
towards global developments which are increasingly seeking
businesses to be responsible and sustainable towards
their environment and society. In light of ever-increasing
global challenges relating to climate change, environmental
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resource scarcity and growing inequalities –have taught us
that an interdependent world can only survive and thrive if
everyone behaves responsibly and is accountable to each
other for their actions.”

Writing these words or reading them, may give us a glamorous
feeling. But putting these words into practice is a huge
challenge for the leaders and decision makers. The decision
makers referred to here are the decision makers at all the three
tiers – legislative, regulatory and executive.
Figure 2
Legislative
• The governance
framework that is
evolving across the
world, is revolving
around
responsibility,
accountability and
sustainability

Regulatory

Executive

• The regulatory
framework that is
implementing and
acting as a
watchdog to
materialize the
objective of
legislative actions
and intentions, will
increasingly require
improved disclosure
for the financial
markets and the
shareholders.

• The Corporate
decision makers,
who steer the
corporate entities,
will have to factor in
all the above
parameters in the
decisions that they
make.
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cause of many a conflict between people and the business
enterprises.

Corporate Governance does not happen
in a vacuum. Corporate Governance is
shaped by the economic, historical, legal
and cultural legacies of a country and its
corporate landscape.
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Table 1
Goal 1
Goal 2

No Poverty
Zero Hunger

Goal 10
Goal 11

Goal 3

Good Health and
Well being
Quality Education
Gender Equality
Clean water and
sanitation
Affordable and
Clean Energy
Decent Work and
Economic Growth
Industry, Innovation
and Infrastructure

Goal 12

Goal 4
Goal 5
Goal 6
Goal 7

Increasingly aware stakeholders have forced the corporate
Board rooms to become conscious about the outcome and
outreach of their decisions. The Stakeholder’s capitalism
model will position private corporations as trustees of society,
and will be clearly the best response to today’s social and
environmental challenges.

AN EYE OPENER – CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE A DECIDING FACTOR
As we discuss the emerging trends in Corporate Governance, a
news item published in the Guardian on 21.12.2020, reinforces
the feeling that responsible and accounting business practices
will definitely count as the corporate world moves forward. As
per this news, M/s PwC who was the auditor of Boohoo, a
major online platform of the United Kingdom, has quit as its
auditors amid governance allegations.
As per this report of the Guardian, an independent review, was
conducted by Alison Levitt QC, who found “weak corporate
governance” at Boohoo and “serious issues” in the company’s
supply chain. This independent reviewer also observed that
Boohoo had not felt any real sense of responsibility for the
factory workers.
There are many such instances in the corporate world both
in India and elsewhere, where lapses or failures in corporate
governance has resulted in such drastic results.

SUSTAINABILITY
The third pillar of future corporate governance landscape is
definitely the most important and striking pillar. With the Greta
Thernberg effect gripping the world, the awareness about
climate crisis and climate change is growing around the world.
Companies are compelled to rethink about their business
strategies. Continuous, exploitative, profitable business
operations have made a very long lasting and irreversible
environmental damages across the globe. In the blind pursuit
of profit, the environment sensibilities have been overlooked to
a larger extent.
While dealing with Sustainability, reference has to be made to
the 17 Goals of United Nations. The Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, which were
adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015 as a
universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030.
The following table highlights these seventeen goals adopted
by United Nations :
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Goal 8
Goal 9

Goal 13
Goal 14
Goal 15
Goal 16
Goal 17

Reduced inequalities
Sustainable cities and
communities
Responsible consumption
and production
Climate Action
Life Below Water
Life on Land
Peace,
Justice
Strong Institutions
Partnerships
for
Goals

and
the

Source:https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/
sustainable-development-goals.html)
It is to be understood that the future legislative, regulatory and
institutional framework across various countries will revolve
around the above goals. Hence, the governance practices of
Corporations will have to adopt and adept to the above avowed
sustainable goals.
Sustainability is far beyond the existing requirement of
Corporate Social Responsibility. It has been observed that the
CSR has been interpreted as and concentrated on social and
charitable activities. And accordingly companies in India have
been carrying out their legal requirements for CSR by doing
some or the other social and charitable activities. The concept
of sustainability is grossly missing from the CSR domain. But
future forward, the global trends suggests that companies will
be increasingly required to focus on the sustainability aspect of
their business operations as they continue to innovate, expand
and grow their business empires.
If we analyze the proposed draft format of the Business
Responsibility and Sustainability Report suggested by
the Committee mentioned hereinabove, the non financial
disclosure solicited from the companies take clues from
the above goals. Hence, the indication is very clear that
sustainability in corporate operations is going to be the key to
success.

IMPROVED DISCLOSURE FOR
SHAREHOLDERS
While the future governance landscape is undergoing a
change, the regulatory regime also needs to align itself to match
with these changing silhouettes. Recently, the Government of
India, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, made public the Report of
the Committee on Business Responsibility Reporting. As the
nomenclature suggests, the report recommends to introduce
the reporting requirements for non financial parameters which
highlight the responsibility of the companies while they conduct
their profitable enterprises. The basic objective of such non
financial reporting is to make the corporate operations all the
more responsible, accountable and transparent. The following
is the brief outline of the nature and scope of information that
is being incorporated in the proposed Reporting structure.
The committee has also recommended to change the existing
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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nomenclature of Business Responsibility Report which is
applicable to top 1000 listed companies (based on market
capitalization) to Business Responsibility and Sustainability
Report.
The proposed reporting structure is divided into following
major sub segments :
Table 2
Section A General Disclosures
Section B Management and Process Disclosures
Section C Principle wise Performance Disclosure
(The information sought under this segment is
categorized as “Essential” and “Leadership”.)
Principle 1 Businesses should conduct and govern
themselves with Ethics, Transparency and
Accountability
Principle 2 Businesses should provide goods and
services that are safe and contribute to
sustainability throughout their life cycle
Principle 3 Businesses should promote the wellbeing
of all employees
Principle 4 Businesses should respect the interests
of, and be responsive towards all
stakeholders, especially those who
are disadvantaged, vulnerable and
marginalized.
Principle 5 Businesses should respect and promote
human rights
Principle 6 Business should respect, protect, and
make efforts to restore the environment
Principle 7 Businesses, when engaged in influencing
public and regulatory policy, should do so
in a responsible manner
Principle 8 Businesses should support inclusive
growth and equitable development
Principle 9 Businesses should engage with and
provide value to their customers and
consumers in a responsible manner

Report also recommends to introduce the reporting framework
in phases, beginning with listed companies, as per the existing
practice, and later on the same will be expanded and made
applicable to unlisted companies also. Thus, eventually, the
reach of the Report will encompass every company operating
in India. It is but for sure that once this framework becomes
operational, the Governance trends in India will also see a
sweeping change.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING – FOR AND
AGAINST
The letter of Mr Larry Fink has definitely provided a signal
prompting Harvard Business School Faculty, Mark R Kramer
to offer the other side of the story in his article titled ‘Larry
Fink Isn’t Going to Read Your Sustainability Report’, published
in Harvard Business Review. He argues that ‘sustainability
has been an afterthought for most companies. Rather than
fundamentally shifting their business model in the recognition
that sustainability and the welfare of all stakeholders are
essential to the company’s long-term success, they have
instead relegated social issues to the corporate social
responsibility (CSR) department or charitable foundation
and published the results of their efforts in a glossy annual
sustainability report. The problem is, investors don’t read
sustainability reports.’
As the issues of corporate responsibility, accountability and
sustainability gain momentum across the board, the legislative
and regulatory regimes are prompted to react to the need of
the hour and make the Sustainability Reports as an integral
part of the overall corporate governance structure.
In an another interesting article published in Harvard Business
Review, authored by Ronald Cohen and George Sarafeim–‘How
to Measure a Company’s Real Impact’- they argue that the era
of impact transparency has begun, and it is moving the goal
posts for businesses and investors. With the arrival of impact
transparency, impact and profit set the new rules of the game.

CONCLUSION
So, the Board Rooms across the world must gear up to face the
future, with responsibility and accountability, keeping in mind
that their every action counts for creating sustainable future
of the planet. The new age Corporate governance requires
that decision makers must recognize their roles as trustees on
behalf of not only the shareholders but also the stakeholders.
CS
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Source: Compiled by the author
The above principles have been taken from the existing BRR
format that is being used under Regulation 34 of SEBI (LODR)
Regulations, 2015. While perusing the proposed reporting
structure, it becomes amply clear that they draw heavily from
the Global Goals as propounded by the United Nations.
It is to be noted that, presently, the BRR is under the SEBI
jurisdiction. Under the Companies Act, 2013, presently, there
is no such requirement to prepare and file such report. The
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Sustainability is far beyond the existing
requirement of Corporate Social
Responsibility. It has been observed
that the CSR has been interpreted as and
concentrated on social and charitable
activities. And accordingly companies in
India have been carrying out their legal
requirements for CSR by doing some or
the other social and charitable activities.
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The Highs and Hiccups of Corporate
Governance – Global Perspective
Governance is not a subject for the sterile, or for the indifferent and too objective, nor pertaining to random
standard practices. To put governance in a set of rules and then demand adherence to it, is like having
different liquid substances of same volume in a jar and expect them to just behave, feel, smell and taste the
same. Governance is rather a subject of intrigue, that of one’s disposition and of best practices. And therefore,
time and again, any evolution in the governance landscape begins with the study of best practices, to align
those to the existing set of circumstances and to right-fit them into its standard operating mechanisms. The
expected outcome is a culture brimming with purpose, with awareness, with transparency and with values,
leading to a unified organisation with a deeply entrenched vision and purpose.

public eye. Unexpected though this attention may have been,
it reflects a climate of opinion which accepts that changes are
needed, and it presents an opportunity to raise standards of
which we should take full advantage”.
Unquote

Shivangi Praful Rajpopat, ACS
General Manger & Company Secretary
CLP Wind Farms (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Mumbai
shivangi.rajpopat@clpindia.in

I

n the words of Frank Herbert, an American journalist-turnedcelebrated writer of the Dune series of futuristic novels,
“Good governance never depends upon laws, but upon the
personal qualities of those who govern.” That is perhaps why,
even if the concept of governance is age old with traces of
the concept being enshrined in our ancient scriptures, it is
still a mystique; though conceptually it seems well settled,
it still has many troughs; and while it is argued that it’s well
understood, its application in the right spirit still falls prey to a
myopic lure of manipulation or mismanagement for secretive,
clandestine and excess personal gains by those in control.
The final report of the Committee on the Financial Aspects
of Corporate Governance – the Cadbury Committee – was
launched on 1st December 1992. Sir Adrian Cadbury noted in
his preface to the report,
Quote
“When our Committee was formed just over eighteen months
ago, neither our title nor our work programme seemed framed
to catch the headlines. In the event, the Committee has
become the focus of far more attention than I ever envisaged
when I accepted the invitation to become its chairman.
The harsh economic climate is partly responsible, since it
has exposed company reports and accounts to unusually
close scrutiny. It is, however, the continuing concern
about standards of financial reporting and accountability,
heightened by BCCI, Maxwell and the controversy over
directors’ pay, which has kept corporate governance in the
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If we analyse this preface to understand the challenges
Sir Cadbury seems to have encountered while laying the
foundation stones of the modern corporate governance
philosophy, and we compare that to situations today, since
1992, the world has encountered far too many headlines
of corporate governance having gone wrong, much worse
economic climate, especially the global financial crises of
2008 and the COVID-19 induced economic crises of 2020,
far too many and graver concerns about the standards of
financial reporting and accountability, as well as a neverending controversy over directors’ pay, especially in deciding
how much is really too much.
Therefore, from the time Sir Cadbury released his epochmaking report, and today, one can’t help observe that many
a problem we are seeing in governance today could be
resolved had those recommendations been made mandatory
then, for instance, on the role of non-executive directors, the
functions of the Chairman, roles and responsibilities of Audit
Committee and the overall structure of the Board, as also the
standards for Board effectiveness. Law after all is the edict of
man and by all means infallible. Albeit, as law evolved over
the years, many recommendations did become mandatory,
and many policies were framed for governance of various
aspects, including for preservation of records, material
subsidiaries, related party transactions, dividend declaration,
materiality of disclosures, etc. Sadly, despite this, nothing
has really changed much, and globally, corporate failures
abound; which raises a fundamental question - whether laws
/ regulations are the panacea for all corporate evils, and as
such, we would attempt to articulate in this exposition in this
Article.

EVOLUTION OF THE GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURE
Shareholders are the supreme authority in the Anglo-Saxon
model of Corporate Governance from which most models
of the modern world have evolved. The Japanese system
of Governance includes lenders / main Banks as primary
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If this is what is understood as governance, one may concur
that misgovernance is nothing but breaking this fiduciary
trust, cutting the umbilical cord, and acting against the
shareholders’ interests, destroying shareholder value and
maligning the investment environment.

CORE PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
Globally, there are certain primary pillars on which the bedrock
Core
Principles of Corporate
Governance
of
Governance
rests.
These pillars help organisations and
almost
the
entire
industrial
or economic spectrum to sustain
Globally, there are certain primary pillars on which the bedrock of Governance rests. These pillars
the
core
principles
of
governance,
viz., transparency, fairness,
help organisations and almost the entire industrial or economic spectrum to sustain the core principles
responsibility
and accountability.
of governance, viz., transparency,
fairness, responsibility and accountability.
Transparency is openness, clarity and disclosure
Fairness indicates equal treatment
Responsibility is fiduciary duty of care and exercise of vested
powers for best interest of all stakeholders
Accountability goes hand-in-hand with responsibilty and is to offer
an explanation or reason for the company’s actions and conduct
Reinstating the Corethe
Principles
Reinstating
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An appropriate mix of legal provisions and nudges of best practices go a long way in
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transparency
toefficient
exist,
there
be
stakeholders:
an
environment of openness and discourse. There must be
faith that if things go wrong, and are reported, they would be
looked in right earnest. Also, there is an awareness in the
wrong-doer that if caught, or if discovered, there is likelihood
that it will reach the highest echelons of the organisation, and
appropriate punitive action would be taken. ‘Carrot and stick’
policy is the mantra here. There are different advantages of
an efficient whistle blower regime to different stakeholders:

Regulator - Aids in building an investment
environment of trust; can identify loopholes in
law by getting information about who are
manipulating it for personal gains

Thus, ‘Corporate Governance’ came to be identified with
accountability that was to be discharged by the management,
the employees, the executive directors, etc., basically those
in charge of day-to-day management of the business or
deployment of capital for earning profit. They are to act in
fiduciary capacity as the law enjoins on them, as if they own
the capital, earn maximum return with minimal or calculated
risk, and return the excess so earned to these shareholders.
In return, these shareholders handsomely reward and
incentivise the managers for their efforts, sometimes also,
giving them a slice of the cake by offering partial ownership
through distribution of stock options.

Investor - Guides in investing in companies with
sustainable value system and high ethic culture;
safeguards investments; increases value over a
period of time

Whistle blower policy helps
the....
Executive Management - Minimises fraud risk;
acts as an early warning system; and if
responded to efficiently, can contain
reputational risk

Whistle - Blower - resolves the dilemma of
having to decide between right and worng; if
something is ethically incorrect and reported,
there is an assurance that it will be looked into.

The evolution of the Whistle blower reward program

The evolution of the Whistle blower reward program

While most countries realise the value of an effective
whistle blower mechanism and by regulation encourage
has
increasingly becometo
known,
that whistle-blowers
are sceptical
and scared to for
makehandling
disclosures
organisations
establish
internal
mechanisms
While most countries realise the value of an effective whistle blower mechanism and by regulation

encourage organisations to establish internal mechanisms for handling whistle – blower complaints, it
internally owing to the fear of backlash or retaliation/victimisation. It was also evidenced by changes
introduced in the US, that while monetary benefit is not a driver for the disclosure, it certainly provided
a security blanket to the informant in an unfortunate turn of events. The Dodd Frank Wall Street
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Commission (“SEC”) to establish a whistle-blower awards program. Under this program, for the

voluntary disclosure of original information that leads to a successful enforcement action resulting in
the imposition of monetary sanctions of over US $1 million, the SEC must pay the whistle-blower an
award of between 10 and 30 percent of the amount collected from those sanctions. As per the Annual
Report of SEC to the Congress in 2017, the SEC has paid approximately US $160 million in whistleblower awards to forty-six individuals and has ordered wrongdoers in enforcement matters involving
whistle-blower information to pay US $975 million in total monetary sanctions. Inspired in part by the
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stakeholders besides the shareholders, while the Germans
include the workers. Nonetheless, ‘shareholder primacy’ is
the mantra of all modern governance structures, be it 2 – tier
management structures as in India or the 3 – tier structures
as prevalent in some countries of Europe and some states
of the United States of America. The concept of corporate
governance evolved from this very model (See chart below),
and one that considers shareholders / investors as supreme,
being the owners of the capital, which is the economic and
the legal premise of the formation and functioning of the
organisation for the purpose of profit. Indeed, it is no surprise
that all the governance structures are basically architectures
that attempt to protect these shareholders or investors.
Further, in a capitalist economy, since the advent of the
distinction between the promoter and public shareholders,
as also the consequent evolution of the securities markets,
listing and trading of securities and development of cross
border avenues for investment, the modern markets created
their securities markets regulators. As a result of intervention
by a regulator that was created to oversee fairness,
transparency and accountability by the users of the capital,
basically for the deployers of the capital, there evolved a new
protectionist regime, for the public shareholders, essentially
those who couldn’t call the shots with the management.
In Indian and certain Asian countries as also in the Middle
East and Japan, family managed businesses abound due to
traditional belief on the reputation attached with successful
families, and therefore, promoters are often the managers of
those businesses.
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diversity of thought and teamwork are essential features.
Diversity of skills, background and personal strengths is an
important driver of a board’s effectiveness, creating different
perspectives among directors, and breaking down a tendency
towards ‘group think’.” However, typically, right sizing the
Board and especially managing its diversity, doesn’t start
there. In fact, it starts from the grassroots.

whistle – blower complaints, it has increasingly become
known, that whistle-blowers are sceptical and scared to
make disclosures internally owing to the fear of backlash or
retaliation/victimisation. It was also evidenced by changes
introduced in the US, that while monetary benefit is not
a driver for the disclosure, it certainly provided a security
blanket to the informant in an unfortunate turn of events. The
Dodd Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act passed in 2010 directed the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) to establish a whistle-blower awards
program. Under this program, for the voluntary disclosure of
original information that leads to a successful enforcement
action resulting in the imposition of monetary sanctions of
over US $1 million, the SEC must pay the whistle-blower an
award of between 10 and 30 percent of the amount collected
from those sanctions. As per the Annual Report of SEC to the
Congress in 2017, the SEC has paid approximately US $160
million in whistle-blower awards to forty-six individuals and
has ordered wrongdoers in enforcement matters involving
whistle-blower information to pay US $975 million in total
monetary sanctions. Inspired in part by the apparent success
of this whistle-blower award program, the Ontario Securities
Commission (“OSC”), the largest securities regulator in
Canada, also introduced a whistle-blower award program in
July 2016, which provides that a whistle-blower may become
entitled to an award of between 5 and 15 percent of the
monetary sanctions imposed if the sanctions ordered against
wrongdoers are CDN $1 million or more (Windsor Yearbook
of Access to Justice, Volume 36, 2019). Closer home, in
2019, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”)
formally introduced an amendment to the SEBI (Prohibition
of Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015 by which the whistleblower / informant has an option to report insider trading
violations directly to SEBI instead of approaching through
the internal mechanism of a company. SEBI has tried to
externalize the procedure of reporting by the informant as
it would make it easier for them to be secured since their
anonymity would be ensured. The amount of reward is
fixed at 10% of the recovered amount with an upper limit
of INR 1 crore, out of which an amount up to the limit of
INR 10 lakh may be provided as interim award after the issue
of the final order by SEBI. While this amendment is well
intended and seeks to give further muscle to informants, the
efficacy is yet to be seen and will depend on the functioning
of the Office of Informant Protection and the handling of the
complaints.
Diversifying the Board
The Guidance on Board Effectiveness published in 2018 by
Financial Reporting Council of UK mentions that “a boardroom
should be a place for robust debate where challenge, support,
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Gender, Age, Ethnicity, and Skills are among the important
pillars of diversity. An organisation has to invest in taking
initiative to identify areas which lack diversity and then
focus to bridge the gaps by having dedicated mentorship
programmes, sponsoring higher education, encouraging
interview panels to identify persons with unique skills and
values from those of the organisation, and have cultural cross
fits weaved into the organisation to enhance the diversity
fabric. For gender diversity especially, women have to be
encouraged to take up non-conventional roles and supported
in middle- management roles. Besides, it must be ensured
that there is no bias in determining executive compensation
owing to the discrimination of gender, colour or race.
This dire need of grooming diversity at grassroots is felt across
the world. For instance, recently in December 2020, a panel
commissioned by the Financial Services Agency and the
Tokyo Stock Exchange, issued a draft of the new corporate
governance code, where it prescribes that companies in
Japan will be encouraged to set voluntary hiring targets for
female and foreign managers and provide information on their
progress under a revised corporate governance code due out
in the spring of 2021. With the coronavirus crisis clouding
the outlook for business, the goal is to push companies to
consider a diverse range of viewpoints to help make speedy
decisions. While the code is not legally binding (meaning
it is voluntary to adopt), businesses that fail to follow it are
required to provide an explanation, which in effect puts some
legal force behind it. In fact, in Japan, which is a country that
critics have long maintained that it neglected shareholder
interests in favour of entrenched managers, this push and
reform is driven by Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga’s call
for corporate reform in an October policy speech where he
said “To spur further growth, we will promote appointments
of women, non-Japanese, and midcareer professionals and
advance reforms with a view to realizing diverse workplaces
and unfettered management.”
The situation is no different in India. While the Companies
Act, 2013 has mandated the appointment of women directors
in companies meeting specific thresholds, SEBI has gone
one step ahead by stipulating that women directors in

An appropriate mix of legal provisions and
nudges of best practices go a long way
in reinstating the above core principles
and bringing a gradual up-scaling of
compliance norms in the governance
spectrum. Some of the global initiatives
of regulators to address the hiccups in
the governance value system revolve
around board structures and committees,
vigil mechanism and remuneration of the
managers.
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Quote
“Provided that the Board of directors of the top 500 listed
entities shall have at least one independent woman director
by April 1, 2019 and the Board of directors of the top 1000
listed entities shall have at least one independent woman
director by April 1, 2020.
Unquote
However, as per the SES report referred above, only 380
companies of the top 500 had appointed woman ID by
December 31, 2018, 115 companies waited till the last

Gender, Age, Ethnicity, and Skills are
among the important pillars of diversity.
An organisation has to invest in taking
initiative to identify areas which lack
diversity and then focus to bridge the
gaps by having dedicated mentorship
programmes, sponsoring higher
education, encouraging interview panels
to identify persons with unique skills and
values from those of the organisation,
and have cultural cross fits weaved into
the organisation to enhance the diversity
fabric.
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minute to make requisite appointment to comply with the
law, as if such an appointment was not in the interest of the
Company and its stakeholders. This mindset of complying
with the law with a heavy heart, as a compulsion, is the
biggest block in achieving compliance in the spirit of the
law. An interesting part of their analysis also revealed that
the Indian Corporates have been a bit better compared to
MNCs and PSUs in ensuring that its Board has at least one
Independent woman director. Besides, it has come to light,
as per the Report, that 37 of such companies, were in top
500 both in 2017-18 and in 2018-19, with few having market
capitalisation in excess of INR 50,000 crore, having enough
opportunity, resources and wherewithal to source competent
women leaders to their Boards. A startling revelation here is
also that of these companies 94% of Indian Corporates have
ensured compliance, only 72.41% of PSUs followed the SEBI
mandate.
The trend clearly indicates the reluctance of India Inc.,
especially of PSUs, to follow the gender parity path, even
if made mandatory. It shows apathy towards the law,
for society and for capability of the fairer sex in general,
by even the most learned men, at the top of corporate
hierarchies in India.
Compensating the Compensators
Shortly after the Cadbury Committee, the Greenbury
Committee was established in 1994 by the Confederation of
British Industry in response to growing concern at the level
of salaries and bonuses being paid to senior executives.
Its key findings were that Remuneration Committees made
up of non-executive directors should be responsible for
determining the level of executive directors’ compensation
packages, that there should be full disclosure of each
executive’s pay package and that shareholders be required
to approve them. Remuneration should be linked more
explicitly to performance, and set at a level necessary to
‘attract, retain and motivate’ the top talent without being
excessive. It also proposed that more restraint be shown
in awarding compensation to outgoing Chief Executives,
especially that their performance and reasons for departing
be considered.
It is a proven fact that executive remuneration has sometimes
very little to do with performance. Even in case of fall of profits,
mostly things are blamed on external factors, sometimes
the buck is passed to destabilising internal factors, but
mostly the top executives go scot free from any blame for
lack lustre business performance, and get their performance
pays. However, the bigger problem with respect to Indian
companies is that there is a huge gap between the salary
of top executives and the other employees. In recognition of
this pay gap, the Companies Act, 2013 and the Rules made
thereunder, inter alia, now prescribe certain disclosures
in the Board’s Report on the executive remuneration,
which includes the ratio of compensation of director to
that of a median employee, percentage increase in CEO
compensation and that of each Director, percentage increase
in compensation of employees in that year, relation between
% increase in remuneration of executives and companies
performance, increase or decrease in market quotation of
shares for listed companies and for unlisted company’s
variation in the net worth of a company, and justification
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companies meeting the prescribed threshold should also
be independent directors. However, despite the mandate,
the overall percentage of women occupying senior roles
in Indian boardrooms is merely 8.5% in 2019. India ranks
at 23 out of 56 countries globally in terms of presence of
women in boardrooms. (Credit Suisse Research Institute
(“CSRI”), The CS Gender 3000 in 2019: Changing Face of
Companies, Oct. 2019). Besides, it is not just the western
countries that perform better than India in this respect. The
number of women in Indian boardrooms is lower than the
average of developing countries. One of the most important
reasons for this glaring disparity among the two countries
is that India Inc. is still run by large family run companies.
The most obvious reason for failure of the policy to increase
women participation in Indian boardrooms is that the female
members of the families of the promoters are given a seat in
the Board of Directors. Their presence is thus only of cosmetic
value. It is not merely inclusion of women in the board to fill
up that one mandatory seat, that is the intent of the statute,
but what is sought is to extract unique and meaningful
contribution from them. As rightly mentioned, by a report of
Stakeholders Empowerment Services (“SES”), a leading
proxy advisory and corporate governance research firm in
India, in its report titled “Woman ID (Independent Director) on
Board : Reluctant Compliance by India Inc.”, SEBI’s mandate
as stated above to induct at least one-independent woman
director on the Board of Top 500 Companies by Market
Capitalization is, according to SES, a major step forward
in terms of empowering women directors considering the
present disproportionate participation of woman directors.
Regulation 17(1) of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2015, was amended to insert the
following provision on May 9, 2018, which provided almost 11
months for the concerned companies to comply.
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for increase in remuneration of managerial personnel. This
disclosure requirement has the effect of the overpaid CEO
turn pink in embarrassment especially if his pay-outs were
disproportionate to the improvement in company earnings.
However, the main reason why, the disparity is so stark is
due to the ownership structure. In the U.S and UK particularly
the pattern of dispersed ownership in the companies is quite
prominent. In other countries, including India, majority of
companies are concentrated ownerships, since in a capital
deficient economy access to capital is only the prerogative
of a blessed minority. The problem is not with how the
remuneration is decided but who decides the remuneration.
As highlighted in an article titled “Corporate Governance
and Directors’ Remuneration In Selected ASEAN Countries”
published in the Journal of Applied Business Research –
March/April 2009 (Volume 25, Number 2), the link between
corporate governance and directors’ remuneration can first
be explained by the agency theory. Agency theory refers to
the relationship between management and shareholders,
in which management acts as agent for shareholders’ best
interest. The agency relationship arising from the separation
of ownership from management is sometimes characterized
as agency problem. Conflict of interest may arise. One of
the reasons is executives receive their salaries, bonuses
and stock option in a different form from shareholders who
receive dividends and capital gains upon exit. Therefore, the
management tends to use its authority to pay themselves
excessive salaries and benefits. They will decide to retain
profits rather than paying out as dividends in order to reduce
the financial risk.
The argument in case of remuneration is that there is no
yardstick to measure how much is really too much. Indian
regime on this point fairly tries to link executive remuneration
with performance and has provided detailed provisions to
determine remuneration but this has not proved effective
majorly because of the absence of actual independence in
determination of compensation. Shareholders say on pay
and the remuneration committee is just another compliance
for the companies, with no real outcomes. In such subjective
matters, it is collective wisdom of the grey cells on the Board
that must let their best sense work in the favour of all the
stakeholders, rather than give in to the whims of those
who are in a position to influence decisions in self-interest.
In a recent governance flare-up in India, in a leading tech
company, known and admired for its corporate governance,
severance packages of top executives have supposedly led
to tiff between the founder-shareholders and an ex-CEO, who
ultimately had to move on due to irreconcilable differences
with them.
Of course, all the suggestions of the Greenbury Report have
now found way to the Corporate Governance Codes of the
world, including the Listing Regulations in India, and one
can only hope, that what seems like profound wisdom on
remuneration, prevails in the longer term.

CONCLUSION
The Kings Report on Corporate Governance is often cited as
“the most effective summary of the best international practices
in corporate governance”. In “The King IV Report on Corporate
Governance in South Africa, 2016”, Mervyn E King, SC,
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Chairman of the King Committee on Corporate Governance,
has put up “The name of the game for a company in the 21st
Century will be to conform while it performs.” From “Apply or
Explain”, the Committee’s recommendations markedly shift to
“Apply and Explain”. The Report stresses the need to explain
by emphasising the stakeholders need to be kept informed
so as to be aware if an organisation is achieving the good
governance outcomes of Ethical Culture, Good Performance,
Effective Control and Legitimacy. Explanation encourages
organisations to see corporate governance not as an act of
mindless compliance, but something that will yield results
only if approached mindfully, with due consideration to the
organisation’s circumstances.
Beyond governance as a theory, governance has always
evinced its true value. Law can only be a facilitator of
rational action. Governance by the book reduces it to
a “ticking the box” exercise which is so superficial and
hollow. Substance, rather than form, is the watchword for
governance. Governance is best self-regulated. There are
corporations that have existed and outperformed themselves
as well as many peers, year after year, simply because,
they refuse to believe that governance is mere words or
adherence to a legal philosophy. Governance is in-built in
their philosophy, in their value systems, in their processes,
in their people; centuries after centuries, generations after
generations, this common belief binds them. True value of
governance needs no letters in their dictionary, its only an
article of faith. As the adage goes-Governance is beyond
the borders of Regulation. Its tapestry extends beyond the
contours of law. What is not prescribed in law, is therefore, not
necessarily proscribed.
Starting from the most valuable corporations globally, to the
top 100 in India by market capitalisation, a lot is still desired on
the governance frontier. It is time to showcase true corporate
citizenship, with balanced concern for all stakeholders
associated with the organisation. It’s now time to re-evaluate
the vision and purpose with focus on growth with integrity. It’s
time to clear the dust of the Standard Operating Procedures
and analyse them in the context of requirements of a new,
fast paced, platform-based governance model, rather than
letting the system rot for the lack of focused attention. It’s
time, definitely, for global companies to take centre stage
in setting governance benchmarks by action than through
mere lip service, and also time, that corporate stalwarts,
deeply entrenched in creating economic value of enterprise,
associate themselves with creation of the intrinsic value of
the enterprise. Yes indeed, its time!
CS
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Advancing technologies will provide new challenges to the corporate world as well as new business options.
Such advances will also impact corporate governance significantly. The authors touch upon various options
to fulfill the fundamental goals of corporate governance in a fast-changing and volatile world.
but not sufficient. Compliance itself is already fairly complex
and getting more so with every new law or amendment to
an existing law or regulation. So the demands on corporate
governance professionals will need fresh thinking and new
options if the fundamental goals of corporate governance
are to be achieved.
Here are some typical goals of Corporate Governance:
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1.

Ensuring accountability

2.

Ensuring fairness in dealings and relationships

3.

Ensuring transparency so that accountability and
fairness are manifest

4.

Ensuring assurance and risk mitigation in corporate
plans and operations

5.

Leadership choices and continuance

6.

Stakeholder management

Let us take a closer look at each of these corporate
governance goals and examine what can be done to
enhance the achievement of corporate governance
goals, by tapping technology and re-visiting age-old and
contemporary wisdom.
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U

nderstanding technology and wisdom relating to its usage
is all encompassing. And Governance is no different.
Technology offers a new dimension which goes to enhance the
ability to conduct business more effectively and efficiently. From
a governance perspective, the impact of technology is twofold. In the first instance, one needs to revisit the governance
framework and changes necessary to factor the impact it has
on the business. The second aspect is how to use technology
and the wisdom arising therefrom as tools for monitoring and
ensuring governance. This dual impact of technology makes
the connect between Technology and Governance challenging.
To deal with this, it might be a better way to look and analyse
the goals of Corporate Governance.

GOALS OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
What are the goals of Corporate Governance?
It is getting clearer that Corporate Governance goes beyond
compliance with applicable laws. Compliance itself is essential
*The views expressed are the personal views of the authors.
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1. Ensuring accountability
Accountability relates to decisions and implementation
of such decisions. Usually one person is designated as
the person accountable for one or more decisions or the
implementation of such decisions. The person accountable
may not be the sole decision-maker. But even where
there is collective decision-making, usually one person is
held accountable, being the foremost among those who
participate in the decision-making process. That is the
origin of the statement that the “buck stops here”. Can
more than one person be accountable? That is possible
but could perhaps, dilute the concept of accountability.
There are some inherent challenges that crop up when we
focus sharply on accountability of an individual. Such focus
on individual accountability may lead to a greater scope
for solo decisions. That could also lead to concentration of
decision-making power in the hands of one person whose
attitude and outlook may thereby get adversely affected.
Moreover, solo decision-making could also lead to greater
mental stress because of the single-handed adoption of the
burden of decision-making.
Technology can help address the aforesaid challenges.
So can teamwork. Without diluting the value of clear
accountability, it is possible to enhance teamwork and
informed decision-making, harnessing technology and
certain wise concepts. Let us examine how we can enhance
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teamwork and team contribution to decision-making without
diluting accountability. Teamwork is becoming even more
challenging with Increasing specialization by employees and
sharper focus by individuals on areas of expertise. Wisdom
dictates that teamwork can greatly enhance the chances of
success. It can also reduce mental stress and improve the
quality of succession planning.
If there is a sharp focus on individual accountability, members
of a management team could become increasingly focused
on, and limited to, their respective areas of expertise, not
open to views or perspectives from experts in other domains,
who are part of the team. That could impair intelligent
decision-making. Secondly, without effective teamwork and
a healthy respect for the perspectives brought in by others
in the team, key issues may be overlooked because they fall
into the cracks between various special areas of expertise.
How can team leaders orchestrate team activities so as to
tap each person’s expertise and make coherent decisions?
Contemporary wisdom teaches us that one important method
by which teams work better is that based on the concept of
T-Skills. T-shaped skills describe certain desirable attributes
and attitudes of members of a team, such as a management
team. The reference here is to the shape of the letter T. The
letter T has a vertical bar and a horizontal bar. The vertical
bar is symbolic of the specialized and expert knowledge of a
typical team member, symbolizing how deep he or she has
gone into a particular subject or an aspect of a subject. The
horizontal bar of the letter T symbolizes the wide range of
specialties that have a bearing on any decision or plan. So,
the horizontal bar at the top of the T refers to the capability and
willingness to collaborate and cooperate with experts in other
domains and the willingness to use, for decision-making, the
knowledge gained from this cooperative endeavor. Thus, a
team member endowed with T-shaped skills is one who has
specialized knowledge and skills in a particular domain as
well as the willingness and capability of connecting with
those having knowledge of other domains, whether within the
team or outside. Thus, a team member with T-shaped skills
does what is best for the company and all stakeholders, after
considering all relevant factors.
How will advancing technologies help? Already we have
several on-line collaboration tools and many of these are
already in use. They help people connect, collaborate,
seamlessly integrate team efforts and maintain annotated
records of decisions and actions, with version control. It is now
possible to record views, inputs and ideas while attributing
them to the relevant and correct persons concerned, so that
accountability options are also preserved.
Thus both technology and wisdom are converging to facilitate
teamwork and, at the same time, to pin-point accountability.
2. Ensuring fairness in dealings and relationships
It has been said wisely by Justice Louis Brandeis—referring
to the importance of transparency and openness - that
sunlight is the best disinfectant. Hence, open disclosure
of material facts and relationships relating to deals, by
those who exercise corporate power is a key measure for
ensuring fairness in corporate dealings. Given the size of
corporations and the huge number of deals consummated,
keeping track of related-party transactions is not possible
without sophisticated software tools. These are already in
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use in considerable measure. The advent of software-as-a
service and of cloud hosting bring such tools within the reach
of most, if not all, companies. It is not difficult to visualize the
growing use of artificial intelligence in highlighting deals and
contemplated deals that merit special attention. Early warning
systems can also be devised using appropriate algorithms.
These are already in use in market surveillance systems and
it is just a matter of time before these are used extensively in
tracking corporate dealings that merit special attention, such
as related party transactions.
Analysis of thousands of corporate deals can also highlight
patterns that could be used to draw intelligent inferences,
thereby making it more difficult to side-step such disclosure
requirements. There is one more benefit from the development
and deployment of intelligent software systems in the domain
of related party transactions. The algorithms and inference
engines underlying such software systems may be complex,
but such systems can also provide a variety of graphic and
intelligible dashboards that will make the output of such
systems easily comprehensible by management and audit
personnel. There is also potential for its use by the regulatory
authorities.
3. Ensuring transparency so that accountability and
fairness are manifest
In mandating greater disclosures, perhaps some thought
should be given to the potential for misuse of such
disclosures by those who engage in gathering competitive
intelligence. Information serves many purposes. So it is
important to ensure that disclosures made provide value to
those who have legitimate access. And that such disclosures
do not confer access to competitive intelligence insights to
those who can benefit from it in unintended ways. As an
example, listed companies can provide useful competitive
benchmarking data for rival companies, some of whom
could be private unlisted companies that bear no disclosure
obligations; such as Management Discussion and Analysis,
Business Responsibility Reporting and key financial ratios
in the Annual Report, publishing financial statements on a
quarterly basis and disclosing material events which affect
share price on a regular basis.
The problem here is how to reconcile the need for detailed
disclosure to investors with the challenges of competitive
intelligence? While, artificial intelligence, big data and
analysis and data aggregation methods can provide a
number of options for nuanced and secure access to
data made available by corporate disclosures, it may be
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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advisable for corporate law experts to work on possible use
cases that can address the aforesaid challenges so that
software development specialists can work on software
that can harness appropriate technologies to address such
challenges. Some research in these areas could be of value
to corporate governance regulators.
4. Ensuring assurance and risk mitigation in corporate
plans and operations
As experts often remind us, we live in a world characterized
by volatility, uncertainly, complexity and ambiguity, a VUCA
world. It is becoming increasingly crucial for corporate
governance to factor in such characteristics to ensure the
survival and growth of the organization. But this task is
becoming increasingly complex. The main reasons for such
complexity are the growing expectations of investors and
shareholders and the humongous amount of data available.
Data overload threatens to render decision making more
complex rather than easy. The corporate world is awash
with data. It is becoming increasingly difficult for those who
need vital information to distinguish data from information. A
renowned management guru has pointed out the difference
between data and information many years ago. That
distinction is still valid. Data consists of raw, unstructured and
often irrelevant facts. On the other hand, information has to
be processed, structured and relevant. Therefore, sifting data
for relevant information is crucial if one seeks to avoid being
overwhelmed by a torrent of meaningless data. Secondly,
such relevant data needs to be processed keeping in mind
inference rules that aim at providing the nuanced insights
needed for the intended purposes. What is information for
one purpose could well be mere data for another. The same
set of facts can be mere data in one context and valuable
information in another context. Moreover, the same set of
facts can be mere facts in one time-frame and very valuable
information in another time-frame. From this scenario, it
can be readily inferred that the mere disclosure of facts or
data would not serve the fundamental purposes of good
corporate governance. Something more is needed. In other
words, the data has to be curated for relevance, processed
for transformation into information and structured for easy
comprehension. And all these must be done keeping in
mind the end-purpose, namely relevance to the corporate
governance goal that is contemplated.
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5. Leadership choices and continuance
This is probably the most important factor in ensuring good
corporate governance. No matter how elaborate and strict
the rules and regulatory oversight may be, the choice of
leadership and the choices made by leaders both impact the
corporation most significantly. While proven capabilities and
leadership qualities are paramount, there is no substitute for
good character in leadership. Such character often manifests
itself in the form of humility in good leaders. Such leaders
are good listeners. Good leaders shun taking the credit and
prefer to confer it on others. Good leaders rarely share with
others the blame for anything that goes wrong. There is an
old saying: Power entails responsibility. So along with the
authority of leadership, comes commensurate responsibility.
The aforesaid traits are uncommon and extremely valuable.
Wisdom dictates that the individual, and the individual’s
character are central to the attainment of corporate
governance goals. This is illustrated by an interesting story. A
busy father was trying to get work done. His son was bored
and was pestering him. In an attempt to distract his son,
the man tore out a magazine page that had a map of the
world. He tore this into many pieces and scattered them on
the floor and asked his son put the pieces together so it can
show the world map again. The father assumed that this
would keep the boy busy for some time leaving the father free
to carry on his work. He knew his son had never seen a map
of the world. But the son came back in minutes with the map
assembled together again perfectly. How did this happen?
Apparently, the boy had noticed that on the other side of the
page, there was a picture of a man. So he used that side
of the torn page to assemble the pieces into the picture of
the man. And on the obverse side the world map was pieced
together again! So, when we put the man together, we put
the world together.
6. Managing Stakeholders
The following are considered the typical stakeholders of a
company. Against each such stakeholder named below we
have shared some insights that may be of value to readers.


Customers: The renowned management guru, Peter
Drucker, defined the purpose of a company as this;
to create customers. Successful companies focus on
customer engagement and customer loyalty. Because
customer engagement and customer loyalty are crucial
to business success, some iconic business leaders have
been known to have spent considerable time in their retail
outlets or franchise outlets. Ground realities are often
quite different from what is discussed in board rooms.
So, directors and company executives who spend time
with customers learn more about how to run the business
even while keeping customers happy. Here it is relevant
to quote Mahatma Gandhiji who said: “A customer is
the most important visitor on our premises. He is not
dependent on us. We are dependent on him. He is not an
interruption in our work – he is the purpose of it”. Modern
software-based customer relationship management
[CRM] systems are becoming vital drivers of corporate
success for this reason.



Employees: There are companies that believe that their
focus should be on keeping employees happy and that
the employees in turn will keep the customers and other
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stakeholders happy. For all companies, it is becoming
clearer that the top management could learn considerably
from spending time with those employees who run the
basic functions of a company such as the supply chain,
manufacturing and service operations and sales and
service offerings. This is also termed management by
walking around. Such personal interaction can help
supplement the value of sophisticated human resource
management systems.


Shareholders: Corporate governance has moved from
shareholder primacy to the satisfaction of a broader set
of stakeholders. However, because of various new ways
in which shareholders engage with their companies,
managing shareholder expectations has become
tough and complicated. Today we have articulate and
demanding institutional and activist investors, pension
fund managers, proxy advisors, and other corporate
governance professionals to satisfy. So corporate
governance executives have to be alert and prepared. The
use of software and dashboards could help in generating
and displaying data that could present performance
parameters to this demanding set of stakeholders.



Suppliers, distributors and other business partners:
An increasing number of companies are recognizing
the value of carrying their suppliers, distributors and
partners along, crafting win-win deals and relationships.
The Internet and its various applications have spurred
outsourcing to unparalleled levels. Products and parts are
being sourced from great distances. So, managing the
supply chain has become a complex task that can only be
done using sophisticated supply chain solutions that are
either bespoke or standalone, or part of larger Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) software solutions.



The local community : Those immediately and directly
impacted by the operations of a business provide local
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support, employees and other resources to an enterprise.
Here too, technology can provide options for engagement
with them through virtual and internet based forms of
interaction, tapping media that is focused on that locality or
community. There are many such media outfits springing
up and these are valuable allies for a business to engage
with the local community.


National Government and regulatory authorities:
They provide not only regulatory oversight but
also shape the environment in which the company
operates. It is becoming virtually impossible to comply
with the huge task of ensuring compliance without
sophisticated software programs and communication
tools. Artificial intelligence will make such tools even
more useful.

CONCLUSION
Companies need to grow continuously while, at the same
time, maintaining high ethical standards. Our ancient wisdom
mentions the four proper goals or aims of a human life and
these can be applied equally to corporate bodies. The four
puruṣārthas are Dharma (righteousness, moral values), Artha
(prosperity, economic values), Kama (desires) and Moksha
(liberation, spiritual values). Here we see righteousness and
moral values come first meaning the creation of prosperity,
economic values and desire to grow big should be based on
Dharma.An organization can be called successful only when
there is economic growth based on ethics and moral values
where all stakeholder interests are fostered. In summary,
both technology and wisdom can be harnessed to cope
with the growing and ever-changing dynamic challenges of
global corporate governance. Both are needed to ensure
the continuing efforts for attaining the fundamental goals of
corporate governance.
CS
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Best Board room practices are often quoted as best governance practices. Corporate governance can be simply
explained with the term ‘Transparency and accountability’ but to understand the real meaning of the said
term, we have to travel back through the pages of history and sail along with the it. Few pages are not
adequate to explain what we shall experience over there due to the vastness, complexity and depth of the
matter. This article explores the concept of corporate governance through the glimpses from ancient, classical
and modern era of the mankind.
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T

he story of the world is the history of the trade and history
of the trade is the story of the governance. No trade will
happen peacefully without proper governance systems in
place, especially in International Trade. Global Governance
and World trade are intertwined and close knitted to each
other from the time immemorial. When discussing about the
Global Corporate Governance, we have a tendency to limit
our topics of discussion within the framework of predefined
Corporate laws & concepts, importance of maintaining
transparency and accountability at Board meetings and
Committee meetings etc. But when looking at the big picture
we will be able to see the wider and vaster coverage of the
concept of Corporate Governance. The green shoots of
the corporate governance are sprouted from the rich and
enduring trade systems the World have established over
a long period of time and the need for the trustable and
dependable trade systems is one of the major reasons for
the globally acceptable Corporate Governance system.
The Corporate Governance is evidently present in the trade
systems, even from the pre-historic time period, as four great
eastern civilizations- Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Indian and
Chinese, had strengthened their trade relationships amidst
many infights, migrations and turmoil.

EARLY STAGES OF GOVERNANCE: THE
EVOLUTION OF TRADE AND COMMERCE
From the age of hunter-gatherers, the human life evolved
into an agrarian and farming dependent society, and then
developed a solid trade systems to find market for their
products and to get finer products from the other end of
the world. The agrarian culture had laid the foundation of
great civilizations of the World such as Indus Valley, China,
Mesopotamia, Egypt and also had developed the Greece,
Rome, Mesoamerican and Andean societies. The Chalcolithic
CHARTERED SECRETARY

period(2nd Millennium BCE), which is predominantly noted as
Stone Age or Copper age had witnessed the development of
long-distance trade routes which connected the trade societies
in Southeast Asia, Western Asia, the Mediterranean, China,
and the Indian subcontinent which further developed the
major transportation networks for trade. With the advent of the
Bronze age humans learnt to make metals and tools, which
were having high demand, especially for making armoury.
The non-availability of metals and woods in Mesopotamia
had opened up huge avenues of growth to other parts of the
world who were trading in metals. The trading was undertaken
in joint venture manner, which had shown the symptom of
economic sophistication and development.
Copper trade was extensive so as the trade in tools. The
demand of the both had pushed the international trade to
next level of growth. When one part of the world creates
something, other part started shaping it up and another
part started finding new use and purpose for the same.
The development of trade had created new cities and
attracted more people from other parts of the world to it. The
concertation of the people had made the life in the cities more
complex and the said complexities led to the development of
rules of governance. Along with Mesopotamia, the Egyptian
and Indus valley civilisations had created landmarks and
milestones in the way of trade history. Many legal documents
were promulgated to protect the interest of the traders and
their products.
The rule of Hammurabi, a Babylonian code of law, dated
around 1754 BCE, was not the first such code but it is one of
the first known. The code contains 282 laws and a concept
of judicial fairness(a presumption of innocence, the need for
accused and accuser to provide evidence) that underpins
modern legal systems.1
There were laws on trade:
If a merchant give an agent corn, wool, oil or any other goods
of transport, the agent shall give a receipt for the amount and
compensate the merchant therefor, then he shall obtain a
receipt from the merchant for the money that he gives the
merchant.
There were laws on legal disability:
If anyone be too lazy to keep his dam in proper condition, and
does not so keep it; if then the dam break and all the fields be
flooded , then shall he in whose dam the break occurred be
sold for money, and the money shall replace the corn which
he had caused to be ruined.
1

More: The 10,000-Year Rise of the World Economy by Philip Coggan
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The above laws are predecessor of modern future contracts
which protects the farmers from unexpected losses. A clause
in Code of Hammurabi, which is very akin to the present day
‘force majeure’ clause in modern agreement which read as
“If any one owe a debt for a loan, and a storm prostates the
grain, or the harvest fail, or the grain does not grow for lack of
water, in that year he need not give his creditor any grain, he
washes his debt-tablet in water and pays no rent for this year”2.
In laws of Hammurabi, there were mentioning of the system
of pooling of funds from various persons and entrusting the
same to another to manage it, and then dividing the profit
of investment among all the investors, which is very similar
to the Modern day “Fund Manager”. There were concept of
minimum wages and had many other features which are very
similar to the modern law.
Creation and maintenance of the documentations in
transparent and proper manner is the essence of modern day
Corporate Governance policies. The Pharaohs of Egypt had
followed a system of conducting census of land, cattle and
gold under their control and recorded the results of the same in
papyrus. Indus valley civilisation, which was larger in size than
its counterparts in Mesopotamia and Egypt , had established
a very strong channels with rest of the ancient world. So it can
be seen that governance had deep rooted into the trading
channels of the ancient world and there were proper systems in
place to prevent the business failures and unexpected losses.

THE BABY STEPS OF CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE : FROM THE ANCIENT
WORLD TO CLASSICAL ERA
With the advent of the Classical era, new civilisation such
as Greece and Rome, had spread the trade through sea
voyages. Like Babylonians, the Greeks devised a form
of ‘Option Contracts’, which enabled them to negotiate
and finalise the deals on large Olive harvest at the time of
cultivation itself, which gave them the right to purchase the
Olives at a predetermined price on a future date. Romans,
who overturned the supremacy of the Greeks through
economic influence, had devised legal systems to protect
the economic interest of its citizens and also guaranteed
private property, discouraged dishonesty in business and
made it relatively easy to enforce contracts. The said laws
can be termed as predecessor of the present day ‘whistle
blower mechanism’ and the ‘ease of doing business’, which
are the keystones of modern day Corporate Governance.
2

The Avalon Project, Yale law School.
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The Greeks and Romans, like 19th Century English rulers had
maintained a very strict vigilance and surveillance mechanism
over the traders. Romans were the pioneers and frontrunners
in creating important advancements in the area of business.
They created the basis of Corporate law in the idea that mooted
the concept of “separate legal entity’ and created association
of people which was having collective identity separate from
its individual members. The primitive version of the ‘Company’
had derived its form from ‘societates’, the partnerships among
the traders of Rome. The Societas publicanorum, was a type
of organisation conceptualised by Romans, which shall survive
the death of its founders, which is the ancient form of modern
day concept of ‘perpetual succession’. Societates were
empowered to raise funds from its founders which is similar
to the fund raising from ‘shareholders’ of Modern era. The
Societates were capable of owning property in its own name
similar to the modern day corporate bodies.
In Venice, the ownership of ships and cargoes were divided into
shares, in which interested persons can invest. The investors
were permitted to pledge their shares and avail loans against
that. The Italians invented the system of tradable public debt
by 13th Century which enable the holders of debt instruments
to trade it against interest. The system of promissory notes
and bill of exchange were developed during that time period to
facilitate hassle free and riskless international trades.

BEGINNING OF THE ‘COMPANY’
By 1701, the Britain had an active capital market for those
who needed it. The South Sea Bubble, a collapse of a
company which was formed to trade slaves and granted
monopoly for selling slaves in South Seas and South Africa,
which expanded its operations dealing in government debt,
and peaked in 1720 before suddenly collapsing to little
above its original floatation price. The notorious economic
bubble thus created, which ruined thousands of investors,
became known as the South Sea Bubble and dragged the
development of corporate structure for more than a century.
18th century had witnessed the mushrooming of companies
which were created, mainly to exploit the colonial interest of
Europe, which had resulted in promulgation of Bubble Act by
British parliament. The frequent bursts of those speculative
bubbles had took off the confidence in the corporate system
and the said situation had given a set back to the corporate
creation in that time period.
Joint ventures and partnerships has been used since ancient
times, and by 19th century the capitalist started operating
their business with borrowed money as well as with money
raised from friends and families. But considering the
economic development of 19th century, corporations in the
form of state sponsored companies like English and Dutch
East India Companies. But those companies were under
strict government surveillance and often abused the process
of law to take advantage over the system. The 19th century
had witnessed the idea of Limited Liability, which had given
an edge to corporations to act as an ‘artificial person’ and
to do the business as a ‘real person’. The limited liability
concept had given the freedom to companies to issue shares
to investors by enjoying the protection of ‘limited liability’.
The limited liability structure had encouraged more people
to invest in the shares, which reduced the cost of capital
and thereby boosted the long term economic growth of the
country as well as the nation.
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The limited liability format had scaled up the employment
opportunities as the option for the issuance of shares had
attracted the pooling of resources to invest in the capital and
labour. In the words of economist Tim Harford, limited liability
company was one of the ‘fifty things that made the modern
economy’. The option to raise the funds from investors and
the protection of limited liability had resulted in creation of big
business houses, which required more capital and resources,
which was difficult for a single family to fund. The same had
resulted in selling of founder shares to others and finally
resulted in separation of ownership from the management of
the companies. But without much delay, the problems started
erupting in the corporate landscape, in the form of monopolies,
which demanded for proper systems to manage the
companies in transparent manner. Many big conglomerates,
organised in the form of trusts, had started dictating terms in
the market by bringing down the price to trash the competition,
which had resulted in the introduction of Sherman Antitrust
Act in 1890 . By first world war, the monopolies had grabbed
control over the economies through large scale mergers and
takeovers and became cartels. Corporate takeovers, using
the borrowed funds, were very prevalent in the 1980s and
1990s. The takeovers were driven by greed by giving the
ethics a back seat. The takeover phenomenon was boosted
with the advent of Private equity funds, which raised money
from conventional investment destinations such as pension
funds, insurance funds etc, and played a lead role in the
takeover wave happened in US corporate sector in 1980s.
The series of mindless takeovers and acquisitions in 1980s
had trapped many big conglomerates into debt traps.

widely accepted. The final report was released in December
1992 and then applied to listed companies reporting their
accounts after 30th June 1993.The Cadbury Committee had
suggested a slew of measures for the improvement of the
governance systems to regain the investor confidence.
Following the footsteps of the Cadbury Committee, many
changes and modifications were introduced into the
governance structure of the companies. The concept of
Independent Directors, Women Directors, Remuneration
Committee and various other board level committees,
systems and norms for evaluation of the performance of
the directors, extensive and elaborate board reporting with
responsibility statements, introduction of Internal Financial
Controls Disclosures such as disclosure on adequacy and
operating effectiveness , Adequacy of IFC and operating
effectiveness in Auditor’s report etc, mandatory disclosure of
related party transactions, introduction of Corporate Social
Responsibility measures were introduced into corporate
legislations worldwide with an intention to bring independence
to the board and to revamp the shareholders democracy.
Risk governance and risk management, independence of the
directors, better boards and diversity, increased shareholders
accountability, information technology enabled real time
governance etc are the direct benefits and intent of the
corporate governance reforms.
But still Enron had happened, Sathyam had happened and
Sahara had happened. Fake shareholdings and off the book
accounting practices were used as a tool by these companies
to hide the mammoth iceberg of debts and washed away
billions of shareholders wealth over a period of time. The
said incidents had drained out the investors’ confidence to
a larger level but the steps towards implementing the best
global governance practices had helped the corporates to win
back the lost confidence of the investors.

MODERN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The infamous scam identified in the Maxwell Communications
in 1990, followed by the death of Mr. Robert Maxwell, CEO
of the company, had shed light into the diversion of the £440
millions (GBP) from pension funds of the Maxwell’s group
companies. At around the same time, the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International(BCCI) went bust and lost billions
of dollars for its depositors, shareholders and employees.
The continuous governance failures had eventually led to
the formation of Cadbury Committee which was chaired by
Sir Adrian Cadbury for investigating into the reasons for the
failures. The Committee was set up in May 1991 by the the
London Stock exchange and Financial Reporting Council.
The report put forward recommendations based on practical
experiences and with an eye on the US experience, further
elaborated after a process of consultation which had got
CHARTERED SECRETARY

When glancing through the pages of history of corporate
governance, one can experience the vivid and wide stages
through which the governance structure of the corporate
was evolved and reached the stage of present day. History
had evolved over a period of time and often revolved around
human behaviour and it is not an irony that, despite sincere
efforts and hard work, there is no dearth for scams and
failures. Despite of all these preventive measures and fool
proof systems and water proof rules in place, human mind
will identify a better way to circumvent it and the history shall
repeat for sure.
CS
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Creation and maintenance of the
documentations in transparent and
proper manner is the essence of modern
day Corporate Governance policies. The
Pharaohs of Egypt had followed a system
of conducting census of land, cattle and
gold under their control and recorded
the results of the same in papyrus. Indus
valley civilisation, which was larger in
size than its counterparts in Mesopotamia
and Egypt , had established a very strong
channels with rest of the ancient world.
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Internal Audit, GRC and Company Secretary
The traditional concept of Internal Audit has undergone sea change over the last five decades. From being one
of the components of Internal Control, Internal Audit has outgrown conceptually as an assurance function
with respect to the framework in an organisation with respect to Internal Controls and the Governance-RiskCompliance (GRC) framework. The paradigm shift of Internal Audit coupled with the enhanced importance to
Corporate Governance globally offers exciting opportunities to the profession of Company Secretaries as
governance professionals.
frauds and errors, the accuracy and completeness of the
accounting records and the timely preparation of reliable
financial information.

Nayana P. Savala

Practising Cost Accountant
Mumbai
cma.nayanasavala@gmail.com

1. TRADITIONAL CONCEPT OF INTERNAL
AUDIT
Traditionally Internal Audit has been regarded as one of the
two principal components of Internal Control, the other one
being Internal Check.
At the basic level is Internal Check1 which refers to a method
of arrangement of the operations whereby work flows are
designed in such a manner that it is split up into work tasks
so that no one employee handles all the work pertaining to
the transaction and the work of one person is automatically
checked by the work of another person. Internal Check
is considered to be an integral part of the Internal Control
mechanism. The main purpose of Internal Check is to
minimize risks of error and fraud.
Internal Audit2 has been traditionally regarded as an
independent, systematic and continuous assessment activity
within an organisation under which the operations relating
to finance and accounting are reviewed, the aim of which is
to assess, review, measure and evaluate the other forms of
control.
Internal Control3 refers to a system under which all the
methods and procedures adopted by the Management
of an entity to assist in the objectives of ensuring, as far
as practicable, the orderly and efficient conduct of its
business, including adherence to management policies,
the safeguarding of assets, the prevention and detection of
https://keydifferences.com/difference-between-internal-check-and-internalaudit.html
2
Ibid1
3
https://latestcontents.com/internal-control-internal-check-and-internal-auditauditing-notes/
1
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From the above, it can be seen that the emphasis of Internal
Audit and Internal Control has been traditionally on the
correctness and completeness of the books of accounts, the
accounting records and the financial information with the twin
objective of providing assurance to the management of the
entity as well as to the Statutory Auditors.

2. CONTEMPORARY CONCEPT OF
INTERNAL AUDIT
Over a period of time, Internal Audit has considerably
outgrown its erstwhile perceived role. What was perceived as
one of the important mechanisms of Internal Control giving
assurance to the management about the effectiveness of
internal controls is now regarded as an assurance function
distinct from Internal Controls itself of which under the
traditional model, Internal Audit was a component.
In contemporary context, Internal audit has been defined as
an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity
designed to add value to and improve an organization’s
operations. It helps an organization accomplish its objectives
by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate
and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control
and governance processes.4 The definition highlights the
emphasis on the expanded scope beyond assurance seeking
to improve an organisation’s operations and the areas
and aspects of improvement of effectiveness being Risk
Management, Control (Internal Control) and Governance
Processes. In the following paragraphs, these aspects are
analysed and discussed in greater detail.
While Globalisation offered opportunities to enterprises offering
them greater reach coupled with the challenges of increased
competition and increased manifestation of greed on the part
of promoters and / or Key Managerial Personnel of companies
accessing public funds led to many scams and frauds, each
of such occurrences when they came to light, put up the red
flag for the governments and the regulators to react in the first
instance and later follow with efforts on developing frameworks
in different countries which they hoped would address the
problems relating to controls, risks and governance in a more
proactive manner. The central theme of these efforts pointed
to the need to have a far greater role for Internal Audit and
the consequent regulatory framework to strengthen Internal
Audit, which it is widely believed would play a stellar role in
strengthening Corporate Governance.
4

Definition of Internal Audit by The Institute of Internal Auditors
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The evolution of Internal Audit to its contemporary level from the erstwhile traditional concept can be summarised as under: Sr.
Focus
No.

Traditional concept of Internal Audit

Contemporary Concept of Internal Audit

1

Objective

Rendering Audit Report

Collaborative Consulting by Understanding
and mastering ground realities of business

2

Basis

Transaction based and historical after Process based, not necessarily historic,
transaction is done
invariably contemporary and also in certain
cases futuristic

3

Coverage

Financial Accounts and related systems

In addition to financial accounting, also
covers the Cost and Management Accounts
at the operating as well as enterprise level

4

Testing Focus

Compliance

In addition to testing compliance, also risk
identification, assessment; measurement
and mitigation

5

Periodicity

Monthly, Quarterly, Half Yearly or Annual as Ongoing continuous process
also Multi-Year

6

Skills

Traditional Skills mainly
accounting and auditing

7

Policies and Procedures

Focus on adherence

Focus on adherence and relevance

8

Aspects of Internal Control

Mainly Financial controls

All aspects of internal controls including
Strategic and Operations

9

Status / Independence

Independent of operations being reviewed

Independent status,
Committee / Board

expertise

in Extended Multi-Disciplinary skills covering IT,
Data Mining and Analysis etc.

reporting

to Audit

Source: Compiled by the author

Traditionally, Internal Auditors were rarely required to have
expertise in Information Technology (IT). However, the digital
revolution happening all around the globe at a fast pace requires
the Internal Auditors to re-orient their perspective and approach
to Internal Audit in the wake of dynamic changes in the IT
environment. Here it would be appropriate to recall what Mr.
Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft stated with reference to digital
transformation in the wake of COVID-19 pandemic “We have
seen two years’ worth of digital transformation in two months”.5
He went on to add “We are experiencing 2030 in 2020.”

4. INTERNAL CONTROL AND THE COSO
FRAMEWORK
According to Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
(ACFE), weak internal controls are responsible for almost
half of all fraud.6 Much in the same manner as Internal Audit
has evolved dynamically over almost five decades, the same
could be said about Internal Control. The significant shift in
the conceptual framework of Internal Control could be traced
to 1992, when the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations
of the Treadway Commission (COSO) developed a model for
evaluating internal controls.7 This model referred to as the
COSO model has been adopted as the generally accepted
framework for internal control and is widely accepted as the
Microsoft FY20 Q3 Earnings Call
Report to the Nations – 2018 Global Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse
– by ACFE
7
https://info.knowledgeleader.com/bid/161685/what-are-the-five-componentsof-the-coso-framework
5
6
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standard against which entities measure and evaluate the
effectiveness of their internal control systems.
The COSO model defines internal control as “a process
effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and
other personnel designed to provide reasonable assurance
of the achievement of objectives broadly in three categories
namely,




Operational Effectiveness and Efficiency;
Reliability of Financial Reporting;

Compliance of applicable laws and regulations.

The 1992 COSO framework was revised in response to the
changes to the business and operating environment that took
place over the next two decades and the updated framework
is effective from December 2014.

In contemporary context, Internal audit
has been defined as an independent,
objective assurance and consulting activity
designed to add value to and improve
an organization’s operations. It helps an
organization accomplish its objectives by
bringing a systematic, disciplined approach
to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of
risk management, control and governance
processes.
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3. THE CHANGING DYNAMIC FOCUS OF INTERNAL AUDIT
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As per the updated COSO framework, there are five distinct
components of internal control along with 17 principles
which continue to emphasize the importance of judgment
in designing, implementing and conducting a system of
internal control, and in assessing its effectiveness8. These 17
principles comprised in the five components work together in
a coordinated manner in an entity’s pursuit towards achieving
its mission, strategies and business objectives namely: •

Control Environment;

•

Risk Assessment;

•

Control Activities;

•

Information and Communication;

•

Monitoring.

The dynamic changes in business environment has impacted
not only the large entities, but also the SME sector, Non-Profit
entities and the government. All entities irrespective of their
size, sector and geographical presence have to respond to
the following challenges: 

Stakeholders’ expectations for high level of
performances coupled with demand for transparency;



Changing landscape of regulatory framework;



Changes in third party relationships giving rise to
varying levels of risk exposure;



Need to identify threats and opportunities on an
ongoing basis to remain sustainable over a longer
time frame.

GRC framework comes in as a response to the dynamically
changing business and regulatory environment. It encompasses
activities such as Corporate Governance, Enterprise Risk
management (ERM) and Corporate Compliance.

6. INTERCONNECTION BETWEEN
COMPONENTS OF GOVERNANCE

Source: https://info.knowledgeleader.com/bid/161685/what-are-thefive-components-of-the-coso-framework

The above diagram depicts the interrelationship between
the various components. Each of these components are
made to work to establish the foundation for sound internal
control within the company. This however presupposes the
existence of a committed and directed leadership displaying
integrity, shared values and a culture that lays a great stress
on accountability. The various risks facing the company are
identified and assessed as part of the system at all levels as
well as within and across all functions in the organization.
Significant efforts go into designing control activities and other
mechanisms so that it is possible to address and mitigate the
significant risks. Relevant information critical for identifying
risks and meeting business objectives is communicated
through formal channels across the company. Thus, the
system of internal controls in the entity in its entirety provides
for continuous monitoring and problems are addressed on a
real-time basis.

5. CONCEPT OF GRC (GOVERNANCE,
RISK AND COMPLIANCE)
The concept of GRC9 framework first emerged in 2007,
where it was formally defined as “the integrated collection of
capabilities that enable an organization to reliably achieve
objectives, address uncertainty and act with integrity.”
8

https://www.metricstream.com/insights/internal-audit-COSO.htm

Scott L. Mitchell (2007-10-01), “GRC360: A framework to help organisations
drive principled performance”, International Journal of Disclosure and
Governance
9
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Governance, Risk and Compliance being the three
components which only when put together as GRC as
a discipline under an integrated framework is it really
effective. Substantial duplication of tasks is inevitable when
governance, risk management and compliance related
activities are managed independently. If not integrated and
where the tasks are handled in a traditional “silo” approach,
it is more than likely that entities will have to deal with and
sustain unmanageable and complex numbers of GRC-related
requirements due to changes in technology, increasing data
storage, globalization and increasingly complex regulatory
framework, which are complicated even for integrated GRC
frameworks, unless they are proactive. Further, overlapping
and duplicated GRC activities adds to avoidable operational
costs and renders GRC framework to become more complex.
It is therefore necessary to synchronize information and
activity across governance and compliance systems so that it
is possible to operate more efficiently, share information and
reports such that duplication as well as overlap of functions,
activities and processes are avoided. Each of these three
components of GRC create information of great value to the
other two, and all the three put together impact the same
technologies, people, processes and information.
From an Internal Audit perspective, it is necessary to
understand that these three broad areas are deeply
interconnected. To illustrate, failure in compliance may
trigger a governance issue leading to non-compliance risk.
Similarly, failure to address risk management issues can
have a bearing on the governance – as the directors have
a responsibility to consider and report accordingly to the
stakeholders on the adequacy of risk management systems.
Continued existence of control weaknesses gives credence
to greater likelihood to risk of fraud and its cumulative impact
on governance and risk management systems. Internal Audit
has a significant role in providing an integrated review of
the GRC Processes with a view to provide assurance to the
Audit Committee and the Board that the system of GRC is
live, performing and effective. Further, Internal Audit is in the
best position to identify wasteful and duplicating tasks as also
other addressing concerns in the GRC framework.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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7. INTERNAL AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) has
defined Corporate Governance as “the application of best
management practices, compliance of law in true letter
and spirit and adherence to ethical standards for effective
management and distribution of wealth and discharge of
social responsibility for sustainable development of all
stakeholders”.10
“Corporate governance deals with laws, procedures,
practices and implicit rules that determine a company’s ability
to take informed managerial decisions vis-à-vis its claimants
- in particular, its shareholders, creditors, customers,
the State and employees. There is a global consensus
about the objective of ‘good’ corporate governance:
maximising long-term shareholder value” – Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII) – Desirable Corporate Governance
Code (1998)
Corporate Governance framework consisting of both the
external and internal aspects provides the structure for
the Board of Directors to perform the demands of this dual
dimension of driving business strategies and ensuring
adherence to the governance framework. Thus, Governance
could be perceived to consist of a set of policies, processes,
procedures, customs, laws, rules and instructions affecting the
way a corporation is directed, administered or controlled. The
various stakeholders in the governance process consist of
shareholders, employees, suppliers, customers, government,
professional bodies, regulators and the communities in
which the entity or the organisation operates. Corporate
Governance is the weaving thread that runs through an
organisation to create and develop a corporate culture
that is built upon the above identified seven pillars namely
Accountability, Disclosure, Responsibility, Integrity, Fairness,
Transparency and Succession (ADRIFTS), which together
determine the effectiveness of Corporate Governance in any
organisation.11
Internal Audit plays a vital role in an entity’s Corporate
Governance. Their unique position enables internal auditors
to observe and formally assess objectively the governance
structure, its design, and its operational effectiveness and
efficiency of all aspects of the governance process, while at
the same time remaining independent.
A robust, vibrant, alert and agile Internal Audit system
contributes to not only support but also strengthen the
Corporate Governance process by its significant value
addition in the following important aspects: 

Governance Culture in the entity;



Strategic Planning and decision making (the other
side of the coin being Governance itself).



Addressing Stakeholder concerns and rights;



Long term Sustainability;



IT and Cyber Security systems.

Mastering Global Corporate Governance – Reading Material released by
ICSI at the 48th National Convention of Company Secretaries
11
Ibid10
10
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8. INTERNAL AUDIT AND RISK
Risk Management System, which is an integral component
of the GRC, is the system established by an entity for
identification, analysis, evaluation, tracking and mitigation of
the risks present and inherent in the business.
The Risk Management Process is essentially a five-step
process in its sequential order as under: 

Identification of the Risks;



Analysis and Classification of the Risks;



Evaluate / Rank / Prioritise the Risks;



Eliminate / Contain / Transfer the Risks;



Monitor and Review the risks.

Irrespective of the size and nature of business, Risk
management is important because it cautions businesses
about the threats in their operating environment and based
on management perception the identified risks can be
mitigated in a planned manner. Effective risk management
strives to control, as much as possible, the future outcomes
by responding proactively rather than reactively. In this
manner, effective risk management has the potential to
reduce both the possibility of a risk occurring and if the
risk is unavoidable its potential impact can be managed
by proper planning. When a business evaluates its plan
for handling potential threats and then develops structures
to address them, it improves its odds of becoming a
successful entity.12
Agile and flexible internal audit system is the need of the hour.
It is the function of internal audit to assess how the risks faced
by an entity today and those that would arise in the future is
faced and being tackled by the Management. Management
should have effective processes for identifying, assessing,
and evaluating risks as an integral part of decision-making.
Once internal audit has assessed those processes as
reasonably effective, it should use them as input to its audit
planning activity, which should be on a real time basis. It is
only then that Internal Audit would be in a position to carry
out its continuous monitoring and review to provide the Board
of Directors and the management its assurance regarding
the effectiveness of the Risk Management process and
the systems.
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/strategy/riskmanagement/
12
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Governance, Risk and Compliance being
the three components which only when
put together as GRC as a discipline
under an integrated framework is it
really effective. Substantial duplication
of tasks is inevitable when governance,
risk management and compliance related
activities are managed independently.
As Norman Marks has observed “Risk management should
be concerned with reducing the magnitude and likelihood of
detrimental consequences while enhancing and exploiting
the more likely beneficial consequences that might arise
from decisions and the focus of internal audit and other
monitoring and review functions should be to provide
assurance on the effectiveness of risk management and
not just on the effectiveness of controls.”13 Further, it is
management’s responsibility to identify emerging risks
and not Internal Audit, the latter’s role is to assess how
management identifies the risks.

9. INTERNAL AUDIT AND COMPLIANCE
The way an entity manages its compliances is an important
component of the GRC framework. At an entity level,
compliance is ensured through management processes of
identification of laws, statutes, rules, regulations, circulars,
guidelines etc. that are applicable to the entity. These
compliances could be either event-based or periodic.
Apparently, Compliance and Audit may look to be like two
sides of the same coin. Both Internal Audit and Compliance
functions are essential functions in an entity and both have
risen in importance in the last few decades. Both signify critical
components of the entity’s structure.14 Further, though both
in compliance as well as in audit, there is use of check-list,
dashboard and other monitoring techniques and approach,
the similarities between the two end there.
While compliance systems are made to work as part of the
operations carried on a day-to-day basis, Internal Audit
is not on the same footing. The objective of Internal Audit
is principally in the nature of assurance with respect to
controls, risks, policies, procedures and compliances also,
the objective of compliance systems is purely concentrated
on ensuring compliances of all laws as mentioned. Thus,
though policies, procedures, risks and controls may be
important aspects from a compliance point of view, the
perspective of looking at them would be with the regulatory
lens. From a risk perspective, compliance systems are
mainly concerned with the risks of non-compliances,
internal audit is concerned with its assurance function with
respect to all risks including compliance. When it comes
to strategies, Internal Audit is concerned with the way the
strategies were pursued and how they were monitored by the
management. Compliance is also concerned with strategy,
but the concern is focused on achieving the objectives in a
compliant manner.
https://normanmarks.wordpress.com/ - Role of Internal Audit in Risk
Management
14
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/difference-between-role-internal-controlcompliance-arif-zaman-acca- Arif Zaman (24.12.2016)
13
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Both Compliance and Internal Audit need to work very closely
to ensure that the subject entity is operating effectively.

10. INTERNAL AUDIT AND COMPANY
SECRETARY
10.1 Mandatory Internal Audit for certain Companies
In the Indian context, pursuant to Section 138 of the
Companies Act, 2013 read with Rule 13 of the Companies
(Accounts and Audit) Rules, 2014
(a) every listed company;
(b) every unlisted public company having(i)

paid up share capital of Rs. 50 Crores or more during
the preceding financial year; or

(ii) turnover of Rs. 200 Crores or more during the
preceding financial year; or
(iii) outstanding loans or borrowings from banks or
public financial institutions exceeding Rs. 100 Crores
or more at any point of time during the preceding
financial year; or
(iv) outstanding deposits of Rs. 25 Crores or more at any
point of time during the preceding financial year; and
(c) every private company having(i)

turnover of Rs. 200 Crores or more during the
preceding financial year; or

(ii) outstanding loans or borrowings from banks or
public financial institutions exceeding Rs. 100 Crores
or more at any point of time during the preceding
financial year,
are mandatorily required to appoint an Internal Auditor who
shall be a CA or CMA or such other professional (including
Company Secretary) as may be decided by the Board of
Directors.
Appointment of Internal Auditor in cases covered by the
provisions of Companies Act, 2013 is also a compliance
requirement.
10.2 Responsibility of the Board of Directors
One of the important sections in the Board report is the
Directors’ Responsibility Statement. The law requires that the
directors convey to the stakeholders its responsibility towards
the following: 

Selection of accounting policies, their application
and use of prudent and reasonable judgement and
estimates with the objective of giving a true and fair
view of the state of affairs of the company and its
results in the financial statements;



Ensure proper and sufficient care for maintenance
of adequate accounting records for safeguarding the
assets of the company;
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Ensure proper and sufficient care for preventing fraud
and other irregularities;



In the case of listed companies, with respect to laying
down internal financial controls and their adequacy
and effectiveness (having regard to the fact that there
are public shareholders);



Proper Compliance Management System which is
adequate and operating effectively;



a
statement
indicating
development
and
implementation of a risk management policy for the
company including identification therein of elements
of risk, if any, which in the opinion of the Board may
threaten the existence of the company.

In fact, the minimum scope of Internal Audit for an Indian
company gets significantly defined through the requirements in
the Board report and the Directors’ Responsibility Statement,
as the Board of listed companies and large companies would
definitely require assurance on the specifically mentioned
aspects as they are accountable to the stakeholders.
CS either as a Key Management Personnel (KMP) and
or acting as an Internal Auditor, suitably empowered,
would be in the best position to stress and bring home the
importance of the above and in facilitating and thereby
ensuring that the Directors recognize and discharge their
responsibility.
10.3 Internal Audit a value proposition
For a company seeking to utilize this opportunity and realise
the full potential of Internal Audit, having in place an Internal
Audit system can be a significant value proposition even for
Medium Sized companies which do not mandatorily require
Internal Audit. Some of the potential areas where Internal
Audit can contribute are: a)

Ascertain the extent of compliance of policies, procedures,
regulations and legislations. In fact, the internal policies
and procedures followed in a company is connected with
the Compliance Management systems of an organization,
which forms part of the governance structure.

b)

Independent review and appraisal of control systems
across the organization in its entirety. Company
managements always appreciate significant improvement

Internal Audit plays a vital role in an
entity’s Corporate Governance. Their
unique position enables internal auditors
to observe and formally assess objectively
the governance structure, its design,
and its operational effectiveness and
efficiency of all aspects of the governance
process, while at the same time remaining
independent.
in operational areas which is where an organization can
reap real benefits, not just in Finance and Accounts.
c)

Facilitate good practices in management of risk. This
requires systems for ascertaining, measuring, managing
and where possible mitigation or dispersion of the risk.

d)

Achieve savings by identifying waste, inefficiency and
duplication of effort across the organization.

e)

Structuring functions, activities and processes such
that company’s assets are safeguarded and there are
internal check systems which not only indicate the early
warning signals for identifying fraud, but also minimize the
possibility for occurrence of fraud

10.4 Company Secretary, the Governance Professional
and the Internal Auditor
Company Secretary (CS) in his capacity as a governance
professional operates with a multi-dimensional focus. As a
KMP, the CS is also a strategic arm of the Board of Directors,
while continuing to balance the requirements of various
multi-dimensional functions and activities of an organization
always keeping in mind the requirement of robust systems
of Corporate Governance and Risk Management framework.
Governance is all about balancing the interests and concerns
of all stakeholders namely investors, Board of Directors,
Creditors, Institutions, Regulators, employees and the
society. A company is significantly dependent upon its CS
as it balances the varying expectations of all stakeholders.
Internal Audit provides a wonderful opportunity to the
company to achieve this balance for all the stakeholders.
Here, CS would provide the maximum comfort.
Rule 10 of the Companies (Management and Administration
of MG Personnel) Rules, 2014 which provides for the duties
of CS inter alia stipulates that it shall be the role of the CS
to assist and advise the Board in ensuring good corporate
governance and in complying with the corporate governance
requirements and best practices.
A CS, whether in employment or in practice by virtue of the
intricate knowledge gained being a CS and depending upon
his / her practical experience can definitely bring to the table
significant value to an Internal Audit assignment, which for
delivering meaningful value, has to be necessarily multidisciplinary. By virtue of the immediate and close rapport with
all stakeholders, a CS is in a good position to co-ordinate an
internal audit effectively and offer not only significant comfort
to the stakeholders but can also be a value proposition to
them. 								
CS
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Corporate Governance lessons from ancient
Indian wisdom
Every corporate business institution existing and operating in a community has some obligation towards the
community, which it must fulfil to ensure its development and uninterrupted continuity. The approval of the
society is essential for the business to exist. A chain of inter-relationship exists between the society and all
its members, either individual or corporate. A business institution is a corporate citizen which utilises various
material, financial and human resources belonging to the society. Accordingly, it remains responsible to the
society for looking after its welfare and nourishment.

Subhrendu Gangopadhyay, FCS
Past President
The ICSI
gango40@gmail.com

E

very business regardless of its organisational structure is a
human enterprise. “Ethics” is a fundamental personal trait;
one adopts ethical practices as a guiding principle in his life,
for, these govern his sense of right and wrong to enable him
to follow the right path and eschew the wrong course. The
same test must apply to business practices, namely, the test of
‘fairness and truth’. Therefore, business cannot and shall not
be immune to ‘ethics’.

LESSONS FROM ANCIENT WISDOM
At this stage, it is worthwhile to point out a very simplified
definition of ‘ethics’. Anything done for the benefit or advantage
or gain of one’s own self at the cost or expense or disadvantage
of others is ‘unethical’; contrarily, anything done for the benefit
or advantage or gain of others at one’s own cost, disadvantage
or expense is ‘ethical’. This golden test has been derived from
a wonderful message Sri Krishna gave to the humanity in the
Gita, namely,
“Parasparam bhāvayantah shreyah
paramavāpsyatha” (Gita 3/11)
(By cherishing or fostering one another you
shall gain the highest good.)
Here the message is that mutuality or interdependence opens
up the way to progress. Growth and excellence cannot be
achieved by isolation or confrontation or exploitation.
If we violate nature, we become violated by nature. Nature
is not something to be destroyed. There is no harm in using
Nature, but it must be replenished. If we don’t replenish it, we
will be in trouble.
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Our ancient sages were great thinkers. They delved deep into
the ocean of wisdom and lifted up precious gems of truths
for mankind. They upheld the glory of human action as a
dedicated service to society. In Ishopanishad, it is proclaimed
that a man must live for hundred years remaining ever engaged
in actions for enjoying only such things which God has
apportioned for him and must not greed for wealth of others;
for, everything in this world, movable or unmovable, is owned
by God and belongs to God. In Bhagavad Gita, Sri Krishna
further elucidates that all activities or ‘Karma’ in this world is
rooted in ‘Brahma’, the Imperishable, and the world is a great
sacrifice. Man is a product of Nature which springs from the
Divine and the entire gamut of human actions in this world is
traceable to it.
“Karma brahmodbhavam viddhi
brahmākshara samudbhavam,
Tasmat sarvagatam brahma nityam yajne
pratisthitam.” (Gita 3/15)
From the Imperishable Brahman, the Vedas came as a
series of truths regarding the cosmos and human life and
destiny. Therefore, this all-pervading Brahman is found
established in ‘yajna’. Whenever you perform a dedicated
action, you are already expressing that imperishable reality,
Brahman.
Swami Vivekananda, therefore, said “the national ideals of
India are ‘RENUNCIATION’ and ‘SERVICE’. Intensify her
in those channels and the rest will take care of itself.” The
whole of ethical paradigm is centralized in two principles,
renunciation and service. One has to forego or renounce his
self and then every action becomes service. The Vedic ritual of
‘Yajna’ thus assumes a transformed significance and becomes
a highly ethical principle, making for integration of human
beings with other human beings in a society and of human
beings with the external nature. So the message is that every
dedicated human action is performance of ‘yajna’ in spirit and
work thus becomes a worship of the Imperishable reality. The
mankind is responsible for the protection of animal species,
plant species and human beings only because it has the brain
power to destroy all of them or to protect and nourish all of
them. If human beings do not discharge this responsibility
by expressing every action in the spirit of ‘yajna’, they will
ultimately ruin everything including themselves. A large Self
feeling its oneness with all, oneness with nature and with other
human beings and expressing it in service metamorphoses all
work into worship and establishes a robust foundation of an
ethical civilization.
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The same lesson is given by Sri Krishna to Arjuna in the Gita:
“Yajnāshistāshinah santo muchyante sarva kilvishaih;
Bhunjate te tvagham pāpā ye pachantyātmakāranāt»
(Gita 3/13)
(He, who shares the wealth generated only after serving the
people, through work done as a sacrifice for them, is freed
from all sins; on the contrary those who earn wealth only for
themselves, eat sins that lead to frustration and failure.).
In this context Gita enjoins everyone to do his or her work in
the spirit of ‘yajna’ alone devoid of attachment.
“Save work done as and for a sacrifice this world is in bondage
to work. Therefore, O son of Kunti, (Arjuna), do thy work as a
sacrifice, devoid of all attachments.” (Gita 3/9).
In the Manu Smriti, the Mahabhārata, and in many other books,
this idea comes repeatedly. Admitting what these scriptures
have enjoined that we should perform actions for the purpose
of sacrifice, Gita asks us to do such action without entertaining
any hope of reward. In such cases the inevitable action has no
binding power. Sacrifice here is interpreted in a larger sense,
we have to sacrifice the lower mind to the higher.
In today’s corporate paradigm, the aforesaid ancient Indian
wisdom needs to be assimilated, so that our corporate
culture is sanitized from the ugly infection of human frailties.
Businessmen with strong ethical framework of mind perform
their work with full dedication. It makes them stand out from
the rest who may try to fulfil their selfish objective of personal
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Under such circumstances, the need for toning up our mind by
learning the holistic lessons from our ancient wisdom becomes
unavoidable. If the modern management science tries to rouse
people to action in order to get the work done, Indian ethos
seeks to awaken the “complete man” – the inner self that has
taken shape from the essential divinity and infinite strength
within. The awakening of the essential internal man assures
attainment of excellence, both internal and external.
Our motherland is known as “Bhārat comprising of two words,
‘Bhā’ meaning radiance and ‘rata’ meaning constantly engaged
in. Hence, Bharat is a land which is constantly engaged in the
radiance of wisdom, it radiates enlightenment. Rabindranath
has called it as the pilgrim point on the shore of the great
ocean of humanity.
“ He mor chitto punya teerthe jāgore dheere
Ei Bhārater mahāmānaber sāgara teere.”
Celebration of life in India is, therefore, a pilgrimage and Indian
ethos is developed with the sacred spirit of this hallowed land.
In order to become worthy of this ethos, Mundaka Upanishad
asserts
“Dve vidye veditavye parā cha, eva, aparā cha,”
(We must have two kinds of knowledge, because tradition
verifies it in the knowledge of internal excellence and
knowledge of external excellence.)
In ancient India both ‘parā’ and ‘aparā’ vidyā (material and
spiritual knowledge) were imparted at the ‘Gurukul’ seat
of learning for a comprehensive development of a man’s
character. The ‘Dharma’ or mission and vision of life taught
in the Vedas is of a twofold nature, characterised by ‘pravritti’
(outward action) and ‘nivritti’ (inward contemplation), meant for
even stability of the world which are designed to ensure the
true ‘abhyudaya’ (socio-economic welfare) and ‘nihshreyasa’
(spiritual freedom) of all beings.

Our ancient sages were great thinkers.
They delved deep into the ocean of
wisdom and lifted up precious gems of
truths for mankind. They upheld the glory
of human action as a dedicated service to
society.
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It is on this holistic vision that Indians have developed the workethos of life. They found that all work, be it physical or mental,
management, governance, leadership, administration – have to
be directed towards a single purpose – the manifestation of the
essential divinity in man by working for the good of all beings.
This vision of a holistic universe was presented to mankind by
the Indian sages in the very first line of the Isha Upanishad
mentioned above: “Ishā vāsyam idam sarvam yat kincha
jagatyām jagat (whatever exists in the universe is enveloped
by God, the all-pervading Reality). How shall we enjoy this life
then if all are one? The answer is given in the next line: “Tena
tyaktena bhunjeethā mā gridhah kasyasvid dhanam”: (enjoy
and strengthen life sacrificing your selfishness by not coveting
other’s wealth.) Shankaracharya, while interpreting the sloka
says “ one should not covet even one’s own wealth and accept
gracefully whatever has been apportioned by God from his all
pervading treasures.

gain. They put persistent efforts leading them to produce high
quality work consistently. However, there is a fine difference
between ethical and unethical propensities of mind. If the
mindset is unscrupulous, there is no dearth of knowledge
or intellect, but the same gets clouded by selfishness and
personal egocentrism. Selfishness and greed are emotions
and when emotion overcasts one’s intellect, he or she acts
un-righteously. In Gita, Krishna has flagged a caveat against
such emotional encroachment of intellect and has asked us to
keep the mind clear and calm at the time of decision making.
In today’s business world volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity (VUCA) prevail and as a result of these impediments
information, definitions and directions become unclear and
employees have to depend on guidelines and their judgments
to stay on the right side. Moreover, the pressure to succeed in
a highly competitive world and taking short cuts or driving short
term benefits might take precedence over being morally on the
right side, especially if the lines are blurred.
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Both action and meditation are needed for a comprehensive
well-being of the human race. If only one or the other is
there, there will be no health, individual or social. Such was
the far-reaching insight and encyclopaedic wisdom of the
ancient Indian sages. Through ‘pravritti’, a welfare society is
established through the improvement of the economy and
the political system. Through ‘Nivritti’ a value-oriented life
that emanates from humanity’s inner spiritual dimension is
achieved. Otherwise plenty of power, wealth and everything
else achieved through ‘pravritti’ alone, but without any ‘nivritti’,
society will appear to be flourishing in the short run, but in the
long run, it will be in trouble. The whole of modern civilization
today appears to be materially opulent and developed, but
remain inwardly poverty stricken. Swami Ranganathananda of
the Ramakrishna Mission has quoted the German philosopher
Schopenhauer from his book ‘World as Will and Idea’ in this
connection as follows:
“When men achieve security and welfare, now that they
have solved all other problems, they become a problem to
themselves.” Today we have to learn that lesson to grow our
public spirit and usher in an attitudinal change in our people.
No society can exist and develop without nurturing ethical
and spiritual values in its population. They are the cohesive
elements in any society, underdeveloped or highly advanced.
They are like the mortar and cement which hold together
separate bricks so as to build the integrated structure of an
edifice. In any social organisation, ethical and spiritual values
help holding together separate individuals constituting that
organisation, which then ceases to be a mere collection of
separate individuals, just as the building which is no longer
just a pile of separate bricks. For this, what is indeed required
is a realisation that the revival of value education in our society
can work wonders in revolutionising the entire perspective of
the corporate philosophy.
The problem of fostering ethical and spiritual values in corporate
entities in a society raises the question of the sources of these
values. Herein lies the confusion and bewilderment that lead
to differences of opinion. The differences arise mainly from two
points of view, one of which holds that matter or outer nature
is the focus of all values, while the other affirms that ‘man’ is
the focus.

In today’s corporate paradigm, the
aforesaid ancient Indian wisdom needs
to be assimilated, so that our corporate
culture is sanitized from the ugly infection
of human frailties. Businessmen with
strong ethical framework of mind perform
their work with full dedication. It makes
them stand out from the rest who may
try to fulfil their selfish objective of
personal gain. They put persistent efforts
leading them to produce high quality
work consistently. However, there is a fine
difference between ethical and unethical
propensities of mind.
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Swami Ranganathananda, formerly President of the
Ramakrishna Math and Mission, has considered this
controversy and said:
“The first leads to undue emphasis on creation, possession
and enjoyment of material wealth and the search for organic
satisfactions, whereas the second, while putting due emphasis
on the above, leads to the pursuit of values and satisfaction
lying beyond the sensate level of life and to the experience by
man of spiritual freedom and integrity.”
If we think carefully we will realise that man is, however, both
the creator and enjoyer of all values, material as well as what
lie above and beyond it. In fact, he is the ultimate destroyer of
all values. This pre-eminence of man is getting increasingly
recognised by the contemporary thinkers of the world. In India,
however, our traditional view is that all values proceed not from
matter but from the spirit of man. Many world thinkers endorse
this. It is called “Dharma” by our sages in the past in one of
its two aspects, viz. the human aspect of “abhyudaya” or the
social welfare, the other aspect being its trans-social spiritual
dimension, “nihsreyasa” or spiritual liberation.
Ethical values find manifestation in the context of interaction
between human beings in a society. Ethics, therefore, is
inseparable from the social context and hence, from the context
of business and its governance. This is called “Dharma” by our
sages in the past in one of its two aspects mentioned above
viz. the aspect of “abhyudaya” or the social welfare, the other
aspect being its trans-social spiritual dimension, “nihsreyasa”
or spiritual liberation. The outstanding ancient scripture dealing
with codes of human conduct, “Manusamhita” defines ethics or
dharma in the following sloka:
“Dhriti kshamā damāsteyam shoucam indriya nigraham
Dheervidyā satyamākrodham dashakam dharma
samgraham”.
What are these ten factors that comprise the ethics of man?
These are (1) patience, (2) forgiveness, (3) control of the
sense organs, (4) to abstain from stealing, (5) cleanliness of
body and mind, (6) restraining from sensual enjoyment, (7)
intelligence, (8) wisdom, (9) truthfulness and (10) to abstain
from anger. Gita has encapsulated all these traits in one single
word, i.e. “loka samgraha” or ensuring the stability of human
race.

THE CONNECTION WITH CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
The importance of ethics and spirituality in corporate affairs
can be well understood if we study the nature and significance
of moral experience. The moral impulse expresses itself in an
outward movement of love and concern for others. In corporate
governance there are three major parties involved, viz. the
Board of Directors, the Management and the shareholders.
The first two represent the management aspect and the latter
identify the investors. The love and concern of the management
towards the investors or all the other stakeholders of the
organisation brings attitudinal escalation in them which form
the foundation of good corporate governance. Jesus said:
“Love thy neighbour as thyself.” This moral inclination stands
among the various facets of the social structure, as a single
fact of great significance. “Two things fill me with wonder,”
said Emanuel Kant,” the starry heavens above and the moral
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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law within.” They represent a transcendental level of human
personality, much above the physical and biological levels.
In the case of relationships among men at the physical and
biological level, one’s concern for the other is conditioned
and limited by purely genetic element, which dries up beyond
that relationship in the quicksand of life. It is beyond that
relationship that the flow of moral and ethical impulses finds
their specific expression. We must understand that at this level
transcending the mundane physical association, excellence in
corporate leadership extends.
The need of the hour today in India is a paradigm shift, to
establish the nature and characteristics of governance of
organisations on this holistic outlook. Our revered teachers,
the ancient Gurus, have taught us that a life engaged in
intense work, must be full of this outlook in order to be
successful. All work, be it physical or mental, management,
leadership or governance must be conditioned by one single
objective, namely, to manifest the divinity inherent in man
through service for the general welfare of mankind. The above
teaching of Jesus Christ finds its relevance in the Vedantic
concept of looking at every next man as one’s own self and thus
to love him as he or she loves himself or herself. A mother’s
love for her child is spontaneous, because it is a part of
herself. Similarly, the highest ideal of corporate management,
leadership and governance is to dissolve one’s entity into that
of everybody else having a stake in one’s organisation. Our
corporate leaders must, therefore, learn this holistic outlook
of life.
The theoretical concept of corporate governance has
been established to ensure strict compliance of rules and
regulations, transparency in all decisions and actions and the
protection of the stakeholders. These objectives, if achieved,
will result in the inception of a ‘Sustainable business’ in a
welfare economy. However, these objectives can be achieved
only if those responsible for the governance of the organisation
can transcend their sensate nature and assume pure spiritual
dimension. The theory of ethics recognises the complex
texture of human personality and the spiritual amplitude to it
behind its obvious sensate one. The sensate man is inherently
self-centred and his love and concern for his people is dictated
by prudence and expediency. Ethics that arises from this level
of moral sensibility finds expression in various social contract
theories. Such theories, however, do not comprehend all data of
moral experience. Even within the limitations of social contract,
one feels some drive to adhere to the terms of contract, and
this does not emanate from the sensate level of his personality
but from a deeper source. Swami Ranganathananda in one
of his addresses to the captains of business and industry
had emphasised this aspect and said that “this is his spiritual
dimension which generates all his higher impulses – moral,
ethical, aesthetic and rational. A sensate man, left to himself,
will rather violate the terms of contract than keeping it. The
moral man, on the contrary, will rise or, at the least, struggle
to rise above that narrow impulse to self-aggrandising
CHARTERED SECRETARY

expediency, exposing a higher dimension of his personality.”
Since all ethical values are fundamentally spiritual values,
they emanate from the trans-sensual dimension of the human
personality which fosters the ‘Dhārmika’ or ethical sense which
is beyond the so-called practical sense of man, irrespective
of whether he is ‘the political animal’ of Aristotle or ‘the tool
making animal’ of Benjamin Franklin or ‘the economic animal’
of Alvin Toffler. Verse 25 of ‘Hitopadesha’ says”
“Dharmena heena pashubhih samānā”
Do our business leaders wish to be called as ‘animals’? The
ideal concept of corporate governance wants them to cast
off the ‘animal’ in them and assume the Vedantik identity of
‘children of Immortality” (Amritasya putrah). Wordsworth said
that everyone receives ‘intimation of immortality’, but it gets
stifled by his or her sensate impulse, which is “the venue of
life-stagnation for individuals as well as societies.”
A ‘sustainable business’ is an enterprise that has minimum
negative impact or potentially a positive effect on the global or
local environment, community, society or economy and which
strives to meet the ‘triple bottom line’, i.e. profit, people and
the planet. The management of a business undertaking with
such an omnibus vision must, therefore, be driven by a leader
with creative mindset which has overcome the onslaught of
sensate nature.
A creative mind is the product of genuine value education. The
ancient wisdom of India as contained in the Bhagavad Gita,
which is proclaimed to be the quintessential textbook of human
action by Rishi Aurobindo. It has been discussed above that
the Gita teaches the ethics of mutuality and inter-dependence,
“Parasparam bhāvantam”, which trains the human mind to gain
strength and steadiness of character and social efficiency in all
economic, social and political fields of action. A strong human
mind can strive for a sustainable business venture and fix the
goal of good governance as “Yogakshema vahāmyaham”(Gita
9/22). The expression ‘Yogakshema’ has been used in the
‘Rigveda’ (10,166.5)
in the sense of earning wealth (Yoga) and protecting it after
earning(kshema). In the ‘Dharma shāstras’ the word has been
interpreted as ‘ishta’ or sacrifice and ‘purta’ or public works
of charity. In ‘Yajnavalkya Smriti’ (2/119) it has been indicated
that the word designates welfare of the nation and, therefore,
it is the ultimate goal of any ruler or government and good
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governance is the means to achieve it. This exposition of good
governance is not limited to the material welfare of the people,
but includes the spiritual and moral well being, as well.

welfare is neither a privilege nor an entitlement that could be
misused the way it is abused in the rights based narrative in
the western world.

The concept of ‘Yogakshema’ cannot be perceived in isolation.
‘Karma’ or actions, though result in welfare and happiness, do
not necessarily by default, lead to such consequences .They
may lead to sufferings also. Gita, therefore, says (16/24)
“Tasmācchāstram pramānam te kāryākāryavyavasthitau,”

The ancient Indian wisdom, therefore, lays special emphasis
on dynamics of human life with positivity and peace of mind.
Following the message of the Gita “Anāshrita karmaphalam
kāryam karma karoti yah”, one can achieve welfare of the
society and maintain his or her mental equanimity. Gita calls
such an individual “a Yogi”, and concludes that “Yogah karmasu
kaushalam” (skill in action is yoga.)

(So, let the scriptures be the authority in ascertaining what
ought to be done and what ought to be avoided)
This classification of actions into obligatory and prohibited
actions is in turn rooted in the concept of “Dharma”. The word
“Dharma” means ‘that which upholds’, and encapsulates in
its fold all those actions which will cause material welfare,
happiness and spiritual transcendence in the human context.
Those Dharmic actions have been enjoined as duties upon
each person so that by performance of such duties the
society achieves overall welfare and growth and continues
to do so consistently for a long time. Thus Yogakshema
model of governance is based on the performance of
Dharmic duties by each individual as dictated by his or her
conscience. Conscience is an intellectual instrument given to
human beings only, which exerts the power to discriminate
between right and wrong. For this, one need not be a sadhu
or Mahatma, but it is the birthright of an individual to act
righteously. Hence, this model of governance not only enables
the society to elevate its intrinsic quality of life on the mundane
level, but also help raising the level of consciousness to a
universal level. The positioning of the entire process of good
governance and welfare state is done on the strong foundation
of ‘Duties’. This duty based narrative warrants that human
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Skill or efficiency is a great word in today’s world. From the
materialistic point of view it is productive efficiency, i.e. producing
maximum results with minimum efforts possible. Accepting
this, the Gita introduces a different and higher dimension of
efficiency. It rises to a status higher than the ordinary ethical
with its distinction of good and evil. The doer is rid of selfishness
and, therefore, incapable of evil. In his annotation of the Gita,
Acharya Shankar interprets that because ‘yoga’ is evenness of
mind in success or failure, possessed by one engaged in the
performance of his or her proper ‘duties’, while his or her mind
rests in the Divine, such a person attains spiritual efficiency. Thus
there is a qualitative embellishment of an otherwise quantitative
efficiency which generates total welfare of the society. It must be
understood that quantity of material production is a means to a
further end and not an end in itself.
In view of the above discussion, it may be concluded here that
corporate leaders of today must learn the universal message
of the Gita and the other sacred scriptures and temper their
governance technique with such knowledge in order to build
a new India - “Atmanirbhar Bharat”.
CS
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Corporate Governance is a mechanism which requires companies to think beyond compliance and introduce
systems which encourages value-based management. This in turn will create an environment of trust,
transparency and accountability in an organization. The framework in India by introducing such concepts as
Corporate Social Responsibility and Business Responsibility / Sustainability Reporting, has ensured that
corporates direct their energies towards ethical conduct of business and contribute positively towards
environment.
disclosures and independent auditing and board oversight
of management. Another committee was set up under the
Chairmanship of Mr. Narayana Murthy and Clause 49 was
revised in the year 2003 and underwent further revision in the
year 2006.

Shailashri Bhaskar*, FCS
Practising Company Secretary
Mumbai
shailashrib@gmail.com
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s per the Narayana Murthy Report on Corporate Governance
of 2003, “management of companies must accept the fact
that the shareholders of the company are the true owners of the
company and this right is inalienable. Management only acts
as a trustee on behalf of the shareholders and the essence of
corporate governance is about commitment to values, conduct
the business in an ethical manner by making a distinction
between personal and corporate funds, while managing the
company.”
The Corporate Governance Framework in India is enshrined in
the Companies Act, 2013 and in the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirement) Regulations, 2015 (LODR
Regulations). The Indian Accounting Standards issued by
the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India as well as the
Secretarial Standards issued by the Institute of Company
Secretaries of India are the other two pillars of Corporate
Governance.

EVOLUTION OF THE CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK IN INDIA
Considering the emergence of Corporate Governance
Practices world-wide, SEBI had constituted a Committee
under the chairmanship of Mr. Kumarmangalam Birla in 2000
and based on the recommendations of this committee made
changes to the Listing Agreement in February 21, 2000 by
inserting the Clause 49 in the Listing Agreement. The then
Department of Company Affairs under the Ministry of Finance
and Company Affairs set up a committee under Mr. Naresh
Chandra which recommended financial and non-financial
*Former Deputy General Manager,SEBI
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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) published its revised principles on
Corporate Governance in 2002 which became the benchmark
internationally for policy makers, investors and companies
world-wide. The 6 Principles followed by OECD were Ensuring
the Basis for an Effective Corporate Governance Framework;
Protection of the rights of all Shareholders; recognition of
the role of Stakeholders in Corporate Governance; Timely
and accurate disclosure is made on all material matters
including the financial situation, performance, ownership, and
governance of the company and the Board of Directors must
ensure strategic guidance of the company and be accountable
to the company and the shareholders.
Companies Act, 2013 was thereafter notified which contains
necessary provisions which act as a check on the powers of
the board of directors of a company and this is applicable to all
companies, irrespective of whether they are listed or not.
The SEBI thereafter notified the SEBI (Listing and Disclosure
Obligations) Regulations, 2015 (LODR) which includes the
Corporate Governance framework to be followed by all
listed entities, in addition to the standards laid down in the
Companies Act, 2013. Though the LODR is based on the
OECD Principles, as a variant, it can be regarded as hybrid
in the sense that it is both rule based and principle based and
where there is a conflict between the Law and the principles, it
shall be the principles which shall prevail.
SEBI further set up a committee under the Chairmanship of Mr.
Uday Kotak in 2017 and on the basis of the recommendations
of this Committee has made far reaching changes to the
Corporate Governance Principles in the LODR in May 2018
which have become effective in staggered phases since April
01, 2019.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
REQUIREMENTS
Applicability
While Corporate governance requirements specified under the
Companies Act, 2013 are applicable to all listed entities, as
per the Listing Regulations, the requirements specified in in
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regulations 17, 17A, 18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23, 24, 24A, 25, 26,
27 and clauses (b) to (i) of sub-regulation (2) of regulation 46
(maintaining a functional website) are applicable only if the
paid up capital of the entity exceeds Rs.10 crores or the Net
Worth exceeds Rs.25 crores as on the last day of the previous
financial year. In case the listed entity exceeds the thresholds
mentioned during a year, the provisions of the LODR relating
to the foregoing specified regulations shall become applicable
to such an entity and it shall comply with the requirements
within 6 months from the date on which the provisions become
applicable to it. Further those entities which are listed on
the SME Exchange need not comply with the requirements
specified under the Listing Regulations.
COMPANIES ACT, 2013
The Core of the Corporate Governance framework in India
is contained in the Companies Act, 2013. The 2013 Act has
introduced as a part of Corporate Governance:



the constitution of a National Financial Reporting
Authority (NFRA) under Section 132 of the Act to assist
in the framing and enforcement of legislation relating to
auditing and accounting. The constitution of the NFRA
will also improve the confidence of the investors and
stakeholders in the financial reporting of the entity;



fixed term for statutory auditors for listed entities and
such other specified entities has been introduced at
5 years. If an individual is appointed as an auditor
for 1 term of 5 consecutive years, such an individual
cannot be re-appointed as an auditor from the expiry
of his term and in case an audit firm is appointed as
auditor for 2 terms of 10 consecutive years, such
a firm cannot be reappointed as an auditor for the
next 5 years. This brings about a greater deal of
independence with which the auditors can execute
their functional responsibility;



the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility has
been introduced and companies exceeding a certain
threshold of Net Worth, Turnover or Profit shall
definitely spend 2% of the average net profit of the
previous three years on CSR. Such companies must
formulate a CSR Committee which will draw up the
policy and identify the areas in which the amount may
be spent. The 2013 Act encourages the company
to spend such amounts in the local area in which
it is operating. This improves the responsiveness
of the company towards the environment, besides
concentrating on its business;



provisions with regard to the composition of the
Board, Woman Director, Role of Independent
Directors, Meetings of the Board and Constitution of
Statutory Committees;



Introduced a framework regarding entering into
Related Party Transactions by the Company;
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Has made e-voting compulsory for listed entities and
for entities which have more than 1000 shareholders;
Mandatory Internal Audit for listed companies and
certain closely held companies based on thresholds
of size;
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Vigil Mechanism to be introduced in listed entities,
companies which accept fixed deposits and those
which borrow from banks and financial institutions
beyond a certain threshold. Such a mechanism
enables the employees and other stakeholders to
bring to the notice of the management any unethical
behaviour or any instance of fraud.

SEBI (LODR) REGULATIONS, 2015
[LISTING REGULATIONS]
Listed entities, apart from complying with the requirements of
the Companies Act, must also comply with the provisions of
the Listing Regulations on Corporate Governance enshrined
in the Principles (Regulation 4) and the Regulations are
essentially based on these principles and the understanding
is that in case of an ambiguity between the Principles and the
Regulations, the principles shall prevail.
The Principles require that shareholders be given the right to
participate in meetings, be sufficiently informed of the decisions
regarding fundamental corporate changes, participate in voting
process, be provided with an opportunity to ask questions of
the Board of Directors, suitable mechanism for addressing
the investor grievances and the protection of the minority
shareholders from abusive actions by controlling shareholders,
The Principles also require that timely information be provided
to the shareholders and an equitable treatment be given to all
the shareholders, irrespective of the number of shares held
by them. The principles also require a listed entity to devise
an effective whistle blower mechanism enabling stakeholders,
including individual employees and their representative bodies,
to freely communicate their concerns about illegal or unethical
practices. The Principles also cast certain responsibilities on
the board of directors and specifically require the Board of
Directors and senior management to facilitate the independent
directors to perform their role effectively as a member of the
board of directors and also a member of a committee of board
of directors.
Besides the above, the Regulations includes certain
requirements to be complied with regard to;



constitution of the Board of Directors, Meetings of
the Board, Woman Independent Director, Review
of the Performance of the Independent Directors,
Constitution of the Statutory Committees;
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Introduction of a framework for entering into Related
Party Transactions;



Introduction of a Vigil Mechanism Policy and provision
for non-victimisation of the Whistle Blower;



Disclosure of Pledge of shares or creation of
encumbrance by the Promoters;



Maintenance of a functional and updated website
containing truthful information;



Compulsory
dematerialization
of
promoters’
shareholdings and encouraging the public
shareholders to hold their shares in the dematerialized
form;



Compulsory e-voting facility to all shareholders;



Dissemination of voting results to the stock
exchanges;



Disclosure of reasons for the resignation of the
independent directors and auditors to the stock
exchanges;

Broad Heads
Definition of Independent
Director

Listed entities, apart from complying with
the requirements of the Companies Act,
must also comply with the provisions
of the Listing Regulations on Corporate
Governance enshrined in the Principles
(Regulation 4) and the Regulations are
essentially based on these principles and
the understanding is that in case of an
ambiguity between the Principles and the
Regulations, the principles shall prevail.


Top 1000 Companies by market capitalization to
include a Business Responsibility Report in their
Annual Report.

While it can be seen that there is a lot of commonality between
the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 and the SEBI
(LODR) Regulations, there are certain differences between the
two and the following table captures the same:

Provisions under the Listing Regulations
Apart from the provisions
Companies Act, 2013:

in

the

• Must be minimum of 21 years of age
• Must not a member of the promoter group.
• Must not have material pecuniary
relationship with the promoter, director,
associate
company,
holding
and
subsidiary
• Must not be a non-independent director
of another company in which a nonindependent director of the listed entity is
an independent director.
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Provisions under the Companies Act
1.

Cannot be a Managing Director or a
Whole Time Director or a nominee
Director

2.

a person of integrity and possesses
relevant expertise and experience;

3.

who is or was not a promoter of the
listed entity or its holding, subsidiary
or associate company;

4.

Who does not have any pecuniary
relationship with the listed entity
its holding, subsidiary or associate
company, or their promoters.

5.

Independent Director along with
relatives shall not hold more than
2% of the voting power of the
company

6.

None of th4e relatives of the
independent director should be
indebted to the company

7.

None of the relatives should have
given a guarantee or provided any
security for the indebtedness of a
third party to the company

8.

None of the relatives should have
any other pecuniary relationship
beyond the threshold limit.

9.

The independent director or any
of his relatives should not hold
or has held the position of a key
managerial personnel or is or has
been an employee of the listed
entity or its holding, subsidiary or
associate company
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Composition of Board of
Directors

10.

Independent director should not
be an employee or a partner of a
firm providing audit or consulting
services to the company

11.

Independent Director shall not be
a chief executive officer or director
of any nonprofit organisation that
receives 25% or more of its receipts
or corpus from the listed entity, any of
its promoters, directors or its holding,
subsidiary or associate company or
that holds two per cent or more of the
total voting power of the listed entity.

If Chairperson is executive or non-executive 1/3rd of the board of directors shall be
but is a promoter or related to the promoter independent.
/ senior management of the listed entity at
least 50% of the board shall be independent.
Top 1000 companies by market capitalization The Board shall have a woman director
must have at least one woman independent
director

Number of Directors

Must be at least 6 for the top 2000 companies Minimum shall be 3 directors

Appointment of Non-executive
directors after the age of 75

Will require the approval of the shareholders No such stipulation
by way of a special resolution at the general
meeting

Quorum for Board Meetings

1/3rd of the members of the board or 3 directors 1/3rd of the members of the Board or 2
whichever is higher and shall include at least directors whichever is higher
one independent director for the top 2000
companies by market capitalisation

Evaluation of the Independent
Directors by the entire board of
directors

Is specified as one of the functions of the Not specified
board of directors of a listed entity

Functions of the board

Specifies review of the Compliance of the Not specified
various statutes, to satisfy itself that there is
a succession plan in place and laying down
of a code of conduct for the board of directors
and senior management personnel

Minimum information

The minimum information to be placed before Not specified
the board of directors has been specified

Compliance Certificate

Compliance Certificate from CEO and CFO No such requirement
on the veracity of the financial statements and
that it does not contain any misstatements
has to be provided to the board of
directors

Number of companies on which
a person can serve as a director

Shall not be a director in more than 8 listed Not more than 10 public companies, which
entities and not more than 7 entities with will include private companies which are
effect from 01.04.2020
subsidiaries or holding companies of
public companies

Constitution of Audit Committee Minimum 3 members with 2/3rd independent
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Minimum 3 members with majority of them
being independent
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All must be financially literate and at least one Majority of the
of them should have accounting or financial financially literate
management expertise.

members

must

be

Quorum for meetings of audit
committee

1/3rd of the members or 2 whichever is higher, No such stipulation
with 2 members being independent

Constitution of the Nomination
and Remuneration Committee

Same as Companies Act, 2013

Quorum for the meetings of
Nomination and Remuneration
Committee

1/3rd of the members or 2 whichever is higher, No such stipulation
with 1 member being independent

Stakeholders Relationship
Committee

Handles the interest of equity shareholders, Includes the interest of fixed deposit
debenture holders and other security holders. holders also
Does not include fixed deposit holders.

3 or more non-executive directors, of which
½ shall be independent. Chairperson of
the company can be a member, but not
the Chairperson of the Committee

Besides, reviews the measures taken
for effective exercise of voting rights by
shareholders, adherence to the service
standards adopted by the entity in respect
of various services being rendered by the
Registrar & Share Transfer Agent and reviews
the various measures and initiatives taken
by the listed entity to reduce the quantum
of unclaimed dividends and ensuring timely
receipt of dividend.
Risk Management Committee

Mandatory for top 500 companies by Market No such specification
Capitalisation

Risk Management Policy

No specific mention

Who is a Related Party

Definition is wider to include the related Defined under the Section 2(76) of the
parties as defined under the Section 2(76) of Companies Act
the Companies Act, 2013, Indian Accounting
Standards and also those who form part of
the promoter / promoter group apart from the
definition under the Companies Act.

What are Related Party
Transactions

All transactions with a related party whether Only those specified under Section 188
or not there is a consideration paid or payable and further if the transaction is not on
is included.
an arm’s length basis or in the ordinary
course of business.

Material Related Party
Transactions

A transaction with a related party shall be
considered material if the transaction(s) to
be entered into individually or taken together
with previous transactions during a financial
year, exceeds 10% of the annual consolidated
turnover of the listed entity as per the last
audited financial statements of the listed entity.

Mandatorily to be included in the Board
Report.

When any brand is used or for a royalty, any
payment of more than 5% of the consolidated
turnover shall be considered material.

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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Policy on Material related party
transactions

A policy to be devised and approved by the No such requirement
board of directors and such a policy to be
reviewed every three years

Omni-bus approval

Valid for a year

Shareholders’ Approval

All material related transactions require All transactions specified in Section 188
shareholders’ approval
which are not in the ordinary course of
business and on arms’ length basis require
shareholders’ approval

Voting on the Resolution

All related parties whether they are a party or Only the related parties to the transaction
not shall not vote to approve the resolution.
shall not vote to approve the resolution.

Meeting of the independent
directors

Must meet at least once a year

Similar stipulation

Familiarization Programme

A must for all independent directors

Although casts a responsibility to
continuously update themselves, no such
familiarization programme

Secretarial Audit

Must along with Annual Compliance Report

Only Secretarial Audit Report

Corporate Governance Report

To be filed quarterly, half-yearly and annually The Annual Report to contain Corporate
with the stock exchanges
Governance Report

Valid for a financial year

To include a Corporate Governance Report in
the Annual Report
Source: Compiled by the author

CONCLUSION

REFERENCES:

It can thus be seen that the regulatory authorities have sought
to usher in a robust corporate governance framework in India,
which is comparable to the best in the world. The journey is
well and truly on course, as India’s corporate governance
framework continues to evolve as a reference point.
CS
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“Change is the only constant”. In the matters of taxation, the quote is as relevant today as it was centuries
ago. Recent sweeping changes introduced by the Indian Government such as tax rate cuts, faceless assessment
and appeals, expanded tax collection at source regime, extension of scope of equalisation levy, and many
more, makes it clear that the pace of change has undoubtedly quickened over the years. The policy for
taxation of dividends in India has also witnessed many changes over the years. The flip-flop of dividend
taxation regime in India, from time to time, with imposing and removing Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT),
was guided by varied objectives. With the removal of the DDT and revert to the classical system, the
Government has answered another persistent demand of the industry.

Pramod Achuthan*
Partner - Tax & Regulatory Services
Ernst & Young LLP
Pune
pramod.achuthan@in.ey.com

BACKGROUND

T

he revert to the system of taxation of dividend in the hands
of the shareholder at the applicable tax rates marks a roll
back to the classical system of taxation, which was anyway
prevalent since 1 April 1961. This article analyses the
dividend taxation regime followed by the Government under
two distinct heads namely
I.

Taxation of Dividends – Post Finance Act 2020

II.

Taxation of Dividends – Pre-Finance Act 2020

I. TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS - POST
FINANCE ACT 2020


The new regime- classical system of taxation
The Finance Act 2020 has introduced a landmark and
welcome amendment, with effect from 1 April 2020, by
abolishing DDT which was levied at an effective rate of
20.56% in the hands of the Indian distributing company
and switching over to the classical system of taxation of
dividend income in the hands of the shareholder at the 
applicable tax rates as was prevalent from 1961 to 1997
and for a brief period from 2002-2003.

* The author acknowledges the contributions of his colleagues Mitesh Thakkar
and Divya Khushwani to this article
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*Government of India has reduced the WHT rates by 25% for residents for distributions during current financial year (effective from 14 May
2020 till 31 March 2021) as part of COVID-19 direct tax relief measures. Accordingly, the WHT rate for dividends paid to resident
shareholders has been considered as 7.5% as against 10%.

*Government of India has reduced the WHT rates by 25%
for residents for distributions during current financial year
(effective from 14 May 2020 till 31 March 2021) as part of
COVID-19 direct tax relief measures. Accordingly, the WHT
Every time there is a change, the first question that comes to one’s mind is why the change?
rate for dividends paid to resident shareholders has been
Rationale
for the shiftas
from
DDT regime
classical system
of taxation of dividend
considered
7.5%
astoagainst
10%.
While the WHT rate is 7.5%, the dividend income in the hands of individual shareholder falling in highest tax bracket would be chargeable
at the rate of 35.88% (including surcharge and cess) which was earlier chargeable at the rate of 42.74%.

► DDT regime - regressive

DDT regime
considered
regressive,
having
a distortive
effect inincome
cross-borderin
situations.
While
the was
WHT
rateas is
7.5%,
the
dividend
the hands
The new regime is introduced to usher an era of progressive system of taxing dividend.
of individual shareholder falling in highest tax bracket would
► No
credit of DDT
be
chargeable
at the rate of 35.88% (including surcharge and
The foreign investors faced challenges in availing the credit of DDT in their home jurisdiction
cess)
which
was
chargeable
the rate
of 42.74%.
since tax
was borne
by theearlier
payer company.
This resulted inat
significantly
increased
cost of
Indian investment/ operations. Under new regime, the non-resident shareholders would be
eligible to claim credit of tax on dividend income in their home jurisdiction, subject to
respective domestic tax laws and related documentation requirements. Additionally, the tax
on dividends may be reduced subject to eligibility for benefits under Double Taxation Avoidance
Agreement (DTAA or tax treaty) as compared to the DDT regime. This
is likely to improve
JANUARY
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attractiveness of Indian markets to foreign investors.

► Technological advancement
Single point of taxation under DDT regime was introduced to reduce compliance burden as
different shareholders would need to be chased for collecting tax. However, with the
development of technology, the compliance burden has reduced (online TDS system, availability
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Every time there is a change, the first question that comes to
one’s mind is why the change?


Rationale for the shift from DDT regime to classical
system of taxation of dividend



DDT regime - regressive
DDT regime was considered as regressive, having a
distortive effect in cross-border situations. The new regime
is introduced to usher an era of progressive system of
taxing dividend.



No credit of DDT
The foreign investors faced challenges in availing the
credit of DDT in their home jurisdiction since tax was
borne by the payer company. This resulted in significantly
increased cost of Indian investment/ operations. Under
new regime, the non-resident shareholders may be
eligible to claim credit of tax on dividend income in their
home jurisdiction, subject to respective domestic tax laws
and related documentation requirements. Additionally, the
tax on dividends may be reduced subject to eligibility for
benefits under Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement
(DTAA or tax treaty) as compared to the DDT regime. This
is likely to improve the attractiveness of Indian markets to
foreign investors.



Technological advancement
Single point of taxation under DDT regime was introduced
to reduce compliance burden as different shareholders
would need to be chased for collecting tax. However, with
the development of technology, the compliance burden
has reduced (online TDS system, availability of Form
26AS online, details linked with PAN etc), and chasing the
shareholders for recovering tax has become easy.
Key considerations



Protracted litigation
The Indian courts are riddled with the humongous problem
of pending cases related to disallowance of expenses
under section 14A of Income Tax Act, 1961 (ITA) read with
Rule 8D of Income-tax Rules, 1962 on earning exempt
dividend income in the hands of the shareholders. The
new regime would put an end to the disputes around such
section 14A disallowances.

While the scrapping of the DDT is hailed as a long-awaited
relief, there are certain aspects under the new regime that
require careful consideration.


Key facets of the new regime



Taxability of dividend in the hands of non-resident
shareholders
The tax on dividends in the hands of non-resident
shareholders, under the WHT model, may be reduced if
a non-resident shareholder is eligible for benefits under
an applicable tax treaty. Number of India’s tax treaties,
especially with key trade and investment partners such
as Australia, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland, UK, USA etc., provide for 10%/15%
WHT on dividends. Additionally, there are a few tax treaties
such as those with Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mauritius etc.
which provides for 5% WHT on dividends. Also, some
of India’s tax treaties have Most favoured Nation (MFN)
clause, which can be evaluated to see whether the
dividend WHT rate originally negotiated and prescribed
in the tax treaty can be further reduced. The following
aspects require careful consideration, specifically for the
purpose of determining the eligibility to claim the tax treaty
benefits:
Brief description

Qualification as person and
The tax treaty benefit can be claimed only by a taxpayer who is a “person” and
resident as per tax treaty provisions “resident” as defined in the relevant tax treaty. Whether a fiscally transparent
entity (like certain forms of limited liability companies and partnerships) are to be
considered as residents under a tax treaty has been a contentious issue in the
Indian context and would need to be specifically examined where the shareholder of
an Indian company is organized as a fiscally transparent entity.
Impact of Multilateral Instrument
(MLI) in India’s tax treaties

MLI in case of many countries is applicable now and it is recommended to be mindful
of the changes due to applicability of MLI (Principal Purpose Test (PPT) and/or
Limitation of Benefits (LOB) etc., are required to be satisfied for access to tax treaty)
while determining the taxability of dividends in the hands of foreign shareholders. The
PPT seeks to deny benefit under the tax treaty in every case where it is reasonably
possible to conclude that in the facts of the case, one of the principal purposes of an
arrangement or a transaction, is to obtain a tax benefit, directly or indirectly.

Beneficial ownership of dividend
income

A direct recipient of dividends may not qualify as a “beneficial owner” if from the very
inception of his status, the recipient’s right to use and enjoy the dividend is constrained
by a contractual and legal obligation to pass on the payment received to another
person. Thus, it needs to be examined whether the shareholder is the beneficial owner
of dividend income to be eligible for claiming tax treaty benefits.

Impact of General Anti-avoidance
Rule (GAAR)

GAAR was introduced in the ITA with effect from 1 April 2017 and gives wide powers
to the tax authorities to deny tax benefits arising from an “impermissible avoidance
arrangement”, including benefits from a tax treaty, if the main purpose of the
arrangement is to obtain the tax benefit and certain other conditions are satisfied.
The existence of intermediate holding company may be challenged by invoking the
provisions of GAAR. Thus, implications of GAAR to be separately evaluated
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Brief description

Applicability of MFN clause under Some Indian tax treaties (like Sweden, Netherlands, France, Swiss) have MFN clause
treaty to claim lower dividend tax whereby any reduced WHT rate provided subsequently to another OECD country can
rate
be extended to the former tax treaty. This clause has potential to reduce the dividend
tax rate to 5% as per most recently agreed treaties having such concessional rate.
However, the journey to access such beneficial tax rate through the MFN clause is not
straightforward. Some of the aspects that require detailed evaluation are:
-

Whether the protocol containing such MFN clause is applicable automatically or
requires a separate notification from the Indian Government.

-

The tax treaties (eg Slovenia, Colombia) having the 5% rate for dividend taxation
may have been negotiated by India when the corresponding country was not an
OECD member. Whether such lower rate can be accessed through the MFN
clause in other tax treaties after the corresponding country becomes an OECD
member?

-

Even if such claim can be made, should it be done at withholding stage itself by
the company distributing the dividend?

This is a vexed issue with limited guidance and hence is likely to be prone to litigation.
Perhaps, an application for lower WHT tax rate under section 197 of the ITA to Indian
Revenue Authorities or obtaining an advance ruling could be considered by the
taxpayers.
Other specific conditions under the Satisfaction of certain additional conditions that may exist in certain tax treaties such
treaty
as minimum shareholding requirement, minimum holding period etc.
Source: Compiled by the author

The foreign investors faced challenges
in availing the credit of DDT in their
home jurisdiction since tax was borne
by the payer company. This resulted in
significantly increased cost of Indian
investment/ operations. Under new
regime, the non-resident shareholders
may be eligible to claim credit of tax
on dividend income in their home
jurisdiction, subject to respective domestic
tax laws and related documentation
requirements.

Hence, a careful review of tax treaties, including the
wording of the MFN clause, along with synthesized texts
incorporating the MLI modifications, would be necessary
to determine treaty eligibility and appropriate WHT rate.


Withholding obligation for payer- A compliance
nightmare!
With the abolition of DDT, there have also crept in many
other consequential issues which need to be suitably
addressed. The shift to WHT model will certainly benefit
the companies that pay dividends – after all, they won’t
have to pay DDT @ 20.56%. Thus, the profit available
for distribution would get significantly enhanced which
the companies could plough back into their own business
or pass on to its shareholders. But at the same time, it
also casts onerous obligations (see diagram below) on
the distributing company to withhold taxes at appropriate
rates.



Taxation of dividend received from foreign subsidiary
(relevant for India outbound investment)
Another interesting controversy arises with the
introduction of section 80M under the new regime. As
specified above, section 80M has been introduced to
remove cascading effect and it, inter-alia, provides
deduction from the gross total income with respect to the
dividend received by a domestic company from its foreign
investee companies. (subject to satisfaction of prescribed
conditions).
Under the existing provisions of the ITA, dividend income
received by Indian company from foreign company is
taxable at a beneficial rate of 17.16%. Issue which now
arises is whether the total income of Indian company after
claiming deduction under section 80M includes dividend
income received from foreign company? – in other words,
whether the deduction under section 80M is against

 Taxation of dividend received from foreign subsidiary (relevant for India outbound investment)
Another
interesting controversy
arises with the introduction of section 80M under the new
CHARTERED
SECRETARY
regime. As specified above, section 80M has been introduced to remove cascading effect and it,
inter-alia, provides deduction from the gross total income with respect to the dividend received
by a domestic company from its foreign investee companies. (subject to satisfaction of prescribed
conditions).
Under the existing provisions of the ITA, dividend income received by Indian company from
foreign company is taxable at a beneficial rate of 17.16%. Issue which now arises is whether the
total income of Indian company after claiming deduction under section 80M includes dividend
income received from foreign company? – in other words, whether the deduction under section
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‘dividend income of Indian Company’ (‘View 1’) or whether
the said deduction could be allocated beneficially against
gross total income liable for higher rate of tax first and
correspondingly taxing balance income at concessional
rate of tax only (‘View 2’)?

Under the DDT regime, as specified
above, tax on dividends was levied in
the hands of the Indian distributing
company in the form of DDT at an
effective rate of 20.56%. The dividend
received was exempt in the hands of
the recipient shareholders. The issue
regarding restriction of DDT rate to tax
rates provided in the tax treaties for
taxation of dividends paid to non-resident
shareholders has been fiercely debated
over the last couple of years. The issue,
certainly, is not the one which either
litigant would cede easily.

The provisions of the ITA as well as budget documents
like the memorandum, budget speech are silent on this
aspect. Adoption of view 2 could help in optimizing tax
cost for Indian companies. Such an option will of course
need detailed technical evaluation and is likely to be very
litigative.
Having looked at some of the key facets of the new
regime, lets now look at the key controversy that
prevailed in the erstwhile DDT regime which has
been the subject matter of intense litigation in the
recent times.

of the tax treaty and ITA dealing with the dividends,
legislative history of DDT, Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties and various judicial precedents to come to this
conclusion. While the ruling is in favour of the taxpayer,
the Delhi ITAT restored the matter to the tax authority
for the limited purpose of verifying factual parameters
viz. whether the beneficial owner of dividend income
has permanent establishment (PE) in India and income
is effectively connected therewith, in which case the
reduced rate under the Germany tax treaty shall not be
applicable.

II. TAXATION OF DIVIDEND :
PRE-FINANCE ACT 2020


DDT regime: Can DDT rate be restricted to the lower
beneficial rate prescribed in the tax treaty?
Under the DDT regime, as specified above, tax on
dividends was levied in the hands of the Indian distributing
company in the form of DDT at an effective rate of 20.56%.
The dividend received was exempt in the hands of the
recipient shareholders. The issue regarding restriction
of DDT rate to tax rates provided in the tax treaties for
taxation of dividends paid to non-resident shareholders
has been fiercely debated over the last couple of years.
The issue, certainly, is not the one which either litigant
would cede easily.

While the Delhi ITAT in this case was concerned with
Germany tax treaty notified in 1996, the conclusion may
also apply to other tax treaties entered even on a later
date when the DDT regime was prevalent. Claim of lower
rate under tax treaty for DDT has been historically debated
as DDT has been looked as a tax on the company and not
on the shareholders. What we needed and now have is a
first direct judgement on merits on this issue. Corporates
which were hitherto awaiting a decision one way or the
other to judge the viability of the same can now consider
raising the claim before the relevant authorities for refund
of excess DDT paid in past years where DDT liability has
been discharged without considering tax treaty entitlement
of its shareholders.

In a recent path-breaking and landmark ruling pronounced
by the Delhi Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (‘ITAT’) in the
case of Giesecke & Devrient (India) Private Limited
[TS-522-ITAT-2020(DEL)] on the interplay of DDT and
tax treaty, it was upheld that DDT is effectively a tax
on dividend income and, hence, subject to tax treaty
obligation; even though for administrative convenience it
is tax on the company and not on the shareholder. The
Delhi Tribunal has in its ruling deep dived into provisions

The positive ruling on the subject is indeed a welcome
precedent and has far-reaching ramifications. The same
is however likely to be appealed by the tax department
before the High Court. The ruling may not be the final
word on the controversy, and one would need to watch its
progress up the judicial appeal hierarchy. In the interim,
taxpayers may proactively consider assessing the impact
of the ruling and evaluate measures to benefit from the
same.


Way forward: Alternate approaches to navigate
through DDT refunds
The Indian companies which are part of multi-national
enterprise group and which have, in the past, discharged
DDT liability without considering tax treaty entitlement of
its shareholders can consider taking a position to claim
the refund of excess DDT paid in years prior to ﬁnancial
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year 2020-21, if not already made, placing reliance on the
above mentioned ruling.
This can be achieved by various alternatives means
such as by (i) Filing of additional grounds before the
appellate authorities where the case is pending (there
are judgements from the ITAT on the admissibility of
additional ground in appeal on this count) (ii) Claim before
the assessing officer during the ongoing assessment
proceedings (iii) Filing a refund application under section
237 of the ITA before the assessing officer (iv) Filing
application before the AAR seeking ruling on applicability
of the beneficial treaty rate.
With respect to such claims, there are various
considerations at play, such as: (i) for how many past years
can the refund claim be made; (ii) in case of ongoing tax
proceedings, at what stage and in what manner a refund
claim should be initiated; (ii) who should be filing for the
refund claim as the DDT is paid by the Indian entity and
not the shareholder; (iv) analysing treaty eligibility of the
non-resident shareholders before making a claim.
The above aspects need to be suitably considered while
navigating through the DDT refunds.

III. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Be it the companies which have been declaring dividend
in past or the companies planning to declare the dividend
CHARTERED SECRETARY

in future, there are important aspects both under the DDT
regime and under the new regime, that needs to be carefully
looked at.
The new regime is a mixed bag where there are both losers
and gainers. It would be beneficial for few categories of
shareholders but taxing on others with resident shareholders
mostly being negatively impacted. The companies distributing
dividends should ensure proper diligence to assess the
applicable WHT rates for each categories of the shareholders
keeping in mind commercial and tax considerations, maintain
adequate documentation to substantiate the position adopted
and ensure all compliances are suitably undertaken – to
mitigate the risk of non-compliance and resulting tax costs.
Taxpayers would need to be well prepared to demonstrate
their treaty entitlement claim (beneficial ownership, MFN,
MLI, GAAR implications etc). Further, foreign investors
would need to evaluate the impact of the change in
dividend taxation system on their Indian legal entity and
holding structures and give a careful consideration to
implications on taxation of cross-border dividend flows from
Indian operations.
The Delhi ITAT recent ruling does open the door for companies
to evaluate and claim a refund of excess DDT paid in the
past with respect to dividends distributed to non-resident
shareholders, if the conditions for tax treaty entitlement are
satisfied.
CS
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RBI Working Group recommends changes to
Banking Guidelines
Post the Liberalization Policy of 1993, there have been several rounds of private banking licenses issued
sequentially, with the On-Tap Licensing Regime of Universal Banks of 2016 being the latest regulation
governing private sector banks in India. Differentiated banking licenses have also been given out by RBI to
Local Area Banks, Small Finance Banks and Payments Banks. The provisions of the regulations governing
various rounds of banking licenses have not been uniform raising concerns over the uniformity of regulation.
With a view to conduct a holistic review of the banking regulations and harmonize them, the RBI’s Internal
Working Group has set out some recommendations in its recently submitted Report.
to redefine the Indian Banking eco-system. The aforesaid
Report has been put up for public comments.
In this Article, the author has examined the recommendations
suggested by the IWG in its Report and their potential impact
if enacted as law.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS OF IWG
1. Cap on promoters’ shareholding and non-promoters’
shareholding to be increased in the long run (i.e. 15 years)

Abdullah Fakih, FCS
Mumbai
abdullahfakih@gmail.com

BACKGROUND

O

n account of multiple regulations issued by Reserve Bank
of India (‘RBI’) over the last couple of decades governing
licensing of private banks in India, there are number of banks
working under different regulatory regimes which has the
potential to raise concerns about uneven playing field as
well as scope for regulatory arbitrage. Against this backdrop,
an Internal Working Group (‘IWG’) was set up by the RBI
on 12 June 2020 under the leadership of Dr. P K Mohanty,
to examine and review the extant licensing and regulatory
guidelines relating to ownership and control, corporate
structuring and other related issues governing Indian private
sector banks.
IWG has recently issued its Report on 20 November 2020
(‘Report’) suggesting several sweeping changes to the
banking regulations which, if adopted, have the potential
Parameter

Guidelines
for
Licensing of New
Banks in the Private
Sector dated 22
February 2013 (2013
Guidelines)



Cap on promoters’ stake in the long run of 15 years
may be raised from the current levels of 15% to 26%
of the paid-up voting equity share capital of the bank.



Promoters who have already diluted their holdings to
below 26%, will be permitted to raise their holding to
26%.



Dispensation with the requirement of intermediate
sub-targets for dilution of promoters’ stake (dilution
schedule under the extant RBI Guidelines is provided
in the table below). However, at the time of issue of
licenses, the promoters may submit a dilution schedule
which may be examined and approved by RBI.



Non-promoter shareholding in long run may be
replaced by a simple cap of 15% of the paid-up
voting equity share capital of the bank, for all types of
shareholders.

Below is a comparative position on shareholding, lock-in
requirements and dilution schedule for promoters prescribed
under the extant RBI Guidelines:

Guidelines for ‘On
tap’ Licensing of
Universal Banks in
the Private Sector
dated 1 August 2016
(Universal
Bank
Guidelines 2016)

Guidelines for ‘On
tap’ Licensing of
Small Finance Banks
in the Private Sector
dated 5 December
2019 (SFB Guidelines
2019)

IWG
recommendation

Minimum initial holding and
40% of paid up voting equity capital
lock-in period
Lock-in period - 5 years
Dilution schedule for excess Within 3 years - 40% Within 5 years - 40% Within 5 years - 40% Within 5 years - 40%
above minimum required
Within 10 years - 20% Within 10 years - 30% Within 10 years - 30% Within 15 years – 26%
capital (40 %) (from date of
commencement of business) Within 12 years - 15% Within 15 years - 15% Within 15 years - 15%
Source: Compiled by the author
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Given below is a comparative analysis of limits on nonpromoter shareholding in the long run under the extant RBI
Master Direction on Ownership in Private Sector Banks,
Directions, 2016 dated 12 May 2016 vis-à-vis the IWG
recommendation:
Category

Existing
Guidelines

IWG
recommendation

Natural person

10 %*

15%

Non-financial
institution/ entities
Financial
Institutions which
are non-regulated
or non-diversified
or non-listed
Financial
Institutions which
are regulated,
well diversified
and listed /
supranational
institution / public
sector undertaking
/ Government
Higher stake
/ strategic
investment by
promoters / nonpromoters through
capital infusion
by domestic or
foreign entities /
institution

10 %
15 %

40 %

On a case
to case
basis under
exceptional
circumstances
as permitted by
the RBI

On a case to
case basis under
exceptional
circumstances as
permitted by the RBI

the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (FEMA)]
are permitted to convert into a Universal Bank, provided
the promoters meet the ‘fit and proper’ criteria including a
10-year track record of successful operations. However, an
NBFC, which is a part of a group that has total assets of
₹ 5,000 crore or more and whose non-financial business
accounts for 40% or more in terms of total assets / in terms
of gross income, is not eligible for conversion into a bank.


Well run large NBFCs with an asset size of ₹ 50,000
crore and above, including those which are owned by
a corporate house, may be considered for conversion
into banks provided they have completed 10 years of
operations and meet the due diligence criteria and satisfy
the specified safeguards including:

Meeting all regulatory norms such as capital
adequacy ratio, etc.



Gross Non-Performing Assets (GNPAs) and Net
Non-Performing Assets (NNPAs) below a prescribed
threshold.

Source: Compiled by the author
*% is expressed as a percentage of paid up voting equity
capital
Diversified non-promoter shareholding is likely to encourage
better corporate governance.
2. To allow large corporates / industrial / business houses
to set-up banks and certain large-sized NBFCs to convert
to banks
a.



No serious regulatory concerns over their functioning.



Operating well with net profit made in past three
years.



Dilution of the promoter group holding in the NBFC to
49% before making an application for conversion into
a bank.



Faster dilution schedule vis-a-vis newly set-up banks
– Maximum promoters’ holding to be brought down to
26% in 10 years.

Large corporates / industrial / business houses:




“Large corporate” / “industrial” / “business houses”
may be permitted to promote banks which was hitherto
not allowed under the extant banking guidelines. In
this context, “large corporate” / “industrial” / “business
houses” has been defined as a group having total
assets of ₹ 5,000 crore or more, where the nonfinancial business of the group accounts for more
than 40% in terms of total assets or gross income.
Necessary amendments should be made to the
Banking Regulation Act, 1949 to prevent connected
lending and exposures between the banks and
other financial and non-financial group entities and
strengthening of the supervisory mechanism for large
conglomerates, including consolidated supervision.

b.

Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFC):



Under the extant Universal Bank Guidelines, 2016,
NBFCs that are controlled by residents [as defined under
CHARTERED SECRETARY



Certain other safeguards, as prescribed in the 2013
Guidelines may also be suitably considered for conversion
of NBFCs into banks, some of which are as follows:




Promoter / Promoter Group will be permitted to set up
a bank only through a wholly owned Non-Operative
Financial Holding Company (NOFHC). Other norms
as prescribed in the 2013 Guidelines relating to
corporate structure of the NOFHC, shareholding
by NOFHC, corporate governance of NOFHC,
Prudential Norms for the NOFHC and their Exposure
norms, may also be made applicable, with suitable
amendments.
They should not be allowed to have their own banking
operations through the bank they have promoted.
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Cap on promoters’ stake in the long run
of 15 years may be raised from the current
levels of 15% to 26% of the paid-up voting
equity share capital of the bank.


Inherent conflict of interest could be addressed
through strong regulation relating to connected
lending, mutual lending to each other’s sponsor
groups, ring-fencing of the activities, governance
standards and exposures.



‘Fit and proper’ status and background of promoter
directors and top executives should be rigorously
examined.



No objection certificate of promoters’ credentials,
integrity and background should be taken not only
from banks and other regulatory agencies but also
from investigating agencies like Central Bureau of
Investigation, Enforcement Directorate, Income Tax
authorities, etc.



Large corporate / industrial houses promoting banks
must have diversified ownership.



Promoter / Promoter Groups’ business model and
business culture should not be misaligned with
the banking model and their business should not
potentially put the bank and the banking system at
risk on account of group activities such as those
which are speculative in nature or subject to high
asset price volatility.

It is interesting to note that the IWG has spoken of large
corporate houses and NBFCs as separate categories of
entities for assessing eligibility criteria to promote banks.
The moot point here would be in a situation where a large
Parameter

Minimum
initial paid-up
voting equity
share capital /
net worth

corporate house also has a large-sized NBFC, which is often
the case, under which bracket would the RBI assess the
eligibility of the would-be promoter – as a large corporate
house or as an NBFC?
3.

Prior period experience to promote banks


While the IWG has not recommended any change in
the provisions relating to eligibility of individual and
entities / groups for promotion of SFB and universal
banks as provided under the respective guidelines,
it has recommended that the eligibility criteria
for individuals may be made consistent between
universal banks and SFBs to include individuals/
professionals who are ‘residents’ (as defined in
FEMA) and should also be an ‘Indian Citizen’ (as
defined in the Citizenship Act, 1955).



The assessment of Indian citizenship under the
Citizenship Act, 1955, as an eligibility parameter
would be a first under the banking law regime.



For Payments Banks intending to convert to a Small
Finance Bank (SFB), track record of three years of
experience as a Payments Bank may be considered
as against the existing requirement of having a trackrecord of five years of experience as a Payments
Bank.

4. Minimum initial capital / net worth required for licensing
new banks
The IWG has recommended to enhance the requirement of
minimum initial paid-up voting equity share capital / net worth
to promote a bank. A comparative analysis of minimum initial
paid-up voting equity share capital / net worth requirement
under the extant RBI guidelines vis-à-vis the recommendation
of IWG is provided below:

Universal Bank

SFB

Universal
IWG
Bank
recommendation
Guidelines
2016

SFB
IWG
Guidelines recommendation
2019

₹ 500 crore

₹ 200 crore

₹ 1000 crore

₹ 300 crore

Urban Co-operative Banks
transiting to SFBs
SFB Guidelines
2019

IWG
recommendation

₹ 100 crore
₹ 150 crore
which will have
which will have
to be increased
to be increased
to ₹ 200 crore
to ₹ 300 crore
within five years
within five years
from the date of
from the date of
commencement of commencement of
business
business

Source: Compiled by the author
The recommendation to increase capital requirements across
the board is expected to shore-up capital adequacy of banks.
5. Corporate Structure – Non-Operative Financial Holding
Company (NOFHC):


Under the extant Universal Bank Guidelines, 2016, in case
the individual promoters / promoting entities / converting
entities have other group entities, the bank shall be set
up only through an NOFHC. Also, under the extant SFB
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Guidelines, 2019, if there is an intermediate company
between the SFB and its promoting entity, it should be an
NOFHC.


The IWG has recommended that NOFHCs should continue
to be the preferred structure for all new licenses to be issued
for Universal Banks. However, NOFHC may be mandatory
only in cases where the individual promoters / promoting
entities / converting entities have other group entities.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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Banks currently under NOFHC structure may be allowed
to exit from such a structure if they do not have other
group entities in their fold.



Banks licensed before 2013 may move to an NOFHC
structure at their discretion. Once the NOFHC structure
attains a tax-neutral status, all banks licensed before
2013 shall move to the NOFHC structure within five years
from announcement of tax-neutrality.



RBI should engage with the Government to ensure that
the tax provisions treat the NOFHC as a pass-through
structure.



RBI may frame suitable regulations to prevent banks from
undertaking different activities through subsidiaries / Joint
Ventures / associates till the NOFHC structure is made
feasible and operational including the following:






The bank and its existing Subsidiaries / JVs /
Associates should not be allowed to engage in
similar activity that a bank is permitted to undertake
departmentally. The term ‘similar activity’ may be
defined clearly.
If a group entity desires to continue undertaking any
lending activity, the same shall not be undertaken by
the bank departmentally and the group entity shall
be subject to the prudential norms as applicable to
banks for the respective business activity.
Banks should not be permitted to form / acquire
/ associate with any new entity [subsidiary, JV or

Parameter

Listing
requirement

Universal Bank

“Large corporate” / “industrial” / “business
houses” may be permitted to promote
banks which was hitherto not allowed
under the extant banking guidelines.
Associate (>20% stake – signifying significant
influence or control)] or make fresh investments
in existing Subsidiaries / JVs / Associates for any
financial activity. Investments in Asset Reconstruction
Companies (ARCs) may be as per extant norms.


However, banks may be permitted to make total
investments in financial or non-financial services
company which is not a Subsidiary / JV / Associate
up to 20% of the bank’s paid up share capital and
reserves, subject to all other conditions of the RBI
Guidelines on para-banking.



Banks should put in place group-wide capital
management policy with respect to risks faced by its
Subsidiaries / JVs / Associates, subject to supervisory
review.

The banks must be required to fully comply with these
regulations within a period of two years.
6. Listing Requirements
The listing requirements under the extant RBI Guidelines visà-vis the recommendation of IWG is provided below:

SFBs to be set up in future

Existing SFBs and payments
banks
Universal Bank IWG
SFB
IWG
SFB
IWG
Guidelines 2016 recommendation Guidelines recommendation Guidelines
recommendation
2019
2019
Six years
Six years (no
Within six years
Mandatory
Within six years
change)
from the date
listing within from the date of
of reaching net
three years of reaching net worth
worth equivalent
reaching the equivalent ₹ 500
to prevalent
net worth of ₹ crore or ten years
entry capital
500 crore for from the date of
requirement
the first time. commencement
prescribed for
of operations,
Universal Banks
whichever is
or ten years
earlier.
from the date of
commencement
of operations,
whichever is
earlier.

Source: Compiled by the author
The longer time period for listing of SFBs, as recommended
by IWG is likely to give a breather to some of the SFBs which
have been recently set-up.
7. Pledge of shares by promoters of banks
The extant Guidelines for Universal Banks and SFBs do not
prescribe any restrictions as regards pledging of shares by
promoters of banks. In this context, the IWG has made the
following recommendations:
CHARTERED SECRETARY



Pledge of shares by promoters during the lock-in
period, which amounts to bringing the unencumbered
promoters’ shares below the prescribed minimum
threshold, should be disallowed.



In case invocation of the pledge results in purchase
/ transfer of shares of such bank beyond 5% of the
total shareholding of the bank, without prior approval
of RBI, it may restrict the voting rights of such pledgee
till the pledgee applies to the RBI for regularization of
acquisition of these shares.
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RBI may also introduce a reporting mechanism for
pledging of shares by promoters of private sector
banks.

The IWG recommendations to impose restrictions on pledging
of shares by promoters is a welcome step to avoid breach of
minimum shareholding of promoters during the lock-in period
and will also avoid situations where the lender may acquire
more than 5% shares of the bank which would ordinarily
require RBI approval, upon invocation of the pledge in cases
of default.
8. American Depository Receipts (ADRs) / Global
Depository Receipts (GDRs) issued by banks
The extant Guidelines for Universal Banks and SFBs do
not contain any specific provisions regarding exercise
of voting rights in relation to the ADRs / GDRs issued by
banks. In this context, the IWG has made the following
recommendations:




RBI may advise banks to seek its prior approval
before entering into agreements with depositories.
Wherever promoters hold more than 15% holding,
one option may be to advise banks to modify the
Depository Agreement to assign no voting rights to
depositories. This may be enforced contractually
through a suitable clause in the agreement with
the depositories.
It is advisable to explicitly reckon the holdings by
DR holders through appropriate disclosure of these
holders to the investee banks. This would enable
combining the direct and indirect shareholding
in the bank for the purpose of compliance with
the shareholding cap as well as for arriving at
the effective voting rights of a shareholder in
the bank.



The banks may also enter into an agreement with
the depository in order to disclose the list of holders
of depository receipts issued by them to the bank.
This will also comply with the ‘Framework for issue of
Depository Receipts’ issued by SEBI.



However, in view of complexities in various statutes
/ regulations involved in the matter, RBI should
examine all the legal aspects before making any
changes to the regulation in this regard.

The IWG recommendations are a step towards promoting
better corporate governance by restricting undue influence of

The IWG has recommended that NOFHCs
should continue to be the preferred
structure for all new licenses to be issued
for Universal Banks. However, NOFHC
may be mandatory only in cases where
the individual promoters / promoting
entities / converting entities have other
group entities.
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banks’ boards on depositories as regards exercise of voting
rights accruing to ADR / GDR holders. These steps are also
expected to achieve transparency in disclosure of ownership
in Banks held by way of ADR / GDR.
9. Harmonization of various licensing guidelines


RBI may take steps to ensure harmonization and
uniformity in different bank licensing guidelines, to
the extent possible.



Whenever new licensing guidelines are issued, if new
rules are more relaxed, benefit should be given to
existing banks, and if new rules are tougher, legacy
banks should also conform to the stricter new
regulations, but a non-disruptive transition path may
be provided to affected banks.

CONCLUSION
The recommendations of IWG, when enacted as law, are
expected to give an impetus to the banking business in
India and may also liberalize the grant of licenses in the
private banking sector. The recommendation to allow
large corporates / industrial houses to set-up banking
practice should be thoroughly thought through before being
implemented, particularly keeping in mind the concerns
surrounding connected lending and exposures between
banks and other financial and non-financial group entities.
Based on public comments received on the IWG’s Report,
one may soon expect changes in the Indian banking
law regime.
CS
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Undoubtedly, CSR is an important and progressive concept for socio-economic development brought under
the Companies Act. However, after over half a decade of its implementation with three legislative amendments
in 2017, 2019 and 2020, looking at it closely, there is no doubt that there is some success but there is a long
way to go to achieve fully the objectives of CSR. In this article, quite a few initiatives are suggested to create
the desired impact of CSR.

SUBSEQUENT AMENDMENTS
The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2017
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T

he concept of social responsibility is deeply ingrained in
Indian ethos. There is an age old tradition of ‘Dharmada”a practice followed by traditional businesses to set aside
a small amount on each sale or a percentage of profits for
charitable work such as giving of alms or constructing public
utilities like ‘Dharamshala’, ‘Piao’ and the like. Similarly,
there are strong traditions of charity or spending for public
good in one way or the other in all religions and communities
in India.

1.

Eligibility criteria for the purpose of constituting the CSR
Committee and incurring expenditure towards CSR would
be determined based on immediately preceding financial
year in place of preceding three financial years.

2.

Composition of CSR committee with two or more directors
was permitted in case the company was not required to
appoint independent director.

3.

The scope of CSR activities to be undertaken by an eligible
company was enlarged as “in areas or subject, specified
in Schedule VII” in place of “as specified in Schedule VII”.

4.

It also empowered the Central Government to prescribe
sums which would not be included for calculating ‘net
profit’ of a company under section 135.

The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2019
Through the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2019, the concept
of ‘comply or explain” has been replaced by mandating transfer
of unspent amount to a Fund specified in Schedule VII.
1.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
(CSR) UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
The Companies Bill, 2008 and later the Companies Bill, 2009
as introduced in Lok Sabha did not contain any provision
relating to CSR. However, during deliberations on the Bill in
the Parliamentary Department related Standing Committee,
at the suggestion of members, the Government agreed
to incorporate a provision requiring bigger companies to
make disclosures about their CSR policies and activities.
Every company having net worth of Rs. 500 crore or more
or turnover of Rs. 1000 crore or more or net profit of Rs. 5
crore or more was mandated to constitute CSR Committee
to recommend CSR policy and the CSR activities to be
undertaken, amount to be incurred on identified activities and
monitor the implementation of the policy. Further, every such
company was required to ensure spending 2% of profits on
CSR and where the company failed to spend such amount,
it was required to specify the reasons for not spending the
amount. The concept was ‘comply or explain’. CSR policy
was to relate to activities to be undertaken by the company
as specified in Schedule VII and the expenditure thereon,
excluding activities undertaken in pursuance of normal
course of business.
*The views expressed are the personal views of the author
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The amendments, inter alia, provided for:
a)

carrying forward the unspent CSR amounts, to a
special account to be spent within three financial
years and transfer thereafter to the Fund specified in
Schedule VII, in case of an ongoing project; and

b)

transferring the unspent amounts to the Fund
specified under Schedule VII, in other cases.

2.

It was clarified that the average of net profits for calculating
2% spend would be based on the preceding financial
years where the company has not completed the period
of three years since its incorporation,

3.

In case of contravention, the company would be punishable
with fine which shall not be less than Rs. 50,000 but
which may extend to Rs. 25 lakh and every officer of
such company who is in default would be punishable with
imprisonment for a term which may extend to 3 years or
with fine which shall not be less than Rs. 50,000 but which
may extend to Rs. 5 lakh, or with both;

4.

Further, the Central Government may give such general or
special directions to a company or class of companies as
it considers necessary to ensure compliance of provisions
of this section and such company or class of companies
shall comply with such directions.

The amendments made by the Companies (Amendment) Act,
2019 have not yet been enforced.
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The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020*
The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020 has made the
following amendments:
a)

b)

c)

Companies, which spend an amount in excess of the
requirement of 2%, will be allowed to set off excess
amount against their obligation in such number of
succeeding financial years and in such manner, as
may be prescribed.
If a company is in default in spending 2% or transfer
the unspent amount to the Fund specified in Schedule
VII, the penalty structure was changed and the
offence was brought within the in-house adjudication
framework of MCA i.e. The company would be liable
to a penalty of twice the amount of unspent CSR
amount or Rs. one crore, whichever is less and an
officer in default would be liable to a penalty of onetenth amount of unspent CSR amount or Rs. two
lakh, whichever is less.
The requirement of constitution of CSR Committee
shall not be applicable, in case the amount required
to be spent does not exceed Rs. 50 lakh.

*The amendments made by the Companies (Amendment)
Act, 2020 have not yet been enforced.

RECENT CHANGES IN THE COMPANIES
(CSR POLICY) RULES, 2014
MCA has amended the CSR Policy Rules on 24th August,
2020 to provide that a company which, in its normal course
of business, does research and development (R&D) activity
of new vaccine, drugs and medical devices is now permitted
to incur CSR expenditure to undertake R&D activity of new
vaccine, drugs and medical devices related to COVID-19 for
financial years 2020-21, 2021-22 and 2022-23 subject to the
conditions thati)

such R&D activities are carried out in collaboration with
any of the institutes or organizations mentioned in item
(ix) of Schedule VII to the Act; and

ii)

details of such activity are disclosed separately in the
Annual Report on CSR included in the Board’s Report.

RECENT CHANGES IN SCHEDULE VII
(ILLUSTRATIVE LIST OF CSR ACTIVITIES)
MCA has amended Schedule VII three times vide
Notifications dated 26/05/2020, 23/06/2020 and 24/08/2020

to provide that the companies may also contribute the CSR
amount towards the following:
a)

PM Cares Fund;

b)

Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) and Central
Para Military Forces (CPMF) veterans, and their
dependents including widows;

c)

R&D projects in the field of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Medicine funded by the Central
Government or State Government or any agency or
PSU of the Central Government or State Government;
and

d)

Autonomous Bodies established by the Department
of Pharmaceuticals and Ministry of AYUSH.

OBJECTIVE OF CSR
The underlying objective of CSR, as can be seen, is to
utilize the huge pool of proficiency, knowledge and talent
available with corporates in undertaking activities for the
common good of the society and the communities in which
the corporates operate. Had the idea been of a straight state
imposition, the Government would have simply levied a cess
on corporate profits for creation of a corpus for deployment
on developmental works. But that was never the idea. The
thinking has been to actively utilize the managerial talent and
entrepreneurship possessed by the corporates in undertaking
CSR activities, which would, in fact have a multiplier effect.
The individual CSR initiatives gain added significance for the
corporate as these activities directly affect brand image of
the company and its products or services and in the process
impact its various stakeholders be they investors, vendors,
employees and customers.

MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE TO FULFIL
THE OBJECTIVE
Undoubtedly, CSR is an important and progressive concept for
socio-economic development brought under the Companies
Act. However, after over half a decade of its implementation
with three legislative amendments in 2017, 2019 and 2020,
looking at it closely, it has been noted that though there is
some success there is a long way to go to achieve fully the
objectives of CSR.
The following table gives an overview of the CSR activities
of the companies over the first five years since the
provisions relating to CSR was introduced by the Companies
Act, 2013

Amount spent in CSR Activities
FY
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19

Total No. of
Total no. of
%age of
Total CSR
Companies companies liable
companies
prescribed
but not reporting complied with CSR amount (in Cr.)
16,548
6,130
63%
17,141
18,290
5,335
71%
17,044
19,532
6,350
67%
19,790
21,337
9,753
54%
23,248
24,902
NA
NA
NA

Total amount
spent on CSR
(in Cr.)
10,066
14,504
14,312
13,327
18,653

Compliance in terms
of CSR expenditure
(%)
59%
85%
72%
57%
NA

Source: Report of the High-Level Committee on Corporate Social Responsibility 2018 and National CSR Portal (Government Website).
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Top 10 State for amount spent in CSR Activities
Sr.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

State

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Total

Percentage

Maharashtra
Karnataka
Gujarat
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Delhi
Odisha
Rajasthan
Uttar Pradesh
Haryana

1446
403
313
414
540
237
252
300
149
187

2052
785
551
1294
633
493
624
501
424
376

2488
888
871
753
551
521
317
325
328
390

2546
957
775
269
627
551
469
264
301
265

2847
1222
1059
643
823
662
683
546
477
335

11379
4255
3570
3373
3174
2464
2345
1936
1679
1553

15.96%
5.97%
5.01%
5.23%
4.45%
3.46%
3.29%
2.72%
2.36%
2.18%

Source: National CSR Portal (Government Website)

Data shows that States where poverty levels are low such as Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, and Delhi,
CSR spend over the last few years accounted for as much as 35.63% while States with the highest concentration of backward
districts received only 15% during the same period.
Top Sectors for amount spent in CSR Activities
Sr.
No.

State

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Total

Percentage

1.

Education and Differently Abled
Livelihood

3188

4921

5559

5822

7499

26989

37.87%

2.

Health, Eradicating Hunger
Poverty and Malnutrition, Safe
Drinking Water and Sanitation

2525

4633

3658

3316

4958

19090

26.79%

3.

Rural Development

1059

1376

1554

1479

2309

7777

10.91%

4.

Environment Animal Welfare and
Conservation of Resources

854

971

1317

1362

1517

6021

8.45%

5.

Not mentioned

1338

1051

389

1

88

2867

4.02%

6.

Gender Equality, Women
Empowerment, Old Age Homes
and Reducing Inequalities

190

342

468

500

518

2018

2.83%

7.

Any Other Fund

277

334

419

255

710

1995

2.80%

8.

Prime Minister's National Relief
Fund

228

218

158

162

300

1066

1.50%

9.

Heritage Art and Culture

117

119

305

284

190

1015

1.42%

10.

Swachh Bharat Kosh

113

325

184

213

94

929

1.30%

11.

Encouraging Sports

57

140

180

228

295

900

1.26%

12.

Slum Area Development

101

14

51

35

50

251

0.35%

13.

Other Sectors (Technology
Incubator and Benefits to Armed
Forces and Admin Overheads

9

37

61

43

120

270

0.38%

14.

Clean Ganga Fund

5

33

24

4

5

71

0.10%

Source: National CSR Portal (Government Website)

Data shows that majority of the CSR spend was on education sector followed by healthcare.
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The above table shows that many companies had not reported their corporate social responsibility activity to the government,
and several companies had not spent the full amount required to be spent on CSR every year. Thus, more needs to be done to
achieve the desired level of compliance.

ARTICLE

CSR funds for better value creation

The individual CSR initiatives gain added
significance for the corporate as these
activities directly affect brand image of
the company and its products or services
and in the process impact its various
stakeholders be they investors, vendors,
employees and customers.
The lopsided CSR spends and outcomes certainly need to
be better aligned to the needs of the communities and the
nation. The following are some points and suggestions that
can contribute to making the CSR concept more meaningful
for all stakeholders.

FIRST SOME SUCCESS STORIES
1)

2)

3)

ITC: A conglomerate with business interests across
hotels, FMCG, agriculture and packaging sectors, ITC
Group, has been successful in creating sustainable
livelihood opportunities for six million people through its
CSR activities. Its CSR programs focus on:


Connecting farmers through
procuring agriculture products.

the

internet

for



Assisting farmers in converting wasteland to
pulpwood plantations.



Social empowerment programs through microenterprises or loans, to create sustainable
livelihoods.

TATA Chemicals: Tata Chemicals established Tata
Chemicals Society for Rural Development (TCSRD) in
1980 as a society and trust. It lays emphasis on the spirit of
participatory development by involving the beneficiaries
at each stage of the development process which ensures
viability and sustainability of the programmes. Since the
lockdown began, TCSRD has been actively supporting
the government by distributing disinfectants, stitching
masks, ensuring food security and providing medical
help to the communities it works with.
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL): BPCL
employees stood strong in the fight against the virus. They
made a collective contribution of INR 4.27 Crores from
their salaries. As part of its corporate social responsibility
for COVID-19 relief, the PSU organised ‘Swachhata
Pakhwada 2020’ from July 1 to 15, 2020. This special
initiative was in support of the Indian government’s
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. BPCL also tied up with an NGO
named Bisnouli Sarvodaya Gramodyog Sewa Sansthan
(BSGSS) for a cleanliness and awareness drive in Nuh
district of Haryana. The CSR team also went around
villages with a medical team and distributed special kits
comprising dustbins, face masks and a hand sanitizer
to 400 families. The medical team informed them of
precautionary measures.
Under the umbrella of “enabling quality education”, the
focus of BPCL CSR is on imparting holistic education,
preferably through technology apart from catering to
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adequate infrastructural facilities, access to education
and improvement of education systems. BPCL’s CSR
philosophy also includes involving the creation and
maintenance of toilets, associated sanitation facilities,
Waste Management initiatives leading to overall health
and hygiene for the communities.

SUGGESTIONS
Firstly, there is a need to sensitise the companies to
take CSR spend more seriously by scaling CSR activities
level as part of the MD or CEO’s job responsibility. This
will go a long way in giving the necessary message
down the line and inculcate a sense of involvement and
responsibility at all levels in the organization for social
development.
Secondly, it would be a good idea if companies are
encouraged to align their CSR policy with their business
model. Companies have huge pool of experienced manpower
whose proficiency and knowledge can help a lot if the
companies focus on using their skills – managerial, technical
etc. - while undertaking CSR activities. Using the managerial
talent of the company in CSR projects will in fact, have a
multiplier effect.
Thirdly, Schedule VII of Companies Act, 2013 specifies
the activities which may be undertaken as CSR activities.
However, there is a need to revisit the Schedule. As
rightly observed by the High Level Committee HLC
‘aligning Schedule VII with broader principles of holistic
development, instead of an activity-based prescriptive
approach, would better serve the inclusive and sustainable
development through participation of businesses’. Ideally,
the corporates should choose the activities closest to their
field of expertise and undertake CSR activities preferably in
areas/territories where the Government agencies have not
reached/penetrated and such activities are likely to make a
big social impact.
Fourthly, corporates should not enter into very large
mandates for CSR. Large projects like eradicating hunger,
poverty etc. requiring massive funds, should be left to the
Government. Spending by corporates in very large projects
requiring massive funds will not only not make much impact
but is unlikely to be successfully implemented apart from not
being in keeping with the spirit of CSR. Further, as rightly
suggested by HLC, contribution to Central Government
Funds like Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund or such other
funds as specified in schedule VII should be discontinued as
CSR spend since this negates the very concept of active
participation.
Fifthly, government should come out with some slogan
or theme/specific focus area every year for CSR spend,
for instance development of some specific sports and
promotion of rural and indigenous games. This will bring
about relevant focus to the needed areas instead of skewed
CSR activity in favour of just a few areas. Themes will help
focus on specific areas and regions which generally have
been neglected and can get the much needed thrust in the
theme year.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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Sixthly, the Government should create an online portal
showing the thrust areas/regions for CSR spends and the
areas/regions committed by individual corporates so that
the efforts are widespread and not duplicated. The problem
aggravates as the Rules recommend that companies
should give preference to local areas in their CSR spending
necessitating proper coordination of CSR projects across
companies in a particular region to prevent the duplication
of and overinvestment in similar types of CSR projects.
For the purpose, it would be desirable to form a section 8
company which is responsible to create and disseminate
various data relating to CSR on the portal including the
region wise and activity wise spends by various companies
along with impact report and the activities/areas remaining
unattended.
Seventhly, there is a need for assessment of quality
and efficacy of CSR spend. Therefore, there should be
a mechanism of impact assessment to be done in respect
of each CSR activity. Through impact assessment of
activities uploaded on the online portal, organisations can
communicate to their key stakeholders and the community
in general about the effect of the initiatives undertaken by the
company for social good. The companies should also keep
in mind that Institutional investors are choosing to invest in
companies that are high on their ESG (environmental, social
and governance) compliance. Spending on corporate social
responsibility (CSR) initiatives measured by the amount
spent on such initiatives is one of the factors that is monitored
towards the compliance of social norms.
Eighthly, an unintended consequence of mandated annual
CSR expenditure could be the cumulative build-up of social
welfare programs in and around geographical regions where
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larger and better performing corporates are concentrated.
High levels of CSR spending by such companies can benefit
certain regions/states disproportionately more while other
localities with sparse corporate sector activity can fall further
behind. To avoid such unintended consequences at the
macro level would necessitate the setting up of a coordinating
agency to see that CSR spending of companies is harmonized
for the betterment of all.
Ninthly, in instances where large investments are necessary
such as hospitals and schools, smaller companies may be
better off by pooling their CSR resources as it may help
them to collectively undertake such projects. To achieve
better coordination across companies in a particular region,
formal partnerships or consortiums may be encouraged to
be set up.
Finally, no specific tax exemptions have been extended
to CSR expenditure per se, certain corporate may prefer
spending on activities like contribution to Prime Minister
Relief Fund etc. which enjoys exemptions under the Incometax Act. The Board’s decision, therefore, could be guided
more towards tax savings instead of serving community
needs, defeating the very concept of CSR. There is, therefore
a need to bring uniformity in tax treatment to incentivise
companies for promoting and spending their CSR funds
more judiciously.
The implementation of the above course of action as
suggested will lead to better sustained outcomes for the
communities, government, corporates as well as the
nation. That will be a win-win for all and will actually be
honouring the real spirit of CSR on which this all came
into being.
CS
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Reporting in Secretarial Audit –
A Transformational Perspective
Companies in India by and large have to comply with multiple legislations and regulations as applicable to
them depending on the size, structure and industry they operate in. With changes and amendments to various
laws and relevance of such laws being considered by the Government, there have been plenty of changes in
the recent past in major laws impacting the functioning of any business especially the corporates. Secretarial
Audit is one such provision, made mandatory for certain class of companies by the Companies Act, 2013. If
one were to compare the various types of audits like internal audit, statutory audit, management audit etc., for
any corporate, we can compare them with multiple ways of treatment like allopathy, homeopathy, Ayurveda,
etc. Whilst the purpose of any medical treatment is well being of the patient, the purpose of any audit is to
diagnose whether the entity is functioning as it ought to be. Like different audits with different objectives,
Secretarial Audit is designed to report on the compliances with applicable laws and regulations.
compliance including the requirement of whistle blower policy,
class action suits and independent directors, to name a few.
Historically, Secretarial Audit was provided in the erstwhile
“Clause 49” of the Listing agreement with Stock exchanges
and also in the Corporate Governance Voluntary Guidelines
2009 issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs.

Abhinav Kumar K P, ACS
Hyderabad
abhinavkumarkp@gmail.com

BACKGROUND

A

corporate entity registered in India is required to comply
with plethora of laws and legislations. If that corporate entity
has any of its securities listed abroad, then additionally it shall
also comply with the laws and regulations of that particular
country. India, the land of stringent legal requirements which
is metamorphosing into an investor friendly investment
market, has over the years moved towards a self- regulation
regime from a government regulated one. The laws have also
been amended from time to time to keep pace with the global
standards and to provide autonomy to the corporates within
the larger scheme of economic and national interests.
From a regulatory perspective, transparency in reporting,
timely payment of taxes and enhancement of stakeholder value
are the benchmarks for a good corporate citizen. However,
with the complexity of the economic milieu and corporate
scandals witnessed in last few years, protecting investors
and public interest has become paramount. Hitherto this
onus which was placed more on independent professionals
performing financial audit, has now encompassed other
professionals. This primarily alludes to corporate secretarial
professionals.
The Companies Act, 2013 (‘the Act’) which replaced more
than half a century old Companies Act, 1956 brought forth
the requirement of Secretarial Audit for a select class of
companies. The 2013 Act provided for a slew of changes,
most of which are directed towards greater transparency and
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Typically, audit means an inspection conducted by an
independent body. Secretarial Audit is a branch of compliance
audit involved with evaluating the affairs of a Company,
whether the management is operating in compliance with
not only internal rules and regulations but also external laws
mainly regulated by the Government. The scope of Secretarial
Audit encompasses verification of records, books, papers
and documents to check compliance with the provisions of
various statutes, laws, rules & regulations and procedures
by a Practising Company Secretary to ensure compliance of
legal and procedural requirements and processes.
As per section 204 of the Companies Act, 2013 read with
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration of Managerial
Personnel) Rules, 2014, following companies are required to
obtain ‘Secretarial Audit Report’ form independent practising
company secretary:
1)

Listed company;

2)

Every public company having

3)



paid-up share capital of INR 50 crore or more; or



turnover of INR 250 crore or more;

Every Company (whether public or private) having
outstanding loans or borrowings from banks or public
financial institutions of INR 100 crore or more.

EFFICACY OF SECRETARIAL AUDIT
Secretarial Audit is an independent, objective assurance
intended to add value and improve an organisation’s
compliance with applicable laws and regulations. It helps
to accomplish the organisations’ objectives by bringing a
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve
effectiveness of risk management, control and governance
processes.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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Secretarial Audit would be more effective and beneficial to
the regulators and investors at large when it gauges and
indicates the management’s intent of being a compliant
corporate citizen. It should not be a mere tick in the box with
indication of whether the law has been complied with; it could
be more comprehensive covering whether the governance
model of the corporate is in line with the true spirit of corporate
governance principles.
It would be suggestible that the Secretarial Audit touches
upon those aspects of compliance management and
reporting which would otherwise not be public knowledge.
For example, if there is camouflaging of loans or advances
within the group companies, what would be the compliance
impact of the same. The loans and advances may have
been given within the purview of the applicable laws, but are
there any indications of loans being rotated across the group
companies, as it was noted in a recent corporate fiasco. Any
financial transaction would be legal and correct if it is within
the compliance ambit and become an illegal transaction once
it breaches the compliance bracket. Does it mean that the
Secretarial Auditors have to engage in investigation rather
than audit? The answer would be an emphatic no. However,
what this implies is that the Secretarial Auditors must
look beyond the checklist and tick in the box approach by
developing an attitude of professional scepticism. This is an
approach which would equally apply to a compliance audit as
it would to a financial audit.

ICSI AUDITING STANDARDS
Presently, ICSI has issued the following four Audit Standards:
CSAS-1 –

Auditing Standard on Audit Engagement;

CSAS-2 –

Auditing Standard on Audit Process and
Documentation;

CSAS-3 –

Auditing Standard on Forming of Opinion;

CSAS-4 –

Auditing Standard on Secretarial Audit.

These auditing standards issued by ICSI are the guiding
light for the Secretarial Audit carried out by the Practising
CHARTERED SECRETARY

INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
COMPLIANCE REPORTING
The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission (COSO) developed a model for evaluating
internal controls. This model has been globally adopted as
the generally accepted framework for internal control and is
widely recognized as the definitive standard against which
organizations measure the effectiveness of their systems of
internal control. The COSO model defines internal control
as “a process effected by an entity’s board of directors,
management and other personnel designed to provide
reasonable assurance of the achievement of objectives in the
following categories:
a)

reliability of financial reporting;

b)

effectiveness and efficiency of operations; and

c)

compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Statutorily, the importance of internal controls has been
recognised and the same has been enshrined in the Section
143(3)(i) of the Act which requires that the Statutory Auditor
of a Company shall comment in the auditors’ report, as to
“whether the company has adequate internal financial
controls with reference to financial statements in place and
the operating effectiveness of such controls.”

The purpose of secretarial audit is
to assess whether the Company has
complied with applicable laws and
regulations. It does not delve into
assessment of what is the magnitude
of non-compliance and the resultant
impact on the Company. It operates as
an assurance function in the form of a
reiteration or confirmation of compliance.
In an idealistic scenario, most of the
Secretarial Auditors would have issued a
clean report or report with no exceptions.
What needs to be evaluated by the
Secretarial Auditor as a part of his audit,
is whether the compliance is merely in
letter or true spirit.
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The purpose of secretarial audit is to assess whether the
Company has complied with applicable laws and regulations.
It does not delve into assessment of what is the magnitude of
non-compliance and the resultant impact on the Company. It
operates as an assurance function in the form of a reiteration
or confirmation of compliance. In an idealistic scenario, most
of the Secretarial Auditors would have issued a clean report
or report with no exceptions. What needs to be evaluated by
the Secretarial Auditor as a part of his audit, is whether the
compliance is merely in letter or true spirit.

Company Secretaries who are qualified to be Secretarial
Auditors. These standards provide the outlines for audit
engagement, audit process and documentation thereon.
Some professionals have suggested that the standards
should provide as to how the compliance quotient of the
Company should be measured. For example, the SEBI
(Listing and Disclosure Obligations) Regulations, 2015
(LODR) require the Boards of listed companies to evaluate
the performance of various directors of the Board. There is
no apparent guidance available for the same. In the absence
of any technical guidance a professional would have to go
by the practice followed by the Company, even if it is a mere
paperwork. The auditing standards may be made more
robust to deal with peculiar and grey aspects which have a
monotone of Management’s judgement.
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Internal control assumes importance from the perspective of
Director’s Responsibility Statement as well, which has been
specifically underscored in provisions of Section 134(5) of the
Act. As per Section 134(5)(e) of the Companies Act, 2013
the directors, “in the case of a listed company, had laid down
internal financial controls to be followed by the company
and that such internal financial controls are adequate and
were operating effectively”. For the purposes of this clause,
the term “internal financial controls” means the policies and
procedures adopted by the company for ensuring the orderly
and efficient conduct of its business, including adherence
to company’s policies, the safeguarding of its assets, the
prevention and detection of frauds and errors, the accuracy
and completeness of the accounting records, and the timely
preparation of reliable financial information.
For any process or operation to function smoothly there shall
be internal controls which exist and operate effectively. In a
statutory audit, the auditor performs testing of internal controls
over financial reporting and accordingly selects samples for
performing detailed testing. If the internal controls are not
operating effectively or there are any material deviations or
weaknesses, then there may be a cause of concern which
gets reported accordingly in in the auditor’s report on Internal
Financial Controls. However, to draw a parallel, there is
no mandate for the Secretarial Auditor to test the internal
controls existing and operating in the compliance process.
It would be apt and logical for the Secretarial Auditor to test
the controls existing in the compliance process, as effective
controls would give more comfort for an assurance reporting
than mere verifying the details involved. This would also be
in line with the COSO framework, which inter alia extends its
remit to applicable laws and regulations.

NEED FOR COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Presently, there are about 3,125 laws in India which are
active and extant. Assuming that at least 1% of these laws are
applicable to corporates, as a Secretarial Auditor how does
one ensure completeness about the list of applicable laws
and regulations for that particular entity. ‘Completeness of the
applicable laws and regulations’ is a white elephant in the
room and it needs to be handled in a manner that is judicious
to all stakeholders concerned. The Secretarial Auditor’s
report shall include the details of whether the Company has
a Compliance Management system which is commensurate
with the nature and size of operations.
In this era of digitalisation, in the absence of any Compliance
Management system, it would be imperative to understand
the way in which a company is managing its compliance
operations.
In addition to the Secretarial Audit Report as per the format
in Form No.MR-3, the Secretarial Auditor shall also mention
about various employee related regulations, industrial law
related regulations and other laws applicable to the Company.
It would be recommended that the report mentions the number
of applicable legislations, as determined by the Company and
only those specifically covered by the Secretarial Auditors
are detailed in the report. This would depend, among other
factors, on the nature of the Company’s business.
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In this era of digitalisation, in the absence
of any Compliance Management system,
it would be imperative to understand the
way in which a company is managing its
compliance operations.

ENHANCEMENTS IN SECRETARIAL
AUDIT REPORTS
The reporting requirements in the Secretarial Audit Report
may be enhanced to include:
i)

Inherent Limitations: The Secretarial Audit Report
shall mention about the inherent limitations existing in
the Secretarial Audit. An audit is performed to provide
reasonable assurance and not absolute assurance.
The fact that Secretarial Audit is also not free from such
inherent limitations shall be mentioned in the audit report.

ii)

Key Audit Matters: In line with the reporting requirements
in the statutory auditors’ report, the Secretarial Audit Report
shall also contain reporting on those key matters that in
the Secretarial Auditor’s professional judgement were of
most significance in the Secretarial Audit of the current
period (example – Bonus issue, IPO, preferential allotment
or any issues raised by proxy advisory firms, defeat of
management introduced shareholder resolutions, etc.).
The report may contain, in brief, the description of the key
Secretarial Audit matters along with details of how those
were addressed during the Audit. The present format of
MR-3 merely seeks to list the major events which have a
bearing on the functioning of the company during the year
under review. However, there is no requirement on the
part of the Secretarial Auditor to express his views on how
these key matters were dealt with.

iii) Internal Controls – The Secretarial Auditor may also
report whether the internal controls in the compliance
process are operating effectively. The auditor may also
verify if any deviations or discrepancies are identified and
whether they are reported to the board periodically as part
of the board process.

REQUIREMENT OF SECRETARIAL AUDIT –
CORPORATE COVERAGE
As on November 30, 2020, there are 65,241 public limited
companies, including 6,770 listed companies and 11,84,888
private limited companies in India. The threshold for mandatory
Secretarial Audit provided in the Act may only cover a fraction
of public limited companies and the private limited companies
are not covered under its ambit. Does it mean there are no
compliance issues in private limited companies or are all
private limited companies complying with applicable laws and
regulations? May not be, as there is no yardstick to measure
such compliances. Hence, it would be advisable to sieve
through the private limited companies based on turnover,
borrowings, or a prudent combination thereof and scope them
in for the purposes of Secretarial Audit. May be a compliance
certification by Secretarial Auditor with limited scope can be
introduced for private limited companies. Further, even for
public limited companies the limits for applicability may be
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revisited. In layman terms, the cost of yearly diagnostic tests
may be cheaper than the long-term unidentified terminal
health issues. The cost of yearly diagnostic tests is not merely
a cost but in a way an insurance to protect against untoward
and latent health issues.

LEVERAGING WORK OF OTHER
AUDITORS
A Company is generally subjected to several audits like
statutory audit, internal audit, Management audit, Secretarial
Audit, etc., depending on the statutory requirements and
operations of the Company. The Secretarial Auditor can
also peruse the audit reports of other auditors like internal
auditor, statutory auditor and accordingly customise his
audit procedures. Further, the Statutory auditor reports
various matters of disputes with the tax authorities and other
contingent liabilities in his report. The Secretarial Auditor
may review the same and consider if they warrant reporting
in his Audit Report, due to the nature of dispute or noncompliances, if any. This becomes even more relevant in the
case of pending litigation.

RELEVANCE AND IMPORTANCE OF
ROBUST DOCUMENTATION
In alignment with the requirements of ICSI Auditing
Standards, the Secretarial Auditors shall also maintain robust
documentation of various audit procedures performed and
audit conclusions thereon. Additionally, the documentation
may also contain details of Company’s governance policies,
compliance management environment, evaluation of
internal controls including various reviews performed by the
Management to ensure compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.
It is pertinent to note that as per Section 134 (5)(f) of the Act,
in the Director’s Responsibility Statement, Board of Directors
shall confirm that “the directors had devised proper systems
to ensure compliance with the provisions of all applicable
laws and that such systems were adequate and operating
effectively.”
The provisions of Section 134(5) of the Act are applicable
to all Companies irrespective of the nature and size. It is
an expectation from the Directors that, they have ensured
to have a system or a process to track compliance with the
provisions of all applicable laws which operates effectively.
The same is affirmed by the Directors by way of confirmation
in Director’s Responsibility Statement. It is pertinent for the
Secretarial Auditor to review and document the basis on which
the directors are confirming compliance with the provisions
of Section 134(5)(f) of the Act. Generally, as a process the
director’s confirmation would be based on representation by
individual departmental Heads/Leaders in the Company who
would be entrusted to ensure compliance with applicable
laws for their respective departments. For example, the Head
of Payroll would confirm to the Board that all the employee
related laws and regulations are complied with. Similarly,
the Head of Operations department would confirm that all
applicable provisions for factories and other industrial laws
are complied with. These confirmations form the basis for
the Director’s declaration. The Secretarial Auditor shall
CHARTERED SECRETARY

understand the process, which is unique to every company,
document the process and test check some of these
declarations on a sample basis as part of audit procedures.

BEYOND COMPLIANCE
The scope of the Secretarial Audit may be widened. Instead of
mere coverage of compliance aspects the audit may extend
to including a review or audit of terms for key contracts of the
Company. Technically, the contracts which are entered into
by the Company are as per the Indian Contract Act, 1872
which also forms part of applicable laws and regulations.
Hence, the scope of secretarial audit may be enhanced to
include reporting on any risk that the Company is exposed
to for non-compliance with the terms of any key agreements.
This would provide a meaningful insight to the readers of the
report than merely a compliance confirmation. Further, the
scope of Secretarial audit may also be enhanced to include
reporting on any whistle blows pursuant to the vigil blower
mechanism of the Company, including any complaints under
the Sexual harassment of women at workplace Prevention,
Prohibition, and Redressal Act 2013, having material impact
on functioning of the Company.

CONCLUSION
Secretarial Audit is of recent origin as compared to other
audits. However, in a span of a few years, it has assumed
greater importance due to relevance of the legal and statutory
compliance in the present economic environment. Presently,
the scope of Secretarial Audit mainly spheres around
compliance with the requirement of applicable laws, which can
be enhanced to provide more qualitative information about
the compliance mechanism and other useful information
about the Company to the investors and public at large.
CS
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Scope of Valuation as a Profession to
Company Secretaries
Section 247 of the Companies Act, 2013 read with the Companies (Registered Valuers and Valuation) Rules,
2017 provide the framework for the profession of Registered Valuers who are mandated to carry out valuation
of shares, assets and net worth of companies. The provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
read with the regulations made thereunder also mandatorily requires the Resolution Professional as well as
the Liquidator to appoint Registered Valuers to carry out valuation in specified circumstances. Company
Secretaries who with their expertise as a Governance Professional have the opportunity to excel in the field
of Valuation.

Dr. Prasant Sarangi*
Director
The ICSI
Noida
prasant.sarangi@icsi.edu

INTRODUCTION

I

ndia is rewriting its growth story in the global geopolitical economic landscape, charting new courses in its
governance paradigm and striving to demolish the old images
and impressions as viewed through coloured lenses in the
comity of nations to evolve into a ‘New India’.
High-quality valuation professionals are necessary for efficient
financial markets and public finance and administration to
make New India. Sustainable economic growth can only be
built on valuations that are trusted by investors, creditors, tax
authorities, governments, regulators banks, corporate houses
and others. For this purpose, Section 247 of the companies
Act, 2013 provides for valuation by registered valuers where
a valuation is required under the provisions of the Act.
PART-I: THE VALUATION PROFESSION

DEFINING VALUATION
Valuation is the analytical process of determining the current
(or projected) worth of an asset or an entity. The asset can be
a movable or an immovable asset.”

THE VALUATION PROFESSION BEFORE
2017
Before the year 2017, the business valuations were being
carried out by varied professionals. Further, until the
*Also CEO (Designate), ICSI Registered Valuers Organisation
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introduction of the Companies Act, 2013, the valuation of
shares, assets, net worth of companies etc., were conducted
by chartered accountants or as prescribed by other laws
such as the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 and
the regulations made thereunder or the Income Tax Act,
1961. There was no provision in the earlier company law that
provided for valuation or specified the persons who could
conduct valuation of companies, shares etc. A requirement
of registration of valuers existed under section 34 AB of the
Wealth Tax, 1957. Merchant bankers who were registered
with the SEBI under SEBI (Merchant Bankers) Regulations,
1992 conducted valuations. As per date collected from the
field on the number of registered valuers in 2016 by CBDT,
India were a total of 7482 valuers in various asset classes
namely Agricultural land, Immovable property, Jewellery,
Plant and machinery and Shares and debentures. On the
other hand, as per SEBI, there were 195 merchant bankers
registered with it by 31st March, 2018.

THE COMPANIES (REGISTERED VALUERS
AND VALUATION) RULES, 2017
The concept of a "registered valuer" under Indian law was
introduced for the first time vide Section 247 of Chapter XVII
of the Indian Companies Act, 2013 for matters requiring
valuation under the said act.
Accordingly, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs introduced the
Companies (Registered Valuers and Valuation) Rules, 2017.
The Rules inter alia provided for the eligibility criteria which
needs to be fulfilled for obtaining a certification for being a
registered valuer and the manner in which the certification
maybe obtained.
The Rules also provide that the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Board of India established under the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code, 2016 be the "authority" which will hold
examinations and grant certifications of the designation of a
"registered valuer".

IMPORTANCE OF VALUATION
PROFESSION
India needs a valuation profession that can serve the needs
of the uses of valuation services. Present status of valuers
in each assetclass in India is presented in the table-1
derived below:
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Table-1 Registered Valuers in India
Year/Quarter

Land & Building

Plant & Machinery

Securities or Financial Assets

Total

0
781
346
212
161
129
20
149
1798

0
121
81
58
34
31
8
27
360

0
284
300
191
146
155
72
104
1252

0
1186
727
461
341
315
100
280
3410

2017-2018
2018-2019
June, 2019
Sept, 2019
Dec,2019
Mar,2020
Jun,2020
Sept, 2020
Total

Source: Insolvency and Bankruptcy News, July-September, 2020
Table 2 derived below analyses in detail requirements of valuation professional as per provision of the Companies Act, 2013
and IBC, 2016.
Table-2 Specific Provisions under the Companies Act, 2013 and IBC 2016 and the Regulations Made there Under which
Require Valuation Report from a Registered Valuer
Section and Purpose
62(1)C
Issue of Shares / convertible securities on preferential basis by
unlisted company for cash or for consideration other than cash

Details
Where at any time, a company having share capital proposes
to increase its subscribed capital by the issue of further
shares, such shares shall be offered to any persons, if it
is authorised by a special resolution, whether or not those
persons include the persons referred to in clause 62 (a) or
clause 62 (b), either for cash or for a consideration other
than cash, if the price of such shares is determined by
the valuation report of a registered valuer subject to such
conditions as may be prescribed.

Terms of Reference of Audit Committee

Every Audit Committee shall act in accordance with the terms
of reference specified in writing by the Board which shall,
inter alia, include, valuation of undertakings or assets of the
company, wherever it is necessary.

192(2)

Restriction on noncash transactions involving directors.

177 (4) (vi)

Noncash transactions with Directors for acquiring assets from
the company

The notice for approval of the resolution by the company or
holding company in general meeting under subsection 192
(1) shall include the particulars of the arrangement along with
the value of the assets involved in such arrangement duly
calculatedby a registered valuer.

230(2)(c)(v)

In case of :

Power to compromise or make arrangements with creditors and
members.

a)

a compromise or arrangement between members (such
as in mergers or amalgamations)

b)

or with creditors (such as in corporate debt restructuring),
a valuation report in respect of shares, property or
assets, tangible and intangible, movable and immovable
of the company, or a swap ratio report by a Registered
Valuer is required.

230(3)

Power to compromise or make arrangements with creditors
and members.

232(2)(d)

Merger and amalgamation of companies.

232(3)(h)
236(2)
Purchase of minority shareholding.

CHARTERED SECRETARY

The acquirer, person or group of persons under sub-section
236 (1) shall offer to the minority shareholders of the company
for buying the equity shares held by such shareholders at a
price determined on the basis of valuation by a registered
valuer in accordance with such rules as may be prescribed.
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1)

Where a valuation is required to be made in respect
of any property, stocks, shares, debentures, securities
or goodwill or any other assets (herein referred to as
the assets) or net worth of a company or its liabilities
under the provision of this Act, it shall be valued by [a
person having such qualifications and experience and
registered as a valuer in such manner, on such terms
and conditions as may be prescribed] and appointed
by the audit committee or in its absence by the Board of
Directors of that company.

2)

The valuer appointed under sub- section shall:

Valuation by Registered Valuers.

3)

a)

make an impartial, true and fair valuation of any
assets which may be required to be valued;

b)

exercise due diligence while performing the
functions as valuer;

c)

make the valuation in accordance with such rules as
may be prescribed; and

d)

not undertake valuation of any assets in which he
has a direct or indirect interest or becomes so
interested at any time [during a period of three
years prior to his appointment as valuer or three
years after the valuation of assets was conducted
by him.]

If a valuer contravenes the provisions of this section
or the rules made there under, the valuer shall be
punishable with fine which shall not be less than twentyfive thousand rupees, but which may extend to one lakh
rupees:
Provided that if the valuer has contravened such
provisions with the intention to defraud the company or
its members, he shall be punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to one year and with fine
which shall not be less than one lakh rupees but which
may extend to five lakh rupees.

4)

281(1) (a)
Submission of report by Company Liquidator in case of winding
up Order by NCLT

Rule 2 (c)
(ix) of Companies (Acceptance of deposit) Rules, 2014
Exclusions from Deposits
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Where a valuer has been convicted under sub-section
(3), he shall be liable to
i)

refund the remuneration received by him to the
company; and

a)

pay for damages to the company or to any
other person for loss arising out of incorrect
or misleading statements of particulars made
in his report.

The nature and details of the assets of the company including
their location and value, stating separately the cash balance
in hand and in the bank, if any, and the negotiable securities,
if any, held by the company: Provided that the valuation of
the assets shall be obtained from registered valuers for this
purpose.
By issue of debentures secured by a charge on company’s
assets. The amount of such debentures shall not exceed the
market value of the assets as determined by a Registered
Valuer.
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This rule applies to all companies except listed companies
issuing sweat equity shares to its directors or employees.
a)

The rule prescribes that the sweat equity shares shall be
issued at a price determined by a registered valuer as
the fair price giving justification for such valuation.

b)

the value of the intellectual property or know-how or any
other value additions, for which the sweat equity shares
have been issued to its directors or employees shall be
determined by a valuation report of a registered valuer.

c)

If the sweat equity shares are issued for a non-cash
consideration, the value of such non-cash consideration
shall be based on a valuation report by a registered
valuer.

d)

Additionally, if the sweat equity shares are issued
pursuant to acquisition of an asset, the value of such
asset shall also be determined based on a valuation
report by a registered valuer.

Issue of Sweat Equity Shares

Rule 12 (5) of the Companies (Prospectus and Allotment of
Securities) Rules, 2014
Return of Allotment
Rule 13 (1) of the Companies (Share Capital and
Debentures) Rules, 2014
Issue of shares on preferential basis
Rule 16 (1) (c) of the Companies (Share Capital and
Debentures) Rules, 2014]
Provision of Money by Company for Purchase of its Own
Shares by Employees or by Trustees for the Benefit of
Employees
Rule 6 of Companies (Acceptance of deposit) Rules, 2014
Creation of Security

Section 59(3)(b)(ii) of IBC, 2016
Report of Valuation - Voluntary Liquidation of Corporate
Persons
Section 46 Valuation of avoidable transactions of IBC, 2016
Valuation of avoidable transactions
Regulation 27 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board
of India (Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate
Persons) Regulations, 2016
Appointment of registered valuers.
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A report of the registered valuer in respect of valuation
of the consideration shall also be attached along with the
contract as mentioned in sub-rule (3) and sub-rule (4).
Provided further that the price of shares to be issued on a
preferential basis by a listed company shall not be required
to be determined by the valuation report of a registered
valuer.
Provision of money by company for purchase of its own
shares by employees or by trustees for the benefit of
employees – where shares of a company are not listed on
a recognized stock exchange, the valuation at which shares
are to be purchased shall be made by a registered valuer;
Provided that in the case of deposits which are secured by
the charge on the assets referred to in Schedule III of the Act
excluding intangible assets, the amount of such deposits
and the interest payable thereon shall not exceed the market
value of such assets as assessed by a registered valuer.
A report of the valuation of assets of the company by a
Registered Valuer shall be submitted by the company with
the application for voluntary liquidation of the company
The adjudicating authority may require an independent expert
to assess evidence relating to the value of the transactions.
The resolution professional shall within [ seven days of his
appointment, but not later than forty-seventh day from the
insolvency commencement date], appoint two registered
valuers to determine the fair value and the liquidation value
of the corporate debtor in accordance with regulation 35:
Provided that the following persons shall not be appointed
as registered valuers, namely: (a) a relative of the resolution
professional; (b) a related party of the corporate debtor; (c)
an auditor of the corporate debtor at any time during the five
years preceding the insolvency commencement date; or
(d) a partner or director of the insolvency professional entity
of which the resolution professional is a partner or director.
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Regulation
35 of the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Insolvency
Resolution Process for Corporate Persons) Regulations,
2016
Fair value and liquidation

Fair value and liquidation value shall be determined in the
following manner:
(1) a)

the two registered valuers appointed under
regulation 27 shall submit to the resolution
professional an estimate of the fair value and of
the liquidation value computed in accordance with
internationally accepted valuation standards, after
physical verification of the inventory and fixed
assets of the corporate debtor;
b) if in the opinion of the resolution professional, the
two estimates of a value are significantly different,
he may appoint another registered valuer who shall
submit an estimate of the value computed in the
same manner; and
c) the average of the two closest estimates of a value
shall be considered the fair value or the liquidation
value, as the case may be.
(2) After the receipt of resolution plans in accordance with the
Code and these regulations, the resolution professional
shall provide the fair value and the liquidation value to
every member of the committee in electronic form, on
receiving an undertaking from the member to the effect
that such member shall maintain confidentiality of the
fair value and the liquidation value and shall not use such
values to cause an undue gain or undue loss to itself
or any other person and comply with the requirements
under sub-section (2) of section 29:
(3) The resolution professional and registered valuers
shall maintain confidentiality of the fair value and the
liquidation value.”

Regulation

Valuation of assets intended to be sold.

35 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board Of India
(Liquidation Process) Regulations, 2016

(1) Where the valuation has been conducted under
regulation 35 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board
of India (Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate
Persons) Regulations, 2016 or regulation 34 of the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Fast Track
Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate Persons)
Regulations, 2017, as the case may be, the liquidator
shall consider the average of the estimates of the values
arrived under those provisions for the purposes of
valuations under these regulations.

Valuation of assets intended to be sold.

(2) In cases not covered under sub- regulation (1), the
liquidator shall within seven days of the liquidation
commencement date, appoint two registered valuers
to determine the realisable value of the assets or
businesses under clauses (a) to (f) of regulation 32 of
the corporate debtor: Provided that the following persons
shall not be appointed as registered valuers, namely:a)
b)
c)

a relative of the liquidator;
a related party of the corporate debtor;
an auditor of the corporate debtor at any time
during the five years preceding the insolvency
commencement date; or
(d) a partner or director of the insolvency professional
entity of which the liquidator is a partner or director.
Regulation 3(1) (b) (ii) of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board
of India (Voluntary Liquidation Process) Regulations, 2017
Report of Valuation - Initiation of Liquidation
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A report of the valuation of the assets of the corporate person
prepared by a Registered Valuer is to be accompanied along
with the declaration by the Directors of the company at the
time of liquidation proceedings of such company.
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Final report prior to dissolution
Regulation
26 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Fast
Track Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate
Persons) Regulations, 2017.

The liquidator shall prepare a sale statement of assets
showing the value realized lesser than the value assigned by
the registered valuer.
Regulation 26 of the said regulations provides for the
appointment of Registered Valuer by the interim resolution
professional (IRP) within seven days of his appointment to
determine the liquidation value of the corporate debtor.

Appointment of registered valuers.
Regulation
34 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (Fast
Track Insolvency Resolution Process for Corporate
Persons) Regulations, 2017
Fair value and Liquidation value

(1) The registered valuer appointed under regulation 26
shall submit to the resolution professional an estimate
of the fair value and of the liquidation value computed
in accordance with internationally accepted valuation
standards, after physical verification of the inventory and
fixed assets of the corporate debtor.
After the receipt of resolution plans in accordance with the
Code and these regulations, the resolution professional
shall provide the fair value and the liquidation value
to every member of the committee in electronic
form, on
receiving an undertaking from the member to the
effect that such member shall maintain confidentiality
of the fair value and the liquidation value and shall not
use such values to cause an undue gain or undue
loss to itself or any other person and comply with the
requirements under sub-section (2) of the section 29.
(2) The resolution professional and registered valuer shall
maintain the confidentiality of the fair value and the
liquidation value.

Source: Compiled by the author
Besides, valuations are required for a number of other
purposes including bank loans, financial reporting, mergers
and acquisitions, compulsory acquisitions, REITs, property
tax assessment, and registration fee and stamp duty
determination, family settlements, contractual disputes and
intellectual property disputes.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Valuation Standards in selected countries


United States of America: In 1989, the U.S. Congress
enacted the Federal Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act (FIRREA) which authorizes the Appraisal
Foundation (TAF) as the source of appraisal standards
and qualifications.



United Kingdom: Besides the RICS Red book, the UK
National Supplement is followed in the U.K. The U.K.
provides an interesting and insightful example of how
valuation standards can be set by a self-regulatory
organisation with a track record of competence and
credibility.



Canada: The Canadian Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice (CUSPAP) were first introduced by the
Appraisal Institute of Canada (AIC) in January, 2001.
CUSPAP endorse International Valuation Standards as an
authority promoting worldwide acceptance of standards
for property valuation and are compliant with the IVS.



Australia and New Zealand: In Australia and New Zealand,
valuation standards are set by the Australian Property
Institute (API) and the Property Institute of New Zealand
(PINZ).



Singapore: The main professional body in Singapore
is the Singapore Institute of Surveyors and Valuers

A brief overview of the existing international standards and
practices globally is as under:




International Valuation Standards (IVS) are issued by
the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC).
The IVSC is “the independent global standard setter
for valuation practice and valuation profession.” It is a
non-government organisation that has more than 110
members and sponsors from 57 countries.
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
Red Book
The RICS Red Book is the other international valuation
benchmark established in 1868 and it has a UK Royal
Charter.



RICS has technical standards as well as rules of conduct for
members and rules for the conduct of business firms. RICS
certifies valuer credentials and sets valuation standards.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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(SISV). It issues valuation standards and guidelines and
is a member of the IVSC and the World Association of
Valuation Organisations (WAVO).


Hong Kong: Established in 1984, the Hong Kong Institute
of Surveyors (HKIS) is the only surveying professional
body incorporated by ordinance in Hong Kong.



Malaysia: The main professional body in Malaysia is
the Royal Institution of Surveyors Malaysia (RISM). The
Malaysian standards are supplemented by asset valuation
guidelines and business valuation guidance notes.



South Korea: The Korean Association of Property
Appraisers (KAPA) is the affiliated organisation of the
Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs.

PART-II: THE DRAFT VALUERS BILL: AN OVERVIEW
Table-3: Draft Valuers Bill, 2020
GENERAL
Vision

The valuation may be developed as a discipline of knowledge such that valuers are not only
valuation professionals, but also the most valued professionals. The framework may ensure that
the interest of a valuer is subordinate to that of his clients, which is subordinate to that of the
society.

Objective and Scope

The three primary objectives are (i) to development and regulation of the valuation profession; (ii)
to development and regulation of market for valuation services; and (iii) to protection of interest
of the users of valuation services. The scope is to cover the profession under most of the laws in
a phased manner. The framework should be so developed that it will attract young and talented
students along with the professionals.

Ecosystem

The ecosystem may have four elements:
(a) Valuation Board of India, which would be a statutory body primarily responsible for the
development and the regulation of the valuation profession in the India and registration and
regulation of valuers, valuer institutes and VPOs; (b) Valuers, who would render valuation services,
after having a registration with the Board; (c) Valuer Institutes, who would provide educational
courses, after registration with the Board; and (d) Valuer Professional Organisations, who would
be front-line regulators primarily responsible for development of the valuation profession, after
having registration with the Board.

Role of Board

The framework envisages that the Board registers and regulates Valuer Institutes, who would offer
courses and conduct internal examinations, while it conducts a scrutiny examination for admission
to a course and a qualifying examination for registration as a valuer. It ensures high-quality
education, by laying down syllabus of courses and standards for education and incentivising
research and publication. It registers and regulates VPOs to complement it in its developmental
efforts, including development of best practices. It also registers and regulates valuers, some
of whom would practise the profession after having a certificate of practice. It will facilitate
development of valuation standards. It will promote competition in the market for education and
valuation services in the interest of stakeholders.

Responsibility

The Board should have responsibility of development and regulation of valuation profession.

Valuation Services:

The protection of interest of users rests on provision of quality valuation services. The framework
should provide for a process that grooms a cadre of competent and ethical valuers who can render
quality valuation services for stakeholders and be accountable for the same.

Asset Classes

While the framework may enable valuation of all kinds of assets, to start with, the courses as well
as registration of valuers should be available for three asset classes, namely, Land & Building,
Plant & Machinery, and Financial Assets. The framework should enable the Board to add / subtract
an asset class to valuation profession as well as increase / decrease the scope of an asset class,
with the changing needs.

Educational courses

An individual may join the profession on completing any of the courses:

DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSION

(a) national valuation programme, a four-year integrated full-time professional course, which
includes an internship of one year, if he has passed class 10+2;
(b) graduate valuation programme, a two-year full-time professional course on valuation, which
includes an internship of one year, if he has a degree or equivalent qualification in any of the
identified disciplines relevant for an asset class; or
(c) limited valuation programme, a four-hundred-hour professional course, if he does not have
relevant qualification, but has been rendering valuation services as a valuer for at least five
years. The eligibility through this programme shall be available only for two years.
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These courses are professional courses enabled under the Statute of the profession and hence
does not require any recognition of other agencies.
Admissions to the courses will be done by admission test to ensure quality of the profession.
Credits & Examinations

Candidates who will enroll in the national valuation programme and graduate valuation programme
may be required to earn three types of credits being: (i) generic subject credits which is common
to every asset class, (ii) specific subject credits for a particular asset class, and (iii) practice
credits for a particular asset class.
On completing the courses, a student should pass in all the three credit examinations.

Valuer Institutes

Valuers institutes will be set up mainly for delivering of the courses.

Continuing Professional
Education

All Valuers required to update their knowledge by undertaking continuing professional education
as announced by VPOs.

Research

Conducting world class research is one of the main priorities of the draft bill.
REGULATION OF PROFESSION

Registration

A person may be registered as a Valuer, if he (i) is a member of a VPO, (ii) possess necessary
educational qualification and professional experience; and (iii) is a ‘fit and proper person’.
Fit and Proper criteria be considered based on the integrity, reputation and character of the
person, absence of convictions and restraint orders against the person, etc.
Qualification: As mentioned

Experience

For an individual who will enroll after the national and graduate valuation course, no experience
may be required. Whereas, for an individual who wishes to register as a Valuer through limited
valuation course should have professional experience for at least five years.

Certificate of Practice

A Valuer shall not render valuation services without having a certificate of practice (CoP). Only an
individual who is in practice can be eligible to take CoP.

Entities

An entity (partnership firm, LLP and company) may be registered as a Valuer, if its primary
objective is rendition of valuation services, majority of its partners or directors are Valuers and at
least one of its partners or directors is a Valuer of the asset class for which the entity is seeking
registration. The entity and all its partners or directors shall be jointly and severally liable for all
acts of omission and commission of the entity in respect of valuation services. Valuation reports
on behalf of the entity should be signed by one of the partners / directors who is a valuer for the
asset class for which the entity is registered.

Punishments

The statute will provide a list of possible contraventions and the associated penalties.
REGULATION OF MARKET FOR VALUATION SERVICES

Registered Valuers

Valuers registered under the proposed institutional framework should be permitted to render
valuation services.

Valuation Standards

The Board should lay down valuation standards based on the recommendations of the Valuation
Standards Committee. It shall be mandatory for Valuers to conduct valuation as per the valuation
standards.

Fee

The fee of a Valuer is market driven
REGULATORY ARCHITECTURE

Two-Tier

The framework envisages a two-tier regulatory architecture comprising of VPOs, as front-line
regulators, and the Board, as the principal regulator of Valuers.
The bill also detailed down about Council, composition of the council, Audit committee, committee
of valuers, valuations standard committee, discharge of duties, separation of powers, subordinate
legislations, regulation making, disciplinary mechanism, resources, accountability and advocacy.
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TRANSITION AND IMPLEMENTATION
Transition: There is an arrangement in place under the Valuation Rules. The new framework
should subsume the existing arrangement.
(i)

Valuers already registered with IBBI under the Valuation Rules should automatically become
Valuers under the new framework.

(ii) Valuers engaged in valuation services should have a window of two years to become Valuers
if they meet eligibility norms under the Valuation Rules and in the manner, provided therein.
(iii) Valuers engaged in valuation services, but not having relevant educational qualifications,
should have a window of three years to become Valuers subject to meeting other eligibility
norms under the Valuation Rules and in the manner, provided therein, provided they undergo
the limited valuation course.
(iv) Registered valuer organisations recognised by the IBBI should automatically be transitioned
as VPOs under the new framework.
(v) Until the Institute is established, the IBBI may exercise the powers and discharge the functions
of the Institute under the Valuers Act, in accordance with the provisions of that Act.
(vi) The regulator needs to focus on capacity development to ensure smooth implementation of
the proposed framework.
Source: Compiled by the author
PART III: SCOPE FOR COMPANY SECRETARIES
The valuation profession in India has been primarily driven
by the users of valuations services. The users have generally
mandated what needs to be valued, who can render valuation
services and the manner of such valuation. The self-regulating
organisations have generally tried to build expertise to meet
the needs of users. The Valuation Rules, which is the first
centralised framework for development and regulation of the
valuation profession, broadly follows the model of insolvency
profession. A Company Secretary with three years of post
membership experience can enroll with ICSI Registered
Valuer Organisation (or any Registered Valuer Organisation),
complete the educational course conducted by the RVO,
pass the examination conducted by IBBI and subsequently,
seek registration with IBBI as a Valuer. The Valuation Rules
also provide for valuation standards. Some specific scopes
for Company Secretaries are further highlighted below:
1. Under Companies Act, 2013 and IBC, 2016
The profession of Company Secretaries is uniquely placed
to better understand the provisions of Companies Act and
the IBC. A Company Secretary can grab the opportunities
as valuation professional under various provisions of the
Companies Act, 2013 and the IBC which are detailed down in
table-2 derived above.
2. MSME Sector:
The pandemic has raised concerns for most of the MSMEs
because of Changing customer behavior, Short-term and
long-term impact on revenue, labour shortages, increased
cost of production, increase in working capital days, impact
on short term liquidity, difficulty in meeting debt obligation and
so on and so forth. However, it should be taken as granted
that all MSMEs would be negatively impacted and depending
on the specific entity type, these adjustments may need to
be done. This complex task may be assigned to Registered
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Valuers. Experts are of the view that the revised definitions of
MSME and further the pandemic are expected to create some
movements in the MSME sector. If capitalised positively, it
could add opportunities to the registered valuers.
3. Pending CIRP and Liquidation Processes under IBBI
The scope for the profession can also be better understood
by analyzing present status of CIRPs in India as presented in
Table-4 derived below.
Table 4: Status of CIRPs as on September 30, 2020
Status of CIRPs

No. of CIRPs

Admitted

4008

Closed on Appeal/ Review / Settled

473

Closed by withdrawal under section 12A

291

Closed by Resolution

277

Closed by Liquidation

1025

Ongoing CIRP

1942

>270 days

1442

>180 days ≤ 270 days

349

> 90 days ≤ 180 days

74

≤ 90 days

77

Source: Insolvency and Bankruptcy News, July-September,
2020
The status of liquidation process and voluntary liquidations
can be seen from the table-5 and table-6 respectively which
are reflecting as an opportunities for valuation profession.
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Status of Liquidation
Initiated

Number
1025*

Final Report Submitted ed##

132

Closed by Dissolution

77

Closed by Going Concern sale

4

Compromise/ Arrangement

1

Ongoing

893

>Two Years

160

>One year ≤ Two year

370

>270 days ≤ One year

149

>180 days ≤ 270 days

122

>90 days ≤ 180 days

28

≤ 90 days

64

Source: Insolvency and Bankruptcy News, July-September,
2020
*This excludes 8 cases where liquidation order has been set
aside by NCLT / NCLAT / SC.
#This includes two cases where application for early
dissolution has been filed with the NCLT.
Table 6: Status of Voluntary Liquidations (as on
September 30, 2020)
Status

No. of Liquidation

Initiated

747

Closed by withdrawal / Suspended

08

Final Report Submitted

295

Closed by Dissolution

152

Ongoing

444

>Two years

101

> One year ≤ Two years

142

>270 days ≤ One years

55

> 180 days ≤ 270 days

81

> 90 days 180 days

11

>90 days

54

Source: Insolvency and Bankruptcy News, July-September,
2020
It can be seen from the above tables that the numbers of
ongoing CIRPs, liquidations and voluntary liquidations are
still at large and also expected to increase in coming days
may be as an after effect of COVID 19. If the opportunities are
capitalized positively and at an early then it can pave better
opportunities for Company Secretaries.
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The pandemic has raised concerns for
most of the MSMEs because of Changing
customer behavior, Short-term and longterm impact on revenue, labour shortages,
increased cost of production, increase
in working capital days, impact on short
term liquidity, difficulty in meeting
debt obligation and so on and so forth.
However, it should be taken as granted that
all MSMEs would be negatively impacted
and depending on the specific entity type,
these adjustments may need to be done.
This complex task may be assigned to
Registered Valuers. Experts are of the
view that the revised definitions of MSME
and further the pandemic are expected
to create some movements in the MSME
sector. If capitalised positively, it could add
opportunities to the registered valuers.

CONCLUSION
In order to enable the members of ICSI, other professionals
and eligible persons to register as Registered Valuers, ICSI
has on November 22, 2017 incorporated a not-for-profit
private limited company under Section 8 of the Companies
Act, 2013, by the name ICSI Registered Valuers Organisation
(ICSI RVO). ICSI RVO intends to enroll, educate, train and
promote the profession of Registered Valuers as per the
Companies (Registered Valuers and Valuation) Rules, 2017.
The simple procedures that need to be adopted to become a
registered valuer is given below.-

The valuation profession is a much sought-after profession
for individuals who wish to pursue the same. The scope for
valuation profession is still emerging. As seen above, there are
a myriad of opportunities in future for valuation professionals.
In this dynamic business environment, globalized corporate
world require professionals who have specialized knowledge
on multi-disciplinary aspects. Company Secretaries as
Governance professionals with specialized knowledge need
to strengthen their expertise by grabbing the emerging
opportunities in the field of valuation.
CS
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ARTICLE

Table 5: Status of Liquidation Processes (as on
September 30, 2020)
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ICSI National Award For
Excellence In
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Reminiscing Golden years
(2001-2020)
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

Presented by

1st ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
On November 19, 2001 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi

His Excellency Shri Krishan Kant,
Hon’ble Vice-President of India
Benign Presence of

Honble Justice Shri M N Venkatachaliah

Chairman of the Jury and Former Chief Justice of India

Shri Arun Jaitley

Hon’ble Union Minister of Law, Justice and Company Affairs
Best Governed Company

Second Best Governed Company

Infosys Technologies Limited

BSES Limited
Life Time Achievement Award

Dr. Verghese Kurien, Chairman, Emeritus National Dairy Development Board &
Shri Rai Bahadur Mohan Singh Oberoi, Chairman, The Oberoid Group
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Best Governed Company in Private Sector
			
			

Presented by

His Excellency Shri Bhairon Singh Shekhawat
Hon’ble Vice-President of India
Benign Presence of

Hon’ble Justice Shri M N Venkatachaliah

Chairman of the Jury and Former Chief Justice of India
Best Governed Company in Public Sector

• Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd
• Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.

IBP Co. Limited
Life Time Achievement Award

Dr. Y K Hamied, Chairman and Managing Director, Cipla Limited
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

2nd ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on 31st December, 2002 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi

REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

3rd ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on 15th December,2003 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi

Presented by

Shri L. K. Advani

Hon’ble Deputy Prime Minister of India

Best Governed Company in Private Sector

Best Governed Company in Public Sector

HDFC Ltd.
Reliance Industries Ltd.

ONGC Limited
Life Time Achievement Award

Mr. Ratan N Tata, Chairman, Tata Group
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Hon’ble Minister of State for Company Affairs
(Independent Charge)

Best Governed Company in Private Sector

Best Governed Company in Public Sector

Hero Honda Motors Ltd.
Wipro Ltd.

Tamilnadu Newsprint and Papers Ltd.

REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

4th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on 15th December, 2004 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi

Presented by

Shri Prem Chand Gupta

Life Time Achievement Award
Shri Keshub Mahindra, Chairman, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

5th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on January 13, 2005 at Convention
Hall, Bombay Stock Exchange Ltd.,
P.J. Towers, Mumbai

Presented by

Shri Prem Chand Gupta

Hon’ble Minister of State for Company Affairs

Best Governed Company
Dabur India Ltd.
Infosys Technologies Ltd.
Life Time Achievement Award
Shri Brijmohan Lall Munjal, Chairman, Hero Group
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

6th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on December 23, 2006 at Chennai.

Presented by

Shri Surjit Singh Barnala
Hon’ble Governor of Tamilnadu

Best Governed Company in Private Sector
Abhishek Industries Ltd.
ITC Limited
Life Time Achievement Award
Dr. J J Irani, Director, Tata Sons Ltd.
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

7th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on November 26, 2007 at Kolkata.

Shri Prem Chand Gupta

Hon’ble Union Minister of Corporate Affairs

Best Governed Company
Kansai Nerolac Paints Limited
TATA Consultancy Services Limited
Life Time Achievement Award
Shri N Vaghul, Chairman, ICICI Bank Limited
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Presented by

REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

8th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on December 20, 2008 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi

His Excellency Shri M Hamid Ansari
Hon’ble Vice President of India
Benign Presence of

Shri Prem Chand Gupta

Hon’ble Union Minister of Corporate Affairs
Best Governed Company in Private Sector
Mahindra & Mahindra Limited
MindTree Limited
Life Time Achievement Award
Dr. E Sreedharan, Managing Director, Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

9th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on December 19, 2009 at Mumbai

Shri Vilasrao Deshmukh

Hon’ble Union Minister for Heavy Industries and
Public Enterprises

Best Governed Company
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.
NTPC Limited
Life Time Achievement Award
Ms. Anu Aga, former Chairperson, Thermax Group
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Presented by

REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

10th ICSI National Awards
for Excellence in Corporate
Governance on December 16, 2010
at New Delhi.

Shri Pranab Mukherjee

Hon’ble Finance Minister of India
Benign Presence of

Hon’ble Mr. Justice R C Lahoti

Former Chief Justice of India and Chairman, Jury

			
			

Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Limited
Larsen & Toubro Limited

CMC Limited
GAIL (India) Limited
Oil & Natural Gas Corporation Ltd.
Persistent Systems Ltd.
Union Bank of India
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

Presented by

11th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on 23rd December, 2011 at Taj
Krishna, Hyderabad

H.E Shri E.S.L Narasimhan
Hon’ble Governor, Andhra Pradesh
Benign Presence of

Dr. M VeerappaMoily

Hon’ble Union Minister for Corporate Affairs

Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

Gail (India) Limited
Hindustan Unilever Limited

CMC Limited
HCL Technologies Limited
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited
Persistent Systems Limited
Union Bank of India
Life Time Achievement Award

Shri Azim Hasham Premji, Chairman, Wipro Limited
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

12th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on 5th April, 2013 at New Delhi

Presented by

Hon’ble Mr. Justice M.N Venkatachaliah
Former Chief Justice of India

Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

HCL Technologies Limited
Indian Oil Corporation Limited

CMC Limited
Engineers India Limited
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited
Persistent Systems Limited
Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd.
Life Time Achievement Award

Mr. Deepak S Parekh , Chairman, Housing and Development Corporation Ltd (HDFC)
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

13th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on 24th August 2014 at Taj Bengal,
Kolkata

Presented by

Shri Arun Jaitley

Hon’ble Union Minister for Finance, Defence and
Corporate Affairs

Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

Rural Electrification Corporation Limited
The Tata Power Company Limited.

CMC Limited
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited
ICICI Bank Limited
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited
Persistent Systems Limited

Life Time Achievement Award
Mr. Shiv Nadar, Chairman and Chief Strategy Officer, HCL Technologies Limited
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14th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
on December 19, 2014 at New Delhi

REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

Presented by

Shri Sadananda Gowda

Hon’ble Union Minister for Law and Justice
Benign Presence of

Ms. Meenakshi Lekhi

Hon’ble Member of Parliament
Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

CYIENT Limited
Power Grid Corporation of India Limited

Dabur India Limited
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited
Persistent Systems Limited
TATA Steel Limited
CMC Limited

Life Time Achievement Award
Mr. S Ramadorai,Vice Chairman, Tata Consultancy Services
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

15th ICSI National Awards
for Excellence in Corporate
Governance on 6th January 2016
at BSE International Convention
Centre, Mumbai

Presented by

Mr. S. Ramadorai

Chairman, National Skill Development Corporation and
National Skill Development Agency and Non- Executive
Chairman , BSE Ltd

Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

Mahindra & Mahindra Limited
Wipro Limited

Apollo Tyres Ltd
Axis Bank Limited
Infosys Limited
Marico Limited
Rallis India Limited
Life Time Achievement Award

Mr. N.R. Narayan Murthy, Co-Founder Infosys Limited
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

16th ICSI National Awards for Excellence
in Corporate Governance & 1st ICSI CSR
Excellence Awards on 24th December,
2016 at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi

Presented by

Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman

Hon’ble Minister of State for Commerce and Industry

Best Governed Company in Private Sector

Best Governed Company in Public Sector

Infosys Ltd.
Larsen & Toubro Ltd.

Bharti Airtel Limited
Dabur India Limited
Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Limited
Mindtree Limited
Reliance Industries Limited

1st ICSI CSR Excellence Awards

Bajaj Corp Limited- Emerging Category
ACC Limited- Medium Category
Reliance Industries Limited- Large Category
Life Time Achievement Award

Mr. Baba N Kalyani, Chairman & Managing Director, Bharat Forge Ltd.
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

Presented by

17th ICSI National Awards
for Excellence in Corporate
Governance & 2nd ICSI CSR
Excellence Awards on December
16, 2017 at Jaipur

Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal

Hon’ble Union Minister of State For Water Resources River Development
& Ganga Rejuvenation and Parliamentary Affairs, Government of India
Benign Presence of

Shri Arun Chaturvedi

Hon’ble Minister for Social Justice & Empowerment and Minority Affairs
and Waqf, Government of Rajasthan

Certificate of Recognition to top 3 companies
Dabur India Limited
Hindustan Unilever Limited
Rural Electrification Corporation Limited
2nd ICSI CSR Excellence Awards

Akzo Nobel India Limited - Emerging Category
Cholamandalam Investment and Finance Company
Limited - Medium Category
GAIL (India) Limited - Large Category
Life Time Achievement Award

Shri Rahul Bajaj, Chairman, Bajaj Auto Limited
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

Presented by

18th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
& 3rd ICSI CSR Excellence Awards on
January 10, 2019 at Taj Mahal Palace,
Mumbai

Dr. Mohan Kaul

President, India Professionals Forum, United Kingdom

Shri G N Bajpai

Former Chairman, SEBI
Video Message

Shri Suresh Prabhu

Hon’ble Minister for Commerce & Industry and Civil Aviation
Best Governed Company

Certificate of Recognition to other top 5 companies

Cipla Limited
Dabur India Limited

ACC Limited
Hindustan Unilever Limited
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.
Tata Metaliks Limited
The Indian Hotels Company Limited

3rd ICSI CSR Excellence Awards

GMR Hyderabad International Airport Ltd Emerging Category
The Tata Power Company Limited - Medium Category
Ambuja Cements Limited - Large Category
Life Time Achievement Award

Shri Adi Godrej, Chairman, Godrej Group
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REMINISCENCE OF ICSI NATIONAL AWARD

Presented by

Shri Anurag Singh Thakur

19th ICSI National Awards for
Excellence in Corporate Governance
& 4th ICSI CSR Excellence Awards
on 10th January, 2020 at ITC Maurya,
New Delhi

Hon’ble MoS for Finance and Corporate Affairs

Justice Dipak Misra

Former Chief Justice of India

Special Session

Dr. Ritesh Malik

Founder, Innov8 Coworking

Mr. Sonam Wangchuk

Founder, The Students’ Educational and Cultural Movement
of Ladakh (SECMOL)
Best Governed Companies (in (Listed Category)

Best Governed Companies (in (Unlisted Category)

Mahindra & Mahindra Limited : Large Category
Blue Star Limited : Medium Category
Tata Steel Long Products Limited: Emerging Category

BSES Rajdhani Power Limited: Large Category
Star Union Dai-ichi Life Insurance Company Limited:
Medium Category
Route Mobile Limited: Emerging Category

4th ICSI CSR Excellence Awards

Persistent Systems Limited - Emerging Category
SRF Limited - Medium Category
Apollo Tyres Limited - Large Category

ICSI Best Secretarial Audit Report Award.

CS Atul Mehta, Mehta & Mehta Associates
CS (Dr.) CV Madhusudhanan, KSR & Co.
CS Vinita Nair, M/s Vinod Kothari & Co.

Life Time Achievement Award
Mrs. Indu Jain, Chairperson, Bennet Coleman & Company Limited
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ICSI Academic Collaborations
with Universities and
Academic Institutions
ICSI Academic Collaborations with
Universities and Academic Institutions

Schemes with Academic Collaborations
n ICSI Signature Award
Under the “ICSI Signature Award
Scheme”, toppers of selected
programmes/papers of Universities/
Institutions/IIM/IITs are awarded
with ICSI Signature Award Gold
Medal & Merit Certificates to inspire
and motivate the meritorious
students of institutions/universities.

About the ICSI

T

he Institute of Company Secretaries of
India (ICSI) is a premier professional
body set up under an Act of Parliament,
i.e., The Company Secretaries Act, 1980, for
the regulation and development of the
profession of Company Secretaries in India. It
functions under the jurisdiction of Ministry of
Corporate Affairs, Government of India. As a
professional body, Institute, focuses on
imparting best quality education to the
students of Company Secretary Course and
ensures setting of high standards of
professional conduct for its members.
Currently, the Institute has over 62000
members and about 3 lakhs students.
ICSI has four Regional Offices, i.e. Northern India Regional Office (NIRO) situated at New Delhi; Southern
India Regional Office (SIRO) located at Chennai; Eastern India Regional Office (EIRO) situated at Kolkata
and Western India Regional Office (WIRO) situated at Mumbai and 72 Chapter Offices across India. ICSI
has a Centre of Corporate Governance, Research and Training, Navi Mumbai Maharashtra and Centre of
Excellence, Hyderabad, Telengana. The ICSI has forayed into offshore Territories at ICSI Middle East and
USA.

n ICSI Empanelment of

faculties/trainers
The ICSI empanels faculties, resource
persons, professionals and academicians for
various Training Programs, Seminars,
Classroom Teaching, Workshops, Review of
Study Material, Content Development,
Research, Training of Trainers (ToT)
program etc. Such empaneled faculties
include senior members of the institute,
industry experts, faculties of reputed
universities/institutions and can mutually
support each other in their academic and
professional pursuits.

Universities and Institutions
ICSI being a premier body in Corporate Governance and
research, has more than 200 publications in various areas
including Corporate Governance, Company law and
Capital markets. The ICSI may provide its publications
free of cost to the Universities and Institutions for use of
their students. Further, students & members of ICSI may
be allowed to use library reading room of the said
University or Institution.

Objective

T

o create a connect
between ICSI
and various
universities and
Institutions of National
Repute through a
Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU)
covering a number of
schemes under one
umbrella towards
l e a r n i n g a n d
development of
students, academicians
and professionals.

n ICSI Library Scheme for

ICSI has already entered into this kind scheme with
around 60 universities.

n

Participation in ICSI National and
International Seminars and Workshops

Every year more than 500 seminars and workshops are organised by ICSI on
contemporary and practical aspects of law, business and governance
through its Head Quarters, Regional Offices and Chapters across the
country. The students from various Universities and Academic Institutions
are also invited to participate in those seminars for updation of their
knowledge and skills in various academic areas. It is important to note that
for creating an in-depth reservoir of wisdom the faculty members from
renowned Varsities and Institutions are invited to conduct sessions and
participate in panel discussions.
For attending various programmes/workshops/seminars, the ICSI provides
certificate of participation to students/faculties of Universities/ Institutions,
Programme Credit Hours (PCH) to students and members of ICSI.

n

To bring out Various Schemes
of ICSI to connect Universities
and Academic Institutions
under the one umbrella. It has
been a constant endeavour
on the part of the Institute
to connect Universities and
Academic Intuitions having
national repute towards
Academic collaboration in
multiple domains to create
new aspects of learning.
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Faculty Development Programmes (FDPs)

The ongoing times have made educational institutions explore digital avenues of imparting education
through online classes and other e-learning techniques apart from the conventional modes of classroom
teaching. Faculty Development Programmes are an essential component in standardizing the online as well as
Class room teaching all over the country. These programmes help faculties in updating their knowledge,
development of requisite skills, research acumen and to meet with academic and professional requirements.

n ICSI Study Centre Scheme
The ICSI’s study centre scheme uses the premises of the universities & Institutions for imparting class room
teaching to CS students on part time basis in morning or evening hours. Co-ordinators are appointed from
commerce/ management/ Law faculties to clarify the queries of the students regarding Company Secretary
Course. The colleges and institutions come forward to have the ICSI study centres as a matter of recognition
for their Institute.

n ICSI MoU with Universities for Research and Ph.D Program
The Associate and Fellow members of the Institute can pursue research on various topics pertaining to
Corporate Governance, Law and Management to create contemporary knowledge in the relevant field. To
promote research amongst Governance Professionals, the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI)
has gained recognition from more than 54 Universities in India for the CS course as eligibility for seeking
admission into Ph.D Programme.

The fellow members of the institute holding senior management positions in corporates/practising in
contemporary fields and proficient to deliberate on the practical aspects of legal and business can be engaged
to deliver lectures during such FDPs of universities/institutions and can bring practical perspective in critical
areas.

n

Other Benefits to Universities/
Institutes through ICSI Academic
Collaborations

1.

ICSI has the knowledge base to review the contents,
syllabus, study material of various subjects such as
Commerce, Corporate Governance, Law, Management,
Economics etc.

2.

Fellow members of ICSI can be engaged as guest/
visiting faculties in relevant subjects.

3.

The companies and firms of Practicing Company
Secretaries who are currently empaneled for imparting
training can engage trainees from universities for
offering apprenticeship/internship.

4.

Under National Award for Teachers, an initiative of the
Institute, we invite nominations from esteemed faculty
members associated with various renowned Varsities
and Institutes from the domain of Management, Law,
Commerce, etc. from time to time.

5.

Based on the practical knowledge, domain expertise
and industry experience, the fellow members of the ICSI
can also be nominated as a member of the Board of
Studies or other Academic Committees / Governing
Body of the Universities / Institutions .

n ICSI Counsellors
The Institute appoints ICSI Counsellors in Districts /
States / Regions across India where ICSI Regional
Councils and Chapters are not located. The
Counsellors are appointed for conducting Career
Awareness Programmes in order to create
awareness about the CS Course, Professional
Opportunities for a Company Secretary and
Training Requirements. The ICSI Counsellors may
be either :
i. An Associate and Fellow Member of the
Institute; or

n

ii. Professor/ Associate Professor / Lecturer of
faculty of Management, Commerce and Law; or

Interested Universities/Academic Institutions may ink an MoU with ICSI) and foray into the above
academic collaborations.

How to connect

iii. Teacher / Faculty at Schools/ Colleges; or
iv. Any other professional or person of high
reputation and experience who is eligible.
The ICSI counsellors are paid honorarium as per the
approved rates.

n

For details, you may Contact

•
•
•

CS Alka Kapoor, Joint Secretary (Academics) – alka.kapoor@icsi.edu
Dr. S. K. Jena, Director (Training) - sk.jena@icsi.edu
Shri A. K. Srivastava, Director (Student Services) - ashvini.srivastava@icsi.edu
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ICSI signed MOUs For Academic Collaborations
with Universities and Academic Institutions
during 48th National Convention
MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND IIM, NAGPUR

MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND IIM, AMRITSAR

MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND SAVITRIBAI PHULE UNIVERSITY, PUNE
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MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND DEVI AHILYA VISHWAVIDYALA, INDORE

MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND IIM , AHMEDABAD

MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND IIM , SIRMAUR, HIMACHAL PRADESH
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Glimpses of MOU with Universities
and Academic Institutions
MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND IIM, JAMMU

MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND JAMMU UNIVERSITY

MOU SIGNED BETWEEN ICSI AND CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KASHMIR, SRINAGAR
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MOU WITH HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, GOVERNMENT OF J&K

MOU WITH HIMALAYAN UNIVERSITY, VILLAGE- JULLANG, ITANAGAR PAPUM-PARE, ARUNACHAL PRADESH

MOU WITH BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY, COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU (TN)
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MOU WITH ANDHRA UNIVERSITY, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH

MOU WITH RABINDRANATH TAGORE UNIVERSITY, CHIKLOADROAD, BHOPAL

MOU WITH MAULANA AZAD NATIONAL URDU UNIVERSITY, HYDERABAD
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MOU WITH SWARNIM STARTUP & INNOVATION UNIVERSITY, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT

MOU WITH GOKUL GLOBAL UNIVERSITY, SIDDHPUR PATAN, GUJARAT

MOU WITH GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT

MOU WITH JANARDAN RAI NAGAR RAJASTHAN VIDYAPEETH, UDAIPUR RAJASTHAN
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MOU WITH PACIFIC ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH UNIVERSITY (PAHERU) UDAIPUR, RAJASTHAN

MOU WITH DESH BHAGAT UNIVERSITY, PUNJAB

MOU WITH INVERTIS UNIVERSITY, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH
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MOU WITH RAJIV GANDHI NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF LAW, PATIALA

MOU WITH UTTARANCHAL UNIVERSITY OF UTTARAKHAND, DEHRADUN

MOU WITH XAVIER UNIVERSITY, BHUBANESWAR
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LEGAL WORLD

n M/S. VIJAY INDUSTRIES V. NATL TECHNOLOGIES LTD [SC]
n KALEDONIA JUTE & FIBRES PVT LTD v. AXIS NIRMAN & INDUSTRIES & ORS [SC]
n REGISTRAR OF COMPANIES WEST BENGAL v. GOOUKSHEER FARM FRESH PVT LTD & ANR [NCLAT]
n HINDUSTAN OIL EXPLORATION COMPANY v. ERSTWHILE COMMITTEE OF CREDITORS OF JEKPL PVT.LTD & ORS
[NCLAT]
n SEBI v. UDAYANT MALHOUTRA [SC]
n PRANATHMAKA AYURVEDICS PVT LTD & ORS v. COCOSATH HEALTH PRODUCTS & ORS [KER]
n MADRAS BAR ASSOCIATION vs UNION OF INDIA& ANR [SC]
n PANTHER SECURITY SERVICE PVT LTD v. E.P.F. ORGANISATION& ANR [SC]
n Dr.PRASAD PANNIAN v. THE CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF KERALA & ORS [KER-DB]
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LEGAL WORLD

Constitution Bench of this Court in Gurpreet Singh v. Union of
India [(2006) 8 SCC 457, para 19].

Corporate
Laws
Landmark Judgement

LMJ 01:01:2021

M/S.VIJAY INDUSTRIES V. NATL TECHNOLOGIES LTD [SC]
Civil Appeal No. 7352 of 2008 [@ SLP (C) No. 15672 of 2005]
S.B. Sinha & Cyriac Joseph, JJ. [Decided on 17/12/2008]
Companies Act,1956- section 433- winding up of companyinability to pay debts- interest on principal sum- whether
includes in ‘debt’- Held,Yes.

Brief facts:		
Facts are immaterial. The moot question for adjudication was
whether interest payable on the sum due would be a debt so
as to attract the provisions of Sections 433 and 434 of the
Companies Act, 1956 is the question involved herein.

Decision: Appeal allowed.

Reason:

This brings us to the question as to why an interest is payable.
In Clariant International Ltd&Anr v. SEBI [(2004) 8 SCC 524],
this Court held that an interest is inter alia payable by way
of restitution. Yet again, this Court in Alok Shanker Pandey v.
Union of India & Ors [(2007) 3 SCC 545] has held that interest
is payable by way of accretion on capital.

Interest is also payable in terms of the provisions of Section
62(1) (a) of the Sale of Goods Act. Interest may be held to
be payable in terms of Section 3 of the Interest Act, 1978 as
also in terms of Sections 5 and 6 of the Interest on Delayed
Payments to Small Scale and Ancillary Industrial Undertakings
Act, 1993.
The provisions of the Interest on Delayed Payments to Small
Scale and Ancillary Industrial Undertakings Act, 1993 were
applied in Assam Small Scale Industries Development Corpn.
Ltd. & Ors v. J.D. Pharmaceuticals & Anr [(2005) 13 SCC 19]
For the reasons aforementioned, we have no other option but
to set aside the judgment of the High Court. The question,
however, which arises for consideration is whether at this
stage we shall remit the matter back to the learned Single
Judge to admit the company petition or dispose of the matter
ourselves. We choose to adopt the latter course. We are of
the opinion that interest of justice would be sub served if we in
exercise of our jurisdiction under Article 142 of the Constitution
of India direct that the respondent to pay simple interest on the
admitted sum at the rate of 12% per annum on the balance
amount instead of 24% per annum within eight weeks from
the date of amount became due till it is paid failing which the
consequences provided in law shall ensue. We have passed
this order with a view to avoid multiplicity of proceedings and
for the purpose of avoiding unnecessary delay in the interest
of parties.

LW 01:01:2021
KALEDONIA JUTE & FIBRES PVT LTD v. AXIS NIRMAN &
INDUSTRIES & ORS [SC]
Civil Appeal No. 3735 of 2020[@ SLP(C) No.5452 of 2020)
S.A.Bobde,A.S. Bopanna & V. Ramasubramanian, JJ. [Decided
on 19/11/2020]

The question came up for consideration in Meka Venkatadri
Appa Rao Bahadur Zamindar Garu & Ors v. Raja
Parthasarathy Appa Rao Bahadur Zamindar Garu [AIR 1922
PC 233] wherein it was held:

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Act,2016- section 7- transfer of
winding up petition from High Court to NCLT- Whether any
creditor, other than the creditor who filed the winding up
petition, can apply-Held,Yes.

“...There is a debt due that carries interest. There are moneys
that are received without a definite appropriation on the one
side or on the other, and the rule which is well established in
ordinary cases is that in those circumstances the money is first
applied in payment of interest and then when that is satisfied
in payment of the capital. That rule is referred to by Rigby, L.J.,
in Parr’s Banking Co. v. Yates in these words:

Brief facts:		

“The defendant’s counsel relied on the old rule that does, no
doubt, apply to many cases, namely, that, where both principal
and interest are due, the sums paid on account must be
applied first to interest. That rule, where it is applicable, is only
common justice. To apply the sums paid to principal where
interest has accrued upon the debt, and is not paid, would
be depriving the creditor of the benefit to which he is entitled
under his contract.”
The said decision has been followed by this Court in Meghraj
& Ors v. Mst. Bayabai & Ors [(1969) 2 SCC 274, para 5] and a
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On the winding up petition of M/s Girdhar Trading Co., the 2nd
respondent herein, the High Court of Allahabad, passed the
winding up order against the first respondent and appointed
the Official Liquidator. Thereafter, the 1st respondent paid
the entire amount due to the petitioning creditor (the second
respondent herein) along with costs. However, the Company
Court kept the winding up order in abeyance, directing the
Official Liquidator to continue to be in custody of the assets of
the Company.
While things stood thus, the appellant herein, claiming to be
a creditor of the first respondent herein, filed an application
before the NCLT, and it moved an application before the
company court seeking a transfer of the winding up petition
to the NCLT, Allahabad. This application was rejected by the
Company Court, on the sole ground that the requirement of
Rule 24 had already been complied with and that a winding
CHARTERED SECRETARY

LW 02:01:2021

Decision: Appeal allowed.

Company Appeal (AT) No. 127 of 2020

Reason:

The main issues that arise for consideration in this appeal
are that (i) what are the circumstances under which a winding
up proceeding pending on the file of a High Court could be
transferred to the NCLT; and (ii) at whose instance, such
transfer could be ordered.
Thus, the proceedings for winding up of a company are actually
proceedings in rem to which the entire body of creditors is a
party. The proceeding might have been initiated by one or
more creditors, but by a deeming fiction the petition is treated
as a joint petition. The official liquidator acts for and on behalf
of the entire body of creditors. Therefore, the word “party”
appearing in the 5th proviso to Clause (c) of Subsection (1)
of section 434 cannot be construed to mean only the single
petitioning creditor or the company or the official liquidator. The
words “party or parties” appearing in the 5th proviso to Clause
(c) of Subsection (1) of Section 434 would take within its fold
any creditor of the company in liquidation.
The above conclusion can be reached through another method
of deductive logic also. If any creditor is aggrieved by any
decision of the official liquidator, he is entitled under the 1956
Act to challenge the same before the Company Court. Once
he does that, he becomes a party to the proceeding, even by
the plain language of the section. Instead of asking a party to
adopt such a circuitous route and then take recourse to the 5
th proviso to section 434(1) (c), it would be better to recognise
the right of such a party to seek transfer directly.
As observed by this Court in Forech India Limited (supra),
the object of IBC will be stultified if parallel proceedings are
allowed to go on in different fora. If the Allahabad High Court
is allowed to proceed with the winding up and NCLT is allowed
to proceed with an enquiry into the application under Section 7
IBC, the entire object of IBC will be thrown to the winds.
Therefore, we are of the considered view that the petitioner
herein will come within the definition of the expression “party”
appearing in the 5th proviso to Clause (c) of Subsection (1)
of Section 434 of the Companies Act, 2013 and that the
petitioner is entitled to seek a transfer of the pending winding
up proceedings against the first respondent, to the NCLT. It
is important to note that the restriction under Rules 5 and 6
of the Companies (Transfer of Pending Proceedings) Rules,
2016 relating to the stage at which a transfer could be ordered,
has no application to the case of a transfer covered by the
5 th proviso to clause (c) of subsection (1) of Section 434.
Therefore, the impugned order of the High court rejecting the
petition for transfer on the basis of Rule 26 of the Companies
(Court) Rules, 1959 is flawed.
Therefore, the appeal is allowed, the impugned order is set
aside and the proceedings for winding up pending before
the Company Court (Allahabad High Court) against the first
respondent herein, is ordered to be transferred to the NCLT, to
be taken up along with the application of the appellant herein
under Section 7 of the IBC. There will be no order as to costs.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

REGISTRAR
OF
COMPANIES
WEST
BENGAL
v. GOOUKSHEER FARM FRESH PVT LTD & ANR [NCLAT]
M.Venugopal & Kanthi Narahari. [Decided on 19/11/2020]
Companies Act,2013- section 252- restoration of the name
of company- NCLT directing restoration without paying any
fees- whether tenable-Held, No.

Brief facts:		

The respondent company was under CIRP. The Resolution
Professional moved an application before the NCLT for the
restoration of the company, which was allowed with necessary
directions. One of the directions was that the restoration to be
done without charging any fees. The Appellant has filed the
instant Company Appeal being dissatisfied with the above order.

Decision: Partly allowed.

Reason:

In Law, the dissolution of a Company will not result in removing
the ‘Debtors’ liability of the Company for the purpose of
discharging the dissolved Company’s obligations / liabilities /
payment(s) it can carry on its operations.
As regards the plea of the Appellant that the restoration of
Company is not needed for recovery of due(s) or carrying out
the ‘Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process’ or winding up
of the struck off Company as per Sections 248(8) and 250 of
the Companies Act, 2013, it is to be pointed out that the C.P.
No. 183/KB/2020 before the Tribunal was filed by the ‘Interim
Resolution Professional’ (second Respondent) based on the
direction issued by the Tribunal in its order dated 13.12.2019
to file necessary petition for restoration of the Company and
hence, the said C.P. No. 183/KB/2020 is maintainable in Law.
In so far as the plea taken on behalf of the second Respondent
that Rule 11 of ‘National Company Law Tribunal’ Rules,
2016 empowers the Tribunal to make such orders as may be
necessary for meeting the ends of justice, it is to be pointed out
that the same cannot be pressed into service, when Section
403(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 deals expressly with fee
for filing etc. coupled with Rule 12 of Companies (Registration
Offices and Fees) Rules, 2014 are regarded as an inbuilt,
self-contained 17 Company Appeal (AT) No. 127 of 2020 and
exhaustive ones. Viewed in that perspective, the invocation of
Rule 11 of ‘NCLT’ Rules, 2016 by the second Respondent is
of no avail.
Dealing with the stand taken on behalf of the second
Respondent that Rule 14 of ‘National Company Law Tribunal’
Rules, 2016 empowers the Tribunal to exempt the parties
on sufficient cause being shown from compliance with
any requirement of these Rules etc., it is to be pointed out
that when there is an existence of Rule 12 of Companies
(Registration Offices and Fees) Rules, 2014 which is quite
explicit, unambiguous, admits of no exception and deals with
the documents required to be submitted, filed registered etc. to
be made / done on payment of the fee or on payment of such
additional plea as applicable, as mentioned in table annexed
to these Rules, seeking umbrage to Rule 14 of ‘National
Company Law Tribunal’ Rules, 2016 is an otiose one, because
of the fundamental reason that the procedural wrangle cannot
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up order had already been passed. It is against this order of
the High court, refusing to transfer the winding up proceedings
from the Company Court to the NCLT that the financial creditor
has come up with this civil appeal.

LEGAL WORLD

be permitted to be shaked or shackled with. Therefore, the
contra stand taken on behalf of the second Respondent is not
acceded to by this Tribunal.
For the foregoing detailed discussions and ongoing through
the impugned order of the Tribunal in C.P. No. 183/KB/2020
dated 22.01.2020, this Appellate Tribunal, comes to a resultant
conclusion that the issuance of direction to the Appellant /
ROC, West Bengal to restore the name of the Company (M/s
Goouksheer Farm Fresh Pvt. Ltd.) (First Respondent - in
Appeal) for completion of ‘Corporate Insolvency Resolution
Process’ effectively in the register of Companies cannot be
found fault with.
However, the further direction issued by the Tribunal, to
the Appellant ‘not to levy any fee / penalty’ to the Company
because Company is in ‘Corporate Insolvency Resolution
Process’ is legally untenable, especially in the absence of
any express provision under the Companies Act, 2013 and
the relevant Rules for waiver of fees / penalty in respect of
filing of documents required to be registered / filed under
the Companies Act and the said direction is set aside by this
Tribunal, to secure the ends of substantial justice. Accordingly,
the instant Appeal succeeds.

LW 03:01:2021
HINDUSTAN OIL EXPLORATION COMPANY v. ERSTWHILE
COMMITTEE OF CREDITORS OF JEKPL PVT.LTD & ORS
[NCLAT]
Company Appeal (AT) (Insolvency) No. 969 of 2020
Bansi Lal, Anant Bijay Singh & A.K.Mishra. [Decided on
17/11/2020]
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Act, 2016- section 60- change
in the terms of resolution plan-whether unsuccessful
resolution applicant could challenge this-Held, No.

Brief facts:

Appellant is the ‘Unsuccessful Resolution Applicant’ whose
Resolution Plan was rejected by the Committee of Creditors. It
had assailed impugned order passed by the NCLT- Allahabad,
inter alia, on the ground that the erstwhile Committee of
Creditors of the Corporate Debtor[“the CoC”] , in connivance
with the Successful Resolution Applicant, accepted a renegotiated fresh Resolution Plan and the application of the
Committee of Creditors filed before the Adjudicating Authority
was not maintainable and should not have been entertained
by the NCLT for the CoC had become functus officio after
approval of the Resolution Plan.

Decision: Appeal dismissed.

Reason:

After hearing the Appellant, we are of the considered opinion
that the Appellant has no locus to question the implementation
of the approved Resolution Plan of the Successful Resolution
Applicant. Admittedly, appeal preferred against approval of the
Resolution Plan of the Successful Resolution Applicant stands
dismissed by this Appellate Tribunal. Direction given in terms
of the impugned order on the application filed under Section
60(5) of the ‘I&B Code’ to the Successful Resolution Applicant
follows as a necessary corollary to the dismissal of appeal
filed against approval of Resolution Plan of the Successful
Resolution Applicant to implement the approved Resolution
Plan on or before the extended date of 30th September, 2020.
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Once the Appellant is out of the fray, it has neither locus to
call in question any action of any of the stakeholders qua
implementation of the approved Resolution Plan nor can it claim
any prejudice on the pretext that any of the actions post approval
of the Resolution Plan of Successful Resolution Applicant in
regard to its implementation has affected its prospects of being
a Successful Resolution Applicant. If the terms of the approved
Resolution Plan of Successful Resolution Applicant have been
varied or time extended to facilitate its implementation and
the creditors have not claimed any prejudice on that count
and the Committee of Creditors comprising of the creditors
as stakeholders has not objected to same rather been privy
to it on account of hardship due to prevailing circumstances,
the Appellant cannot be permitted to cry foul. It is not a case
of alleged material irregularity in the Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process which is in final stages with the approved
Resolution Plan being under implementation. Outbreak of
COVID-19 pandemic has slowed down the economic activity
and operations have been adversely impacted. Viewed in that
context some necessary changes in the agreed terms and
extension of time for implementation would not be uncalled for.
Be that as it may, the Appellant has no locus to maintain that
the change in terms of the approved Resolution Plan in regard
to extension of time for induction of upfront amount as also
implementation of the Resolution Plan has jeopardized its
legal rights qua consideration of its Resolution Plan which has
been rejected.

LW 04:01:2021
SEBI v. UDAYANT MALHOUTRA [SC]
Civil Appeal Nos 2981-2982 of 2020
Dr. D.Y. Chandrachud, Indu Malhotra, & Indira Banerjee, JJ.
[Decided on 18/11/2020]
SEBI Insider Trading Regulations- CMD sold certain sharesallegation that the sale was based on certain price sensitive
information- later share price of the company went downinvestigation against the sale was commenced- ex-parte
order passed directing to deposit the money- whether
tenable-Held,No.

Brief facts:
The respondent is the Chief Executive Officer and Managing
Director of the Company in question. It was alleged that he
had sold 51,000 shares of the Company on 24 October 2016
having inside knowledge of price sensitive information, namely,
the unaudited financial results of the quarter ending on 30
September 2016. It was alleged that the financial results were
approved by the Board of Directors on 11 November 2016,
upon which the price of the scrips of the Company sustained
a drastic reduction. The allegation against the respondent
was that being in possession of price sensitive information
and being a connected person, he had sold the shares and
had, thus, made a notional gain or averted a notional loss.
The sales made by the respondent were the subject matter
of an investigation in 2017. It appears from the record that the
investigating team called for information from the respondent
on 28 November 2019. The Whole Time Member passed an ex
parte order on 15 June 2020.
Before the Tribunal, it was urged by the respondent that there
was no urgency in passing an ex-parte order against the
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Decision: Disposed of.

Reason:

On the facts before it, the Tribunal, in our view, was correct
in coming to the conclusion that since the investigation was
pending since 2017 and information had been supplied on 28
November 2019, there was no urgency for passing an ex-parte
interim order of the nature that was issued by the Whole Time
Member. It was, in this background, that the Tribunal, while
affirming the power of SEBI to pass an ex parte interim order
in appropriate cases, observed that this should be exercised
“only in extreme urgent matters”.
On the facts, as they have emerged before this Court, we do not
find any reason to take a view at variance with the conclusion
of the Tribunal on the facts of the case. By way of abundant
caution, we clarify that we are affirming the view on the facts
which have emerged from the record before the Tribunal.
Since we have come to the conclusion that the Tribunal was on
the facts of the case correct in setting aside the ex-parte order
of the Whole Time Member on the ground that no urgency
has been made out to sustain such an order, it is necessary
for this Court to clarify that the interpretation which has been
placed by the Tribunal on the powers of SEBI, particularly in
paragraph 9 of the impugned order, which has been extracted
above, shall not be cited as a precedent in any other case.
The order passed by the SEBI must necessarily be in accord
with Section 11(4) of the SEBI Act. With the above clarification,
we affirm the view of the Tribunal on the facts as they have
emerged. The appeals are accordingly disposed of.

General
Laws
LW 05:01:2021
PRANATHMAKA AYURVEDICS PVT LTD & ORS v.
COCOSATH HEALTH PRODUCTS & ORS [KER]
OP(C).No.1467 OF 2020
R. Narayana Pisharadi, J. [Decided on 24/11/2020]
Section 9 of the Arbitration and Conciliation act,1996 read
with section 13 of the Commercial Courts Act,2015- section
9 application allowed by the Commercial Court- challenge
to the judgement- whether an appeal lie to the Commercial
Appellate Court- Held, Yes; Whether judgement could be
challenged under Article 227-Held, No.

CHARTERED SECRETARY

Brief facts:

The respondents filed an application under Section 9 of the
Arbitration Act in the District Court, against the petitioners,
which was transferred to the Commercial Court. The
commercial court allowed the application and granted interim
relief. The petitioners filed the present petition under Article
227 of the Constitution of India challenging the legality and
propriety of the impugned judgment.
Is an order passed under Section 9 of the Arbitration
and Conciliation Act, 1996 (hereinafter referred to as
‘the Arbitration Act’) by a Commercial Court appealable under
Section 13(1) of the Commercial Courts Act, 2015 (hereinafter
referred to as ‘the Commercial Courts Act’)? This question
essentially falls for consideration in the instant case.

Decision: Petition dismissed.

Reason:

Learned counsel for the respondents raised a preliminary
objection regarding the maintainability of this original petition
filed under Article 227 of the Constitution of India. He invited
the attention of this Court to Section 13(1) of the Commercial
Courts Act which provides for appeal against the orders passed
by a Commercial Court below the level of a District Judge.
Learned counsel contended that, in view of the alternative and
efficacious remedy available to the petitioners as provided
under Section 13(1) of the Commercial Courts Act, the original
petition filed by them under Article 227 of the Constitution of
India is not maintainable.
Learned counsel for the petitioners contended that an appeal
under Section 13(1) of Commercial Courts Act is maintainable
only against a decree or final judgment passed by a Commercial
Court. He would also contend that, an alternative and efficacious
statutory remedy available to a person against an order passed
by a subordinate court, is not an absolute bar to entertain an
application under Article 227 of the Constitution of India.
In order to find out whether an appeal against an order passed
under Section 9 of the Arbitration Act is maintainable or not,
the provisions of the said Act have to be looked into. There is
no independent right of appeal provided under Section 13(1) of
the Commercial Courts Act. It merely provides the forum of filing
appeals. Section 37(1) (b) of the Arbitration Act creates the right
to file an appeal against an order granting or refusing to grant
any measure under Section 9 of the said Act. It is the parameters
of Section 37(1) of the Arbitration Act alone which have to be
looked at in order to determine whether an appeal against an
order under Section 9 of the said Act is maintainable or not (See
BGS SGS Soma JV v. NHPC Ltd, (2020) 4 SCC 234).
The question whether the proviso in Section 13 of the Commercial
Courts Act applies only to Section 13(1A) or whether it applies
to Section 13(1) also, does not arise for consideration in the
instant case. The reason is that, the order impugned in this
original petition, is an order passed under Section 9 of the
Arbitration Act and therefore, appealable under Section 37 of
the said Act, which is specifically mentioned in the proviso.
The discussion above leads to the conclusion that an order
under Section 9 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996
passed by a Commercial Court below the level of a District
Judge is appealable under Section 13(1) of the Commercial
Courts Act.
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respondent, regarding a trade done about three years ago and
that the ex-parte action of the appellant in requiring a deposit
during the pandemic is arbitrary. Opposing this, the appellant
alleged that the reason for passing an ex-parte order was that
there was a possibility of a diversion of the notional gain made
by the respondent. The Tribunal set aside the interim order.
Hence the present appeal by SEBI.

LEGAL WORLD

However, when there is a remedy of appeal before a civil
court available to an aggrieved person and such remedy
is not availed of by him, it would deter the High Court, not
merely as a measure of self-imposed restriction, but as a
matter of discipline and prudence, from exercising its power
of superintendence under Article 227 of the Constitution (See
V.H.N.D.P.Sabai v. Tuticorin Educational Society, (2019) 9
SCC 538).
Learned counsel for the petitioners contended that, in view of
the provision contained in Section 8 of the Commercial Courts
Act, no appeal would lie against an interlocutory order passed
by a Commercial Court and the petitioners would be able to
challenge such an order only in an appeal filed against the
decree or a final judgment.
The above contention is misconceived. Section 8 of the
Commercial Courts Act states that, notwithstanding anything
contained in any other law for the time being in force, no civil
revision application or petition shall be entertained against any
interlocutory order of a Commercial Court, including an order
on the issue of jurisdiction, and any such challenge, subject
to the provisions of Section 13, shall be raised only in an
appeal against the decree of the Commercial Court. What is
barred under Section 8 of the Commercial Courts Act is Civil
Revision Application or petition against an interlocutory order
passed by a Commercial Court. An appeal against an order
passed by a Commercial Court is not barred under Section
8 of the said Act. It is specifically provided under Section 8 of
the Commercial Courts Act that the said provision is subject
to the remedy of appeal provided under Section 13 of the Act.

b)

Appointment of persons without judicial experience
to the posts of Judicial Members/ Presiding Officer/
Chairpersons is in contravention to the earlier judgments
of this Court;

c)

The term of office of the Members for four years is contrary
to the earlier decisions of this Court;

d)

Advocates are not being made eligible for appointment to
most of the Tribunals;

e)

Administrative control of the executive in matters relating
to appointments and conditions of service is violative of
the principles of separation of powers and independence
of judiciary and demonstrates non-application of mind.

Decision: Directions issued.

Reason:

The upshot of the above discussion leads this court to issue
the following directions:
(i)

The Union of India shall constitute a National Tribunals
Commission which shall act as an independent body to
supervise the appointments and functioning of Tribunals,
as well as to conduct disciplinary proceedings against
members of Tribunals and to take care of administrative
and infrastructural needs of the Tribunals, in an appropriate
manner. Till the National Tribunals Commission is
constituted, a separate wing in the Ministry of Finance,
Government of India shall be established to cater to the
requirements of the Tribunals.

In the instant case, the petitioners have not shown any
reason for not availing the remedy of appeal against the order
impugned in this original petition. In such circumstances, this
Court is not inclined to interfere with the impugned order by
invoking the power under Article 227 of the Constitution of
India. Consequently, the original petition is dismissed.

(ii)

LW 06:01:2021

Instead of the four-member Search-cum-Selection
Committees provided for in Column (4) of the Schedule
to the 2020 Rules with the Chief Justice of India or his
nominee, outgoing or sitting Chairman or Chairperson
or President of the Tribunal and two Secretaries to
the Government of India, the Search- cum-Selection
Committees should comprise of the following members:

(a) The Chief Justice of India or his nominee—Chairperson
(with a casting vote).

MADRAS BAR ASSOCIATION vs UNION OF INDIA& ANR
[SC]
Writ Petition (C) No.804 of 2020
L. Nageswara Rao, Hemant Gupta & S. Ravindra Bhat, JJ.
[Decided on 27/11/2020]
Tribunal, Appellate Tribunal and other Authorities
[Qualification, Experience and Other Conditions of Service
of Members] Rules, 2020 – whether unconstitutional- SC
issues directions.

Brief facts:		
The core controversy arising for the Supreme Court’s
consideration was the constitutional validity of the “Tribunal,
Appellate Tribunal and other Authorities [Qualification,
Experience and Other Conditions of Service of Members]
Rules, 2020” (hereinafter referred to as “the 2020 Rules”).
The main issues raised in the Writ Petition are that the 2020
Rules are unconstitutional as:
a)

The Search-cum-Selection Committees provided for in
the 2020 Rules did not conform to the principles of judicial
dominance;
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(b) The outgoing Chairman or Chairperson or President of
the Tribunal in case of appointment of the Chairman or
Chairperson or President of the Tribunal (or) the sitting
Chairman or Chairperson or President of the Tribunal in
case of appointment of other members of the Tribunal (or)
a retired Judge of the Supreme Court of India or a retired
Chief Justice of a High Court in case the Chairman or
Chairperson or President of the Tribunal is not a Judicial
member or if the Chairman or Chairperson or President of
the Tribunal is seeking re-appointment—member;
(c) Secretary to the Ministry of Law and Justice, Government
of India—member;
(d) Secretary to the Government of India from a department
other than the parent or sponsoring department,
nominated by the Cabinet Secretary—member;
(e) Secretary to the sponsoring or parent Ministry or
Department—Member Secretary/Convener (without a
vote). Till amendments are carried out, the 2020 Rules
shall be read in the manner indicated.
(iii) Rule 4(2) of the 2020 Rules shall be amended to
provide that the Search-cum-Selection Committee shall
recommend the name of one person for appointment
CHARTERED SECRETARY

(iv) The Chairpersons, Vice-Chairpersons and the members
of the Tribunal shall hold office for a term of five years
and shall be eligible for reappointment. Rule 9(2) of the
2020 Rules shall be amended to provide that the ViceChairman, Vice- Chairperson and Vice President and
other members shall hold office till they attain the age of
sixty-seven years.
(v) The Union of India shall make serious efforts to provide
suitable housing to the Chairman or Chairperson
or President and other members of the Tribunals. If
providing housing is not possible, the Union of India
shall pay the Chairman or Chairperson or President and
Vice-Chairman, Vice- Chairperson, Vice President of the
Tribunals an amount of Rs. 1, 50, 000/- per month as
house rent allowance and Rs. 1, 25,000/- per month for
other members of the Tribunals. This direction shall be
effective from 01.01.2021.
(vi) The 2020 Rules shall be amended to make advocates with
an experience of at least 10 years eligible for appointment
as judicial members in the Tribunals. While considering
advocates for appointment as judicial members in the
Tribunals, the Search-cum-Selection Committee shall
take into account the experience of the Advocate at the
bar and their specialization in the relevant branches of
law. They shall be entitled for reappointment for at least
one term by giving preference to the service rendered by
them for the Tribunals.
(vii) The members of the Indian Legal Service shall be eligible
for appointment as judicial members in the Tribunals,
provided that they fulfil the criteria applicable to advocates
subject to suitability to be assessed by the Search-cumSelection Committee on the basis of their experience and
knowledge in the specialized branch of law.

(xii) Appointments made under the 2020 Rules till the date of
this judgment, shall not be considered invalid, insofar as
they conformed to the recommendations of the Searchcum- Selection Committees in terms of the 2020 Rules.
Such appointments are upheld, and shall not be called
into question on the ground that the Search-cum-Selection
Committees which recommended the appointment of
Chairman, Chairperson, President or other members
were in terms of the 2020 Rules, as they stood before the
modifications directed in this judgment. They are, in other
words, saved.
(xiii) In case the Search-cum-Selection Committees have
made recommendations after conducting selections in
accordance with the 2020 Rules, appointments shall be
made within three months from today and shall not be
subject matter of challenge on the ground that they are
not in accord with this judgment.
(xiv) The terms and conditions relating to salary, benefits,
allowances, house rent allowance etc. shall be in
accordance with the terms indicated in, and directed by
this judgment.
(xv) The Chairpersons, Vice Chairpersons and members of the
Tribunals appointed prior to 12.02.2020 shall be governed
by the parent statutes and Rules as per which they were
appointed. The 2020 Rules shall be applicable with the
modifications directed in the preceding paragraphs
to those who were appointed after 12.02.2020. While
reserving the matter for judgment on 09.10.2020, we
extended the term of the Chairpersons, Vice-Chairpersons
and members of the Tribunals till 31.12.2020. In view of
the final judgment on the 2020 Rules, the retirements of
the Chairpersons, Vice- Chairpersons and the members
of the Tribunals shall be in accordance with the applicable
Rules as mentioned above.

Labour
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(viii) Rule 8 of the 2020 Rules shall be amended to reflect
that the recommendations of the Search-cum-Selection
Committee in matters of disciplinary actions shall be
final and the recommendations of the Search-cumSelection Committee shall be implemented by the Central
Government.
(ix) The Union of India shall make appointments to Tribunals
within three months from the date on which the Searchcum-Selection Committee completes the selection
process and makes its recommendations.
(x) The 2020 Rules shall have prospective effect and will be
applicable from 12.02.2020, as per Rule 1(2) of the 2020
Rules.
(xi) Appointments made prior to the 2017 Rules are governed
by the parent Acts and Rules which established the
concerned Tribunals. In view of the interim orders passed
by the Court in Roger Mathew (supra), appointments
made during the pendency of Roger Mathew (supra)
were also governed by the parent Acts and Rules. Any
appointments that were made after the 2020 Rules came
into force i.e. on or after 12.02.2020 shall be governed by
the 2020 Rules subject to the modifications directed in the
preceding paragraphs of this judgment.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

LW 07:01:2021
PANTHER SECURITY SERVICE
ORGANISATION& ANR [SC]

PVT

LTD

v.

E.P.F.

Civil Appeal Nos.4434-4435 of 2010
Navin Sinha & Surya Kant, JJ. [Decided on 02/12/2020]
Employees’ Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions
Act, 1952- section 7A- employer provides security guards
on contract- pays the salary to them- whether he is liable to
contribute to EPF- Held,Yes.

Brief facts:		
The appellant is engaged in the business of providing private
security guards to its clients on payment basis. The appellant
is aggrieved by the order of the High Court, affirming the order
of the Assistant Provident Fund Commissioner, holding the
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to each post instead of a panel of two or three persons
for appointment to each post. Another name may be
recommended to be included in the waiting list.

LEGAL WORLD

appellant liable for compliance with the provisions of the EPF
Act and to deposit statutory dues within 15 days.

Decision: Appeals dismissed.

Reason:

We have considered the submission on behalf of the parties
and are of the opinion that the appeal lacks merit, for reasons
to be enumerated hereinafter.
We have no doubt in our mind that the appellant is engaged
in the specialised and expert services of providing trained
and efficient security guards to its clients on payment
basis. The contention that the appellant merely facilitated in
providing Chowkidars cannot be countenanced. The provisions
of the Act of 2005 make it manifest that the appellant is the
employer of such security guards and who are its employees
and are paid wages by the appellant. Merely because the client
pays money under a contract to the appellant and in turn the
appellant pays the wages of such security guards from such
contractual amount received by it, it does not make the client
the employer of the security guard nor do the security guards
constitute employees of the client. The appellant therefore is
squarely covered by the Notification dated 17.05.1971.
The appellant never made available the statutory registers
under the Act of 2005 to the authorities under the EPF Act. In
fact, we have no hesitation in holding that it actually withheld
relevant papers. This coupled with the letter dated 03.04.2001
written by the appellant, the appellant’s balance sheet seized
for the financial years 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06 and 2006-07
showing payment of wages running into lacs, necessarily and
only leads to the irresistible conclusion that the appellant has
more than 20 employees on its roles. The provisions of the Act
therefore necessarily apply to it.
That the provisions of the EPF Act are applicable to a private
security agency engaged in the expert service of providing
personnel to its client, if it meets the requirement of the EPF
Act. The question is no more res integra evident from the
discussions contained in Group 4 Securitas Guarding Ltd. vs.
Employees Provident Fund Appellate Tribunal & Ors., 184
(2011) DLT 591, G4S Secure Solutions India Pvt. Ltd. vs.
The Regional Provident Fund Commissioner & Ors, ILR 2018
Karnataka 2527, Orissa State Beverages Corporation Limited
v. Regional Provident Fund Commissioner & Ors., 2016 LLR
413, Roma Henney Security Services Private Ltd vs. Central
Board of Trustees, EPF Organisation, 2012 SCC OnLine Del
3597, Sarvesh Security Services Private Ltd v. University of
Delhi, 2017 SCC OnLine Del 12209. The appeals are therefore
dismissed.

LW 08:01:2021
Dr.PRASAD PANNIAN v. THE CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF
KERALA & ORS [KER-DB]
W.P. (C).No.9219 of 2020(B)
A.M.Shaffique & P.Gopinath, JJ. [Decided on 02/12/2020]
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013- interpretation of the
term ‘sexual harassment’- Kerala High Court reiterates the
position.
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Brief facts:
These cases had been referred to the Division Bench. The
substantial issue raised in the writ petitions was whether a
complaint given by the 8th respondent (victim) can be the basis
of an enquiry under the provisions of Sexual Harassment of
Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal)
Act, 2013 (hereinafter referred to as ‘the 2013 Act’).
The reference order ascribed wider interpretation for the term
“sexual harassment” under the 2013 Act, by not following the
interpretation given in the case of Anil Rajagopal v. State
of Kerala and Others [2017 (5) KHC 217]. The challenge is
against tis wider interpretation. The writ petitioner contended
that the allegations in the complaint given by the 8th respondent
did not disclose any form of sexual harassment coming within
the purview of the 2013 Act.

Decision: Remanded for fresh adjudication.

Reason:

In the reference order, the learned Single Judge proceeded
on the basis that sexual harassment is to be construed in the
light of the provision contained in S.2 (n) read with Section
3 of the 2013 Act as well as the provisions of Regulation 2(k)
of the University Grants Commission (prevention, prohibition
and redressal of sexual harassment of women employees
and students in higher educational institutions) Regulations,
2015 (‘UGC Regulations, 2015’ for short). Even in the UGC
regulations, ‘sexual harassment’ has been given a meaning.
Under the UGC Regulations, 2015, ‘sexual harassment’ has
been defined under clauses (i) and (ii) of Section 2(k). Clause
(i) itself refers to “an unwanted conduct with sexual undertones”
and then sub clauses (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are mentioned,
which are almost similar to clauses (i) to (v) of Section 2(n) of
the 2013 Act. Sub clause (2) of S.2(k) indicates “any one (or
more than one or all) of the circumstances if it occurs or is
present in relation or connected with any behaviour that has
explicit or implicit sexual undertones and it is further specified
under sub-clauses (a) to (e).
Therefore, even going by the UGC Regulations, sexual
harassment has to occur based on “an unwanted conduct
with sexual undertone” or “in relation or connected with any
behaviour that has explicit or implicit sexual undertones”.
Therefore, the very concept of sexual harassment in a
workplace against a woman should start from an express
or implied sexual advance, sexual undertone or unwelcome
behaviour which has a sexual tone behind it without which
provisions of Act 2013 will not apply. In Anil Rajagopal case
(supra) also, this Court had while interpreting 2013 Act had
arrived at the very same finding.
In the result, we do not think that Anil Rajagopal (supra)
requires any reconsideration. We would only clarify that any
form of sexual approach or behaviour that is unwelcome will
come under the definition of ‘sexual harassment’ and it is not
confined to any of the sub clauses mentioned in Section 2(n),
which of course will depend upon the materials placed on
record and on a case to case basis. But it is made clear that in
order to take action under the 2013 Act, the acts complained of
should come within the purview of S.2 (n) and Section 3 of the
Act or any other form of sexual treatment or sexual behaviour
on the part of the respondent. The Registry shall place the
matter before the learned Single Judge.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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CHARTERED SECRETARY

01

Clarification on passing of ordinary and
special resolutions by companies under
the Companies Act,2013 read with rules
made thereunder on account of COVID-19Extension of time

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 2/6/2020-CL-V dated
31.12.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In continuation to this Ministry's General Circulars No.14/2020
dated 8th April, 2020, No.l7/2020 dated 13th April, 2020, No.22/
2020 dated 15.06.2020 and No.33/2020 dated 28.09.2020
and after due examination, it has been decided to allow
companies to conduct their EGMs through VC or OAVM or
transact items through postal ballot in accordance with the
framework provided in the aforesaid Circulars upto 30th June,
2021. All other requirements provided in the said Circulars
shall remain unchanged.
2. This issues with the approval of the competent authority.
KMS NARAYANAN

02

Assistant Director

Companies (Meeting of Board and its
Powers) Fourth Amendment Rules, 2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 1/32/2013-CL-V-Part
dated 30.12.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by sections 173, 177, 178
and section 186 read with section 469 of the Companies Act,
2013 (18 of 2013), the Central Government hereby makes the
following rules further to amend the Companies (Meetings of
Board and its Powers) Rules, 2014, namely:1.

(1) These rules may be called the Companies (Meetings
of Board and its Powers) Fourth Amendment Rules,
2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Meetings of Board and its Powers)
Rules, 2014, in rule 4, in sub-rule (2), for the figures,
letters and word "31st December, 2020", the figures,
letters and word "30th June, 2021" shall be substituted.
MANOJ PANDEY

Joint Secretary

CHARTERED SECRETARY

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 01/04/2013-CL-VPart-IV dated 24.12.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-sections (1) and (2)
of section 469 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the
Central Government hereby makes the following rules further
to amend the Companies (Share Capital and Debentures)
Rules, 2014, namely: 1.

Short title and commencement.- (1) These rules may be
called the Companies (Share Capital and Debentures)
Second Amendment Rules, 2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Share Capital and Debentures) Rules
2014, in the Annexure to the rules, for Form SH-7, the
following form shall be substituted, namely:K.V.R. MURTY
Joint Secretary

Form not published here for want of space. For complete notification readers
may log on to www.mca.gov.in

04

Companies (Incorporation) Third Amendment
Rules, 2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 1/13/2013 CL-V,
Vol III dated 24.12.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of powers conferred by section 3, sub-section (1)
of section 7 and sub-sections (1 ) and (2) of section 469 of the
Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the Central Government
hereby makes the following rules further to amend the
Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014 namely:1.

(1) These rules may be called the Companies
(Incorporation) Third Amendment Rules, 2020.
(2) Save as otherwise provided in these rules, they shall
come into force on the date of their publication in the
Official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014 (herein after
referred to as the said rules), after rule 9, the following rule
shall be inserted with effect from 26th January, 2021, namely:“9A. Extension of reservation of name in certain
cases – Upon payment of fees provided below through the
web service available at www.mca.gov.in, the Registrar
shall extend the period of a name reserved under rule 9
by using web service SPICe+ (Simplified Proforma for
Incorporating Company Electronically Plus: INC-32), upto:
(a) forty days from the date of approval under rule 9, on
payment of fees of rupees of one thousand rupees
made before the expiry of twenty days from the date
of approval under rule 9;
JANUARY 2021 |
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Companies (Share Capital and Debentures)
Second Amendment Rules, 2020

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

(b) sixty days from the date of approval under rule 9
on payment of fees of rupees two thousand made
before the expiry of forty days referred to in clause (a)
above;

December, 2020 as the date on which the following provisions
of the said Act shall come into force, namely:Sl.
No.

Sections

1.

Section 1;

2.

Section 3;

3.

Sections 6 to 10 (both inclusive);

4.

Sections 12 to 17 (both inclusive);

5.

Clauses (a) and (b) of section 18;

6.

Sections 19 to 21 (both inclusive);

7.

Clause (i) of section 22;

8.

Section 24;

9.

Section 26;

10.

Sections 28 to 31 (both inclusive);

11.

Sections 33 to 39 (both inclusive);

(c) Category of Company

12.

Sections 41 to 44 (both inclusive);

(d) Sub-category of Company

13.

Sections 46 to 51 (both inclusive);

Main division of industrial
activity of the company
Description of the main
division

14.

Section 54;

15.

Section 57;

16.

Section 61; and

17.

Section 63.

(c) sixty days from the date of approval under rule 9
on payment of fees of rupees three thousand made
before the expiry of twenty days from the date of
approval under rule 9:
		

3.

Provided that the Registrar shall have the power
to cancel the reserved name in accordance with
subsection (5) of section 4 of the Act.”

In the said rules, in the annexure, in SPICe+ (Simplified
Proforma for Incorporating Company Electronically Plus
FORM NO. INC-32), for Part –A, the following part shall
be substituted, namely:PART – A

1.

(a) Type of Company
LLPIN
(b) Class of Company

2.

a.

Summary of the objects to be pursued by the company on
its incorporation
Please make sure to mention the objects of the
proposed company and relevant comments
You may include a document that supports your name
reservation below.

3.

Particulars of the proposed or approved name

i.
ii.
Choose File

No File Chosen

Auto-Check

Save

“Submit”
K.V.R. MURTY

05

Joint Secretary

06

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of
section 1 of the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020 (29 of
2020), the Central Government hereby appoints the 21st day of
| JANUARY 2021

Joint Secretary

Companies (Auditor’s Report) Second
Amendment Order, 2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide File No. 17/45/2015-CL-V
Part I dated 17.12.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (11) of
section 143 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the
Central Government hereby makes the following Order further
to amend the Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order, 2020,
namely:1.

Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide File No. 1 /3 /2020-CL.I
dated 21.12.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
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K.V.R. MURTY

Short title, application and commencement. - (1) This
Order may be called the Companies (Auditor’s Report)
Second Amendment Order, 2020.
(2) It shall come into force on the date of its publication in
the Official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order, 2020, in
paragraph 2, for the figures, letters and word “1st April,
2020”, the figures, letters and word “1st April, 2021” shall
be substituted.
K.V.R. MURTY
Joint Secretary

CHARTERED SECRETARY

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 2/31/CAA/2013- CL.V
dated 17.12.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-sections (1) and
(2) of section 469 read with sections 230 to 233 and sections
235 to 240 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the
Central Government hereby makes the following rules further
to amend the Companies (Compromises, Arrangements and
Amalgamations) Rules, 2016 namely:1.

Short title and commencement.- (1) These rules may be
called the Companies (Compromises, Arrangements and
Amalgamations) Second Amendment Rules, 2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Compromises, Arrangements and
Amalgamations) Rules, 2016 (hereinafter referred to as
the said rules), in rule 2, in sub-rule (1), after clause (d),
the following clause shall be inserted, namely:-

		

3.

"(e) "corporate action" means any action taken by
the company relating to transfer of shares and all
the benefits accruing on such shares namely, bonus
shares, split, consolidation, fraction shares and right
issue to the acquirer".

In the said rules, after rule 26, the following rule shall be
inserted namely:-

		"26 A. Purchase of minority shareholding held
in demat form. --- (1) The company shall within
two weeks from the date of receipt of the amount
equal to the price of shares to be acquired by the
acquirer, under section 236 of the Act, verify the
details of the minority shareholders holding shares in
dematerialised form.
(2) After verification under sub-rule (1), the company
shall send notice to such minority shareholders by
registered post or by speed post or by courier or by
email about a cut-off date, which shall not be earlier
than one month after the date of sending of the
notice, on which the shares of minority shareholders
shall be debited from their account and credited
to the in the account of the acquirer, as specified in
such notice, before the cut-off date.
(3) A copy of the notice served to the minority
shareholders under sub-rule (2), shall also be
published simultaneously in two widely circulated
newspapers (one in English and one in vernacular
language) in the district in which the registered
office of the company is situated and also be
uploaded on the website of the company, if any.
(4) The company shall inform the depository immediately
after publication of the notice under sub-rule (3)
regarding the cut-off date and submit the following
declarations stating that:CHARTERED SECRETARY

		(a) the corporate action is being effected in
pursuance of the provisions of section 236 of the
Act;
		

(b) the minority shareholders whose shares are
held in dematerialised form have been informed
about the corporate action [a copy of the notice
served to such shareholders and published in
the newspapers to be attached];

		

(c) the minority shareholders shall be paid by
the company immediately after completion of
corporate action;

		

(d) any dispute or complaints arising out of such
corporate action shall be the sole responsibility
of the company.

(5) For the purposes of effecting transfer of shares
through corporate action, the Board shall authorise
the Company Secretary, or in his absence any other
person, to inform the depository under sub-rule (4),
and to submit the documents as may be required
under the said sub-rule.
(6) Upon receipt of information under sub-rule (4), the
depository shall make the transfer of shares of the
minority shareholders, who have not, on their own,
transferred their shares in favour of the acquirer, into
the designated DEMAT account of the company on
the cut-off date and intimate the company.
(7) After receiving the intimation of successful transfer
of shares from the depository under sub-rule (6),
the company shall immediately disburse the price
of the shares so transferred, to each of the minority
shareholders after deducting the applicable stamp
duty, which shall be paid by the company, the Indian
Stamp Act, 1899 (2 of 1899).
(8) Upon successful payment to the minority shareholders
under sub-rule (7), the company shall inform the
depository to transfer the shares of such shareholders,
kept in the designated DEMAT account of the
company, to the DEMAT account of the acquirer.
		

Explanation. - The company shall continue to
disburse payment to the entitled shareholders, where
disbursement could not be made within the specified
time, and transfer the shares to the DEMAT account
of acquirer after such disbursement.

(9) In case, where there is a specific order of Court or
Tribunal, or statutory authority restraining any transfer
of such shares and payment of dividend, or where
such shares are pledged or hypothecated under
the provisions of the Depositories Act, 1996 (22 of
1996), the depository shall not transfer the shares of
the minority shareholders to the designated DEMAT
account of the company under sub-rule (6).
		

Explanation. - For the purposes of this rule, if "cutoff date" falls on a holiday, the next working day shall
be deemed to be the "cut-off date"."
K.V.R. MURTY
Joint Secretary
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Companies (Compromises, Arrangement and
Amalgamations) Second Amendment Rules,
2020
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Companies (Appointment and Qualification
of Directors) Fifth Amendment Rules, 2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide File No. 8/4 /2018-CL-I
Part 1 dated 08.12.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 149 read with
section 469 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the
Central Government hereby makes the following rules further
to amend the Companies (Appointment and Qualification of
Directors) Rules, 2014, namely:1.

(C) in the pay scale of Chief General Manager or above in
the Securities and Exchange Board or the Reserve Bank
of India or the Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority of India or the Pension Fund Regulatory and
Development Authority and having experience in handling
the matters relating to corporate laws or securities laws or
economic laws :
Provided further that for the purpose of calculation of
the period of three years referred to in the first proviso,
any period during which an individual was acting as a
director or as a key managerial personnel in two or more
companies or bodies corporate or statutory corporations
at the same time shall be counted only once.";

(1) These rules may be called the Companies
(Appointment and Qualification of Directors) Fifth
Amendment Rules, 2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.

2.

in handling the matters relating to corporate laws or
securities laws or economic laws; or

In the Companies (Appointment and Qualification of
Directors) Rules, 2014, in rule 6,(a) in sub-rule (4),(i)

for the words "one year from" the words "two years
from" shall be substituted;

(b) in the Explanation, in item (b), for the words "sixty
percent", the words "fifty percent" shall be substituted.
K.V.R. MURTY

09

Joint Secretary

Relaxation of additional fees and extension
of last date of filing of CRA-4 (form for filing
of cost audit report) for FY 2019-20 under the
Companies Act, 2013

(ii) for the first and second proviso, the following provisos
shall be substituted, namely :-

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide File No: 17/52/2020-CL-V
dated 01.12.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]

"Provided that an individual shall not be required to pass
the online proficiency self-assessment test when he has
served for a total period of not less than three years as on
the date of inclusion of his name in the data bank,-

In continuation to this Ministry's General Circular No.
29/2020 dated 10th September, 2020, in view of large scale
disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and after due
examination of the representations received from various
stakeholders, it has been decided to substitute the word and
figures "30th November, 2020" with the word and figures "31st
December, 2020" in the said General Circular.

(A) as a director or key managerial personnel, as on the date
of inclusion of his name in the databank, in one or more of
the following, namely:(a) listed public company; or
(b) unlisted public company having a paid-up share capital
of rupees ten crore or more; or
(c) body corporate listed on any recognized stock exchange
or in a country which is a member State of the Financial
Action Task Force on Money Laundering and the regulator
of the securities market in such member State is a
member of the International Organization of Securities
Commissions; or
(d) bodies corporate incorporated outside India having a
paid-up share capital of US$ 2 million or more; or
(e) statutory corporations set up under an Act of Parliament
or any State Legislature carrying on commercial activities;
or
(B) in the pay scale of Director or above in the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs or the Ministry of Finance or Ministry
of Commerce and Industry or the Ministry of Heavy
Industries and Public Enterprises and having experience
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2.

The other requirements as mentioned in the said General
Circular shall remain unchanged.

3.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.
ATMA SAH

10

Deputy Director

Procedural Guidelines for Proxy Advisors

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/256 dated 31.12.2020]
1.

In partial modification to SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/IMD/
DF1/CIR/P/2020/147 dated August 03, 2020 and SEBI
Circular No. SEBI/HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/157 dated
August 27, 2020 on “Procedural Guidelines for Proxy
Advisors”, the following has been decided:

a.

Clause 1(c) of the SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/IMD/DF1/
CIR/P/2020/147 dated August 03, 2020 is modified as
under:
CHARTERED SECRETARY

b.

Clauses 1(c) and 1(e) of SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/
IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/147 dated August 03, 2020 shall be
applicable with effect from February 01, 2021.

2.

All other conditions specified in the SEBI Circular No.
SEBI/HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/147 dated August 03,
2020 shall remain unchanged.

3.

This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 to protect the interests of investors in
securities and to promote the development of, and to
regulate the securities market.

4.

respective schemes. However, a fund manager
may authorize an employee of the AMC for order
placement on his behalf, subject to adherence to
the following:
		

a.

The order instructions to such employee by the
fund manager shall be through electronic mode
i.e. either through e-mail or other electronic
utility, wherein schemewise audit trail of such
orders starting from the instruction of the fund
manager is maintained along with time stamping
of each stage of the process.

		

b.

The employee placing the order shall be bound
by the same requirements of maintaining
confidentiality and the code of conduct as
applicable to the fund manager in this regard i.e.
in respect of order placement.

			

(2) Further, the orders in case of arbitrage
transactions, stock lending and borrowing
transactions, passive schemes (such as Index
Funds and ETFs) and schemes investing
primarily based on pre-defined rules and models,
where the discretion of the fund manager is not
required for placement of order, is not mandated
to be placed through OMS, subject to the
following:

		

a.

The AMC shall document and demonstrate that
no judgement and discretion of the fund manager
is required for placement of such orders.

		

b.

The AMCs shall ensure that orders in breach of
applicable regulatory limits and allocation limits
as specified in Scheme Information Documents
(SIDs), should not be placed and executed.

		

c.

The fund manager shall provide the schemewise
details as required for order placement such as
value of transaction(s), nature of transaction(s),
etc. to the dealer.

		

d.

The schemewise audit trail of placement of
orders (including the information provided by
the fund manager), order execution and trade
allocation shall be maintained along with time
stamping of each stage of the process.

The circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the categories "Legal framework - Circulars"
and "Info for – Research Analyst.”
MANASWINI MAHAPATRA
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General Manager

Circular on Mutual Funds

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF2/CIR/P/2020/253 dated 31.12.2020]
A.

Uniformity in applicability of Net Asset Value (NAV)
across various schemes upon realization of funds:
1.

2.

B.

In terms of paragraph 1 of SEBI Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF2/CIR/P/2020/175 dated September 17,
2020, the uniform applicability of NAV in respect
of purchase of units of mutual fund schemes upon
realization of funds, was to come into effect from
January 1, 2021.
Upon consideration of the subsequent representation
received from AMFI regarding operational challenges,
it has been decided to extend the date of applicability
of the aforementioned provision to February 1, 2021.

Trade Execution and Allocation:
1.

In partial modification to paragraph 2 on ‘Trade
Execution and Allocation’ of SEBI Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF2/CIR/P/2020/175 dated September 17,
2020, the following has been decided:

		i.

Clause a) of paragraph 2.2.1 on orders pertaining
to equity and equity related instruments of the
aforesaid circular is modified as under:

			

“(1) AMCs shall use an automated Order
Management System (hereinafter referred to
as ‘OMS’), wherein the orders for equity and
equity related instruments of each scheme
shall be placed by the fund manager(s) of the

CHARTERED SECRETARY

(3) At all points of time, the responsibility associated with
order placement shall continue to vest with the fund
manager.”
ii.

Clause d) of Paragraph 2.2.1 of the aforesaid circular
is modified as under:

			

“All orders of fund manager(s) shall be received
by dedicated dealer(s) responsible for order
placement and execution. However, in case of
orders for arbitrage transactions, stock lending
and borrowing transactions, passive schemes
(such as Index Funds and ETFs) and schemes
investing primarily based on pre-defined rules
and models, the requirement of a dedicated
dealer shall not be mandatory.”
JANUARY 2021 |
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“Proxy Advisors shall alert clients, within 24 hours of
receipt of information, about any factual errors and any
impending material revisions to their reports. Further,
any such material revisions to their reports shall be
communicated to the clients within 72 hours of receipt
of the information, while ensuring that adequate time is
available for clients to make an informed decision.”

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

		iii. Paragraph 2.3.2 of the aforesaid circular is
modified as under:
			
			

“Audit trail of activities as detailed in paragraph
2.2.1 related to order placement, trade execution
and allocation shall be available in the system.
Further, there should be time stamping with
respect to order placed by fund manager (or
the order placed by the employee of the AMC
authorized bythe fund manager), order placed
by dealer, order execution and trade allocation
in the OMS. The audit trail and time stamping of
all other orders (including orders through RFQ
platform) not placed through OMS shall also be
adequately maintained.

C.

All other conditions specified in SEBI circular dated
September 17, 2020 shall remain unchanged.

D.

This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11 (1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992, read with the provisions of Regulation
77 of SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996, to protect
the interests of investors in securities and to promote the
development of, and to regulate the securities market.
DIVYA KULSHRESTHA

12

Deputy General Manager

2.

3.

Later, vide circular nos. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/
CIR/P/2020/82 dated May 15, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/
CIR/P/2020/101 dated June 19, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/
DOP/CIR/P/2020/112 dated June 30, 2020, SEBI/HO/
MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/141 dated July 29, 2020, SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/142 dated July 29, 2020,
SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/191 dated October
01, 2020 and SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/235
dated December 01, 2020, timelines / period of
exclusion were further extended for certain compliance
requirements.
In view of the prevailing situation due to COVID-19
pandemic and representation received from the Stock
Exchanges, it has been decided to extend the timelines for
compliance with the following regulatory requirements by
the trading members / clearing members, as under:
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Extended timeline /
Period of exclusion

I

Maintaining call
February 28, 2021.
recordings of orders/
instructions received from
clients.

II

KYC application form and
supporting documents of
the clients to be uploaded
on system of KRA within
10 working days.

Period of exclusion
shall be from
January 01, 2021 till
February 28, 2021.
A 15-day time period
after February 28,
2021, is allowed to
clear the back log.

With regard to KYC application form and supporting
documents of the clients to be uploaded on system of
KRA by the members, for which relaxation has been
provided till December 31, 2020 vide circular no. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/191 dated October 01,
2020, Stock Exchanges / Clearing Corporation shall direct
their members to clear the backlog, if any, by January 31,
2021.

5.

Stock Exchanges / Clearing Corporations are directed
to bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of
their members and also disseminate the same on their
websites.

6.

This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992, to protect the interests of investors in
securities and to promote the development of, and to
regulate the securities markets.

Relaxation in timelines for compliance with
regulatory requirements

In view of the situation arising due to COVID-19 pandemic,
lockdown imposed by the Government and representations
received from Stock Exchanges, SEBI had earlier
provided relaxations in timelines for compliance with
various regulatory requirements by the trading members
/ clearing members / depository participants, vide circular
nos. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/61 dated April 16,
2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/62 dated April
16, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/68 dated
April 21, 2020 and SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/72
dated April 24, 2020.

Compliance
requirements for which
timelines are extended

4.

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/255 dated 31.12.2020]
1.

S.
No.

NARENDRA RAWAT

13

General Manager

Creation of Security in issuance of listed debt
securities and ‘due diligence’ by debenture
trustee(s) - Extension of timeline for
implementation

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/CRADT/CIR/P/2020/254 dated 31.12.2020]
1.

SEBI, vide circular no. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/CRADT/
CIR/P/2020/218 dated November 03, 2020, specified
requirements with regard to creation of security in
issuance of listed debt securities and due diligence to be
carried out by debenture trustee(s), which were applicable
from January 01, 2021.

2. Representations have been received from debenture
trustees with regard to extension of the date of applicability
of the provisions of the aforesaid circular.
3.

After taking into consideration the representation received
from debenture trustees, and the challenges arising out
of the prevailing business and market conditions due to
COVID-19 pandemic, it has been decided to extend the
implementation date of the provisions of the aforesaid
circular to April 01, 2021.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

This circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
upon SEBI under Section 11 (1) of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 read with the provisions
of Regulation 2A of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India (Debenture Trustees) Regulations, 1993 and
Regulation 31(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (Issue and Listing of Debt Securities) Regulations,
2008 to protect the interest of investors in securities
and to promote the development of, and to regulate, the
securities market.
RICHA G. AGARWAL

14

Deputy General Manager

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Further, vide Circular no. SEBI/HO/MRD/DRMNP/
CIR/P/2019/55 dated April 10, 2019, granular norms
related to computation of risk-based capital and net worth
requirements for Clearing Corporations were prescribed.

3)

Based on consultation with various stakeholders, SEBI
notified the Securities Contracts (Regulation) (Stock
Exchanges and Clearing Corporations) (Amendment)
Regulations, 2020, (SECC Amendment Regulations,
2020) on October 08, 2020, to permit setting up of a
Limited Purpose Clearing Corporation for clearing and
settlement of repo transactions in debt securities.

4)

Regulation 22D of the SECC Amendment Regulations,
2020, provides that
“(1). The contribution to the Fund as specified in regulation
37 shall be made by the recognized limited purpose
clearing corporation, the clearing members and issuers of
the debt securities, in the manner as may be specified by
the Board from time to time.

Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI),
from time to time, has been issuing various circulars/
directions which lay down the detailed requirements to be
complied by listed entities while undertaking schemes of
arrangements.

In order to enable the users to have access to the
applicable circulars at one place, Master Circular in
respect of schemes of arrangement has been prepared.
This Master Circular is a compilation of relevant and
updated circulars issued by SEBI which deal with schemes
of arrangement and which are operational as on date of
this circular.

(2) Any shortfall in the Fund, shall be replenished by the
recognized limited purpose clearing corporation to the
threshold level as may be specified by the Board from
time to time.”
5)

In case of any inconsistency between the Master Circular
and the applicable circulars, the content of the relevant
circular shall prevail.

This circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in. Yours faithfully
YOGITA JADHAV

Annexures not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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Core Settlement Guarantee Fund, Default
Waterfall and Stress Test for Limited Purpose
Clearing Corporation (LPCC)

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MRD2/DCAP/CIR/P/2020/245 dated 21.12.2020]
In order to enhance robustness of the risk management
system in the clearing corporations, granular norms
relating to core settlement guarantee fund, stress testing
and default waterfall procedures have been prescribed by
SEBI vide Circular no. CIR/MRD/DRMNP/25/2014 dated
August 27, 2014. Further, vide Circular no. CIR/MRD/
DRMNP/33 /2017 dated April 26, 2017, clearing members
were permitted to bring their contribution towards Core
Settlement Guarantee Fund, in the form of Central
CHARTERED SECRETARY

Regulation 22E (1) of the SECC Amendment Regulations,
2020, provides that
“(1) The utilization of profits and investments by
recognized limited purpose clearing corporations shall be
in accordance with the norms specified by the Board:

A list of SEBI circulars compiled in this Master Circular is
given in Appendix at the end of this Master Circular.

General Manager

1)

2)

Master Circular on (i) Scheme of Arrangement
by Listed Entities and (ii) Relaxation under
Sub-rule (7) of rule 19 of the Securities
Contracts (Regulation) Rules, 1957

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/DIL1/CIR/P/2020/249 dated 22.12.2020]
1.

Government Securities, in addition to Cash and Bank
Fixed Deposits. Also, norms relating to contribution by a
non-defaulting member in the Default waterfall of Clearing
Corporations were modified vide Circular No. SEBI/HO/
MRD2/DCAP/CIR/P/2020/01 dated January 03, 2020.

Provided that for the first five years from the date of grant
of recognition by the board, there shall be no distribution of
dividend to the shareholders and the profits of recognized
limited purpose clearing corporation shall be transferred
to the Fund specified in regulation 37.”
6)

In view of the above, the abovementioned Circulars dated
August 27, 2014 and January 03, 2020 stand modified as
under:
(i)

After Clause 8 of the said Circular dated August 27,
2014, following Clause 8A shall be inserted:

		

“Contribution to Core SGF of LPCC

		

8A) At any point of time, the contributions of various
contributors to Core SGF shall be as follows:

		a.

Issuer contribution: Contribution of Issuers of
Debt securities to Core SGF shall be equivalent
to 0.5 basis points of the issuance value of debt
securities per annum based on the maturity of
debt securities, to be collected upfront, in the
manner specified by the Board.
SUDEEP MISHRA
General Manager

Complete details are not published here for want of space. For complete
notification readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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Permissible holder means a holder of DR, including its
Beneficial Owner(s), satisfying the following conditions:

Review of inclusion of Historical Scenarios
in Stress Testing in Commodity Derivatives
Segment

(a) who is not a person resident in India;
(b) who is not a Non-Resident Indian (NRI)

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CDMRD/DRMP/CIR/P/2020/244 dated 21.12.2020]
1.

2.

3.

4.

Explanation1: For the purpose of this Circular, ‘Beneficial
Owner’ shall have the same meaning as provided in
proviso to sub-rule 1 of rule 9 of Prevention of MoneyLaundering (Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005, as
amended by the Central Government vide notification no.
G.S.R. 669(E) dated September 18, 2019.

SEBI
vide
Circular
SEBI/HO/CDMRD/DRMP/
CIR/P/2018/111 dated July 11, 2018 and SEBI/HO/
CDMRD/DRMP/CIR/P/2020/128 dated July 21, 2020,
inter alia, had prescribed norms related to Stress Testing
for the commodity derivatives segment, which included
norms regarding historical scenarios.
In light of an unprecedented event of negative final
settlement price in the crude oil futures markets in
the recent past, SEBI vide circular SEBI/HO/CDMRD/
DRMP/ CIR/P/2020/176 dated September 21, 2020 had
prescribed an Alternate Risk Management Framework
that would be applicable in case of near zero and / or
negative prices for any underlying commodities/futures.

Explanation 2: The Permissible holder, including its
Beneficial Owner(s), shall be responsible for ensuring
compliance with this requirement.
3.

Permissible holder means a holder of DR, including its
Beneficial Owner(s), satisfying the following conditions:
(a)who is not a person resident in India;

Pursuant to the issuance of the above circular, SEBI
received representation to review the requirement of
including all the price movements during the last 15 years,
in the historical scenarios prescribed for stress testing.

(b)who is not a Non-Resident Indian (NRI)
Provided that the restriction under this Clause shall not apply
in case of issue of DRs to NRIs, pursuant to share based
employee benefit schemes which are implemented by a
company in terms of SEBI (Share Based Employee Benefits)
Regulations 2014; Provided further that the restriction under
this Clause shall also not apply in case of issue of DRs by the
company to NRIs pursuant to a bonus issue or a rights issue;

The matter was deliberated upon in the Risk Management
Review Committee (RMRC) of SEBI. In line with the
recommendations of the RMRC, following clause stands
inserted after Para ‘1’ of Part ‘A’ of Annexure to the SEBI
Circular SEBI/HO/CDMRD/DRMP/ CIR/P/2018/111 dated
July 11, 2018 with a view to address the concerns emanating
from exceptional and extreme volatile price events:-

Explanation1: For the purpose of this Circular, ‘Beneficial
Owner’ shall have the same meaning as provided in proviso
to sub-rule 1 of rule 9 of Prevention of Money-Laundering
(Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005, as amended by the
Central Government vide notification no. G.S.R. 669(E) dated
September 18, 2019.

“Price movements corresponding to a Z-score of 10 will
replace extreme price movements beyond that threshold
in peak historical returns of all the commodities. Mean and
sigma of returns over the applicable MPOR period across
15 years would be used for calculation of the Z-score.”
5.

The circular shall be effective from the date of its issuance.

6.

This circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act 1992, read with Section 10 of the Securities
Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 to protect the interests of
investors in securities and to promote the development of,
and to regulate the securities market.

7.

Explanation 2: The Permissible holder, including its Beneficial
Owner(s), shall be responsible for ensuring compliance with
this requirement.
Explanation 3: Except as permitted under the provisos above,
NRIs shall neither subscribe to any further issue of DRs nor
make any further acquisition of DRs (including of DRs issued
prior to October 10, 2019).”
4.

17

Framework for issue of Depository Receipts Clarifications

5.

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MRD2/DCAP/CIR/P/2020/243 dated 18.12.2020]
1.

SEBI vide its Circular No. SEBI/HO/MRD/DOP1/
CIR/P/2019/106 dated October 10, 2019 laid down a
Framework for issue of Depository Receipts.

2.

Para 2.15 of the said circular specifies the following
criteria for Permissible holders of Depository Receipts:
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After Para 2.12, the following shall be inserted as Para 2.12A:
2.12A. “The onus of identification of NRIs holders, who are
issued DRs in terms employee benefit scheme, would lie
with the listed company. The listed company shall provide
the information of such NRI DR holders to the designated
depository for the purpose of monitoring of limits.”

This circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in.
VISHAL V. NAIR
Deputy General Manager

In this regard, based on representations received from market
participants, the revised Para 2.15 of the abovementioned
Circular is as under:

6.

Stock Exchanges and Depositories are advised to:
a)

make necessary amendments to the relevant bye-laws,
rules and regulations for the implementation of the
above circular; and

b)

bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of the
issuers, Domestic Custodians and also to disseminate
the same on the website.

This circular is being issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board of
India Act, 1992.

SUDEEP MISHRA
General Manager

CHARTERED SECRETARY

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/CMD/CIR/P/2020/242 dated 09.12.2020]
1.

2.

3.

Under Regulation 44 of Securities and Exchange Board of
India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015, listed entities are required to provide
remote e-voting facility to its shareholders, in respect
of all shareholders’ resolutions. However, it has been
observed that the participation by the public noninstitutional shareholders/retail shareholders is at a
negligible level.
Currently, there are multiple e-voting service providers
(ESPs) providing e-voting facility to listed entities in
India. This necessitates registration on various ESPs and
maintenance of multiple user IDs and passwords by the
shareholders.
In order to increase the efficiency of the voting process,
pursuant to a public consultation, it has been decided to
enable e-voting to all the demat account holders, by way
of a single login credential, through their demat accounts/
websites of Depositories/ Depository Participants. Demat
account holders would be able to cast their vote without
having to register again with the ESPs, thereby, not only
facilitating seamless authentication but also enhancing ease
and convenience of participating in e-voting process. The
same shall be implemented in a phased manner as under:

Additional Channels for making subscription and/or
paying call money
Channel I
Online ASBA:
Through an online
portal of the
SCSB.
The SCSBs
shall send the
application to RTA
and block funds
in shareholders
account.

Period of subscription: The payment period for payment
of balance money in Calls shall be kept open for fifteen
days.

5.

Disclosures in the Letter of Offer: The intermediaries
including the issuer company and its RTA shall provide
necessary guidance to the specified security holders in
use of ASBA mechanism while making payment of calls.

6.

This circular shall be applicable for all Call Money Notice
wherein the payment period opens on or after January
01, 2021.

7.

Stock Exchanges are directed to:
7.1 take necessary steps to put in place systems for
implementation of the circular, including necessary
amendments to the relevant bye-laws, rules and
regulations;

General Manager

7.2 take necessary action to institute additional payment
channels (electronic banking modes only) for making
subscription and/or paying call money in respect of
partly paid up specified securities.

Complete details are not published here for want of space. For complete
notification readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/DIL1/CIR/238/2020 dated 08.12.2020]
1.

2.

3.

SEBI, in its endeavour to protect investors’ interest and
reduce investor grievances relating to refund, introduced
Application Supported by Blocked Amount (ASBA) as the
sole payment mechanism in the IPO and Rights issues.
Considering that payment through ASBA mechanism
is investor friendly and enables faster completion of the
process, it has been decided to introduce additional
payment mechanism (i.e. ASBA, etc) for making
subscription and/or payment of calls in respect of partly paid
specified securities through SCSBs and intermediaries
such as Trading Members/ Brokers - having three in one
type account and Registrar and Transfer agents (RTA).
Additional Channels for making subscription and/or
paying call money

3.1 For the purpose of making payment of balance money
for calls in respect of partly paid specified securities, the
additional channels are tabulated below:
CHARTERED SECRETARY

The SCSBs
shall send the
application to RTA
and block funds
in shareholders
account.

Channel III
Additional Online
mode: using the
facility of linked
online trading,
demat and bank
account (3-in-1
type accounts),
provided by some
of the brokers.

4.

SURABHI GUPTA

Additional Payment Mechanism (i.e. ASBA,
etc.) for Payment of Balance Money in Calls
for partly paid specified securities issued by
the listed entity

Channel II
Physical ASBA:
Physically at the
branch of a SCSB

7.3 bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of
the listed companies and their members and also
disseminate the same on their websites;
8.

The circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under sections 11 and 11A of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992 read with Regulations 88 and 299
of SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2018.

9.

This circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in at “Legal Framework  Circulars”
YOGITA JADHAV

20

General Manager

Operational guidelines for Transfer and
Dematerialization of re-lodged physical
shares

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/RTAMB/CIR/P/2020/236 dated 02.12.2020]
1.

SEBI, vide circular no. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/RTAMB/
CIR/P/2020/166 dated September 07, 2020, has fixed
March 31, 2021 as the cut-off date for re-lodgment of
transfer requests and has stipulated that such transferred
shares shall be issued only in demat mode.
JANUARY 2021 |
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2.

In this regard the operational guidelines for crediting the
transferred shares into the respective demat account of
the investor, with inputs from stakeholders, are as under;
i.

		

Guidelines to credit the transferred physical shares in
demat mode:
a.

Subsequent to processing of the re-lodged
transfer request, the RTA shall retain the physical
shares and intimate the investor (transferee)
about the execution of transfer through Letter of
Confirmation. This letter shall be sent through
Registered / Speed Post or through email with
digitally signed letter and shall, inter-alia, contain
details of endorsement, shares, folio of investor
(required on Demat request form) as available
on the physical shares.

		

b.

The investor shall submit the demat request,
within 90 days of issue of Letter of Confirmation,
to Depository participant (DP) along with the
Letter of Confirmation. RTA shall also issue a
reminder at the end of 60 days of issue of Letter
of Confirmation, informing the investor to submit
the demat request as above.

		

c.

Depository Participant will process the Demat
Request on the basis of Letter of Confirmation,
as this letter is a confirmation of holding of
physical shares on behalf of the investor by RTA.

		 d.
ii.

1.

2.

3.

b)

4.

In case of non-receipt of demat request from the
investor within 90 days of the date of Letter of
Confirmation, the shares will be credited to Suspense
Escrow Demat Account of the Company.

Later, vide circular nos. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P /2020/82
dated May 15, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/101
dated June 19, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/112
dated June 30, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/141
dated July 29, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/142
dated July 29, 2020 and SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/191
dated October 01, 2020, timelines / period of exclusion were
further extended for certain compliance requirements.
In view of the prevailing situation due to COVID-19 pandemic and
representation received from the Stock Exchanges, it has been
decided to extend the timelines for compliance with the following
regulatory requirements by the trading members / clearing
members, as under:

bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of
their participants and also disseminate the same on
their websites.

III

December
31, 2020.
January
31, 2021.

Extended timeline / Period
of exclusion
December 31, 2020.
Period of exclusion shall
be from March 23, 2020 till
December 31, 2020.

A 15-day time period after
December 31, 2020 is
allowed to Depository / DPs,
to clear the back log.
Systems audit on annual basis for December 31, 2020.
the financial year ended March 31,
2020.

Chief General Manager

Stock Exchanges / Clearing Corporations and Depositories are
directed to bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of their
members and participants respectively and also disseminate the
same on their websites.
This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred under
Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board of India
Act, 1992 and Section 19 of the Depositories Act, to protect
the interests of investors in securities and to promote the
development of, and to regulate the securities markets.

Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in

General Manager

5.

The Stock Exchanges are advised to bring the provisions
of this circular to the notice of listed companies and also
to disseminate the same on their websites.
DEEPAK TRIVEDI
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5.

Extended
timeline
December
31, 2020.

In view of the request received from the Depositories, it has been
decided to extend the timelines for compliance with the following
regulatory requirements by depository participants (DPs), as under:
S. Compliance requirements for
No. which timelines are extended
I
Submission of half yearly Internal
Audit Report by DPs for the half year
ended on September 30, 2020.
II KYC application form and supporting
documents of the clients to be
uploaded on system of KRA within
10 working days.

make necessary amendments to the relevant
byelaws, rules and regulations for the implementation
of the above directions, as may be applicable; and

This circular is being issued in exercise of powers
conferred under Section 11 (1) of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India Act, 1992, to protect the interests
of investors in securities and to promote the development
of, and to regulate the securities market.

In view of the situation arising due to COVID-19 pandemic,
lockdown imposed by the Government and representations
received from Stock Exchanges, SEBI had earlier provided
relaxations in timelines for compliance with various regulatory
requirements by the trading members / clearing members /
depository participants, vide circular nos. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/
CIR/P/2020/61 dated April 16, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/
CIR/P/2020/62 dated April 16, 2020, SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/
CIR/P/2020/68 dated April 21, 2020 and SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOP/
CIR/P/2020/72 dated April 24, 2020.

S. Compliance requirements for which timelines
No. are extended
I
Internal Audit for half year ended on September 30,
2020.
II System Audit for half year ended on September 30,
2020.
III Half yearly net worth certificate as on September
30, 2020.
IV Cyber Security and Cyber Resilience Audit for half
year ended on September 30, 2020.

Depositories shall;
a)

4.

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/235 dated 01.12.2020]

of

In case of the shares that are required to be lockedin as per the SEBI Circular SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOS3/
CIR/P/2018/139, dated November 06, 2018, the RTA
while approving / confirming the demat request, shall
also incorporate / intimate the Depository about the
lock-in and its period. Such shares shall be in lock-in
demat mode for 6 months from the date of registration
of transfer.

iii.

3.

The suggested format of the Letter
Confirmation is given at Annexure - A.

21

Relaxation in timelines for compliance with
regulatory requirements

6.

RACHNA ANAND
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Institute
News
MEMBERS RESTORED DURING THE MONTH OF
NOVEMBER 2020
SL.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

NAME

MEMB.No.

CS RAJAN LOSALKA
CS SALONI JAIN
CS RITU FARSAIYA
CS VIJAY KUMAR KATHURIA
CS SHILPA JAIN
CS SUSHEELA Y. GODBOLE
CS AJAY KUMAR KANTH
CS CHARU GOEL
CS K NAVEEN KUMAR
CS SANJAY KUMAR JAIN
CS ALKA SWAMI
CS AJAY VIJAY GHORPADE
CS SWATI AGARWAL
CS AJAZ UL REHMAN DAR
CS ASIT SHARMA
CS UDETI SUNIL GAJJAR
CS DEEPALI LALCHAND
MENGHWANI
CS ANANT JOSHI
CS K NAVEEN KUMAR

REGION

ACS - 26501
ACS - 33547
ACS - 50337
FCS - 3358
ACS - 16289
ACS - 17907
ACS - 18233
ACS - 10791
ACS - 16815
ACS - 18340
ACS - 43483
ACS - 49360
ACS - 46136
ACS - 20469
ACS - 47290
ACS - 46551
ACS - 47044

WIRC
NIRC
NIRC
NIRC
WIRC
SIRC
WIRC
WIRC
SIRC
NIRC
EIRC
WIRC
NIRC
NIRC
WIRC
WIRC
WIRC

ACS - 32902
ACS - 16815

NIRC
SIRC

CERTIFICATE OF PRACTICE SURRENDERED DURING
THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 2020
SL. NAME
MEMB.No. COP REGION
No.
No.
1
SH. PRAKASH
FCS - 3901
2311
WIRC
KARUNASHANKAR PANDYA
2
MR. DEEPENDRA KUMAR
ACS - 3335 23793 NIRC
MISHRA
3
MR. MANISH SHAW
ACS - 48460 17702 EIRC
4

MS. SEEMA RAJWANSHI

FCS - 5026

23436

NIRC

5
6

MS. PRIYANKA PINJANI
MS. KRATIKA GOYAL

ACS - 51867 19689
ACS - 50065 22026

NIRC
NIRC

7
8

MS. SRISHTI SUREKA
MR. BHAGVANTSINGH
HARBHAJAN SINGH
GHOTRA
MS. MEERA
VENKATRAMANAN
MR. GAURAV KASHINATH
NAIK
SH. C S NARASIMHULU

ACS - 51593 18811
ACS - 28062 10293

EIRC
WIRC

FCS - 9922

21548

SIRC

ACS - 47483 19072

WIRC

ACS - 3437

SIRC

9
10
11
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15736

12

MS. ANSHIKA JAIN

ACS - 34988 19705

NIRC

13

MS. DHIRTI SETHIA

ACS - 56608 21336

EIRC

14

MS. PRATIBHA RANKA

ACS - 45404 21709

NIRC

15

MS. SUPRIYA HIRACHAND
HANJE

ACS - 55407 22902

WIRC

16

MS. SMITA TIWARI

ACS - 25256 23175

WIRC

17

MS. CHANCHAL
KHANDELWAL

ACS - 52790 22367

NIRC

18

MS. ADITI MEHTA

ACS - 47535 18323

NIRC

19

MS. KHUSHBU GUPTA

ACS - 46626 23741

SIRC

20

MS. VISHAKHA GUPTA

ACS - 54948 23548

EIRC

21

MS. NIRUPIKA BHARDWAJ

ACS - 41302 19274

NIRC

22

MR. RAJIV JAIN

ACS - 29879 22986

EIRC

23

MS. DEEPTI AGRAWAL

ACS - 29027 22627

SIRC

24

MS. ALPHONSA JOSE

ACS - 54609 20187

SIRC

25

MS. NIDHI KHANDELWAL

ACS - 55728 21386

NIRC

ATTENTION !
For latest admission of Associate and
Fellow Members, Life Members of
Company Secretaries Benevolent Fund
(CSBF), Licentiates and issuance of
Certificate of Practice, kindly refer to the
link https://www.icsi.edu/member

If CSR COMPLIANCE has become a major roadblock
in your life and there is no PATHWAY in sight for
making your client CSR compliant ..plz read ahead!
we (Humanation) are CSR Management consultants, and
are handling end to end management of CSR activities. We
help design the desired CSR projects tailor made for your
needs with tranche wise implementation targets. We ensure
proper executions through NGOs and provide monitoring
and evaluation reports to corporates with on the ground
presence and proof of work through regular reports/ photos
and social media updates as per requirements. We are
a professionally managed COMPANY which is engaged
only in management of CSR projects being implemented
by NGOs. We have the largest network of NGOs of repute
having required registration under 80G and 12A. We handle
both - management of already running projects and also
greenfield CSR project design and its implementation.
for further details on prospective partnership for managing
your CSR projects, plz call back on the below.
Subodh Singh - Email - Subodh.singh@humanation.in /
Ph - + 91 9057570668
Abhishek Singh- Email - Abhishek.singh@humanation.in /
+ 91 - 8860075977
Website – www.Humanation.in
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The CD containing List of Members of ICSI as on 1st April, 2020 is available in the Institute on payment of Rs. 295/-* for
members and Rs. 590/-* for non-members (*including GST@18%). Request along with payment may please be sent to
Joint Secretary, Directorate of Membership, ICSI House, C-36, Sector-62, Noida - 201309. For queries if any, please write
to member@icsi.edu
For specific assistance raise a ticket at http://support.icsi.edu

MEMBERS HOLDING CERTIFICATE OF PRACTICE
The Institute has brought out a CD containing List of Members holding Certificate of Practice of the Institute as on 31st
March 2020. The CDs are available at Noida office of the Institute and will be provided free of cost to the members holding
Certificate of Practice on receipt of request. Request may please be sent to the Directorate of Membership at e-mail
id: member@icsi.edu

RESTORATION OF MEMBERSHIP
The members can restore their membership online only by making an application in Form BB (available on the
website of the Institute www. icsi.edu) together with payment of the annual membership fee for the year 2020-2021
including GST@18% (Associates admitted on or after 1-4-2019 – Rs. 1770/-, Associates admitted till 31-03-2019 –
Rs. 2950/- and Fellow – Rs. 3540/-) with the entrance fee of Rs. 2360/- and restoration fee of Rs. 295/- .
Particulars

Associate
(admitted till 31.03.2019)

Associate
(admitted on or after 01.04.2019)

Fellow

Annual Membership fee*

Rs. 2950

Rs. 1770

Rs. 3540

Entrance fee*

Rs. 2360

Rs. 2360

Rs. 2360

Restoration fee*

Rs. 295

Rs. 295

Rs. 295

* Fee inclusive of applicable GST@18%.
MODE OF REMITTANCE OF FEE
The fee can be remitted through ONLINE mode only using the payment gateway of the Institute’s website www.icsi.
edu through members’ login portal. Payment made through any other mode will not be accepted.
Steps to make online payment for Retoration of Membership
•

Login to portal www.icsi.edu

•

Click Online services in the Menu and then click on Member

•

Fill the User name: Enter your membership no. (eg. A1234)

•

Password. Fill the password. In case you do not have a password, you may retrieve the password in case your
email id and mobile number is correctly registered (you can check at https://www.icsi.edu/member/membersdirectory/) in the Institute’s record.

•

After login, go to Members Option (from top menu) then click on Manage Account  Restoration of Membership
for FY2020-21 (on the left side under Place your Request)

•

Download and Upload the duly filled and signed Form BB

•

The amount payable will be auto filled

For specific assistance raise a ticket at http://support.icsi.edu
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RESTORATION OF CERTIFICATE OF PRACTICE
The process of Restoration of Certificate of Practice is now enabled for the members who could not pay the COP
fees by the due date i.e. 30-09-2020.
The certificate of practice fee and restoration fee payable is as follows:
Particulars

Admitted as associate member
till 31.03.2019)
Certificate of Practice fee*
Rs. 2360
Restoration fee**

Rs. 295

Admitted as associate member
on or after 01.04.2019)
Rs. 1770
Rs. 295

Fellow
Rs. 2360
Rs. 295

* Fee inclusive of applicable GST@18%.
** Fee inclusive of applicable GST@18% and applicable as certificate of practice fee is not received by
30th September, 2020
STEPS AND PROCEDURE OF REMITTANCE OF COP FEE
Procedure for filling Online Form D:

Procedure for payment of Restoration of COP fee:

Kindly go to Manage Account. Select Online Form
D. (Fill the form and keep a copy of the same for
your records. Fill the form stepwise)

Go to Manage Account and select the option
“Requests relating to Certificate of Practice COP”
1.

Select the button Restoration of COP

1.

First at “Personal Details” tab (prefilled) click
save as draft

2.

Select the button online form D (at the Top)

2.

Second fill ”Area of practice” tab, select at least
one field of your area of interest and click save
as draft

3.

You will get a message “You have already
submitted the declaration for the financial year”

4.

Please write in the Comment box (mandatory
box)

5.

Fill your GSTIN to claim GST Input Tax Credit (If
GST No is not given here, it will not be reflected
in the receipt.)

6.

Select Payment Gateway

7.

Click on Proceed for Payment button and Remit
the payment by online*

3.

Third fill “Verification details “tab and click save
as draft (this page is important) and please fill all
the mandatory fields carefully.

4.

Last page is “Declaration”, fill the place and date
and click save as draft option.

5.

At the end please click the ‘Final save & Print’
button and keep a copy of the Form-D for your
records.

*(Please fill and submit the form in one go. Fill
the form carefully. Once the form D is submitted,
modifications cannot be done)

*(Members admitted on or after 01.4.2019 shall
pay Rs. 2065/- while members admitted before
01.04.2019 shall pay Rs. 2655/- (all amount inclusive
of GST @ 18%).

Please submit online Form D first and then pay the fee. Form D is mandatory for Issuance, Renewal and Restoration
of Certificate of Practice.
For any support you may reach out to us at http://support.icsi.edu.

OBITUARIES
Chartered Secretary deeply regrets to record the sad demise of the following Members:
CS P Dileepraj (20.05.1965 – 15.10.2020), an Associate Member of the Institute from Ernakulam.
CS Sivaramakrishnan Sambamoorthy (15.01.1956 – 01.09.2020), an Associate Member of the Institute from Chennai.
May the Almighty give sufficient fortitude to the bereaved family members to withstand the irreparable loss.
May the departed souls rest in peace.
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LIST OF PRACTICE UNITS PEER REVIEWED DURING DECEMBER 2020
Sl.
No.

Name of the PU

City

Year of Review

Certificate no.

1

Mr. Krishnamoorthy Elangovan

Chennai

2019-20

892/2020

2

Mr. Arun Dash

Mumbai

2019-20

928/2020

3

Mr. Martinho Ferrao

Mumbai

2019-20

951/2020

4

Ms. Jasvinder Kaur Bhatia

Ghaziabad

2019-20

984/2020

5

M/s. RKY and Associates

Guntur

2019-20

1024/2020

6

M/s. Jyoti Bansal & Associates

Delhi

2019-20

1025/2020

7

Ms. R. Sucharithra

Chennai

2018-19

1026/2020

8

Ms. Tanveer Kaur

Raipur

2018-19

1027/2020

9

M/s. Satish Jadon & Associates

Arga

2019-20

1028/2020

10

M/s. Harsh Goyal & Associates

Ludhiana

2019-20

1029/2020

11

M/s. Sourav & Associates

New Delhi

2018-19

1030/2020

12

M/s. RA & Co. Company Secretaries LLP

Noida

2019-20

1031/2020

13

M/s. Tejal Shah & Associates

Ahmedabad

2019-20

1032/2020

14

M/s. Akshay Auti & Associates

Pune

2019-20

1033/2020

15

M/s. Deepak Sharma & Associates

Delhi

2019-20

1034/2020

16

M/s. Pranav Kumar & Associates

Ghaziabad

2019-20

1035/2020

17

M/s. SPRS and Co. LLP

Mumbai

2019-20

1036/2020

18

M/s. K. P. Shinod & Company

Hyderabad

2019-20

1037/2020

19

M/s. A. K. Labh & Co.

Kolkata

2019-20

1038/2020

20

Ms. Monica Kanuga

Ahmedabad

2018-19

1039/2020

21

M/s. S.A.E. & Associates LLP

Chennai

2019-20

1040/2020

22

M/s. B. Rawal & Co.

Surat

2018-19

1041/2020

23

M/s. P. Ladda and Associates

Pune

2019-20

1042/2020

24

M/s. Sherlyn Rebello & Associates

Mumbai

2019-20

1043/2020

25

M/s. M. G. Jindal & Associates

Ludhiana

2019-20

1044/2020

26

M/s. VKR & Associates

Hyderabad

2019-20

1045/2020

27

Ms. Amita Saxena

Thane

2019-20

1046/2020

28

M/s. Anil Kumar & Associates

Prayagraj

2019-20

1047/2020

29

M/s. P. K. Sharma & Associates

Agra

2019-20

1048/2020

30

M/s. RCM & Associates LLP

Aurangabad

2018-19

1049/2020

31

Mr. Rakesh Agrawal

Kolkata

2019-20

1050/2020

32

M/s. V & R Associates

Chennai

2019-20

1051/2020

33

M/s. GMR & Associates

Hyderabad

2019-20

1052/2020

34

Ms. Rupal Patel

Ahmedabad

2019-20

1053/2020

35

M/s. VS & Associates

New Delhi

2019-20

1054/2020
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Documents downloadable from the DigiLocker Platform
The National Digital Locker System, launched by Govt. of India, is a secure cloud based platform for storage, sharing
and verification of documents and certificates. In the wake of digitization and in an attempt to issue documents to all
the members in a standard format and make them electronically available on real-time basis, the Institute of Company
Secretaries of India had connected itself with the DigiLocker platform of the Government of India. The initiative was
launched on 5th October, 2019 in the presence of the Hon’ble President of India.
In addition to their identity cards and Associate certificates, members can also now access and download their Fellow
certificates and Certificates of Practice from the Digilocker anytime, anywhere.

How to Access:
•

Go to https://digilocker.gov.in and click on Sign Up

•

You may download the Digilocker mobile app from mobile store (Android/iOS)

How to Login:
•

Signing up for DigiLocker with your mobile number.

•

Your mobile number is authenticated by an OTP (one-time password).

•

Select a username & password. This will create your DigiLocker account.

•

After your DigiLocker account is successfully created, you can voluntarily provide your Aadhaar number (issued
by UIDAI) to avail additional services.

How to Access your Documents digitally:
On successful validation of credential go to “Pull Documents” in the Issued document section, select the partner name
“The Institute of Company Secretaries of India” & document type “Identity Card” and enter the document details asked
for to fetch the same.
We believe that this initiative shall go a long way in providing ease of access of all documents of our members and
rendering them just a click away.
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Public enforcement of Corporate Governance
related rules in Latin America
(A comparison of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru)

T

he report on ‘Public enforcement of corporate governance
related rules in Latin America’ by OECD describes the
results of an survey submitted to the regulators responsible
for the enforcement of corporate governance-related
provisions in the six countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico and Peru) that participate in the Latin
American Corporate Governance Roundtable Task Force on
Equity Market Development. It employs a broad definition
of what constitutes corporate governance-related offenses,
following the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance
(“G20/OECD Principles”). It aims to identify common and
differing approaches to enforcement challenges in the
region as well as common objectives, obstacles and relevant
experiences, thereby contributing to a better understanding
of public enforcement environments in the region and
potential avenues for improving them. The Latin American
Corporate Governance Roundtable Task Force on Equity
Market Development has identified this issue as a priority
for work because, from an economic perspective, an equity
market that effectively protects minority shareholders tends
to lead publicly-held companies to have easier access to
capital which is the overarching goal of the Task Force. As
recommended in the G20/OECD Principles, “the corporate
governance framework should be consistent with the rule
of law and support effective supervision and enforcement”.
Moreover, the G20/OECD Principles state that “supervisory,
regulatory and enforcement authorities should have the
authority, integrity and resources to fulfil their duties in a
professional and objective manner”. This report focuses on
public enforcement by analysing – in the following order
– the structure, resources, independence and authority
of regulators, as well as the evolution in the actual use of
enforcement actions. Likewise, this report explores the
opportunities and challenges for the surveyed regulators to
adopt new information technologies, and summarises what
has been done to digitalise the supervision and enforcement
of capital markets rules. While not a main focus of the report,
it also touches briefly upon some aspects of the role of the
judiciary and private arbitration in enforcement.
To conclude, some findings and issues are identified as
a reference for consideration among the six surveyed
regulators.
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MAIN FINDINGS:
This report has the purpose of serving as a stock-taking
exercise to collect information on the current state of public
enforcement of corporate governance rules in the six major
capital markets in Latin America. Within that scope, some
findings have been identified and could serve as a reference
for the six surveyed regulators’ consideration, as follows:

INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES


While there are some reassuring features of the
surveyed regulators` structures (e.g., they have their
own legal personality and most of their senior officials
have fixed mandates), there is still some potential to
increase their political independence. Some of the
main findings related to institutional structures:



CNBV`s (Mexico) Governing Board is the only one
among the six surveyed jurisdictions that does not
have a fixed mandate.



Only CVM (Brazil) and SMV (Peru) have term limits
prohibiting the re-appointment of the members of
regulators’ most senior body.



All surveyed jurisdictions but Colombia have a coolingoff period for former senior officials of their regulators
in order to reduce the risks posed by the “revolving
doors” between the public and private sectors.

RESOURCES


Surveyed regulators staff increased in the last
decade (especially in Argentina and Peru), but their
number and expertise is still a self-reported obstacle
to more effective enforcement, which raises the
question of how to ensure that their employees have
the necessary skills and experience.



All surveyed regulators must have their budget
approved by the executive power and the legislature,
making them, to a smaller or greater extent,
vulnerable to the short-term political agenda.
CHARTERED SECRETARY



There are no evident gaps in the offences investigated
and punished in the surveyed jurisdictions, and
it seems that regulators have enough power to
investigate and follow some of the best practices
required to guarantee due process. In any case,
further research on the topics below would be
worthwhile:



evidentiary standards for sanctions – e.g., what are
the pros and cons of the standards used in Chile
(following a “preponderance of evidence” standard),
and Colombia (following a standard of “beyond a
reasonable doubt”?



what would be the best model for leniency agreements
in the context of capital markets regulation (learning
from the recent introduction of that instrument in
Brazil and Chile)?



In Brazil, Chile and Peru, the unit that investigates
the apparent irregularity is different from the body
that judges in the first instance whether there was
effectively an offence, which might be expected to
contribute to a more impartial decision on sanctioning.



In Mexico, information on the process for imposing
sanctions is classified as confidential by the
government, and this might raise concerns for
investors’ confidence in the public enforcement
system due to a lack of understanding of how it
works.



Surveyed regulators have diverse types of sanctions
that they might impose, but a question not yet
explored is how they may choose between those
types and define a proportional punishment in each
case.



In Brazil, a new genre of sanction made recently
available to the regulator (CVM) is to prohibit entities
from entering into contracts with state-owned financial
institutions and from participating in bids with the
public administration for up to five years, which could
be a potentially severe sanction, for example, for
infrastructure companies that constantly bid for new
concession contracts and search for funding in stateowned development banks.



The limits on fines by regulators in Colombia, Mexico
and Peru are relatively low and fixed.

ENFORCEMENT TRACK RECORD




In most surveyed jurisdictions, there have been shortterm increases in the regulators’ fining activities, and, in
Brazil, a significant long-term increase as well. Mexico
also has had substantial enforcement activity, though
it is difficult to compare the two due to Mexico’s much
broader mandate. The Brazilian self-regulator (the
stock exchange) also experienced a relevant increase
in its sanctioning activity during the last decade.
Enforcing processes conducted by CMF (Chile), SFC
(Colombia) and SMV (Peru) often take a reasonable
period of time, ranging from 5 to 18 months on

CHARTERED SECRETARY



Surveyed regulators have been able to collect the
majority of the amounts of fines that were imposed,
with the exception of CVM (Brazil) which collected
ca. only 30% in the last three years.



There are differing approaches and varying
responsibilities of stock exchanges in the region for
enforcement. In Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Mexico,
they currently have the power to enforce corporate
governance related rules, while in Argentina and Peru
stock exchanges no longer act as self-regulatory
organisations.

DIGITALISATION


All surveyed regulators currently use digital platforms
that facilitate the disclosure of required documents
by supervised market participants and/or have a
software to better manage internal processes, while
CVM (Brazil), CMF (Chile), SFC (Colombia) and SMV
(Peru) reported that they use more sophisticated
information technologies. None of the surveyed
regulators currently use machine learning and
artificial intelligence filters to continuously monitor the
capital markets.



The lack of financial resources for the acquisition
of software licenses and staff training were the
main challenges indicated by surveyed regulators
to increase the use of technological solutions in
the future, followed by the difficulty of guaranteeing
sufficient and relevant data to be fed into machine
learning software.

JUDICIARY AND ARBITRATION


None of the surveyed regulators have prosecutorial
powers, but they all cooperate in the provision of
evidence or technical assistance to public prosecutors
who have such powers.



None of the surveyed jurisdictions have courts
specialized in capital markets, but, in all six countries,
private arbitration is available to settle conflicts
among shareholders, directors and officers.



In the surveyed jurisdictions, judges that rule on
capital markets issues are not usually trained in the
field, but the initiative of CVM (Brazil) of providing
training for some judges seems to be an accessible
way to improve their qualification.

PRIORITIES


Enforcement related to abusive related parties
transactions, fiduciary duties of senior executives,
share-price manipulation and insider trading are
among the main priorities for improvement.

Resources:https://www.oecd.org/corporate/PublicEnforcement-Corporate-Governance-Latin-America.pdf
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average. CNV`s (Argentina) and CVM`s (Brazil)
enforcing processes take on average considerably
longer than in the other surveyed regulators, which in
the case of CVM might be explained, at least partially,
by the relatively high number of sanctions imposed.

PROCEDURES AND SANCTIONS

GST CORNER

NOTIFICATIONS
NOTIFICATION NO. 90/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 1ST DECEMBER, 2020

NOTIFICATION NO. 92/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 22ND DECEMBER, 2020

In exercise of the powers conferred by the first proviso to
rule 46 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017,
the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, on the
recommendations of the Council, hereby makes the following
amendment in the notification of the Government of India in
the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue), No.12/2017
– Central Tax, dated the 28th June, 2017, published in the
Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section
(i) vide number G.S.R. 660(E), dated the 28th June, 2017,
namely:–

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of
section 1 of the Finance Act, 2020 (12 of 2020) (hereinafter
referred to as the said Act), the Central Government hereby
appoints the 1st day of January, 2021, as the date on which
the provisions of sections 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 126,
127 and 131 of the said Act shall come into force.

In the said notification, after the first proviso, the following
proviso shall be inserted, namely,Provided further that for class of supply as specified in column
(2) and whose HSN Code as specified in column (3) of the
Table below, a registered person shall mention eight number
of digits of HSN Codes in a tax invoice issued by him under
the said rules –
For further details regarding the table, click the link mentioned
below:https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/notfctn90-central-tax-english-2020.pdf

NOTIFICATION NO. 91/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 14TH DECEMBER, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 168A of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017), read
with section 20 of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act,
2017 (13 of 2017), and section 21 of the Union Territory Goods
and Services Tax Act, 2017 (14 of 2017), the Government,
on the recommendations of the Council, hereby makes
the following further amendment in the notification of the
Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department
of Revenue), No. 35/2020-Central Tax, dated the 3rd April,
2020, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-section (i), vide number G.S.R. 235(E), dated
the 3rd April, 2020, namely:In the said notification, in the first paragraph, in the proviso
to clause (i),
(i)

for the words, figures and letters “29th day of
November, 2020”, the words, figures and letters “30th
day of March, 2021” shall be substituted.

(ii) for the words, figures and letters “30th day of
November, 2020”, the words, figures and letters “31st
day of March, 2021” shall be substituted
2.

This notification shall be deemed to have come into force
with effect from 1st day of December, 2020.

Source: https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/
notfctn-91-central-tax-english-2020.pdf
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Source: https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/
notfctn-92-central-tax-english-2020.pdf

NOTIFICATION NO. 93/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 22ND DECEMBER, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 128 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
(hereafter in this notification referred to as the said Act), read
with section 148 of the said Act, the Government, on the
recommendations of the Council, hereby makes the following
further amendments in the notification of the Government of
India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue),
No. 73/2017– Central Tax, dated the 29th December, 2017,
published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub- section (i) vide number G.S.R. 1600(E),
dated the 29th December, 2017, namely :–
In the said notification, after the third proviso, the following
proviso shall be inserted, namely: –
“Provided also that the late fee payable for delay in furnishing
of FORM GSTR-4 for the Financial Year 2019-20 under
section 47 of the said Act, from the 1st day of November, 2020
till the 31st day of December, 2020 shall stand waived for the
registered person whose principal place of business is in the
Union Territory of Ladakh.”.
Source: https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/
notfctn-93-central-tax-english-2020.pdf

NOTIFICATION NO. 94/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 22ND DECEMBER, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 164 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017),
the Central Government, on the recommendations of the
Council, hereby makes the following rules further to amend
the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017, namely: 1. Short title and commencement - (1) These rules may
be called the Central Goods and Services Tax (Fourteenth
Amendment) Rules, 2020.
(2) Save as otherwise provided in these rules, they shall
come into force on the date of their publication in the
Official Gazette.
2. In the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017
(hereinafter referred to as the said rules), in rule 8, for subrule (4A), with effect from a date to be notified, the following
sub-rule shall be substituted, namely: CHARTERED SECRETARY

(a) biometric-based Aadhaar authentication and taking
photograph, unless exempted under sub-section
(6D) of section 25, if he has opted for authentication
of Aadhaar number; or
(b)

taking biometric information, photograph and
verification of such other KYC documents, as notified,
unless the applicant is exempted under sub-section
(6D) of section 25, if he has opted not to get Aadhaar
authentication done.

of the applicant where the applicant is an individual or of
such individuals in relation to the applicant as notified under
sub-section (6C) of section 25 where the applicant is not
an individual, along with the verification of the original copy
of the documents uploaded with the application in FORM
GST REG-01 at one of the Facilitation Centres notified by
the Commissioner for the purpose of this sub-rule and the
application shall be deemed to be complete only after
completion of the process laid down under this sub-rule.”.
3. In the said rules, in rule 9,(a) in sub-rule (1), (i)

after the words “applicant within a period of”, for the
word “three”, the word “seven” shall be substituted;

(ii) for the proviso, the following proviso shall be
substituted, namely: 		

“Provided that where-

		

a.

person, other than a person notified under
sub-section (6D) of section 25, fails to undergo
authentication of Aadhaar number as specified
in sub-rule (4A) of rule 8 or does not opt for
authentication of Aadhaar number; or

		

b.

the proper officer, with the approval of an officer
authorised by the Commissioner not below the
rank of Assistant Commissioner, deems it fit
to carry out physical verification of places of
business, the registration shall be granted within
thirty days of submission of application, after
physical verification of the place of business in
the presence of the said person, in the manner
provided under rule 25 and verification of such
documents as the proper officer may deem fit.”;

(b) in sub-rule (2), (i)

for the word “three”, the word “seven” shall be
substituted;

(ii) for the proviso, the following proviso shall be
substituted, namely: 		

“Provided that where-

		

(a) a person, other than a person notified under
sub-section (6D) of section 25, fails to undergo
authentication of Aadhaar number as specified
in sub-rule (4A) of rule 8 or does not opt for
authentication of Aadhaar number; or
CHARTERED SECRETARY

		

(b) the proper officer, with the approval of an officer
authorised by the Commissioner not below the
rank of Assistant Commissioner, deems it fit
to carry out physical verification of places of
business,

the notice in FORM GST REG-03 may be issued not later than
thirty days from the date of submission of the application.”;
(c) for sub-rule (5), the following sub-rule shall be substituted,
namely: “(5) If the proper officer fails to take any action, (a) within a period of seven working days from the date
of submission of the application in cases where the
person is not covered under proviso to sub-rule (1);
or
(b) within a period of thirty days from the date of
submission of the application in cases where a
person is covered under proviso to sub-rule (1); or
(c) within a period of seven working days from the
date of the receipt of the clarification, information or
documents furnished by the applicant under sub-rule
(2),
the application for grant of registration shall be deemed to
have been approved.”.
4. In the said rules, in rule 21,(a) in clause (b), after the words “goods or services”, the
words “or both” shall be inserted;
(b) after clause (d), the following clauses shall be
inserted, namely:		

“(e) avails input tax credit in violation of the provisions
of section 16 of the Act or the rules made thereunder;
or

		

(f) furnishes the details of outward supplies in FORM
GSTR-1 under section 37 for one or more tax periods
which is in excess of the outward supplies declared
by him in his valid return under section 39 for the said
tax periods; or

(g) violates the provision of rule 86B.”.
5. In the said rules, in rule 21A,(a) in sub-rule (2), the words “,after affording the said
person a reasonable opportunity of being heard,” shall
be omitted;
(b) after sub-rule (2), the following sub-rule shall be inserted,
namely: “(2A) Where, a comparison of the returns furnished by a
registered person under section 39 with
(a) the details of outward supplies furnished in FORM
GSTR-1; or
(b) the details of inward supplies derived based on the
details of outward supplies furnished by his suppliers
in their FORM GSTR-1,
		

or such other analysis, as may be carried out on the
recommendations of the Council, show that there
JANUARY 2021 |
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by—
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are significant differences or anomalies indicating
contravention of the provisions of the Act or the
rules made thereunder, leading to cancellation of
registration of the said person, his registration shall
be suspended and the said person shall be intimated
in FORM GST REG-31, electronically, on the
common portal, or by sending a communication to
his e-mail address provided at the time of registration
or as amended from time to time, highlighting the
said differences and anomalies and asking him to
explain, within a period of thirty days, as to why his
registration shall not be cancelled.”;
(c) in sub-rule (3), after the words, brackets and figure “or
sub-rule (2)”, the words, brackets, figure and letter “or
sub-rule (2A)” shall be inserted;
(d) after sub-rule (3), the following sub-rule shall be inserted,
namely: “(3A) A registered person, whose registration has been
suspended under sub-rule (2) or sub-rule (2A), shall not
be granted any refund under section 54, during the period
of suspension of his registration.”
(e) in sub-rule (4), (i)

after the words, brackets and figure “or sub-rule (2)”,
the words, brackets, figure and letter “or sub-rule
(2A)” shall be inserted;

(ii) the following proviso shall be inserted, namely: 		

“Provided that the suspension of registration under
this rule may be revoked by the proper officer,
anytime during the pendency of the proceedings for
cancellation, if he deems fit.”.

6. In the said rules, in rule 22,(a) in sub-rule (3), after the words, brackets and figure
“the show cause issued under subrule (1)”, the words,
brackets, figures and letters “or under sub-rule (2A)
of rule 21A” shall be inserted;
(b) in sub-rule (4), after the words, brackets and figure
“reply furnished under sub-rule (2)”, the words,
brackets, figures and letters “or in response to the
notice issued under sub-rule (2A) of rule 21A” shall
be inserted.
7. In the said rules, in rule 36, in sub-rule (4), with effect from
the 1st day of January, 2021,(a) for the word “uploaded”, at both the places where it
occurs, the word “furnished” shall be substituted;
(b) after the words, brackets and figures “by the suppliers
under sub-section (1) of section 37”, at both the
places where they occur, the words, letters and figure
“in FORM GSTR-1 or using the invoice furnishing
facility” shall be inserted;
(c) for the figures and words “10”, the figure and words
“5” shall be substituted.
8. In the said rules, in rule 59, after sub-rule (4), the following
sub-rule shall be inserted, namely: “(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this rule, -
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(a) a registered person shall not be allowed to furnish
the details of outward supplies of goods or services
or both under section 37 in FORM GSTR-1, if he
has not furnished the return in FORM GSTR-3B for
preceding two months;
(b) a registered person, required to furnish return for
every quarter under the proviso to sub-section (1)
of section 39, shall not be allowed to furnish the
details of outward supplies of goods or services or
both under section 37 in FORM GSTR-1 or using the
invoice furnishing facility, if he has not furnished the
return in FORM GSTR-3B for preceding tax period;
(c) a registered person, who is restricted from using
the amount available in electronic credit ledger to
discharge his liability towards tax in excess of ninetynine per cent. of such tax liability under rule 86B,
shall not be allowed to furnish the details of outward
supplies of goods or services or both under section
37 in FORM GSTR-1 or using the invoice furnishing
facility, if he has not furnished the return in FORM
GSTR-3B for preceding tax period.”.
9. In the said rules, after rule 86A, with effect from the 1st day
of January, 2021, the following rule shall be inserted, namely:“86B. Restrictions on use of amount available in
electronic
credit
ledger.-Notwithstanding
anything
contained in these rules, the registered person shall not use
the amount available in electronic credit ledger to discharge
his liability towards output tax in excess of ninety-nine per
cent. of such tax liability, in cases where the value of taxable
supply other than exempt supply and zero-rated supply, in a
month exceeds fifty lakh rupees:
Provided that the said restriction shall not apply where –
(a) the said person or the proprietor or karta or the
managing director or any of its two partners, wholetime Directors, Members of Managing Committee
of Associations or Board of Trustees, as the case
may be, have paid more than one lakh rupees as
income tax under the Income-tax Act, 1961(43
of 1961) in each of the last two financial years for
which the time limit to file return of income under
subsection (1) of section 139 of the said Act has
expired; or
(b) the registered person has received a refund amount
of more than one lakh rupees in the preceding
financial year on account of unutilised input tax credit
under clause (i) of first proviso of sub-section (3) of
section 54; or
(c) the registered person has received a refund amount
of more than one lakh rupees in the preceding
financial year on account of unutilised input tax credit
under clause (ii) of first proviso of sub-section (3) of
section 54; or
(d) the registered person has discharged his liability
towards output tax through the electronic cash ledger
for an amount which is in excess of 1% of the total
output tax liability, applied cumulatively, upto the said
month in the current financial year; or
CHARTERED SECRETARY

		

(i) Government Department; or

		

(ii) Public Sector Undertaking; or

		

(iii) a local authority; or

		

(iv) a statutory body:

Provided further that the Commissioner or an officer
authorised by him in this behalf may remove the said
restriction after such verifications and such safeguards as he
may deem fit.”.
10. In the said rules, in rule 138, in sub-rule (10), with effect
from the 1st day of January, 2021,(a) in the Table, against serial number 1, in column 2,
for the figures and letters “100 km.”, the figures and
letters “200 km.” shall be substituted;
(b) in the Table, against serial number 2, in column 2,
for the figures and letters “100 km.”, the figures and
letters “200 km.” shall be substituted.
11. In the said rules, in rule 138E, (a) in clause (b), for the words “two months”, the words
“two tax periods” shall be substituted;
(b) after clause (c),the following clause shall be inserted,
namely:		

“(d) being a person, whose registration has been
suspended under the provisions of sub-rule (1) or
sub-rule (2) or sub-rule (2A) of rule 21A.”.

12. In the said rules, after FORM GST REG-30, FORM GST
REG-31 shall be inserted.
For further details regarding FORM GST REG-31, click the
below mentioned link:https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/notfctn94-central-tax-english-2020.pdf

NOTIFICATION NO. 95/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 30TH DECEMBER, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of
section 44 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
(12 of 2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the
said Act), read with rule 80 of the Central Goods and Services
Tax Rules, 2017 (hereafter in this notification referred to as
the said rules), the Commissioner, on the recommendations
of the Council, hereby extends the time limit for furnishing of
the annual return specified under section 44 of the said Act
read with rule 80 of the said rules, electronically through the
common portal, for the financial year 2019-20 till 28.02.2021.
Source: https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/
notfctn-95-central-tax-english-2020.pdf

CIRCULARS
Circular no. 144/14/2020- GST dated 15th December, 2020
Waiver from recording of UIN on the invoices for the
months of April, 2020 to March, 2021- regarding
Vide Circular no. 63/37/2018- GST dated 14th September,
2018 & corrigendum to the said circular dated 6th September,
2019, waiver from recording of UIN on the invoices issued by
retailers/other suppliers were given to UIN entities till March,
2020.
2.

It has been bought to the notice of the Board that the
issue of non-recording of UINs has continued even after
31st March, 2020. Therefore, it has been decided to give
waiver from recording of UIN on the invoices issued by the
retailers/suppliers, pertaining to the refund claims from
April, 2020 to March, 2021, subject to the condition that
the copies of such invoices are attested by the authorized
representative of the UIN entity and the same is submitted
to the jurisdictional officer.

Source: https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/
Circular_Refund_144_12_2020.pdf

RELEASE OF BOOK OF MCQS ON VALUATION ON
SECURITIES OR FINANCIAL ASSETS.
About the Book


More than 480 MCQs covering the entire syllabus



Chapter wise Key Points



Compiled by experts

The book will be an useful source to valuer members of both ICSI RVO and other
RVOs for cracking the valuation examination.
The USP of the book is such that one can refer it while travelling, during rest
hours at office as well as at home, while waiting outside examination centers etc.
For Orders visit: http://www.icsirvo.in/Home/BookStore

CHARTERED SECRETARY
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(e) the registered person is –

ETHICS IN PROFESSION

APPEAL AGAINST THE ORDER OF THE BOARD OF
DISCIPLINE OR THE DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE TO
THE APPELLATE AUTHORITY

B

y amendment to the establishing Acts of the three
professional institutes, through, the Company Secretaries
(Amendment) Act, 2006, the Chartered Accountants
(Amendment) Act, 2006 and the Cost and Works Accountants
(Amendment) Act, 2006 a provision for appeal to the Appellate
Authority was made, which previously could be made only to
the High Court.
The Appellate Authority has been established by the Central
Government vide its notification in the Official Gazette, in
terms of Section 22A of the Company Secretaries Act,
1980, Section 22A(1) of the Chartered Accountants
Act, 1949 and Section 22A of the Cost and Works
Accountants Act, 1959.
Any member of the Institute, i.e. a Company Secretary,
Chartered Accountant or Cost Accountant, held guilty of
Professional or Other Misconduct, who is aggrieved by an
Order of the Board of Discipline or the Disciplinary Committee
of the Institute imposing a penalty on him, may appeal against
the Order to the Appellate Authority.
The Appellate Authority as well as the Disciplinary Committee,
the Board of Discipline and the Director (Discipline) are vested
with the powers of a Civil Court in respect of summoning
and examining persons on oath, enforcing their attendance,
discovery and production of documents and receiving
evidence on affidavit.
Any member of the Institutes, who is aggrieved by an order
of the Board of Discipline or the Disciplinary Committee of
the Institute imposing a penalty on him, may file an appeal
against the order to the Appellate Authority. The Director
(Discipline) can also appeal against the decision of the Board
of Discipline or the Disciplinary Committee, as the case may
be, to the Appellate Authority.
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The Appellate Authority is headed by a Chairperson, who
is or has been a judge of a High Court, two former members
of the Council of each of the three Institutes (i.e. two former
members of the Council of ICSI with reference to Section 22A
of the Company Secretaries Act, 1980) and two nominees
of the Central government having knowledge and practical
experience in the field of law, economics, business, finance
or accountancy.
The Appellate Authority may confirm, modify or set aside the
order of the Board of Discipline or the Disciplinary Committee,
as the case may be, impose any penalty or set aside, reduce
or enhance the penalty already imposed upon the member
(CS), remit the case back for further inquiry or pass any such
other order as the Appellate Authority thinks fit.

CASE STUDY 1
The Complainant has inter-alia alleged that the Respondent
did not exercise due diligence while submitting form for DSC
of the Complainant without his knowledge and consent.
The Respondent contended that the wife of the complainant
came to his office for applying DSC of the Complainant along
with an authority letter of the Complainant authorizing her to
apply on Complainant’s behalf.
The Disciplinary Committee has observed that the
Respondent had merely relied on the authority letter provided
to him by the wife of the Complainant, who has matrimonial
dispute with the Complainant. The Respondent did not verify
the facts from the Complainant.
The Disciplinary Committee after considering the matter, held
the Respondent as ‘Guilty’ of professional misconduct under
clause (7) of Part-I of the Second Schedule to the Company
Secretaries Act, 1980 and ordered Reprimand and Fine of
Rs. 10,000/- against the Respondent.
CHARTERED SECRETARY

The Complainant has inter-alia alleged that the Respondent
has certified Form DIN-I, photograph on Form DIN-I;
and photocopy of voter ID card and PAN card and the
particulars in the said Form were apparently wrong and
misleading and were not given by the applicant to the
Respondent.

ETHICS IN PROFESSION

CASE STUDY 2
OBITUARY

The Respondent contended that for certification of Form
DIN-I he had relied upon the documents submitted by the
management of the company.
The Disciplinary Committee concluded that the Respondent
neither met the DIN applicant nor seen any of the original
documents for verifying the signatures of the DIN applicant
before certifying the form DIN 1 of the Complainant and held
the Respondent as ‘Guilty’ of professional misconduct under
clause (7) of Part I of the Second Schedule to the Company
Secretaries Act, 1980 and ordered Reprimand and Fine of
Rs. 5,000/- against the Respondent.

CASE STUDY 3
The Respondent Mr. Y had issued the Compliance Certificate
to a company for F.Y. ending 31st March, 2014 without first
communicating with the Complainant, who had issued the
Compliance Certificate to the said company for the F.Y.
ended on 31st March, 2013. The Respondent admitted
his mistake.

P T RANGAMANI

(26.08.1934 – 16.10.2020)
Chartered Secretary deeply regrets to record the
sad demise of CS P T RANGAMANI (26.08.1934 –
16.10.2020), a Fellow Member of the Institute from Tamil
Nadu. He was the Past President of ICSI during the
year 1992 and also the Past Chairman of SIRC of ICSI
Regional Council during the year 1988

The Board of Discipline held the Respondent is “Guilty”
of professional misconduct under clause (8) of Part I of
the First Schedule to the Company Secretaries Act, 1980
and ordered Reprimand and Fine of Rs. 5,000/- against
the Respondent.

CASE STUDY 4
The Complainant has inter-alia alleged that the Respondent
has certified form for appointment of the Complainant
as Director of a company and filed the same on the basis
of consent letter of the Complainant. The Respondent
has witnessed his fake signature in Power of Attorney,
supposedly giving the Respondent authority to act on
his behalf to affix his signature as a subscriber to the
Memorandum of Association & Articles of Association of the
company. The Complainant was not aware of the formation
of the company and never consented to be appointed as
a Director. The Respondent has attested fake signatures
in crucial documents which were used towards setting up
of a company.
The Disciplinary Committee observed that the Respondent is
‘Guilty’ of Professional misconduct under clause (7) of Part I of
the Second Schedule to the Company Secretaries Act, 1980,
as he did not exercise due diligence while certifying form
for appointment of the Complainant; and while witnessing
Power of Attorney, Memorandum of Association & Articles of
Association of the Company and ordered fine of Rs. 25,000/against the Respondent. The Disciplinary Committee further
passed and order for Removal of name of the Respondent
from the Register of Members for a period of 75 days as the
Respondent has failed to pay the Fine within stipulated time
allowed for it.
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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National Startup Awards 2021
T
he Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal
Trade (DPIIT) launched the National Startup Awards 2.0
on 21.12.2020.

The National Startup Awards seek to recognize and reward
outstanding startups and ecosystem enablers that are building
innovative products or solutions and scalable enterprises, with
high potential of employment generation or wealth creation,
demonstrating measurable social impact. The awards want
to acknowledge and provide visibility to startups creating a
broader social impact. The applications for the awards are
open till 31st January 2021.
The Awards will recognize exceptional startups across
various categories that are providing innovative solutions
to solve real problems and challenges for India, developing
innovative technologies, products and solutions from India to
the world, building businesses that are scalable, sustainable
and responsible and delivering measurable developmental
gains.
The awards for startups will be given in 49 areas, classified
into 15 broad sectors like agriculture, environment, space,
animal husbandry, Fintech, transport, drinking water, food
S. Sector
No.
1 Agriculture

2

Sub-sectors
1.
2.
3.
4.

3

Animal Husbandry 1.
2.
Drinking water
1.

4

2.
1.

Education & Skill
Development

5

Energy

6

Enterprise
Systems

7

8
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2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.

Irrigation
Productivity
Post-harvest
Farmer engagement and
education
Productivity
Farm to fork
Access to potable drinking
water
Water & water networks
Access to institutional
education
Access to open education
Teacher training
Toys as learning resource
Vocational training
Clean energy
Energy efficiency
Energy storage
Business process
management
Customer relationship
management
Logistics management
Waste to value
Sanitation and septic tank
management
Industrial biotechnology
Sustainable Mining
Insurance
Financial inclusion

processing, travel, education and skill development, health
and wellness, energy, industry 4.0, enterprise systems and
security. In addition, there are six special awards for
startups from educational institutions, making impact in rural
areas, women entrepreneurs, making potential for import
substitution, for innovation for COVID-19 and for content
delivery in Indic languages.
A cash prize of Rs 5 lakh each will be awarded to the
winning startup in each area. The winner and 2 runners-up
will also be given opportunities to present their solutions to
relevant public authorities and corporates for potential pilot
projects and work orders. They will also be given priority
for participation in various national and international startup
events. The National Startup Awards will also reward
exceptional Incubators and Accelerators as key building
blocks of a robust startup ecosystem. A cash prize of Rs 15
lakh each will be awarded to one winning Incubator and
one winning Accelerator.
Link to apply - https://www.startupindia.gov.in/awards
Listed below are the sectors and sub-sectors for the
same
S. Sector
No.
9 Food Processing

Sub-sectors

1.
2.
3.
10 Health & Wellness 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11 Industry 4.0

12 Security
13 Space
14 Transport

15 Travel

6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

Procurement & storage
Processing
Packaging & retailing
Access to healthcare
Diagnostics
Life Sciences
Medical devices including
affordable, point of care
Ayurveda, Yoga &
Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha
and Homoeopathy (AYUSH)
Fitness and Sports
Internet of things
3D printing
Augmented reality products/
wearables
Computer vision
Robotics
Security & safety systems
Cyber security
Spacecraft technologies
Space based applications
Launch vehicles
Transport services and
infrastructure
Freight & logistics services
Traffic management
Hospitality
Travel planning & discovery

CHARTERED SECRETARY

In Association with ICSI
Reliable Professional
Loan for CS
Loan Up to `30 Lakhs

Zero
Processing
Fees

Zero
Prepayment
Charges

No
Hidden
Charges

Close your
High Cost
Loans
T&C Apply

Rate of
Interest
9.99%

How we work

Apply
Online

Upload
Documents

Approval
in 24 hrs

Instant
Disbursal

Apply Online
www.poonawallaﬁnance.com
Toll-Free Number: 1800 266 0009 | info@poonawallaﬁnance.com
CHARTERED SECRETARY
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Rewrite the Rules

Accloud, digitising MSMEs to accelerate growth
Real time financial dash boards
Integrated across Accloud’s platform
Efficient automated business processes
Local touch delivered in 20 languages
Global access to international marketplaces
Affordable capital and microfinancing

Inventory Management

Financial Reports

Invoicing & GST Compliance

Automated Backup

24 x 7 Anywhere Availability

Payment and Receipt

Contact Accloud to learn more:
Please contact us by phone or email:
Toll Free Number: 180 010 20 355
Email: support@accloud.com

Please contact us to learn
more about our exclusive
offer for ICSI members

www.accloud.co.in
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FASHION
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ELECTRONICS

LUXURY

JEWELLERY

BEAUTY
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NSDL e-Voting
National Securities Depository Limited has set up an electronic platform to facilitate shareholders to cast their votes
electronically on various resolutions of companies. NSDL e-Voting platform ensures full compliance with MCA
guidelines and is certiﬁed by Standardisation Testing and Quality Certiﬁcation (STQC), Government of India.

OUR USPs
End to End solutions for e-Voting.
NSDL set up entire infrastructure and oﬀers variety of solutions to meet your needs
e-voting at meeting venue- AGM/EGM, Court Convened Meetings,
Shareholders Director elections of banks, etc.
Tablet based voting on wireless network at meeting venue.
Live Video Streaming and Webcasting of General Meeting Proceedings.
Sending e-Notices to Shareholders.
e-voting using NSDL Mobile App, IDeAS and Online platform.
Voting stations and in-seat voting at meeting venue.
Consolidated results are available immediately after closure of voting.
Separate modules for retail clients and institutional clients having custodians.
User friendly and fully secured interface for all users.
User ID and passwords are encrypted while sending to shareholders.
Compulsory change of default password by shareholders upon ﬁrst time login.
Single login ID for one shareholder which can be used for e-voting on NSDL platform for all companies.
Online facility for shareholders to update their mobile number and email address on NSDL e-Voting platform.

You may contact any of our of ices / of icials mentioned below
Mumbai Head Oﬃce

Ms. Khilona Behera

9930358789 / 022 - 24994554
khilonab@nsdl.co.in

Hyderabad

Mr. Y. Santhosh Reddy

9966539336 / 040-44334178
ysanthosh@nsdl.co.in

Lucknow

Mr. Yogesh Tiwari
97959 81676

yogesht@nsdl.co.in
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Ahmedabad

Mr. Parag Jain

7819816130 / 079-26461375
paragj@nsdl.co.in

Jaipur

Mr. Manish Sharma
95095 95005

manish.sharma@nsdl.co.in

Bengaluru

Mr. Thejas Narasimhamurthy

9742353308 / 080 - 40407106
thejasn@nsdl.co.in

Kochi

Mr. Sreejith Ramchandran

9895641302 / 0484 - 2933075
sreejithr@nsdl.co.in

Chennai

Mr. Bandam Srinivas

9884826308 / 044-28143917 / 11
bandams@nsdl.co.in

Kolkata

Mr. Supra m Mitra

9830540075 / 033 - 22904243 / 46
supra mm@nsdl.co.in

New Delhi

Mr. Ankur Mittal
9810075326 / 011-23353814 / 15
ankurm@nsdl.co.in
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UNIFIED
WEDDING
PLANNERS
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Pioneer of Demat Services
Wide Range of Online Investment Offerings
34+ Years of Service
Trusted by over 5 Crore Customers in India and Abroad
Wide Network of 200+ Branches and Growing
AUC of over 38 Lakhs Crores
Winner of Several Industry Awards
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Shri M. Venkaiah Naidu
Hon’ble Vice President of India

Shri Narendra Modi
Hon’ble Prime Minister, Government of India

Shri Om Birla
Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha

Shri Rajnath Singh
Hon'ble Minister of Defence

GAZETTED HOLIDAYS
(APPLICABLE FOR HEADQUARTERS, NOIDA OFFICE,
NIRO & ITS CHAPTERS)
JANUARY
19 Muharram
26 Republic Day
30 Janamashtami
MARCH
OCTOBER
29 Holi
02	Mahatma Gandhi's
Birthday
APRIL
15 Dussehra
02 Good Friday
19	Milad-un-Nabi or ld-e21 Ram Navami
Milad
25 Mahavir Jayanti
(Birthday of Prophet
MAY
Mohammad)
14 ld-ul-Fitr
26 Buddha Purnima
NOVEMBER
04 Diwali (Deepavali)
JULY
19 Guru Nanak's Birthday
21 ld-ul-Zuha (Bakrid)
AUGUST
DECEMBER
15 Independence Day
25 Christmas Day

RESTRICTED HOLIDAYS
(APPLICABLE FOR HEADQUARTERS, NOIDA OFFICE,
NIRO & ITS CHAPTERS)

JANUARY
01 New Year's Day
13 Lohri
14	Makar Sankranti/
Magha/ Bihu /Pongal
20 Guru Gobind
Singh's Birthday
FEBRUARY
16 Basant Panchami /
Sri Panchami
19 Shivaji Jayanti
26 Hazarat Ali's
Birthday
27	Guru Ravidas's
Birthday

MARCH
08 Swami Dayananda
Saraswati Jayanti
11 Maha Shivratri
28	Holika Dahan/
Dolyatra
APRIL
04 Easter Sunday
13	Chaitra Sukladi/Gudi
Padava/Ugadi/ Cheti
Chand/ Vaisakhi/Vishu
14	Mesadi Tamil New
Year's Day
15 Vaisakhadi (Bengal)/
Bahag Bihu (Assam)

Shri Anurag Singh Thakur
Hon’ble MoS for Finance and
Corporate Affairs
MAY
07 Jamat-UI-Vida
09 Guru Rabindranath's
Birthday
JULY
12 Rath Yatra
AUGUST
16	Parsi New Year's
Day/ Nauraj
21	Onam or Thiru
Onam Day
22 Raksha Bandhan
SEPTEMBER
10	Vinayaka Chaturthi/
Ganesh Chaturthi
OCTOBER
12 Dussehra (Saptami)
13	Dussehra (Maha

Ashtami)
14	Dussehra (Maha
Navmi)
20	Maharishi Valmiki's
Birthday
24	Karaka Chaturthi
(Karwa Chouth)
NOVEMBER
03 Naraka Chaturdasi
05 Govardhan Puja
06 Bhai Duj
10	Pratihar Sashthi or
Surya Sashthi
(Chhat Puja)
24	Guru Teg Bahadur's
Martyrdom Day
DECEMBER
24 Christmas Eve

Drive Excellence
with Nasdaq Governance Solutions

Board Portal
Technology

Board Evaluation & Board
Engagement Experts

ESG Reporting &
Data Management

Nasdaq
Boardvantage®

Nasdaq
Center for Board Excellence

Nasdaq
OneReport

Trusted by 40%* of the companies on Sensex and Nifty 50, our
technology solutions, consulting resources, expert insights, and
award-winning service can help you drive excellence and advance
your organisation’s governance practices.
* Clients’ market cap weighting within the respective indexes, as at July 13, 2020

Contact Nasdaq Governance Solutions to learn more.
DL-IndiaSales@nasdaq.com
@NasdaqCorpGov
Nasdaq Governance Solutions
https://www.nasdaq.com/in/boardvantage
72, Affluence, 1, St Marks Rd, Srinivas Nagar, Shanthala Nagar,
AshokNagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560001, India
+91 6366871323

Please contact us
to learn more about
special benefits for
ICSI members
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Learn what makes
Diligent the #1 Governance
Software Provider
Software specifically designed for
Board of Directors & Trustees.
»
»
»

Intuitive and easy to use technology
White-glove customer support
Reputation and investment in governance

™

diligent.com
000-800-100-4374

